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FOREWORD

This Festschrift is a tribute to Prof. M G K Menon, a past President of the Indian
Academy of Sciences, by some of his many friends, admirers and scientific colleagues.
Over thirty years of a remarkably fruitful life Prof. Menon has influenced the growth
of Indian science in more ways than one. Physicist, administrator and policy-maker,
in each of these capacities he has left, on the minds of those who came in contact with
him, abiding impressions of a wise, warm and generous personality. Some of the
articles in this volume amply reflect these feelings.
When Prof. Menon succeeded Prof. T S Sadasivan as the President of the Indian
Academy of Sciences, a few years after Sir C V Raman’s death, he steered the Academy
through a crucial period of its development. It therefore gives me particular pleasure
to associate the Academy with this volume.
The Festschrift has been put together by Prof. R R Daniel and Prof. B V Sreekantan.
I wish to thank them and the other contributors for their labours.
O Siddiqi

President, Indian Academy of Sciences
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INTRODUCTION

Professor M G K Menon has been in the forefront of Indian science and technology
for the past three and a half decades as an outstanding scientist, who has made
pioneering contributions in the field of cosmic rays and elementary particle physics,
and as Director of the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, as Secretary
to the Government of India heading various scientific departments and Chairman of
Commissions, as Member of the Planning Commission, as President and Member
of several national and international academic bodies, and as Scientific Adviser to
the Prime Minister of India. It may come as a surprise to many to learn that one
who has held such high positions and has so many major achievements to his credit
has just turned sixty.
Mambillikalathil Govind Kumar Menon, ‘Goku’ to his close friends and relatives,
was born on 28th August 1928 at Mangalore where his father Kizhekepat Sankara
Menon was a District and Sessions Judge. He spent his early years in various parts
of the old Madras Presidency particularly in Chengleput, Kurnool, Cuddalore and
Madras undergoing his primary education in the later two places. The family then
moved north to Jodhpur, and Menon took his Matriculation from the Punjab
University in 1942, his Intermediate in science from Jaswant College, Jodhpur and
M.Sc. (Physics) from the Bombay University. During the period 1946-49 when he
was at the Royal Institute of Science, Bombay, studying for his M.Sc. degree, he came
under the influence of the well-known spectroscopist Prof. N R Tawde, who interested
him in the spectra of astrophysical importance. In those days the only detector
for spectroscopic research was the photographic plate. Menon was interested in
photography as an art form, but now he became interested in it as a tool of science.
Menon embarked on projects related to the photographic process, including better
response in the ultraviolet. When he was working on this problem, he happened to
meet Prof. P K Kichlu, professor of physics at the Delhi University who suggested
to him to write to Prof. C F Powell of the Bristol University, who was engaged,
in collaboration with Ilford Limited in developing the photographic emulsion as a
precision particle detector and had already made pioneering discoveries in the field
of cosmic rays using emulsion detectors. Menon wrote to Prof. Powell, and the
response was immediate. Powell invited Menon to come to Bristol to pursue this
work. Although he had secured admission in Cambridge, Menon chose to go
to Bristol and work with Prof. Powell. As events proved later he went to the
right place at the right time and worked with the right people. He was greatly
influenced in many ways by the enormously friendly and international atmosphere
at the Fourth Floor, as Prof. Powell’s laboratory was then popularly known, the
all-pervading excitement over scientific work in the Physics Department with the
theoretical group led by Profs Mott and Frank and the intense activity which swept
everyone along. The exhilarating environment at Bristol for research, and the scientific
xi
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contributions that Menon made during 1949-1956 in the field of elementary particle
physics, particularly K-meson physics, is described in the fascinating article of Dr Lock
entitled “Menon at Bristol”. Dr Lock was a contemporary of Menon at Bristol during
those exciting days. The short but highly illuminating article of Beppo and Connie
Occhialinis highlights some aspects of Menon’s potential as a scientist, as an
administrator and as a leader, recognized by his colleagues and seniors even during
those early days of his career. For two years (1953—55) he held the Senior Award of the
Exhibition of 1851, held before only by another Indian, Homi Bhabha. Menon’s stay
in Bristol was eventful in other ways too. He married Indu, a Kampala-born Indian,
who took her degree in philosophy and psychology at the University of Bristol.
In India Dr Homi Bhabha founded the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
in Bombay in 1945. Because of his own personal interest in cascade theory and
elementary particle physics, and further recognizing the potential of cosmic ray
research for doing frontline work in a fundamental area of science and as a means
for studying nuclear physics, and also recognizing that cosmic ray research can be
used as a springboard for the development of electronics and other technologies,
Dr Bhabha initiated a vigorous experimental programme in this field. It included
cosmic ray studies at high altitudes using balloons carrying nuclear emulsion and
electronic detectors, cloud chamber investigation of cosmic ray interactions at sea
level and mountain altitudes, and deep underground experiments in the Kolar Gold
Fields to study the penetrating component of cosmic rays. At the invitation of Dr
Bhabha, Prof. Bernard Peters, the discoverer of the heavy primaries in cosmic
radiation, joined the institute in 1951 and started guiding the cosmic ray activity in
general and the nuclear emulsion group in particular. By the mid-1950’s the TIFR
had a fairly large-scale activity in a variety of fields of cosmic ray research including
geophysical aspects of cosmic ray-induced radioactivity in the earth’s atmosphere.
Soon after Menon completed his Ph.D. in Bristol in 1952 he had several offers
from various research centres in the United States—Columbia University, University
of California, University of Rochester, etc. But at the instance of Profs Bhabha and
Peters, and because of his inner urge to come to India and do research in this country,
and also as desired by his father, he decided to join the TIFR. Menon came
to TIFR towards the end of 1955. The tempo and scale of cosmic ray research which
was already high got a further boost with Menon joining the group. One of the
major projects that he got involved in immediately after joining the institute was the
development of plastic balloons for cosmic ray research at stratospheric altitudes.
The story of this developmental work—the trials, the tribulations and the successes—
is narrated in the article of Prof. G S Gokhale. This unique development paid rich
dividends to the institute in later years when the various fields of space astronomy
in infra-red, X-ray and gamma ray, were taken up as part of the activities of the high
altitude studies group of TIFR.
The decade 1955-1965 was also one in which the activities of the institute increased
by more than an order of magnitude. The new permanent buildings of TIFR in the
holiday camp, Colaba, became ready for occupation. Several new fields of research—
molecular biology, radio astronomy, solid state electronics and geophysics were
inducted into the mainstream of activities of the institute. In 1960 Dr Bhabha decided
to organise the activities of the institute under two faculties—the mathematics faculty
and the physics faculty. Menon was appointed the Dean of the Physics Faculty and
later in 1964 the Deputy Director (Physics). Dr Bhabha became increasingly busy

Summer of 1954 at a pub in Varenna.
Fermi playing ‘Concetto’ (table top football).
With Menon, Amalde, Puppi, Neil Porter and Denis O’Keefe.
Courtesy: Prof. George Clark MIT.

Summer School on Theoretical Physics, Bangalore 1961.

Inauguration of the international conference on cosmic rays held in Jaipur, in December 1963.

Bombay Colloquium on cosmic ray studies in relation to recent developments in astronomy
and astrophysics, November 1968.
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with the atomic energy programme which was developing very rapidly; he could spare
only one day in a week for the work of the institute. This was generally a Wednesday,
when he would attend the physics faculty meeting, have lunch with the faculty members
and attend the physics colloquium. The responsibility of planning and implementing
the work of the institute squarely fell on the shoulders of Menon. Activities like radio
astronomy, molecular biology and solid state electronics needed detailed planning,
and a considerable amount of spadework on a variety of aspects like recruitment of
staff, creation of laboratory space, ordering of equipment, etc. The number of foreign
deputations from the institute and the number of foreign visitors to the institute also
increased considerably. The institute also started organizing summer schools on topics
of current interest, at which experts in the relevant fields were invited to give courses
of lectures. All these required meticulous planning and execution. Menon was
undoubtedly the guiding spirit behind all these activities, w'hich, over a period of
time, brought into TIFR the kind of atmosphere and culture for which it is recognized
even today as a model institute in the country. In 1963 Menon also organized the
Ninth International Conference on Cosmic Rays which was held at Jaipur. The fact
that this prestigious conference came to India so early was an international recognition
of the level of activity that had been achieved in the country in this field through the
efforts of Bhabha, Peters, Sarabhai, Menon and other members of the cosmic ray
groups in India. The cosmic ray research committee that had been constituted by
the department of Atomic Energy, of which Menon was an important member, played
a signficant role in the development of cosmic ray research in many other centres of the
country—the Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad, the Bose Institute,
Calcutta, the Departments of Physics of the University of Delhi, University of
Chandigarh and Aligarh University, etc. A high-altitude research laboratory was also
built in this period at Gulmarg in Kashmir.
The severest blow to the scientific community in India, to DAE, and TIFR in
particular, fell on 24th January 1966, when Dr Bhabha died in the tragic air crash
over Mont Blanc. The Council of TIFR appointed Menon as the Director of the
Institute. Menon held this position from 3 February 1966 to 6 January 1975. It goes
to the credit of Menon that during this crucial period following Homi Bhabha’s death,
he was not only able to maintain and further the high standards of basic research
activity at the institute but also encourage the institute to undertake major projects
of national relevance in the fields of electronics, computer science and materials science
on behalf of a number of governmental agencies. With this involvement the activities
of the institute became much more broad-based and the expertise that had been
developed as part of research programme became available for national use and
development. In subsequent years several senior members of the institute were called
upon to accept important roles in many national activities in the fields of science,
technology, and higher education.
In spite of his increasing administrative chores and national and international
responsibilities one area of research in which Menon continued to involve himself
personally with great interest is the one pertaining to the deep underground
experiments in the Kolar Gold Fields that were restarted in 1960; over the years these
experiments covered a wide spectrum of investigations on muons, neutrinos, proton
decay and search for magnetic monopoles. In the articles of Profs V S Narasimham
and P V Ramana Murthy and of Prof. S Miyake there is a full account of these series
of experiments (which are still continuing).

XIV
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Recognizing the growing importance of electronics particularly in the light of the
recommendations of the Bhabha Committee on Electronics, the then Prime Minister
Smt Indira Gandhi invited Menon to head the development of this field nationally.
Prof. Menon set up an Electronics Commission on the same pattern as the Atomic
Energy Commission. He became the first Chairman of the Commission and Secretary
to the Government of India in the Department of Electronics from 1971 in addition
to the Directorship of TIFR. He gave up the Directorship in 1975, when he
permanently moved to Delhi. During his tenure as Chairman of the Electronics
Commission (1971-78) not only was there a significant growth in electronics
production, at the rate of 15 to 20%, but also diversification of product range and
application areas and most importantly a geographical spread of these activities which
till then had been confined to a few major cities like Bombay, Bangalore and Pune,
and only to a few public sector undertakings. The State Electronics Corporations
came up in several states. The degree of dependence on imported equipment even in
sophisticated technology and research areas declined, and a take-off point for this
vital sector of national development was reached.
After the sudden and tragic death of Dr Vikram Sarabhai in December 1971, Menon,
in addition to his other responsibilities assumed charge of the Directorship of the
Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad and also as Chairman of the Indian Space
Research Organization. It was during this period that the formal agreement with the
Soviet Union for launching the first Indian satellite Aryabhata was signed.
During 1974-78 Prof. Menon was also the Scientific Adviser to the Minister of
Defence and the Director General of DRDO and Secretary for Defence Research.
Many of the major projects involving the design and development of large defence
systems were initiated during this period.
In 1978 he became the Director General of CSIR and also Secretary, Department
of Science and Technology. He was also the Chairman of the Working Group on
Science and Technology that was set up by the Planning Commission in the context
of the Sixth Plan, whereby a major review of the S&T activities of the country was
taken up, and an increased thrust on facilities and research in the educational sector,
basic research in frontier areas and newly emerging interdisciplinary areas was given.
It is also during this period that new departments to deal with the areas of environment,
alternate sources of energy and ocean development were set up. Prof. Menon was
the first Secretary to the new Department of Environment and also the Chairman of
the Commission that was set up for additional sources of energy.
In 1981 the Government constituted a high level apex body—the Science Advisory
Committee to the Cabinet (SACC). Prof. Menon was the first Member Secretary of
SACC (1981-82) and its Chairman (1982-85). This committee made several important
recommendations as a result of which the National Biotechnology Board, the National
S&T Entrepreneurship Development Board and the National Council for S&T
Communication were set up. The National Biotechnology Board has since led to the
creation of the new Department of Biotechnology. In 1982 he became a Member
of the Planning Commission (with responsibilities on science and technology, educa¬
tion, family welfare, nutrition, social welfare, minimum needs, environment and
ecology) with the rank of a Minister of State, and in 1986 he became the Scientific
Adviser to the Prime Minister. He is a member of the Atomic Energy Commission
and has been associated with the Indian Space programme since its inception
including membership of the Space Commission.
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Professor Menon has been the recipient of many national and international awards
and distinctions. The list is too numerous to make it an exhaustive and complete one
here. To name a few: he is a Fellow of the Royal Society (1970), Foreign Honorary
Member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences; Honorary Foreign Member
of the USSR Academy of Sciences; and Vice-President of the Third World Academy;
Member, Pontifical Academy of Sciences, the only Indian after Prof. Raman. He has
been President of the Indian Academy of Sciences (Bangalore), the Indian National
Science Academy (New Delhi), the National Academy of Sciences (Allahabad), and
General President of the Indian Science Congress (ISCA). He was awarded the Shanti
Swarup Bhatnagar Award for Physical Sciences im 1960, the C V Raman Medal of
INSA in 1985, the Ashutosh Mookerjee Platinum Jubilee Medal of ISCA in 1988
and the Republic Day National Awards: Padma Shri (1961), Padma Bhushan (1968)
and Padma Vibhushan (1985). He has been conferred the Honorary Doctorate by
twelve Universities. Among his many international associations, we mention a few:
he was a member of the Cosmic Ray Comission of IUPAP 1964-1975 being Chairman
of the Commission 1973-1975. He is currently the President of the International
Council of Scientific Unions (1988-1992), the first Indian to hold this prestigious
position.
These reflect, though not in a complete measure, the colourful personality of an
individual who has shouldered for a little over three decades a wide range of scientific,
administrative, educational and policy-making responsibilities at perhaps the highest
level that any scientist has done anywhere in the world. What is more remarkable is
that he has kept his research interests alive and is abreast of the latest developments.
We wish him Godspeed on the same gradient and hope that his counsel and
experience will continue to be available to the country for many more years to come.
R R
BV

Daniel

Sreekantan

Editors

Menon at Bristol
W O LOCK
CERN, CH-1211, Geneva 23, Switzerland

1. Introduction
Mambillikalathil Govind Kumar Menon—Goku to all his friends—arrived in Bristol
in the autumn of 1949 as a young man of 21 years of age, fresh from his M.Sc. degree of
the Royal Institute of Science in Bombay. He had come to join Cecil Powell’s research
group, which was beginning to be famous throughout the world following the discovery
of the pi-meson, or pion, in the early part of 1947 by Lattes et al (1947).

2. Origins of Powell’s Bristol School
In order to set the scene for this short article on Goku’s early years at Bristol, which had
a decisive effect on his future career, it may be of value to recall the origins of the Bristol
School which “was the worthy successor of Rutherford’s School of nuclear physics at
the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge during the 1930’s and carried on and developed
the best traditions of that School”. These words were written by the late Eric Burhop,
Goku and myself in the Preface to the Selected Papers of Cecil Frank Powell, published
by North Holland in 1972 (Burhop et al 1972). In this volume, through the kindness of
Mrs Isobel Powell, we were able to include Fragments of autobiography which Powell
left unfinished at the time of his death in August 1969. He gives a vivid account of his
early life in Kent and then at Cambridge where, after taking a first class honours degree
in physics in 1925, he became a research student under C T R Wilson in the Cavendish
Laboratory. He took his Ph.D. in due course and then in the Spring of 1928 he moved
to Bristol as research assistant to A M Tyndall, Director of the new H H Wills Physics
Laboratory.
Powell worked for some years with Tyndall and others on the mobility of positive
ions in gases. However, in 1935 he became very interested in nuclear physics and he
decided to build a 750 kV Cockroft-Walton generator. There was a large room 20 feet
high at the top of the Laboratory—‘the fourth floor’—which was not occupied and
which was large enough for such a generator. By 1937, with the help of the late G E F
Fertel, the accelerator was completed and produced beams of ‘high-energy’ protons.
The original intention had been to study neutron-proton scattering using a Wilson
cloud chamber filled with hydrogen. However, W Heitler, then in Bristol, brought to
Powell’s attention the results of Blau and Wambacher (1937) who had used
photographic emulsions to detect particles in the cosmic radiation. It was decided
therefore to expose some Ilford half-tone emulsions 70 p in thickness on the
1
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Jungfraujoch in Switzerland and the results thus obtained were published by Heitler
et al (1939).
This was the beginning of Powell’s interest in the emulsion technique and as early as
1940 he was able to show that for nuclear physics studies the technique was superior to
that of the cloud chamber and he said “it seems likely that it will be possible to develop
special plates with superior characteristics (N. B. to the Ilford half-tone) for nuclear
work”. (Powell 1940—see also Powell 1942). Indeed, he had already tried in 1939,
together with the late O F Bloch of Ilford Limited to produce an emulsion containing
an increased amount of silver bromide. This work was interrupted by the war and was
only resumed in June 1945, soon to be financed by Ministry of Supply development
contracts first with Ilford Limited and later with Kodak Ltd. (see Rochester 1982). Ilford
Ltd. soon produced emulsions of much greater sensitivity (Powell et al 1946) and of
various types which were called nuclear research emulsions. Powell had been joined in
Bristol by Occhialini in 1945 at the end of the war and it was the latter who took a few
plates coated with the new emulsion to the Pic-du-Midi in the French Pyrenees to be
exposed to the cosmic radiation. Powell recalled in his Fragments of autobiography:
“When they were recovered and developed in Bristol it was immediately apparent that
a whole new world had been revealed”.-“It was as if, suddenly, we had broken into a
walled orchard, where protected trees had flourished and all kinds of exotic fruits had
ripened in great profusion.”
This first exposure of the new emulsion to the cosmic radiation was soon followed by
others on the Pic-du-Midi and on Mt. Chacaltaya in the Bolivian Andes by Lattes.
Evidence was soon found for nuclear disintegrations caused by slow mesons, first by
Perkins (1947) working at Imperial College, London, who had exposed emulsions in an
aeroplane flying at high altitude and independently by Occhialini and Powell (1947).
These observations were soon followed by the discovery of the pion to muon decay
sequence and thus the striking experimental confirmation of the two meson hypothesis
of Marshak and Bethe (1947) and others, which was unknown to the Bristol workers at
the time (for details see Pais 1986).
Meanwhile work had continued by both Ilford Limited and Kodak Limited to
produce emulsions sensitive to particles at minimum ionization. Kodak were the first to
succeed in the summer of 1948 with their NT4 emulsion (Berriman 1948), followed in
1949 by Ilford with their G5 emulsion which was soon adopted for general use in
preference to the NT4.

3. The Bristol School in 1949
As mentioned above Occhialini joined Powell (probably at the instigation of P M S
Blackett) already in the course of 1945, having spent most of the war years in Brazil.
They were soon joined by Guilio Lattes who had been a research student of Occhialini’s
in Brazil, who in turn persuaded his young colleague, Ugo Camerini, to join him. Hugh
Muirhead graduated from Bristol in 1946 and joined the group while Peter Fowler who
was still an undergraduate at Bristol, worked part-time with Powell. Others who joined
the group in the period 1946-1947 were David Ritson (on leave from the Clarendon
Laboratory, Oxford), Yves Goldschmidt-Clermont (on leave from Brussels Univers¬
ity), David King recently arrived from New Zealand and Connie Dilworth and Ron
Payne who together with Occhialini devised a procedure for developing thick
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emulsions, which was of crucial importance for the development of the technique as a
precision tool (Dilworth et al 1948). Mention should also be made of Hans Heitler
(younger brother of W Heitler), an engineer on the staff of the Laboratory who
provided technical support while A R Gattiker and Miss P Dyer were the photo¬
graphers. A visitor for some months during this period was P Ciier from Strasbourg
who subsequently initiated the series of International Conferences on Corpuscular
Photography, which still continue under another title and with a broader scope.
I have left to the last the most important element of the group then being built up by
Powell, financed by grants from the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
(DSIR), namely the establishing of a group of ladies called ‘scanning girls’ or
‘scanners’ to search the exposed and developed emulsions for interesting events. One of
the first was Mrs Isobel Powell herself, together with Mrs M L Andrews, Mrs Irene
Roberts, the wife of the group technician Max Roberts, and Miss Marietta Kurz.
By the summer of 1949 some of the pioneers had already moved elsewhere—Connie
Dilworth and Beppo Occhialini (who later married) first to Brussels and then to Italy,
Yves Goldschmidt-Clermont back to Brussels, David Ritson back to Oxford and
finally to SLAC in California, Ron Payne to industry and Guilio Lattes first to Berkeley
where Gardner and he demonstrated the artificial production of pions (Gardner and
Lattes 1948) and then back to Brazil.
A group photograph taken at the time and reproduced recently in the October 1987
issue of the CERN Courier shows that the newcomers were Carlo Franzinetti from
Italy, Sven Sorensen from Oslo, John Davies from Aberystwyth and myself having
graduated together with Peter Fowler at Bristol in the summer of 1948. Of the others in
the picture T Coor was then the US Scientific Attache in London from the Office of
Naval Research while N Tobin was a summer student working with the group. The
number of scanning girls had grown to about a dozen in number. Don Perkins arrived a
little later in the autumn of 1949.

4. Goku’s first research work

By the summer of 1949 many different topics were under study under Powell’s gentle
direction, by the growing number of young research workers, who normally worked
seven days a week and usually late into the evenings. I recall that some of the electric
fires could be laid horizontal on the floor, thus enabling a frying pan to be used to cook
sausages on a Saturday afternoon. This was also the time when the first balloon flights
were started which usually meant all night preparation in the laboratory before a dawn
launching, interrupted however by a brief interlude before closing time in the local ‘pub’
the ‘Robin Hood’ at the top of St. Michael’s Hill.
I have described elsewhere (Lock 1988) some of the research work carried out in the
period 1949-1950. However, I did not mention the important work on the composition
of the incoming cosmic radiation then being undertaken by Dainton et al (1951), nor
that on the emission of light nuclear fragments from nuclear disintegrations by
Sorensen (1951). The latter was often at his microscope in the evenings, when the
Fourth Floor was relatively quiet, and occasionally one would hear him utter slowly
and carefully, in a deep voice, the words “meson production” and then silence again!
When Goku arrived in the autumn of 1949 he joined Hugh Muirhead and Oliver
Rochat, a brilliant Swiss physicist, who was to die tragically in 1952, in a systematic
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study of the disintegrations produced by what were then known to be negative pions,
when they were captured at rest by the nuclei of the emulsion. The year previously
Muirhead had already discussed with Ugo Camerini the possibility of making such a
study and with the cooperation of Lattes they had obtained gelatine sandwich
emulsions exposed to slow negative pions at Berkeley in the summer of 1948. However,
the work then slowed down because the first data became available from emulsions
exposed on the Jungfraujoch to study the production characteristics and lifetime of the
pion (Camerini et al 1948).
Oliver Rochat had visited Bristol in the summer of 1948 to learn the emulsion
technique. When he returned in the autumn of 1949 on a British Council scholarship he
and Muirhead started work in earnest on a large number of events which had been
observed by then, both in emulsions exposed to cosmic rays and in the emulsions from
Berkeley. Goku made the third member of the team and spent the first few months
learning the elements of the nuclear emulsion technique. Rochat on the other hand was
able to bring his considerable knowledge and experience of nuclear physics to bear on
the analysis. Much of the resulting paper (Menon et al 1950) is due to him although
Muirhead acknowledges that Goku was making useful contributions once he had come
to grips with the problems and with the technique.
1949 was the year when the emphasis shifted from mountain exposures of emulsions
to the use of balloons, in order to obtain more events in a shorter space of time by going
to high altitudes. Indeed, a single exposure of a small stack of G5 emulsions
400 p in thickness at around 70-000 feet for 1^ — 2 hours yielded sufficient material for
several key papers published in the Philosophical Magazine in the period 1949-1951
(see Lock 1988). At first small meteorological type rubber balloons were used but soon
it was realized that longer and more stable flights could be achieved by using large
balloons made of thin polyethylene plastic. Unlike those of rubber the plastic balloons
are open at the lower end; just before launching only a small fraction of the envelope is
filled with hydrogen. As the balloon ascends the pressure falls and the balloon inflates.
Near maximum altitude its envelope becomes tensed; hydrogen escapes from the
bottom aperture and the balloon will remain at approximately constant altitude for
many hours (see Powell 1951). The important point in the present context is that for
each launching many heavy gas cylinders containing hydrogen had to be man-handled
and connected together with appropriate tubes, taps and gauges Muirhead’s main
recollection of Goku’s early days in Bristol is that he was a welcome addition to the
‘hydrogen crew’ which included John Davies and myself; Goku was good-natured, well
built and above all strong! Figure 1 shows a picture of Goku together with Peter
Fowler and three of the scanners, taken outside the Laboratory, probably in 1950 or
1951.

5. Multiple scattering studies
As nuclear emulsion is a rather dense medium, one of its main advantages is that it is
relatively easy to measure the multiple scattering of particles traversing it and the mean
scattering angle a is related to the energy of the particle by a constant K, known as the
scattering constant and which is essentially dependent on the composition of the
emulsion. Bose and Chowdhry (1941) had suggested that this method could be used to
determine the energy of particles passing through a photographic emulsion and at the
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Figure 1. Outside the H H Wills Physics Laboratory, 1950 or 1951. From left to right: June
Beer, Jill Heraper, Eleanor James, Peter Fowler and ‘Goku’ Menon.

time of the discovery of the pion it was used by Goidschmidt-Clermont et al (1948) to
determine the masses of both the positive and negative pion and muon.
Subsequently John Davies, Hugh Muirhead and I used the multiple scattering
technique to determine the energy of the electrons from muons decaying at rest (Davies
et al 1949), while an improved measuring technique was developed by Muirhead and
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subsequently by Fowler (1950) following a suggestion of Powell. This advance in
measuring technique, coupled with grain density counts, made it possible to study the
energy and the nature of the energetic particles produced in high energy nuclear
disintegrations (see Fowler 1950; Camerini et al 1950; Carlson et al 1950). However, the
absolute value of the energy of the particles depends on the accuracy of the scattering
constant, which can be calculated from various theories as well as being determined
experimentally using particles of known energy from an accelerator.
Around 1950 some worries were expressed, particularly by Cormac O’Ceallaigh,
concerning the value of the scattering constant then currently used. O’Ceallaigh had
recently arrived on the ‘Fourth Floor’, on leave of absence from University College,
Cork. He was somewhat older than the majority of the research group, who were
mostly between 23 and 30 years of age, and he had worked in the Cavendish
Laboratory before the war. He became famous for his excitable nature and for
becoming even more so if people banged doors while he was working on the
microscope (O’Ceallaigh 1982).
Realizing the importance of the subject, O’Ceallaigh made himself into an expert on
statistical analysis while Rochat had made a detailed study of the various theories of
multiple scattering, particularly those of Williams (1935, 1939, 1940), of Moliere (1947,
1948) and of Snyder and Scott (1949). They decided to make a serious study of the
subject, using emulsion exposed to electrons from the Cornell synchrotron and protons
from the Berkeley synchro-cyclotron. They were joined by Goku, who had become
good friends with Rochat and his wife, and two newcomers, Klaus Gottstein from
Germany and John Mulvey just graduated from Bristol.
The group worked hard and the result was an impressive series of five papers
published in the second half of 1951 in the Philosophical Magazine, entitled
“Observations on the multiple scattering of ionizing particles in photographic
emulsions”. Goku was a co-author of three of them and was already becoming known
for his careful work and his attention to detail (Gottstein et al 1951; Menon et al 1951;
Menon and Rochat 1951). He worked hard and around this time he was joined by Roy
Daniel, also from Bombay, who started work with the group studying the high energy
nuclear disintegrations in emulsion. Goku and Roy lived in ‘digs’ in Cotham, not far
from the Royal Fort which was the official address of the H H Wills Physics
Laboratory (the note paper of those days called it the Physical Laboratory). I well
remember being invited to an Indian dinner with Goku and Roy in their ‘digs’ together
with my wife-to-be, Eleanor James, who was a scanner then for David Dainton, Peter
Fowler and Don Kent who were studying the ‘heavy primaries’ of the incoming cosmic
radiation. This was probably in 1951 or 1952. Eleanor also remembers being taken to
lunch by Goku in India House in London, and the dramatic effect she suffered when she
bit on a chilli!

6. Goku and strange particles
As is well known the first clear evidence for heavy mesons (that is, heavier than the pion)
or ‘strange particles’ was obtained by Rochester and Butler (1947) using a cloud
chamber and by Brown et al (1949) with the observation of what was later called a tau-
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meson (which decayed into three charged particles) in one of the first electron-sensitive
emulsions exposed to the cosmic radiation on the Jungfraujoch in the autumn of 1948.
Much to the worry of the respective authors no further events were found for more than
a year and it was Harding of the Imperial College emulsion group who first found two
more tau-mesons (Harding 1950), followed a year later by the observation by Fowler
et al (1951) of a clear cut event in emulsions exposed under 30 cm of lead at the
Jungfraujoch. The track of the primary tau particle as well as that of one of the
secondary particles, were sufficiently long for scattering measurements to be made and
Goku played a major role in making the appropriate accurate measurements. This was
the beginning of Goku’s involvement with strange particles, and particularly Kmesons, which continued until the time he left Bristol to go to the Tata Institute in
Bombay in 1955.
It was in the same batch of emulsions and at the same time that by good fortune
O’Ceallaigh found two clear examples of the decay at rest to a single charged particle of
heavy mesons, with approximately the same mass as that of the tau-meson (O’Ceallaigh
1951). In one of the events the decay secondary particle was clearly identified as a muon
of low energy which stopped in the emulsion and decayed in turn to an electron. In the
other event the secondary particle could not be identified; it could have been either a
pion or a muon or an electron of around 200 MeV energy. In present day terminology
the first event was certainly the first example of a K^3 decay and the second possibly
also a
but more likely a K^2\ the tau-meson is a Kn3.
This was the beginning of a period of some confusion about heavy mesons with their
different decay modes, which has been well described by Peyrou (1982). During the two
years following O’Ceallaigh’s discoveries, much data accumulated on the decay of a
heavy meson to one charged particle, both from emulsion studies and from extensive
work with multi-plate closed chambers such as that of Armenteros et al (1955) on the
Pic-du-Midi and of Bridge et al (1955) of M.I.T. in the U.S.A.
In 1953 Goku and O’Ceallaigh, after many measurements of such decays proposed
to split the so-called K-decays in two different categories, the true K with the threebody decay to a muon + ? + ? and a % particle with a two-body decay to a charged pion
(Menon and O’Ceallaigh 1953, 1954). They presented their results at the Bagneres
de Bigorre Cosmic Ray Conference in July 1953, but as Peyrou recounts “Nobody was
very convinced.... Nevertheless as we now know, Menon and O’Ceallaigh were
right..., but the confirmation was going to wait a year.” (Peyrou 1982) Already at
25 years of age Goku had shown himself to be a research scientist of the first order.
Indeed, this was recognized by the fact that for his last few years in Bristol he was
the recipient of a Senior Award of the Royal Commission of the Exhibition of 1851.
By this time Cormac O’Ceallaigh had returned to Ireland to take up a
Professorship at the School of Cosmic Physics at the Dublin Institute for Advanced
Studies and Goku was joined by newer (and also younger!) collaborators. They
discovered yet one more decay mode of the K-meson, that to an electron, now known as
the Ke3 decay (Friedlander et al 1954). As with the tau-meson this decay mode was
proved by one event. A heavy meson with a mass around 1000 me, stopped in emulsion
and emitted a light particle of about 90MeV/c momentum, which after traversing
2-3 mm made a large angle scattering and became unmistakably a slow electron. To
quote Peyrou (1982) again “It was the last case of the sort of physics where a unique
event, provided it was characteristic enough, could establish a novel fact.”
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7. Life on the ‘Fourth Floor’ and elsewhere
Whether it was by accident or design on the part of Cecil Powell, the young people who
came together on the ‘Fourth Floor in the immediate post-war years formed almost at
once a cohesive body with a strong team spirit. (For a more detailed account see
O’Ceallaigh (1982)). From the beginning it was international in character as I have
detailed earlier in this paper.
The team spirit manifested itself in many ways. A focal point was the morning
coffee break at 10-30 a.m. in the ‘scanning room’ presided over by Mrs Powell. No
matter how late one had been working the previous evening, to arrive by coffee time
was a must. In the afternoons the physicists usually took tea with the other members of
the Laboratory in the Seminar Room on the third floor; in this way they kept in touch
with what was happening elsewhere.
Quite often there were informal ‘Fourth Floor’ parties of physicists and scanning
girls combined. Around 1949-1950 I was sharing part of a house at 92 Coronation
Road in Bedminster, not far from the centre of Bristol, with Jock Hooper who had
arrived from St. Andrews in the autumn of 1949, and an ex-Eighth Army dental student
called Harry Orton. A photograph (figure 2) taken at a Saturday evening party,
probably around Christmas 1950, shows the following people seated round pints of
beer in the front room of 92 Coronation Road: Rochat and his wife Suzanne, Eleanor
James, David Dainton, Mary Jones, Goku and Sven Sorensen, as well as in the
forefront several more scanners incfuding Alex Cole, Peggy Ford and her husband Ian,
(a lecturer in the Geology Department), and Marcello Ceccarelli from Padua. For food
I recall we normally served spaghetti with Carlo Franzinetti being the expert in charge
of making the tomato sauce. In this picture a very youthful Goku (22 at the time) is
smiling broadly and obviously very much at home with scanners and physicists alike.

7.1 The Mendips
Other recollections of Goku are connected with the Mendip Hills just South of Bristol.
Early in my undergraduate career I had joined the University Spelaeological Society
(i.e. caving) who had a hut in Mendip Lodge Wood just above Burrington Combe,
which was the base for the exploration of the many nearby caves. I therefore came to
know the Mendips (especially underground!) rather well. One summer, probably 1951
or 1952, the research group’s lorry (recently acquired for transporting material for
balloon flights) was used to take the usual mixture of scanning girls and young
physicists out to the Mendips for a picnic. On other occasions Eleanor James and I (by
then engaged) took Goku and others out walking over the Mendips. I still have a
mental picture, on a hot summer day, of Goku cooling himself off by bathing in a
trough filled with icy spring water! Nobody else dared face the cold water naked but for
Goku it was just right.
On another occasion he gave us quite a fright by running quickly down the steep
sides of Burrington Combe, to the top of the Rock of Ages. We all thought that he
would be unable to stop and fall off the Rock onto the road in front of a car. However,
with his usual broad smile, he stopped without any problem and calmly looked down
on the road some 4 metres vertically below him.

A party at 92, Coronation Road, Bristol, probably around Christmas 1950. From left to right: Oliver Rochat, Suzanne Rochat,

Ian Ford.

Eleanor James, David Dainton, Mary Jones, Goku, Sven Sorensen, Mary Merritt and Peggy Ford. Centre foreground: Marcello Ceccarelli and

Figure 2.
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12 Goku in the Dolomites
Carlo Franzinetti was very fond of the Italian Dolomites and already in the summer of
1950 had organized a small group of people from the H H Wills Physical Laboratory
for a two-week walking tour in the region near Canazei. David Dainton and his wife
and myself were the participants from the ‘Fourth Floor’ together with Carlo and his
wife Joan.
The holiday was a great success and in the following year Carlo persuaded Cecil and
Isobel Powell to join another group which, in addition to the Daintons and myself,
included B M Anand from Chandigarh, Jock Hooper, John Mulvey, Goku and
Eleanor James (Carlo did not come for this trip.) The week of 19-26 August 1951 was
spent at the Hotel Col di Lana at Passo Pordoi (see figure 3). All of the group managed
to reach the summit of Piz Boe (3151 metres a.s.l.) on a glorious summer day. Figure 4 is
a photograph taken at the Rifugio near to the peak which shows a row of exhausted
climbers sitting with their backs to a wall of the Rifugio while Goku is lying full length
in front of them on his stomach but with his head up, just like a baby posing for a picture
on a rug!
The second week was spent at a Rifugio by Lake Fedaia at the foot of the Marmolada
glacier. Climbing the Marmolada itself (3342 metres a.s.l.), which some of us
accomplished on 29 August 1951, entailed crossing the glacier, roped in groups of three
or four, as well as some climbing. Goku was judged to be too heavy to attempt the
crossing of the glacier and, much to his disgust, was left behind! Afterwards we spent a
further week visiting Venice, Florence, Rome and Naples, staying in Youth Hostels;
this was probably Goku’s first visit to these famous cities.

8. Goku as an adviser
Goku is now, amongst other duties, Scientific Adviser to the Prime Minister of India,
Rajiv Gandhi. He started on this ‘advisory’ function even in his Bristol days, when
people learned to trust and value his judgement, not only in scientific matters but in
daily life. I would like to conclude this short article by describing how his advice to me
in 1952 shaped the course of my future career.
In the early part of 1952 it was clear to me that after seven years in Bristol I should
move elsewhere and broaden my experience. I first planned to go to the University of
Padua where there was an active emulsion group and after two summer holidays in the
Dolomites I was attracted by the prospect of living in Italy. However, the bureaucratic
machinery was slow and in the absence of a definite offer, I applied for and obtained an
ICI Research Fellowship at Manchester University where there was a small emulsion
group run by George Rochester in addition to his responsibilities for one of the two
cloud chamber groups which Blackett had established. However, just as I moved to
Manchester at the beginning of October 1952, a Lectureship in Physics was advertised
at the University of Birmingham. Ever since my school days it had been my aim to
become a University teacher, but I hesitated to apply having just arrived in
Manchester. Luckily, at this time Goku and I had arranged to visit Heathrow Airport
to look at one of the new Comet airplanes. He had arranged with the equivalent of
British Airways at the time for emulsion stacks to be carried on the Comet flights to and
from Australia. I asked his advice and he strongly encouraged me to apply for the
Birmingham post, saying that one lost nothing by applying and that in any case simply
to be interviewed would be useful experience.

At Passo Pordoi, Italian Dolomites, August 1951. From left to right: Margaret Hingley, Margaret Chappie, B M Anand, Goku,

Eleanor James, Owen Lock, fiancee of Lorenz, John Mulvey, Lorenzo—one of our Italian guides.

Figure 3.
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At the Rifugio near the summit of Piz Boe, Italian Dolomites, August 1951. From left to right: B M Anand, Jock Hooper, Isobel

Powell, Cecil Powell, another Italian guide, Lorenzo, John Mulvey, Margaret Chappie, Eleanor James, Owen Lock and in the foreground Goku!

Figure 4.
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I immediately wrote to Birmingham, and I was called for an interview on 10
November, together with Keith Barker, one of the young cloud chamber physicists
at Manchester, who had become a close friend. By the end of the afternoon I had
been offered, and I accepted, one of the two vacant Lectureships. I then had to confess
to George Rochester that I would be leaving him; he was very kind to me and most
understanding. I did not have to face Blackett until much later as he spent most of
the winter of 1952-1953 in India as scientific adviser to the Government. So it was,
that partly due to Goku, I arrived in Birmingham on 1 March 1953. I spent
the following six years carrying out emulsion experiments at the 1 GeV proton
synchrotron, some of them in collaboration with Hugh Muirhead, who had moved
to Glasgow University already in the autumn of 1950.

9. Conclusion
In these rather personal reminiscences I have tried to capture some of the atmosphere
and flavour of what may be called Goku’s formative years in Bristol. We both came
under the spell of Cecil Powell whose enthusiasm for his work, and his care and
attention to detail, was an example for us all. Not least was his gift of exposition, both
spoken and written, and all the early papers from Bristol carried the hall-mark of his
literary style, whether he was a co-author or not.
The experience of working in a team and with people of different nationalities was
another strong influence. The friendships made in those pioneering days have lasted
until the present time. Goku was able to meet many such friends, some of them for the
first time for more than twenty years, at the Conference held in Bristol in July 1987 to
commemorate the Fortieth Anniversary of the Discovery of the Pion. Now he
celebrates his sixtieth birthday and the volume in which this article appears is a token of
the affection and esteem in which he is held by his many friends and colleagues all over
the world.
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Forty years of scientific ballooning in India, the development and use
of large plastic balloons for stratospheric research

G S GOKHALE
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Homi Bhabha Road, Bombay 400005, India

Scientific ballooning has played a very decisive role in cosmic ray research. Hess (1912)
carried electroscopes in manned balloons up to an altitude of 4 km and proved that the
residual ionization in the electroscope increased with altitude thus proving that it is due
to radiation (cosmic rays) of non-terrestrial origin. Millikan et al (1942) carried out,
using weather balloons, high altitude measurements of the intensity of cosmic radiation
at several latitudes in India—near the geomagnetic equator, and at higher latitudes
with Geiger Mueller counter telescopes and self-recording electroscopes; they proved
that the radiation is affected by the earth’s magnetic field and therefore must consist of
charged particles. Plastic balloons were developed in USA after the Second World War
under the special devices project of the Office of Naval Research, and the first successful
flight was carried out on September 25, 1947. Some of the early plastic balloons, “The
skyhook” flights, carried cloud chambers and nuclear emulsions resulting in the
important discovery that primary cosmic rays consist of heavy nuclei of charge up to at
least 40 (Freier et al 1948). Over the next four decades the plastic balloon technology
has been used extensively for cosmic ray and astronomy research and research in
atmospheric sciences. The first skyhook balloon had a volume of about 200,000 cu ft
and carried cosmic ray detectors weighing 70 lbs. Today the state-of-the-art is such that
balloons up to a volume of 70 x 106 cuft have been made; payloads up to several
thousand pounds are routinely launched, to altitudes up to 2g/cm2 of the residual
atmosphere; and flights of up to 150 hours duration at the ceiling altitude have been
achieved. Balloons also have provided valuable platforms for testing of subsystems for
manned and unmanned satellites. Thus the plastic balloon has been aptly called the
poor man’s satellite.
Inspired by cosmic ray balloon flights of Millikan et al (1942) from Bangalore 3CN
(geomagnetic), and with his deep interest in the study of cosmic ray produced mesons in
the atmosphere, Bhabha et al (1945a, b, 1946) carried out during 1944^45 from Bangalore
measurements of the intensity of the penetrating component up to an altitude of 40,000
ft with the high flying aircraft then available with the US Air Force. One of the very
early experimental programmes to be started soon after the founding of the Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) at Bombay was the study of variation of the
vertical intensities of the total and penetrating component with 10 cm lead absorber at
different latitudes in India, with Geiger Mueller counter telescopes and nuclear
emulsions. As the geomagnetic equator passes through South India where cosmic rays
of above a cut-off energy of 16-8 BeV are only allowed by the earth’s magnetic field,
India is well suited for cosmic ray studies at the higher primary energies.
15
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During 1948-54 the High Altitude Studies Group of TIFR carried extensive
series of balloon flights for such measurements from several stations in India from
Bangalore 3°N to Srinagar (Kashmir) 25°N (Rao et al 1953). The Nuclear Emulsion
Group also carried out several flights with stacks of the newly developed stripped
emulsions from several sites from Madras 3°N to Delhi 19°N. In the above flights
payloads of up to 30 kg were flown to 25-30 km altitude, using a large number of
weather balloons in tandem (as many as 60 balloons were used in one flight at Delhi).
The weather balloon systems in general have severe limitations in terms of carrying
heavier payloads, reaching higher and predetermined altitudes and providing level
flights at the ceiling mainly due to the uncertain balloon performance.
Hence when cosmic ray physics opened up the new era of studies in primary cosmic
radiation in the early fifties, it became necessary to develop and use the newly
developed single cell large polyethylene balloons for carrying the new sophisticated
electronic detectors (scintillation-Cerenkov counter telescopes, spark chambers, cloud
chambers etc) and heavy nuclear emulsion stacks to the top of the atmosphere and float
them there for several hours to obtain statistically significant data. With the above
objectives in mind and on the initiative of Prof B Peters the plastic balloon project was
started at TIFR in early 1956. Prof. M G K Menon who has been at the Bristol
University for several years and had participated in the Balloon Expedition in Sardinia
in 1953 also joined the group and provided inspiring leadership for the development
work in the project. Although the plastic balloon technique was first developed in US
under military contracts after the Second World War, and balloon flights were made
for US scientists from 1947 onwards, the technology of manufacture and launching of
plastic balloons was classified and therefore there were no publications on the
technique. The subject was declassified in the late sixties or early seventies and the
National Centre for Atmospheric Research published a Handbook on Scientific
Ballooning in 1975 giving full details of the technique (Morris 1975). Bhabha tried to get
the new “Skyhook” Balloons to India in November 1948.
In the early fifties, the Emulsion Group of the University of Bristol, developed the
technique independently and fabricated and used small balloons in the Sardinia
expeditions of 1952-53 to carry useful payloads of about 10 kg of nuclear emulsions.
The technique was briefly described in the report on the Sardinia Expedition (Davies
and Franzinetti 1954). The plastic balloon technique has the following main
components: (i) balloon film, (ii) design shape (iii) launch methods and (iv) flight control.
Our work in this area has been reported in several publications (Balsubramaniam
et al 1958; Gokhale et al 1966; Gokhale and Redkar 1973; Redkar 1977; Damle 1978,
1987).
Balloon material: Initially all our balloons were made of locally available natural

colour polyethylene film (about 37 ^ thick). It was observed that balloons made of this
film rose normally after launch but suddenly burst to pieces near the tropopause. The
burst altitude varied between 13 and 16 km and mostly coincided with the region of
wind maximum in the tropospheric westerly jet. Initially it was felt that the balloons
failed because of high rates of ascent near the tropopause of about 400 m/min. Trials
were therefore conducted with reduced rate of ascent of about 250 m/min but the
balloon bursts in the tropopause continued. A careful study of the tropopause
temperatures near the equator showed that commercially available polymers with low
temperature brittle point (50% survival) of around -60°C would not survive the

5
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equatorial tropopuase where the temperatures range between — 80°C and — 90°C. At
that time all the successful flights with large polyethylene balloons were made in the
United States and Europe from high latitudes (> 45°N) where the tropopause
temperatures are about — 55°C to — 60°C. Also they had developed a special balloon
grade film which was tested at — 68°C (75% survival). The Winzen Stratofilm developed
in early sixties and used for all balloons since then, was tested at — 84°C (100%
survival). We were therefore compelled to give up the use of natural colour
polyethylene film, and while looking for alternatives, struck at the simple idea
of using a coloured film, which by absorbing solar radiation could maintain its
temperature well above the brittle point while passing through the tropopause.
Initially we made a few balloons out of polyethylene film which was spray-painted
black. These balloons successfully passed through the tropopause for the first time. As
painting polyethylene is not an easy process (the paint has also a tendency to peel off),
we decided to extrude coloured polyethylene film by mixing the black pigment with a
natural polymer at the extrusion stage. Extrusion was carried out under controlled
conditions. To fix the absorptivity (a) of the film the radiation equilibrium temperatures
that would be attained by the coloured film with various a were calculated for air
temperature 190°K (tropopause level) and 250°K (ceiling altitude level 35 km). The
results shown in figure 1 indicate that even with a of about 8% the black film would be
able to survive the equatorial tropopause. However, the actual temperature of the
film would be lower as the formula used in calculating these equilibrium temperatures
does not consider the forced cooling due to the downward flow of the ambient cold
air as the balloon rises through the tropopause, and the loss of heat from the film
by conduction/convection processes to the adiabatically cooling hydrogen inside the
balloon. Also one has to consider the large unknown stresses on the balloon film due
to wind shears in the westerly jet stream near the tropopause. It was therefore felt
/

.

Figure 1

Radiation equilibrium temperature of balloon film for different values of a.
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that higher absorptivities are necessary for survival in the tropopause. The other
important consideration was that the film should not get overheated and weakened
at the ceiling altitude. For this the safe upper limit for the equilibrium temperature
was taken to be 70°C, beyond which polyethylene softens. This limit for a
works out to be about 40%. Few balloons with a of about 40% were flown,
all of which passed through the tropopause safely but burst either while reaching
the ceiling altitude or soon afterwards. It was also found that portions of the recovered
film which had blue pencil markings showed scorching indicating that the pigment
distribution has to be extremely uniform. Since the reflectance from.clouds could be as
high as 70-£0% (this could contribute as much as the solar radiation), it was decided to
limit a to only 20%. For several years successful flights were made with balloons with a
about 20%. The film absorptivity was measured with a photocell instrument. For
comparison a film sample was studied on the spectrophotometer in the wavelength
range 0-2 /z to 2-6 p (the solar energy being 97% of the total in this region) to determine
the effective a. The photocell instrument was used to monitor a during the extrusion of
the film. The accuracy in the measurement of a was about ± 10%, which mainly reflects
thickness variations in the film. The value of a was fixed as high as possible for 100%
survival in the tropopause.
With high a the balloon experiences continued acceleration during the ascent as
increased surface area is exposed to solar radiation. The higher ambient air
temperature and the lower air density in the stratosphere also contribute to the
acceleration. Figure 2a shows an extreme case in which the rate of ascent increased by
more than 100% from 236m/min in the 0-15 km region to 500m/min in the 15-30 km
interval. Balloons with such high rates of ascent tend to burst at the ceiling altitude due
to the development of excessive superpressure in the lift gas, since the escape ducts
would not be able to throw out excess gas quickly enough. Even if such balloons survive
they will overshoot the theoretical ceiling and start decending giving poor perfor¬
mance. This problem of acceleration during ascent was solved by using two or more
subsidiary small control balloons on the load line and giving about 8% negative lift in
the main balloon. The control balloons were given a lift of about 15% of the gross. The
control balloons have open ducts which leak out the gas as the balloons rise and the gas
expands. The loss of gas by leakage from the control balloons was compensated by the
increase in lift of the main balloon by solar heating. With this technique it was possible
to obtain rates of ascent of about 200-270 m/min as shown in figure 2b below. A few
extra small balloons (launch balloons) were also tied on the payload to facilitate its
safe take-off. Apart from the problem of acceleration during ascent, the higher a makes
the ceiling performance very sensitive to the radiation field, presence of cloud cover,
solar position etc. In order to minimise these effects a was optimized through test flights
to 12% and 100% success was achieved for survival in the tropopuase. The black
balloons cannot be used for night launches. Hence for night flights and for special day
flights where use of much thinner film was necessary, we have been making balloons out
of imported Winzen Stratofilm which has a cold brittle, point — 84°C (no failure).
Balloon shape: As stated earlier when the balloon work was started the only

information we had on the subject was a brief note from the Bristol group.
They had adopted a cylindrical design with cones at the top and bottom with
spherical sections between the cones and the cylinder, the cylinder providing
the main volume of the balloon as shown in figure 3a. The main drawback
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Figure 2a. Height-time curve for a typical balloon flight (a) before the adoption of control
balloon technique, (b) after the adoption of control balloon technique.
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in this design was that the circumferential stress increased from the bottom
to the top of the cylinder; also changes of curvature occur at the circular
transverse joints. This gives rise to undue stresses in the balloon. With these
defects, as the balloon size and weight of the payload increase the balloon is likely to
split along the top cross seam. In an attempt to improve the Bristol design we replaced
the cylinder by a sphere which can be fitted smoothly (tangentially) to the top and
bottom cones eliminating the discontinuous changes in the film stress. Figure 3 shows
schematically the Bristol and the TIFR design as well as the natural shape design
which was finally adopted. Since it is difficult to accurately estimate the dynamic
stresses in the top portion of the balloon during the filling and launching operations, we
carried out full scale filling and launch operations to determine the thickness of the film
needed to withstand these stresses; these tests showed that in addition to using thicker
material for the top portion it was necessary to minimize the number of seals in this
part.
Figure 3 also shows the double ring load suspension system adopted from the Bristol
design along with the escape tube which hangs freely at the bottom of the bahoon
between the two load rings. It was found that with this type of open escape duct, the
balloons float at a ceiling much lower than the expected because of the intake of air
through the duct during ascent through the denser portion of the atmosphere.
To avoid this the escape tube was kept closed by a clamp which was released by a
pressure switch when the balloon was well up in the stratosphere. Experience showed
that this design had a number of limitations arising from the top conical portion being
always under stress during the filling and launch operations and throughout the flight.
The presence of the two cross seals in the top region also introduced weakness in the top
as the strength of the cross seal is smaller than the thinner film. Further it was observed
that in several flights which otherwise were perfectly normal the balloon burst after
remaining at ceiling for a few hours indicating possible weakness in the top design. It
was therefore concluded that the load-bearing capacity of the top cone design was
limited, because only a small and constant area of the material near the top was
available for skin loading and had to withstand all the stresses throughout the flight. A
further difficulty was that there was no possible way to change the top design with
increase in the size/weight of the balloon and the payload. We learnt about the natural
shape from our contact with the US balloon group during the Indo-US collaborative

Figure 3. Evolution of balloon design: (a) the Bristol design (b) TIFR eariy design (c) the
natural shape design.
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programme of.flights from Hyderabad during 1961. The present design of the natural
shape balloon is shown in figure 3 (c). Since balloon work in US was still classified it was
difficult to get any information of how to design the natural shape balloons except that
the natural shape is the shape that the lift-gas takes in a closed envelope under varying
conditions of film thickness, balloon weight, and payload weight.
We worked out the natural shape design from model tests in the laboratory with 5
meter size cylindrical balloons filled with hydrogen. The natural shape is characterized
by zero/minimum circumferential stress. The important parameters of this design such
as the gore length, the inflated height, the maximum diameter, its position with respect
to the top and bottom of the balloon etc as worked out from our model studies came
out within a few percent of those for the analytically worked out shape by the Japanese.
Thus for all practical purposes our model shape should be satisfactory to meet our
moderate balloon and payload requirements. We adopted the natural shape design and
made balloons till 1965, when detailed design information was obtained from the
National Centre for Atmospheric Research (USA) who carried out an extensive series
of flights from Hyderabad in collaboration with the TIFR group during the Inter¬
national Quiet Sun Year (1965).
Along with the natural shape design we adopted the top and bottom end fittings and
the side escape ducts from the US design which simplified the usually cumbersome load
harness and bottom escape duct of the Bristol design. Even after adopting the natural
shape we continued the use of thicker (65 g) film in the top region to withstand the high
stresses to which the balloon is exposed at launch and during its passage through the
high winds near the tropopause. This was perhaps the forerunner of the cap designs
which were developed in the sixties and since used extensively.
Launch methods: Following the Bristol design, we initially built a launch platform with

a clamp for holding the ground bubble during the filling operation with a weighing
mechanism to measure the lift of the balloon. This method is hazardous for large
balloons because the whole length of the ground bubble is exposed to the surface wind
right from the beginning. Also when the clamp is released the balloon experiences
sudden and very large acceleration and mushrooming effects as the bubble is loaded
only with the weight of the small amount of film in the top, resulting in the splitting of
the balloon or its weakening near the top region. Our contact with the US Group in
1960-61 enabled us to discard the clamp method and instead adopt the anchor line and
the dynamic launch methods.
In the dynamic launch the bubble is restrained by anchoring the load line to a vehicle,
and the ground bubble is held by a launch arm roller. Thus the height of the ground
bubble is kept minimum and the bubble size is increased by feeding the balloon through
the roller as the filling proceeds thus minimizing the wind sail effects. At launch the
bubble is freed by releasing the roller, the balloon rises, travels in the prevailing wind
and the payloads are fed to the balloon as it comes vertically over the anchored
payloads. Small payloads are launched by hand or by carrying them on manouverable
trolleys. Heavier payloads are carried on or are suspended from a launch stand on a
vehicle which at launch is driven to place the payload vertically below the moving
balloon, so that the payload is picked up by the balloon without any pendulum motion.
The various launch methods are shown schematically in figure 4.
Flight control: Initially we used to track the balloons with optical theodolites and the

pressure altitude was measured with a radiosonde. Since 1968 when we started making
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Figure 4. Balloon and payload for different launch methods, a. Clamp launch, b. Anchor line
launch, c. Dynamic launch-I. d. Dynamic launch-II. For heavy loads the method at (d) is most
commonly used.

night flights for astronomical studies we have been using the 3-cm radar of the India
Meteorological Department at the Hyderabad Airport for tracking. We have a radio
command for dropping ballast, for release of the payload and for carrying out other
instrument control functions. We also use a fail-safe device which is a spring-loaded
switch on the load line which operates instantaneously in case of a balloon burst and
separates the payload from the balloon. Ours was the first group which devised and
used the “fail-safe”. This was found necessary because during several flights it was
observed that when the balloon bursts large portions of the balloon film fall on the
parachute preventing it from deploying properly and resulting in free/semi-free fall
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of the payload to the ground. Now-a-days almost all balloon researchers have started
using some form of fail-safe.
As stated earlier the plastic balloon development programme was started in 1956 and
the first successful flights were achieved in 1958. Most of the test flights were launched
from Bombay. Between 1959 and 1969 regular balloon flight programmes were carried
out annually from the Osmania University Campus, Hyderabad. From 1969 onwards
all balloons have been launched from the permanent balloon station at Hyderabad
which has the following facilities: a balloon building for production of balloons (up to
250,000 m3 volume), a hydrogen gas storage, a hostel, laboratory and canteen complex
and a 300 m diameter level launch field from which balloons of volume up to
250,000 m3 could be launched. The facility provides all flight services such as balloon
production, fieid service, balloon filling and payload launching operations up to
payloads of 5-5 m high, 3 m diameter and weighing up to 1000 kg by the dynamic launch
method with a 12-ton launcher. It also provides flight control instrumentation such as
radiosondes, fail, safes, telecommand control of flight operation, tracking, telemetry
and recovery of payloads. The facility is available to the scientific community in India
and abroad.
Flight record: The balloon group has to date carried out about 400 flights for
experiments in primary cosmic radiation, X-ray, gamma ray and infra-red astronomy
and physics of the atmosphere. The balloons have also been used for testing some
rocket/satellite subsystems. Because of its nearness to the geomagnetic equator (8°N)
which provides low cosmic ray background due to the high (16*8 GeV) geomagnetic
cut-off, and because of its low geographic latitude 18°N which allows seeing of most
of the southern sky, several international balloon programmes (comprising over 80
flights) have been carried out from Hyderabad in which scientists from UK, USA,
USSR, Japan, Canada, West Germany and Italy have participated.
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Observations deep underground on neutrinos and GUT signals

V S NARASIMHAM and P V RAMANA MURTHY
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Homi Bhabha Road, Bombay 400005, India

1. Introduction
Traditionally most observations on high energy (greater than about 5 MeV) radiations
and particles deep underground concentrated on studies of cosmic ray muons
produced in the terrestrial atmosphere and penetrating to various depths underground
depending on their energies. During the early sixties of this century a reasonable
understanding of this topic was achieved; see, for example, Menon and Ramana
Murthy (1967). The phenomenon of atmospheric muons then soon assumed a
secondary role (instead of being the main theme) in the studies of newly emerging topics
in particle physics and astrophysics. Examples are neutrino physics, neutrino
astrophysics, proton decays and other signals that have a bearing on Grand Unified
Theories (GUT, hereafter). The important point to be noted here is that the predicted
event rates for all these newly emerging topics are extremely low, amounting to no more
than a few to few tens of events per year, in a reasonable sized detector. Cosmic ray
interactions at the surface of the earth or even at shallow depths underground are too
numerous to let one see these rare, but important signals unambiguously. The cosmic
ray muon background decreases with depth. It was indeed demonstrated in the
observations of Miyake et al (1964) that there were no detectable events in 60 days’
observation at a depth of 8400 hg m “ 2 in two muon telescopes, each of area 1 -62 m2; see
also Ramana Murthy (1962). This led to the observation of some of the rarest of the rare
events relevant to the newly emergent topics.
In the next section, we will present some of the results obtained on cosmic ray
neutrinos, mostly from the studies carried out by us in the gold mines at Kolar Gold
Fields (KGF, hereafter) in India. In § 3, we will briefly mention the results obtained from
the observations on solar neutrinos and on neutrinos from a recent supernova burst in
the Large Magellanic Cloud; these observations were all carried out by groups other
than ours. In § 4, we will present the detailed results on nucleon decay observed in the
KGF experiment employing the first-ever detector designed, built, and operated to
study the phenomenon. In § 5, we will present results on other possible signals (e.g.
magnetic monopoles) predicted by Grand Unified Theories. For the sake of complete¬
ness we will also mention in §§4 and 5 the results obtained elsewhere. Finally in § 6 we
will summarize the article and outline the prospects.
2. Cosmic ray neutrinos
Markov and his colleagues (Markov 1960; Markov and Zhelezhnykh 1961) had
suggested around 1960 that cosmic ray neutrinos could be recorded by detectors
25
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operated underground. The first estimates of neutrino fluxes were made in 1960 by
Greisen (1960) and detailed calculations on fluxes and angular distribution were
published a few years later by Zatsepin and Kuzmin (1962) and Cowsik et al (1966).
Around this time, accelerator beams of muon neutrinos were being made available for
experiments at BNL and CERN with energies limited to about lOGeV. Very little
useful information was available on neutrino cross-sections until 1965 and all that we
had were gross numbers integrated over the energy range 1-10 GeV. Thus there was
considerable uncertainty at that period as to the viability of a cosmic ray neutrino
experiment in terms of the raw number of events that could be collected in a year’s
exposure and the method of their identification amidst a large background of muons
produced via the decay of n, K in the terrestrial atmosphere.
The deep underground measurements of Miyake et al (1964), and in particular the
no-count result at the depth of 8400hgcm-2 (Kolar), paved the way for a realistic
appraisal of the background and led to the subsequent v-experiments in the KGF mines
as well as the ERPM mines in South Africa around 1965; see for example Narasimham
(1967). The basic point is that at great depths underground, the atmospheric muon flux
attenuates to such an extent that the well-known and widely differing angular
distributions of the atmospheric and v-induced muons can be exploited successfully for
isolating the v-interactions. While the atmospheric muons have a steep zenith angular
distribution, with a peak in the vertical direction, the v-induced muons are depthindependent, and have a nearly isotropic distribution with a slight excess in the
horizontal direction. Thus, detectors were designed in the form of horizontal telescopes
having maximum sensitivity around the horizontal direction. The Indo-BritishJapanese collaboration (Achar et al 1965a, b) operated 7 such detectors during 196569 at the depth of 7000hgcm-2 in the KGF mines. The total mass of material inside
these detectors was too small to act as a useful target for v-collisions. Instead, what one
looked for were interactions in the enormous amount of rock surrounding the
detectors; the muons produced in the vM-rock or vM-rock interactions, would penetrate
the rock and traverse the detector. Thus the target mass is directly proportional to the
range of the muon in rock, which in turn depends on the energy of the neutrino and of
the secondary muons. The rate of v-induced muons can thus be expressed as
*
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where, 6 is the zenith angle of the neutrinos; F‘(£v, 9) is the differential flux of neutrinos
of type v„ or % at an angle 6; al(Ev), the cross-section for i-type neutrino; R, the range in
gcm“2 of the muon; /', the fractional energy transferred to the muon; NA, the
Avagadro number; and p, the density of the material (rock).
It turns out that, for vM, collisions by charged current processes (which dominate all
other processes), the contribution from neutrinos of energy 1-10, 10-100, 1001000 GeV is approximately equal and the mean energy of neutrinos responsible for the
observed events is around 30 GeV.
It is to be noted that an analogous formulation cannot be made for cosmic ray
electron-type (vc,vj neutrinos; for, the secondary charge leptons (e~e+) do not have
any significant range in the rock. The fluxes of (ve + ve) are nearly 20-30% of those of (vM
+ %) in cosmic rays in contrast to the situation at the accelerators where the flux ratio is
only a few percent. Despite this fact, the cosmic ray electron-neutrino induced rate is
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very small because the target thickness is limited to the material within the telescope
and/or to a surface layer of a 2 or 3 radiation lengths thick in the surrounding rock.
2.1 Experimental arrangement
The three types of detectors, (total 7 in number), used in this experiment are shown
schematically in figure 1. In each of the seven detectors there were two walls of plastic
scintillators separated horizontally. Between these walls were located arrays of neon
flash tubes (NFT’s) and absorbers. The telescopes 1, 2 and spectrographs 1, 2 provided
only the projected view of a track whereas telescopes 3,4 and 5 could locate the track in
space since these had additional NFT trays for the orthogonal view. The events were

plastic
scintillators

azimuthal
flash tubes

t
2.5 cm lead

iron 7.5 cm

telescopes l and 2

telescopes 3. 4 and 5

(2 m in line of sight)

(2 m in line of sight)

magnet
The detectors at K.G.F.

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of the 3 types of detectors used in KGF at the depth of
7000hgcm-2 to study neutrino interactions.
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recorded photographically using a system of mirrors where necessary. All the detectors
had vertical walls of absorber as shown in figure 1. In each of the spectrographs there
was a 40 cm thick solid iron electromagnet (field 14 kGauss) in the middle, which had a
maximum, detectable momentum of 20GeV/c.
The trigger for all the detectors was provided by a coincidence between the pulses
from the two vertical scintillator walls and this was used to apply high voltage pulse to
the neon flash tube assembly.
The following information was obtained from the flash tube pictures:
(a) inclination of particle trajectory, from which the projected zenith angle in the case of
telescopes 1,2 and spectrographs 1,2, and spatial angles in the case of telescopes 3,4, 5;
(b) penetration of local absorbers from which one could distinguish between electrons
and (jx, n);
(c) degree of accompaniment by electromagnetic component; and
(d) sense of direction of the traversal of the charged particle in those cases in which high
energy secondaries were generated in the absorber.

2.2 First results on cosmic ray neutrino interactions
A total of 220 events were recorded in these detectors; and 18 of them were identified as
products of v-interactions. The remainder, with zenith angles ^ 50°, was attributed to
atmospheric muons. The first ever v-interaction recorded underground was observed
by Achar et al (1965a). One of the early events is shown in figure 2, with the record of
tracks in the NFT assembly. This event comprised of two tracks with projected zenith
angles 90° and 96°, and was most probably produced inside the rock by an up-moving
neutrino. The tracks were either due to muons or pions since no showering or scattering
was seen in their traversal of 9 radiation lengths inside the detector. Their vertex could
be, within reconstructional errors, either on the rock wall or about l-7m inside the
rock. If the latter were the case, this event could be a candidate for JV-boson production
in the following process:
v -1- Z —► Z' +

+ W -> n + v.

(2)

Among the 18 events recorded, 5 were of multitrack nature; three of these were
discussed elsewhere (Krishnaswamy et al 1975) as a special category called “Kolar
events”. From these data the horizontal intensity of v-induced muons with kinetic
energy ^ 100 MeV is estimated as
FJfi — 90°) = (3-5 + 0-9) x 10~13cm~2 s-1 st_1.

(3)

In figure 3, the predicted number of muons is shown for different values of W boson
mass in the range 2 to 5 GeV. The number of muons through boson production falls
with increasing mass and is barely significant compared to the inelastic contribution
above Mw = 4 GeV. The total number passes through a broad minimum between Mw
= 4 and 5 GeV. The same figure shows the observed number of events and the expected
number for various neutrino energies at which the inelastic cross-section saturates. A
comparison with the expected number of events brought out the striking fact that
uncertainties on the expected number derived from accelerator data available up to
1971 are bigger than the statistical errors of observation. From this, Krishnaswamy
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et al (1971) concluded that the mass of the intermediate vector boson, Mw, was greater

than 3 GeV at 95% confidence level. To put things in a proper perspective, one should
note that this conclusion was reached from our experiments on cosmic ray neutrino
interactions at a time several years earlier than the advent of high energy v-beams from
accelerators which first pushed up the limits of Mw to about 20-30 GeV/c2 culminating
in the recent discoveries of W,Z bosons at the CERN pp collider with masses around
100 GeV.
2.3 Neutrino data from proton decay experiment at 7000 hg cm~2
The massive proton decay detectors operated around the world since 1980 have
brought in a wealth of information on phenomenological aspects of cosmic ray
neutrinos. In addition to great improvement in the statistical weight, v-interactions
inside the detector materials have been recorded in large numbers.
The KGF proton decay experiment with 140 tons of proportional counters and iron
absorbers has logged about 100 events in 4 years of operation (see § 4 for the description
of the detector and other features). The v-interactions occurring in the rock with muons
emerging out in the zenith angular range 55° ^ 6 ^ 180° and those occurring in the
interior of the detector are in the ratio 2:1. Examples of the two types of events are
shown in figures 4 and 5 respectively. The angular distribution of all the penetrating
tracks (atmospheric muons and v-induced muons from collisions in rock), is shown
later in figure 9. A detailed discussion on different aspects of v-interactions in the rock
as well as within the detector is presented in § 4 in the context of search for proton decay.
These were also published in a series of papers by Krishnaswamy et al (1981, 1982,
1983, 1984).

3. Celestial neutrinos
In the previous section we have dealt with neutrinos produced in the terrestrial
atmosphere; in this section we will mention briefly the observations on neutrinos
produced in places far away from Earth.
3.1 Solar neutrinos
J Perrin and A S Eddington conjectured in 1920 that nuclear energy must be generated
in the interiors of the Sun and stars by the conversion of hydrogen into helium for
supplying the radiant energy. Bethe (1939) worked out the nuclear reactions that are
possible in the interior of the Sun and pointed out the relative dominance of the pp
chain over the CNO cycle in the case of the Sun.
Davis et al (1968) set up a detector deep underground at a depth of 4400 hg cm" 2 in
the Homestake gold mine, South Dakota, USA, to detect the solar neutrinos. It consists
of a huge tank of 615 tons of C2C14 (having 2T9 1030 atoms of 37C1). Solar neutrinos
impinging on this target make 37Ar by the reaction 37Cl(ve,c")37 Ar. Periodically, at
intervals of the order of 75 days, the radioactive 37 Ar atoms are flushed out of the tank
and counted in a low background level counter underground. The observations are in
progress since 1969. It was observed (Davis et al 1987) that, during the period 1970-
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A large angle muon produced, presumably, in a neutrino interaction deep inside
rock. The event is shown here in the two orthogonal views of the detector at the depth of
7000 hg cm “ 2. The blackened squares are the hits on the proportional counters with ionization
exceeding the threshold value.
Figure 4.

1985, the average production is (0472 ± 0 036) 37Ar atoms/day of which (0 08
± 0 03)/day is due to the cosmic ray produced muon background. Subtracting the
background, one is left with a rate of (0*392 ± 0-036) 37Ar atoms/day which could be
attributed to solar neutrinos. This quantity is more conveniently expressed as (2-1
± 0-3) SNUs where a SNU is defined as 10“36 captures/target atom/s. Results from the
individual runs are displayed in figure 6.
More recent calculations (Bahcall 1982 and Filippone and Schramm 1982) based on
standard solar model predict a neutrino capture rate in the range 6 to 8 SNU. Nearly
75% of 37Ar is produced through the capture of neutrinos from the decays of 8B, a
product in a minor branch in the pp chain. The 8B decay neutrinos extending up to
15 MeV in energy have sufficient energy to feed the analogue state in 37Ar, a superallowed transition with a neutrino capture cross-section 3 to 4 orders of magnitude
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v View-

Figure 5. A typical inelastic neutrino interaction inside the detector materials with lines
drawn to guide the eye. This was recorded in the proton decay experiment at the depth of
7000 hg cm-2.

greater than that for other neutrino sources in the Sun. This process is extremely
sensitive to the internal temperature of the Sun.
One can thus see that there is a discrepancy of a factor of 3 to 4 between theory and
observation with the latter figure being lower. It is remarkable that this single
observation stimulated a spate of papers in which some very interesting and
imaginative particle physics and astrophysics ideas were put forward to explain the
discrepancy. We mention below just a few of these suggestions:
(a) Temperatures in the solar interior are lower because of mixing, diffusion, reduced
heavy elemental abundances, magnetic fields and internal rotations (Schatzman and
Maeder 1981);
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Solar neutrino capture rate as a function of time observed by Davis et al (1987). The
average is 21 ±0-3 SNU where 1 SNU is 10“36 captures/target atom/s.
Figure 6.

(b) Okun et al (1986) suggested that if the ve is a massive Dirac particle with a magnetic
or electric dipole moment, its spin could be flipped in passing through the magnetic
fields of the Sun. As a result, the neutrinos incident on the detector cannot make the
reaction 37Cl(v, e~) 37Ar go.
(c) It was suggested by several that the solar (electron type) neutrinos may possess a
mass and may oscillate into other types of neutrinos on their way to Earth, again
making them undetectable.
(d) Current theoretical belief is that the vacuum mixing angles are too small for (c) to be
effective. Recently, however, suggestions were made by Mikheyev and Smirnov (1985)
(see also Bethe 1986) that due to resonant phenomena (resulting from a difference in the
scattering cross-sections of ve and vM, for example) in the interior of the Sun, vc type
might be efficiently transformed into other types despite the smallness of the vacuum
mixing angles.
Currently some interesting changes (e.g. collecting 37Ar samples during the night and
during the day separately and counting them) are being made in the Davis’s experiment
(Cherry et al (1987)). Also major efforts are being mounted to detect solar neutrinos
using other targets like gallium (sensitive to neutrinos of lower energies as well) to gain
a deeper understanding of the solar neutrino astrophysics and the discrepancy between
theory and the sole observational result that is currently available.
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3.2 Neutrinos from SN1987A
It was known long ago (Colgate and White 1966; see Wilson et al 1986 for a recent
review) that when a massive star exhausts all its nuclear fuel, it would collapse
gravitationally releasing approximately 3* 105 3 ergs of gravitational binding energy of
1-4 Af0, mostly in the form of low energy (5-30 Me V) neutrinos. The expected rate of
such collapses within our Galaxy is approximately once in 20 years. Indeed a dedicated
90 ton liquid scintillator was being operated since 1984 (Aglietta et al 1986) in a tunnel
under Mt. Blanc at a depth of 5200hgcm-2. In addition several underground
detectors, designed to study such diverse phenomena as proton decays, solar
neutrinos, upward moving cosmic ray neutrinos etc., which are also sensitive to
detection of neutrinos from supernovae were in operation by the time the SN1987A, a
supernova in the nearby Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) took place on 23 February
1987.
The occurrence of SN1987A was first reported in the IAU circular no. 4316 (1987) by
I. Shelton based on optical observations by him and visual observations by Dulhade.
Very soon the Mt. Blanc (Aglietta et al 1987), Kamioka (Hirata et al (1987), IrvineMichigan-Brookhaven (IMB, Bionta et al (1987) and Baksan (Alexeyev et al 1987)
collaborations reported having observed events in their detectors which could be
attributed to the interaction of ve and/or ve from SN1987A. Since the supernova took
place not in our Galaxy (typical distance ~ lOkpc) but 50kpc away, the numbers of
events seen in the various detectors were small ranging from 2 to 12. Indeed it was
fortunate that the LMC is as close as 50 kpc and not much farther. These observations
heralded beyond any doubt the birth of extra-solar neutrino astronomy, a new window
on the Universe.
There are several details in each of these observations. It must also be mentioned that
there are some disagreements among them and in some cases there are features hard to
understand on the bases of conventional supernova theories and conventional physics.
A wealth of information relating to both physics and astrophysics was obtained from
these observations as highlighted in hundreds of papers published since February 1987.
We cannot here go into all the details. Instead, referring the reader to the excellent
review article by Schramm (1987), we will mention only a few points below.
The Mt. Blanc group (Aglietta et al 1987) reported seeing 5 events on 23 February in
a 7-second time interval. The first event occurred at 02 h 52 m 36 792 s (UTC) and the
energy of the event (sum of the total energy of e+ and rest energy of e~) was 7 MeV. The
times in seconds (and energies in MeV) of the other 4 events are: 40-649(8), 41 007(11),
42-696(9) and 43-800(9). At this time, the IMB group saw none while the Kamioka
group might have seen at most 2 events. Nearly 4 h 43 m later both the Kamioka and
1MB group saw several events. The first Kamioka event (20 MeV) occurred on 23
February at 07 h 35 m 35 s (± 1 minute) UTC. The times in seconds relative to the first
event (and energies in MeV) of the other 11 Kamioka events are: 0-107(13-5), 0-303(7-5),
0-324(9-2), 0-507(12-8), 0-686(6-3), 1-541(35-4), 1-728(21 0),. 1-915(19-8), 9-219(8-6),
10-433( 13-0) and 12-439(8-9). The first IMB event (38 MeV) occurred at 07 h 35 m 41 -37 s
(± 50 ms) UTC. The times in seconds (and energies in MeV) of the other 7 IMB events
are: 41-79(37), 42-02(40), 42-52(35), 42-94(29), 44 06(37), 46-38(20) and 46-96(24). The Mt.
Blanc group saw 2 events at this time. The Mt. Blanc group has no information on the
direction of the emitted charged lepton from either of the two relevant reactions ve + p
-+n + e+ and ve + e~ -> ve + e~. The Kamioka and the IMB groups could measure the
angle of the charged lepton about the supernova-detector direction vector to an
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accuracy of 15° to 30°. The question arises if these three observations are mutually
consistent. While the Kamioka and IMB events occurred at the same time (within a few
seconds of time difference which is small compared to the error of ± 1 minute of the
Kamioka observations), the Mt. Blanc observations occurred 4-7 hours earlier. Before
one dismisses Mt. Blanc observations as statistical freaks, one is advised to read the
articles by de Rujula (1987) and Schramm (1987). These authors point out that all the 3
sets of observations can be made compatible if one is given the freedom to adjust
parameters in the supernova theories.
Some of the astrophysical conclusions drawn are the following:
(a) Perhaps one or two observed events are due to ve from the early neutronization of
the core.
(b) The majority (almost all) of the events are due to ve resulting from the pair
production and subsequent rescattering taking place in the neutrinosphere at later
times (0 to 10 s) and
(c) The Kamioka-IMB observations imply that a total energy of (2-4)* 1053 ergs was
emitted in all types of neutrinos of which the share of ve was (3-6)1052 ergs. The ve were
emitted at a temperature of T- =4 to 4-5 MeV which implies that the average energy of
ve is 12 to 14 MeV; see figure 7, taken from Schramm (1987). These parameters are
consistent with theoretical expectations.
Some of the physics-related conclusions drawn are:
(a) ve must be stable to have survived the 50 kpc travel from the source to earth. A lower
limit of yr- = 1-6105 yr can be placed on their lifetime. Here y = E-Jm~e.
(b) It is conceivable that ve have finite masses. Then these particles arrive at earth at
different times depending on their velocities which in turn depends on their energies. If
the entire time spread of 12*5 seconds in the Kamioka observations is attributed to this
effect, an upper limit of 30 eV can be placed on the mass ve in a model-independent way.
(c) The number of neutrino flavour, Nv, is restricted to 7 (see Schramm 1987) from the
observations. If ATV were any larger, the share of the energy of ve would correspondingly
decrease, lowering the number of ve + p^>n + e+ events detectable in the various
detectors.

4. Search for nucleon decays as the primary GUT signal
A variety of schemes proposed during 70’s unifying electro weak and strong inter¬
actions, the GUTs, invariably led to the prediction of non-conservation of baryon
number (B) as the only testable consequence in the laboratory. It could manifest in any
of the following ways:
(i) proton decay and the decay of nucleons bound inside a nucleus;
(ii) neutron-antineutron (n<-+n) oscillation;
(iii) GUT monopoles and their catalysis of nucleon decay.
There have been many theoretical predictions on these topics over the past 15 years and
some of them are confronted with the experimental results. In this section we outline
only those relevant for the experimental search of AB # 0 signals; the results on n — n
oscillations and monopoles will be taken up in § 5.
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TjJ, (MeVI
Figure 7. Emitted energy, E- in ve and total emitted energy, ET (assuming Nv = 3) versus
temperature for Kamioka and IMB data, allowing for statistical errors as well as systematic
shifts due to possible electron scattering events and variations in threshold and efficiency
assumptions. Note that the overlap region is a good fit to the standard model (Schramm 1987).

4.1 Nucleon decay
The predicted lifetime, TN, of a free proton or a bound nucleon in the SU(5), SO(IO),
SUSY and Pati-Salam models span a wide range of values 103O-1033 years (Pati and
Salam 1973; Georgi and Glashow 1984; Georgi et al 1974) however, it is difficult to
stretch the value of TN beyond 1031 years in the minimal models. The branching ratios
of the decays of protons and neutrons were also discussed extensively in the literature.
A list of the dominant channels is given in table 1 together with their branching ratios
(BR).
To detect the nucleon decay signal, if any, beyond 1031 yrs, it is necessary to have a
massive source of nucleons as shown below:
TJv/BR = Na x mass(tons) x 106 x T(yrs)/iVev
where NA is the Avagadro number, T is the live-time and JVev is the number of events.
For example, with TN = 1031 yrs, BR = 0-5, Nev = 10 and T — 1 yr, one needs 330 tons
of detector mass, properly instrumented to have 100% detection efficiency. However,
the low energy ( < 1-5 GeV) cosmic ray neutrino background would exceed this signal if
no discrimination is available. Furthermore, the decay of a nucleon bound in either an
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List of dominant channels and their branching ratios.

GUT scheme

Decay channels (Branching ratios)

SU(5), SO(IO)

P-*e + n°
-e+p°
-►v"tU
n->e+n~

SUSY

P ->v~ K + and p+K°(~ 100%)
n->v~K° and v_7r° (~ 100%)

Pati-Salam

P->3vti+(0-75); 3v 371 and 3vnn (0-25)

(04); e+co°(0*2-04)
(01-0-2); p + Kc(0-l)
(0-1-0-2)
(0-7); e+p~(0-1-04)

oxygen or an iron nucleus (relevant for the current detector systems), would alter the
topology as well as the total energy of the event due to the Fermi motion and
rescattering or absorption of secondaries in the nuclei. These effects curtail the selection
criteria of the candidate events and result in the reduction of the available sample.
4.2 Nucleon decay experiments
Prior to 1980, several experiments were conducted deep underground to record cosmic
ray muons and neutrinos. Although the detectors did not have features needed to
identify nucleon decays, it was possible to set limits on their lifetime for specific decay
modes. From a value of 1028 yrs estimated by Menon et al (1963) this has been raised to
~ 1030 yrs from the data collected in the large scale v-experiments conducted during
1965-1969 in the Kolar Gold Mines, India, as well as in the Rand Mines, South Africa
(Cowsik and Narasimham 1981; Reines and Crouch 1974). The predictions of the GUT
schemes on TN being so close to these limits, there was a great deal of interest and many
dedicated detector systems were planned around the world in late 70’s with different
levels of sophistication. These experiments can be conveniently grouped into two
distinct categories: (i) fine-grain calorimeters and (ii) Water Cerenkov detectors.
In the first category, thin iron plates and counters are arranged in alternate layers of a
stack; counters of different cell sizes are used by various groups to track the secondaries.
The vertex of an event is in general known to a high degree of accuracy and the
individual tracks are resolved enabling a detailed analysis of events with multi-particle
final states.
However, the nuclear effects (in iron) tend to fudge the event topology due to the
Fermi momentum of nucleons as well as the rescattering of hadrons in the medium.
Furthermore, the sense of motion of particles is not measurable in these detectors due
to their close packing as well as the poor timing response. The exception to this is the
detector designed at KGF, where the end point ionization could be used for this
purpose. The first dedicated detector of this category was built in KGF in 1980, with
140 tons of iron plates and counters and the largest was commissioned in 1984 in the
Frejus tunnel in France with a 900-ton detector.
The water Cerenkov detector employs a pool of highly transparent water, watched
on all sides by photomultipliers; the Cerenkov cones produced by the charged particles
are intercepted by these tubes. The pattern of hits, the times of arrival and the number of
photo-electrons in these tubes provide a measure of the track parameters. The
technique is ideal for decay schemes such as P->e+ +tt0 where all the energy is
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radiated into the electron-photon component. On the other hand, it is difficult to
resolve decay channels involving several charged particles due to extensive overlaps of
cones as well as scattering of particles. In particular, it is inefficient for modes involving
kaons due to the high threshold of the detector. These experiments are being operated
at relatively shallow depths underground where the cosmic ray background is very
high; this necessitates selection of events with their vertex deep inside the tank, which
reduces the fiducial mass to about a third of the total value.
Some of the distinct advantages of this technique are (i) the availability of free
protons in the sample, (ii) high efficiency to detect muon decay and (iii) the sense of
motion of particles from the timing as well as the hit pattern of the photomultipliers. At
present, two experiments are in operation using this technique. The Irvine-MichiganBrookhaven (IMB) detector in USA is the most massive with 8000 tons of water
whereas the Kamiokande detector in Japan with 3000 tons has a very large light
coverage. Both these detectors were upgraded recently, primarily to improve the
quality of data and provide a better discrimination against the background. The results
from these as well as the fine-grain detectors are summarised in §4.5.

4.3 KGF Nucleon decay experiments
The first ever experiment, specifically designed to search for nucleon decay signals, was
commissioned in KGF at a great depth underground as a joint collaborative
programme between TIFR, Bombay and the Osaka city and Tokyo universities, Japan.
The experience gained in a variety of experiments conducted in these mines has been
the guiding factor in the design of this detector and its location. It was planned to build
several detectors in phases, each time improving upon the detector parameters and the
detector mass.
Phase I was taken up as a crash programme in which a 140-ton detector was built in
1980 at a depth of 2-3 km using 1600 proportional counters and 12 mm thick steel
plates, arranged in a volume of 4 m x 6 m x 3-7 m. The counters were of sizes 10 cm
x 10 cm x 400 (600) cm, also made of steel and they covered a total area of 24 m2 per
layer; the steel plates were interposed between the successive counter layers which were,
in turn, arranged in an orthogonal geometry. All the counter modules are instrumented
independently to measure the pulse height (dE/dx) as well as the time of arrival of the
pulses. The ionization in individual counters is used to determine (i) the total visible
energy of the event, (ii) the nature of the particles from end point ionization and (iii) the
sense of motion of stopping particles and thereby the vertex of the event. The timing
data with a resolution of 500 ns, is useful to look for muon decay in about 25% of the
cases.
The operation of this detector for about 4 years clearly brought out the need for more
massive assemblies so as to increase the statistical significance of candidate events in
addition to improving the quality of data. Thus, a new laboratory was specially
prepared at a depth of 2 km in the same mines during 1985, with overall dimensions
10m x 20m x 9m (height) to house two massive detectors.
The phase II detector was started by the end of 1985 with the following
improvements. The central detector has a tot^l mass of 285 tons and dimensions 6 m
x 6 m x 6*5 m and the design is on the same lines as that of phase I. There are 60
horizontal layers of counters interspersed with 6 mm thick steel plates. The timing
resolution is improved to 200 ns and some redundancy is incorporated in pulse height
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measurements. This detector (figure 8) is surrounded on 3 sides by a veto jacket
comprising 2 walls of counters and 1 inch thick steel plates. The fourth side is partially
covered by a monopole detector of height 2 m. The veto jacket, situated at a distance of
~ 2 m from the central detector, provides additional suppression of background
particularly for photons and neutrons generated by out of geometry atmospheric
muons.
4.3a Basic data and results: The data can be broadly divided as (i) atmospheric muons
at angles < 60° (ii) neutrino events and (iii) others including candidates for GUT
signals.-These are listed in table 2 .
Due to the great depth of observations, the atmospheric muon flux is very small i.e.
2/day and 11/day in phase I and II detectors respectively. The angular distribution of
all the particles penetrating the detectors (muons) is shown in figure 9, where a clear
separation between atmospheric and neutrino-induced components can be seen. The
predicted rates are shown as smooth curves in this figure and one notices a reasonable
agreement with the observations within statistical errors. It should be emphasized that
the mean energy of neutrinos interacting in the rock and giving rise to these large angle
events is ~ 30GeV and they are primarily due to C.C interactions of v^,
in rock.
For the present analysis we consider the fully confined events and combine the data
from both the detectors. The neutrino events recorded inside the detector encompass
all the known interactions i.e. elastic, quasi-elastic and inelastic processes; a majority
(> 80%) of these events are of low energy constituting the primary background for
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A front view of the phase II detector at 2 km depth in KGF. The squares represent
the counters in horizontal layers. The outer jacket has 2 walls of counters and 1 inch thick iron
plates. A confined slow muon is shown here.
Figure 8.
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Table 2. Experimental details and the number of events in
various categories.
Category

Phase I

Phase II

Depth (km)
Total (fiducial) mass in
tons
Live-time (yrs)

2-3

20

140(60)
514

360(200)
H

Atmospheric muons
Neutrino events
Interaction in rock
Confined events

3710

3666

88(0 > 55°)
26

44(6 > 60°)
8

Candidates for nucleon
decay
Candidates for
oscillation
Monopole candidates

4

2

1

0

0

0

Figure 9. The angular distribution of all the penetrating particles (muons) are shown here
from the data recorded in the phase II detector. The theoretical predictions are shown
separately for atmospheric muons and neutrino-induced muons. A clear separation of these
two categories of events is obtained due to the large depth of location of the detector.
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nucleon decay events. Out of a total of 34 such events, 16 are of single-prong nature of e,
y showers and the rest are of multi-prong nature. The energy distribution of these events
is shown in figure 10; the dashed curve is the predicted distribution for the purely
neutrino-induced events.
Any of the predicted nucleon decay channels can, in principle, be mimicked by
neutrino interactions however small the probability it may have; this is due to the large
flux of low energy neutrinos and the rescattering of hadrons in the nuclei forming the
medium as well as the internal Fermi motion of nucleons. The question is to what
extent this background can camouflage the decay events? The Monte-Carlo simul¬
ations as well as the direct exposures to accelerator beams of neutrinos have established
a large window in the opening angle of secondaries 140-180° to which < 5% of the
background events may contribute. Thus, events with multi-prong variety and with a
momentum imbalance of < 300MeV/c can be safely considered as good candidate
events for nucleon decay, provided they have the visible energy appropriate for the
decay channel.
The single-prong events cannot provide conclusive evidence for decay; at best they
could be supportive of such a hypothesis. An exception could be the channels involving
kaons, since their rate of production at low energies in the cosmic ray neutrino beam is
less than one event per kilo-ton year of exposure of the detector.
4.3b Nucleon decay candidates at KGF: A small sample of the confined events was
identified as candidate events as shown in table 3. Details of these events were
presented in several papers by Krishnaswamy et al (1981, 1982, 1987). A
remarkable feature of these events is that none of them resembles the others in terms of
topology; this could be due to the low resolution of the detector or the partial decay rate
is very low and the events are distributed over many channels or there is some
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Table 3.

Details of the 7 candidate events for proton decay.

Event
number

Expt.

Interpretation

v-Background

587
867
877
1766
3659
64-125
229-37

I
I
I
I
I
II
II

P^e + n°
P-+v~K +
P H + K°
P-+e+p°,e+K°
P^e+(fi+)K°L
P->v~ K +
P~>v~ K +

~1
0-3
0-2
0-5
01 (not confined)
01
01

unaccounted background contamination. An important feature that emerges is that
kaon modes are dominant in the data; we discuss briefly two of the recent events.
(i) Event 229-37
This was recorded in the phase II detector; a cut-away diagram is shown in figure 11
with details of hits and ionization recorded in individual counters. The configuration
suggests a vertex at point P in the iron plate above the 18th layer and a back-back
topology of the charged tracks. The event can be interpreted as comprising a
downward moving n+ as seen from the increase in ionization before stopping and an
upward moving n°. The total energy is ~ 630 MeV consistent with the decay P->v
+ K+; K + -+ n+ +n°. Other interpretations in terms of neutrino interactions have low
probability.
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(ii) Event 3659
This was recorded in the phase I detector and shown in figure 12 with lines joining the
hit counters for the preferred interpretation i.e. P-*e {n,g) + KCL; KcL-+nev. This is
strongly suggested by (i) the large gap of 1-2 m between the two sets of tracks and (ii) the
V in the upper part of the event. The gap corresponds to 200g/cm2 of matter which
rules out y or n as being responsible for it. The best explanation is that it is due to a K°L
produced with a velocity 055 c at the point P which either decays or interacts at Q
forming the V The bottom track PA seems to have low energy but has penetrated out at
the bottom side of the detector making it difficult to estimate its total energy. This could
be an electron or a muon or even a pion. Being a partially confined event, this cannot be
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4 M VIEW
This is strictly an unconfmed event due to the possible penetration of the bottom
track out of the phase I detector. The best configuration of the event is as shown herewith the
vertex at P; the neutral particle travelled 1-2 m before decay or interaction at Q giving rise to
the V. If it were due to a K°L its energy is about 650 MeV and has a velocity 0-55 c. This event is
an example of P -*■ e(fi) K°t.
Figure 12.
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rated as a good candidate but the evidence of a K°L of correct energy is compelling. Due
to the long flight path of this particle it could be a rare observation; but confined events
of this kind are likely to provide unambiguous evidence for nucleon decay.
4.3c Lifetime estimates: The overall background for the nucleon decay candidates,
discounting event number 587, is less than 2 events at 90% C.L compared to 6
candidates. These were recorded in a total exposure of 480 ton years; assuming an
overall efficiency of 0-5, this corresponds to TN~ 2-3 x 1031 years. However, at 90%
C.L. the lower limit for decay of nucleons is 1-4 x 1031 years. The partial lifetime limits
for different decay channels are given in §4.5

4.4 Comparison with other experimental data
A brief summary is included here of experimental results on nucleon decay obtained so
far from the detectors operating in different parts of the world.
(a) 1MB (Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven): A Cerenkov detector with 8000 tons of water
(fid. wt of 3300 tons) is operating since 1982 at a depth of 1750 hg/cm2 in a salt mine in
Cleveland, USA (Park et al 1985). The light collection efficiency has been raised from
1% to about 5% with an upgrade of the detector during 85-86. In an exposure of about
4-4 kilo-ton years, 458 confined events were recorded; among these, according to their
new analysis, only 13 events survive as candidates for nucleon decays i.e. 7 of / + X type
and 6 of v + X type; here l denotes a lepton, e or p and X denotes any other particle.
This experiment provided the best lower limit for the decay scheme e+ + 7i° (table 4).
(b) Kamiokande: This experiment is being conducted (Koshiba 1986) in the Kamioka
mine, Japan, at a depth of 2700 hg/cm2 with a 3000 ton water detector (fid. wt. 800 tons)
and has a light coverage of 20%; this feature allowed a detailed analysis of individual
tracks in terms of their momenta and other parameters. This detector was also
upgraded with the introduction of timing of pulses as well as a veto jacket around the
main tank. In 1 *92 kilo ton years of exposure, 213 confined events W'ere recorded and of
these, the candidate events are 5 in / + X mode and 4 in v -l- X mode.

Table 4.

Lower limits for T„ p/BR in units of 1031 years at 90% C.L.

Decay mode
p->e+
e+
e+
p+
v"
v~

+ n°
-1- to0
+KC
+KC
+ n+
+K +

n-*e+
e+
p+
v"
v~

+7z~
+ p~
+ n~
+ n°
+K°

^

KGF

Nusex

1-8

0-7

3

1-3

13
4
10
3-5
1
7

6
2
4-5
2
2-3

7
21
5-5
5
5

—

0-9

1-5
—

—

—

1-4

—

1

—

2

—

—

—

—■

—

Kamiokande

—

—

1

—

IMB
20
5
8
1-6

—

2
1-3
2-5
1

Frejus

1*2
H

1-5
L3
—
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(c) Frejus (French-German collaboration): A fine-grain tracking detector of total
weight 900 tons (fid. wt. 600 tons) was set up in the Frejus tunnel in France at a depth of
4800hg/cm2 (Berger et al 1986). The detector comprises modules of neon flash
chambers, thin iron plates and Geiger tubes arranged in vertical stacks. It has a fine
tracking resolution due to the narrow cell size of 0-5 cm x 0-5 cm of flash tubes. In a
total exposure of one kilo ton year, about 100 confined events were recorded and out of
these, there was one candidate for / + X mode and 4 of v + X mode.
(d) Nusex (Frascati-Milano-Torino): A tracking calorimeter with a total weight of 160
tons was in operation during 1981-86 in the Mt. Blanc tunnel, Italy, at a depth of
5000hg/cm2 (Battistoni et al 1986). The detector was similar in design to that in KGF
but has finer track resolution due to the cell size of 1 cm x 1 cm of the limited Geiger
tubes used for tracking. During an exposure of 0*36 kilo ton years, 37 confined events
were recorded; out of these 3 were identified as candidates for nucleon decay in the
/ + X channels.
4.5 Summary
The present status of search for nucleon decay signals can be summarized as follows:
(i) The present generation of experiments has raised the limits on partial lifetime for all
the major decay channels by at least an order of magnitude (table 4) above the pre-1980
values. For the highly favoured channel P -► e + 7c°, the limit is ~ 2 x 1032 years, ruling
out the minimal SU(5) and similar models.
(ii) There are a number of events which cannot be brushed away as due to rare
fluctuation of background from neutrino interactions. The candidate events involving
kaons in the KGF as well as other experiments are consistent with each other if one
takes into account the efficiencies for the different techniques employed.
(iii) Table 4 summarises the lifetime limits for some of the oft-discussed decay modes in
literature.
There is scope to increase the detector sensitivities and exposure factors to establish
whether the decay channels involving kaons, which are relatively free from background
problems, are the dominant ones or not; this is crucial for some of the GUT schemes
such as SUSY as discussed earlier.

5. Other GUT signals

5.1

oscillations

This process was first considered by Kuzmin (1970) in connection with the cosmolog¬
ical consequences of the non-conservation of baryon number. Glashow (1979)
considered this possibility in the framework of the GUT schemes, whereas Marshak
and Mohapatra (1980) showed that it is a natural consequence of partial unification, at
low unification energies, in the left-right symmetric models. The transition time for this
oscillation is estimated to lie in the range 106—109 seconds. The ideal method to look for
this process is with free and cold neutrons from a reactor and several experiments have
already been planned; the present limit from the Grenoble experiment (Baldo-Ceolin
1983) is at the level of 106 seconds.
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One can also look for such oscillations indirectly through the instability of nuclear
matter; in the nucleon decay experiments they could give rise to events involving 3-4
pions and nuclear fragments, with visible energy in the range l-2GeV. In the KGF
data, there is one such candidate so far in the phase I detector; using the method of
analysis of Dover et al (1983), the lower limit for the oscillation time can be set as 108
seconds.

5.2 GUT monopoles
The primordial production of massive magnetic monopoles, a short time after the big
bang, is a natural consequence of the unification theories (t’Hooft 1974; Polyokov 1974)
and it is generally accepted from astrophysical arguments that they would be nonrelativistic in the present epoch. The flux of these monopoles is highly uncertain; the
best indirect estimate is due to Parker (1971) presented as an upper limit of
~ 10" 15/cm2.s.st. Except for the event reported by Cabrera (1982) in the Stanford
experiment using a superconducting loop, no further evidence is available so far either
from larger versions of similar experiments or from those being operated deep
underground to record nucleon decays. The monopoles are thought to have no
difficulty to penetrate large amounts of matter and therefore they can be seen in the
nucleon decay experiments deep underground. In the latter, the time of flight as well as
the ionization in the gaseous detectors are used to search for the monopoles and the
efficacy of this method depends on how the monopole loses its energy at low velocities.
The recent theoretical studies on this aspect as well as the measurements on slow
protons (Ritson 1982; Ahlen and Kinoshita 1982) establish that in gaseous media such
as argon used in the KGF detectors, the monopole ionization, at velocities ~ 10“3 c, is
comparable to that of a relativistic muon; furthermore, Drell et al (1983) have shown
that one can use the Penning effect in gas mixtures such as He and CH4 and expand the
measurable velocity region down to ~ 10~4c.
There can be a third method to detect GUT monopoles. Rubakov (1981) and later
Callan (1982) have shown that the nucleon decay can be catalysed by GUT monopoles;
this could provide an ionization-independent search of monopoles extending over a
wide range of velocities. The predicted cross-sections for this process vary from 10’s of
microbarns to the strong interaction values of ~ 10 mb.
In the KGF detectors, monopole signals can be detected through (i) ionization, (ii)
time of flight and (iii) catalysis of nucleon decay. A detailed analysis of the earlier data
was given by Krishnaswamy et al (1984).
5.2a Ionization method: The detector is triggered for ionization > 1/4 7min in each
counter and for a minimum path length of 45 cm, so that only the particles with
velocities > 7-5 x 10" 4 c are recorded. In the present analysis, advantage is taken of the
measurements of dE/dx over a large dynamic range with many samplings along the
path of the track. Stringent cuts are imposed on data restricting them to tracks with
path lengths > 1-5 m to have atleast 12 samplings and to particles with ionization > 2
x 7min thereby suppressing the tail of the single particle distribution. The cut on
ionization, restricts the monopole search to velocities > 1*4 x 10~3c. A statistical
analysis of the remaining data for uniform ionization along the track at any value > 2-5
/min within the resolution (<r = (>25/v//V; N = I/Imi„) has failed to identify even a
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single candidate. Combining the exposures of the two detectors i.e. 840 m2.st. this leads
to an upper limit on the flux at 90% confidence level of 4 x 10“15cm-2s“ 1 st“1.
5.2b Time offlight method: Both the detectors (phases I and II) are sensitive to slow
moving monopoles in the velocity region 7-5 x 10“4 —5 x 10“3c, the lower value
arising from the trigger threshold and the upper one from the timing resolution. In the
phase II detector, however, the upper cut-off is 1-2 x 10“ 2 c due to the improved timing
resolution of 200 ns. The time of flight data is searched for all events in terms of the
minimum velocity to which they can be fitted, consistent with the resolution function.
All the events are found to have velocities >5 x 10“ 3 c; only a few among them can be
fitted to velocity < 1-2 x 10“2 c (figure 13). This sample is examined in detail and is
found to comprise events of a shower profile inconsistent with the expected character of
a monopole signal. Thus, an upper limit can be set on the flux of monopoles in the
velocity region given above as 4T x 10“15/cm“2s“1st“1. These results are compared
in figure 14 with other measurements using a variety of techniques.
5.2c Catalysis of nucleon decay: In this process, one could consider either a chain decay
or an isolated decay depending on the mean free path of the monopole.

A plot of ionization vs minimum velocity of events that survive simple cuts. The
predictions are shown as the smooth curves and the comparison rules out any of these events
to be monopole candidates.
Figure 13.
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A compilation of the best limits on the flux of monopoles obtained from a variety
of techniques.
Figure 14.

(i) Chain decay:
In the detectors at KGF, the chain decays can be recorded only when the second decay
event occurs within 7 (13) microseconds and the chain length is 04 m — 4-5 m (045-5 m) for phase I(II) respectively. No such event has been recorded so far and this can
be translated to a flux limit of < 4 x 10“15/cm2 sst for a monopole cross-section of
~ lOmb and for all velocities > 10~3c.
(ii) Isolated decay:
If the catalysis results in a momentum imbalance of secondaries with a value less than
the Fermi momentum in iron nuclei, such an event cannot be distinguished from the
spontaneous nucleon decay. On the other hand, for larger momentum transfers, it will
mimic the low energy neutrino events. Thus, all low energy confined events with
visible energy < 1 GeV, are to be considered as possible candidates for catalysis; this
leads to an upper limit of 5 x 10~15/cm2sst for velocity > 10~3c.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have attempted to give a brief overview of the experimental results
from the Kolar Gold Field experiments relating to natural neutrinos as well as the
GUT signals. For completeness we have also included some of the relevant results from
the modern detectors set up underground in other laboratories. All these results can be
summarized as follows:
(i) The cosmic ray neutrino-induced events are well understood in terms of their fluxes
and cross-sections. The first neutrino experiments at KGF during 1965-70 had
provided the necessary impetus for major experiments in 80’s to search for rare signals
such as nucleon decay.
(ii) The discovery of ~ 10 MeV neutrinos from the supernova SN1987A in LMC, in the
nucleon decay detectors, has opened up new possibilities on neutrino astronomy as
well as neutrino physics.
(iii) The solar neutrino puzzle has become the most important topic of neutrino
astronomy and physics in view of the recent work on oscillation phenomena. New
experiments, being planned with gallium detectors as well as the water Cerenkov
experiments, should resolve this problem in the near future.
(iv) The modest-sized detector, built for the first time at KGF in 1980, has recorded a
few candidate events for nucleon decay, paving the way for massive experiments all
over the world. Todate, there are about 2 dozen events from these experiments and the
lifetime limits are pushed up continually. Indeed, there are some tantalizing events,
particularly in the KGF data, in which kaons are present; it may be pointed out that
kaons are suppressed in very low energy neutrino interactions compared to other
hadrons. Such decay modes are preferred in some of the schemes such as supersym¬
metric GUTS. It is thus important to look for these decay channels in future searches.
(v) There is so far no evidence for the existence of GUT monopoles either from the
counter experiments or the induction technique and the present limits are getting closer
to the Parker limit on their flux.
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Underground particle physics

S MIYAKE
Institute of Physics, Kanagawa University, Japan

This report gives an outline of a long term collaboration between the Tata Institute of
Fundamental Research and the Osaka City University in the Kolar Gold Fields,
Karnataka, South India. The collaboration started when Prof. Menon invited me as
a visiting professor to the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, in 1960.
The collaboration has continued until now through various stages of experiments to
study many topics concerning cosmic ray muons, neutrinos as well as the grand
unification theories.
The word “underground particle physics” has become popular nowadays as one of
the branches of “non-accelerator particle physics” and even includes a part of
“astrophysics”. The Kolar Gold Field experiment can be considered as one of the
prime movers of this field. Advantage has been taken of the ideal conditions at the
mine i.e. flat surface, uniform quality of rock and availability of many sites for
observations up to great depths. It is very convenient to approach great depths
within a short time and it is also possible to carry heavy materials for the experiments.
A general scheme of the experiments which has been carried out during the past
28 years is enumerated below:
1960 1964: Depth-intensity variation of cosmic ray muons deep underground was
measured at 6 depths from 816 to 8400hg/cm2 and an empirical formula for vertical
intensity of muons was obtained. At the deepest point of the experiment, the intensity
of muons was so low that it was recognized that cosmic ray neutrino interactions
could be observed in the near horizontal directions in an unambiguous manner.
-

1965 1970: Together with Durham University, UK, cosmic ray neutrino observations
were carried out at 7000hg/cm2 and the muons produced by neutrino interactions
in the rock were observed for the first time. During this period, some exotic events
called “Kolar events” and “Large cascades” were also observed.
-

1971 1974 From the point of view of the production mechanism of atmospheric
muons, accurate observation of intensities and the zenith angular distribution of
atmospheric muons, using visual detectors (neon flash tubes) were carried out at 4
depths from 754 to 6045 hg/cm2. At the same time, data regarding parallel muons at
these depths were accumulated.
-

:

1975 1980 Some of the exotic events like “Kolar events”, “Large cascades” and
“Muon bundles” were observed at 1800 and 3375 hg/cm2. During this period, special
-

:
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types of muon bundle events and possible candidates for proton decay were recorded.
1980-1988: The experiments to verify grand unification theory by finding proton
decay, neutron oscillation and magnetic monopoles have been in operation at the
depth of 7000hg/cm2. In addition to the first detector operating for the past 8 years,
a new one has started taking data at 6045hg/cm2 from December 1985.
Most of the results obtained so far have been reported already, and we briefly
mention the present status of our experiment. Many aspects are still unresolved and
need further study; for instance,
(a) neutrino astronomy to detect extra-terrestrial neutrinos,
(b) prompt muons produced in very high energy interactions,
(c) phenomena of “Kolar events” which is a possible evidence for the existence of
long-lived, massive particles,
(d) details of the structure of large cascade showers observed deep underground,
(e) sharply collimated special type of muon bundles, and
(f) search for proton decay, neutron oscillation and magnetic monopoles.
Since proton decay and the search for magnetic monopoles etc concerning the
GUTs are the main purpose of the present experiment, they will be dealt with
somewhat in detail, and the present status of other topics mentioned above will be
reported briefly.

2. Experimental details
The Kolar Gold Fields are situated at a latitude of 12-9°N and a magnetic latitude
of 2-3°N in the south-east of Deccan plateau. The surface of the mine is flat within
about 20 m over a wide area of the district where the average height is about 900 m
above the sea level. The character of the rock is fairly uniform throughout the mining
area except for a very thin surface layer. However, the characteristics of the rock is
somewhat different from the standard rock as shown below:

Density:
Z/A:
Z2/A:

Kolar rock
304
0-495
6-4

Standard rock
2-55
0-5
5*5

Because of the considerable difference in Z2/A, the energy loss (bremsstrahlung
and pair production) is high in the Kolar rock compared to the standard rock;
typically, 7000hg/cm2 in the Kolar rock corresponds to 7600hg/cm2 of the standard
rock in stopping power for very high energy muons.
The proton decay detector, now operating at 7000hg/cm2, is shown in figure 1. It
is essentially an accumulation of proportional counters having a cross-section of
10 x 10 cm2 and of two lengths of 4 m and 6 m respectively. It occupies a floor area
of 4 x 6m2 with the alternate layers of 4m and 6m counters arranged orthogonal
to each other. Iron plates of 1-2 cm thickness are inserted between the layers making
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Figure 1.

Phase I detector at 7000hg/cm2.

up a total weight of the detector of 140 tons, which includes the counter walls of
thickness 2-3 mm.
The triggering conditions are of two types: 5-fold coincidence of the layers in
consecutive 11 layers or 2-fold coincidence of 2 counters in each layer in consecutive
3 layers. The record of observed data provides projected shapes of the event on two
orthogonal planes and pulse heights of all the activated counters above the threshold
value.
In the analysis of the observed data, in most of the cases, reconstruction of the
event in three-dimensional space is possible. There are, however, a few 2-layer events
which cannot be uniquely reconstructed using two projected views only. Even in such
a case, ionization data are very useful to find the correct reconstruction of the event.
The energy loss of the minimum ionizing track normal to the counter is 20keV and
is calibrated by the K-line of Fe (6-4 keV) which is always emitted from the counter
wall by induction of the natural radioactivity of the surrounding rock as shown in
figure 2. The ratio of ionization per counter to the I0 (20keV, minimum ionization
of 10 cm long track) is sec 6, which is proportional to the track length inside the
counter. Combined with such information, the 2-layer event can be understood easily;
one such example is shown in figure 3. In this case, although it looks like a confined
event in the detector, it is understood as a penetrating track as shown in the diagram.
The ionization measurement is vital for a clear interpretation of the event, particularly
at low energies, as in the case of nucleon decay. The ionization analysis for the confined
events is used for;
(a) determining the direction of motion of the particle from the growth of ionization.
(b) identification of the particle, as pion, muon, kaon or proton, is possible for
tracks terminating inside the detector by the use of dE/dx vs range relation.
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Structure

Figure 2.

Structural and recording details of the nucleon decay detectors.

(c) for determining the residual range in the last iron plate.
(d) the energy is estimated from the range energy relation of the identified particle,
and is also estimated from calorimetric method which is Ek = Y, N x 23 MeV in
this case, where Ek is the kinetic energy and £ N is the total ionization of the track
in terms of J0.
An example of ionization measurement of a confined track is shown in figure 4. It is
clear that the particle belongs to pion-muon group and is moving towards the increase
of ionization, and has a residual range of 5 g/cm2 in the last plate. Because of such
details obtained from ionization analysis, the track can be identified accurately.

Errors: Ionization in individual counters is measured in terms of equivalent number,
N, of relativistic particles, /0, traversing the counter in the vertical direction. As
measured from the actual data, the distribution has two parts, one a symmetric
distribution (Gaussian type) and the other a long tail towards large pulse height. The
former, due to the fluctuation of ionization, is approximately Gaussian with

a = 0-07 P/yiP,

(1)

where /? is a velocity, L is the length of the track in units of m and P is the pressure
of inner gas in atm. It will be about 0-2 for I0 in this case and 0-2/y/N for larger
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4m View

(b)

Figure 3.

a. Two layer event, b. Ionization analysis of event (a).
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Figure 4.

Ionization-range relation of confined event (No. 2099).

pulse height. The latter (long tail) is due to K.O. electrons mainly from the iron plates
and counter wall or (rarely) inside gas. The rate of such K.O. electrons is about 10%
in case of relativistic particles and less frequent in the case of low energy tracks before
stopping because of the limitation of transferable energy.
The gap effect is about 7-5% on average per layer; however, in special cases, a
particular track may have a gap effect. In such a case, the direction and position of
such a track will become more accurate. The position of the track can be determined
within a few cm when the track passes through more than two counters in the layer,
using the ratio of these pulse heights of ionization. As a result, in general, errors in
energy estimation given in the next section are about 02/yJ~E in the case of e.m.
cascade and 5 to 10 % for a single track.

3. Nucleon decay candidates

In total, nine candidates for nucleon decay have been observed. Out of them, seven
events are obtained in the phase I detector and two events are observed in the phase
II detector. They are presented below in the sequence of their observed dates.
Event No. 587 (figure 5): The event has a total energy of 980 MeV and can be explained
as proton decay into positron of 500 MeV going in the upward direction and neutral
pion which decayed into two gamma-rays going downwards; one of them has 300 MeV
and the other has 200 MeV having an opening angle of about 30°. The inclination
of the axis is about 60° in zenith and is in the north-east direction in azimuth.
Nevertheless, the background for this type of the event is rather high because e.m.
cascades originated by electron neutrinos may look like this event by a fluctuation
of shower development.
Event No. 867: The cut away diagram and the range-ionization diagrams are shown
in figures 6a and b. R-I relation in figure 6b shows that the track BA is due to
pion + muon group, moving from B towards A and the residual range in the last
iron plate is 2g/cm2. Similarly, the track BC is probably a kaon, moving from C
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Cut off diagram of event 587.

towards B and the residual range in the last plate at B is 10 g/cm2. In the latter case,
since the track length is three layers there is a flexibility to fit; the centre of edges of
both end counters are used to define the line of track in the 6 m view. On the other
hand, in the 4 m view, although the hit counter is only one, the passage of the track
is limited by the gap effect, and it matches to track BA. In other words, since the
starting position of BA is close to gap and ionization of BC is only 0-8, it is most
probable that BC is just through the gap and only some part of the track has passed
the counter. As a result, the event could be understood as proton decay into K + and
v at C. The K+ having energy of 700 ± 20 MeV stopped at B, and decayed into muon
and neutrino. The energy of the muon is 270 + 5 MeV, and it stopped at A. The
energy of K+ is somewhat higher but it is within an effect of Fermi momentum inside
iron nucleus. The background for this event is pion scatter produced in neutrino
interaction but it seems to be very small.
Event No. 877\ Figures 7a and b show the event, R-I relation for tracks BA and BC.
Both the tracks belong to pion + muon group and the direction of motion is from
B to A, and from B to C, respectively. There is a third track BD almost perpendicular
to other two. The most plausible explanation of the event is that a proton decayed
into p + K° and K° decayed into two charged pions. The tracks are muon of 350 MeV
(BC), pion of 300 MeV (BA) and pion of 280 MeV (BD) respectively. The sum of
momenta of the particles is about 220MeV/c which might be understood as Fermi
momentum in the nucleus.
The estimated rate of background for this event is very small and the event is a
strong evidence for the existence of proton decay.
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Two views of event 867 and ionisation vs residual range.

Event No. 1465: As shown in figure 8, the event consists of two low energy charged
particles of pi-mu group and one low energy cascade. These three tracks make up a
wide angle cone which can be explained by a decay of low energy rj meson into three
pions. The track VA has ionization IT, IT and 1*8 towards upward direction. The
track VB in the horizontal direction has similarly IT and 1-6 ionization levels and
one more counter of ionization of 07, with a delay of 2 jus due to decay electron. The
cascade is downwards having an energy of about 150 MeV. Assuming another low
energy gamma ray of about 50 MeV absorbed in the iron plate, it can be understood
as a neutral pion. Thus, the general features of the event is likely to be a decay of i/
meson of about 600 MeV, and fits to the prediction of neutron decay into neutrino
and r] meson. The event satisfies the necessary conditions for the above decay mode,
but the accuracy is not sufficient to prove it to be a neutron decay.
Event No. 1766\ The event is shown in figure 9. This event has been picked up as a
candidate of proton decay into e+K°. There is one cascade going down with the
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Event 1766. Candidate for proton decay into e + K°.
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Figure 10. Proton decay candidate (event No. 3659); P-^e + K®, distance between upper
and lower parts is 12m. Spacial angle between e+ and K°L is 30°.
\

energy of 350 MeV. In the upward direction, there is a single track whose ionization
is 1-8 and 1-9 and not reaching to a heavy ionization state (only angular effect). It
might have been stopped due to invisible inelastic interaction with iron nuclei. There
is another track VB which does not give much information excepting crude direction
and energy, because of shortness of the track. This event is not a strong evidence for
proton decay though it provides necessary conditions for the decay mode mentioned
above.
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Event No. 3659: As one can see in figure 10, the event has two parts separated by
l-2m. The lower part is an e.m. cascade of energy ~ 250 MeV, going downwards.
The cascade is going out of the geometry of detector after 4-5 radiation lengths of
passage inside the detector. Taking into account an average development of cascades
of such energy we estimate that about 1/3 of the energy might have leaked out. The
upper part has two tracks; one is a single track in the horizontal direction, possibly
a pion of 230 MeV, and the other is an e.m. cascade of 220 MeV moving upwards.
The event is very likely to be a proton decay into e + K° and K£ decaying into nev
(38-9%), assuming a neutrino of about 200 MeV from the vertex to compensate
transverse momenta of other two particles. The opening angle between kaon and
electron is 150°. The event is clear and the background for this event is calculated to
be very small.
Event No. R.64-T.125: This event has been observed in the phase II detector. The
upper part of the event is a single charged track, possibly a pion of 250 MeV, having
a decay electron signal of 2*5 gs delay at the end (top). The lower part is a e.m. cascade
of 370 MeV. It may be a n° decay though it looks a single cascade. The event is
understood as K + decay into n+ n° which is a good evidence for the existence of proton
decay in the mode P-+vK+. The background for this event may be a neutrino
interaction producing e+ and n + , and decay n+ going in the opposite direction of
e+ by chance.
Event No. R.229-T.37: The event is also observed in the phase II detector and is
similar to the event R.64-T.125. It is a more clear case of a kaon decay, because of
the back-to-back configuration of two gamma rays and a single charged track. On
the one side, two gamma-rays from n° of energy of 240 MeV with opening angle of 50°
are going upwards, and on the other side, it is consistent with a charged pion of
280 MeV; the increase of ionization shows that the direction of motion is downwards.
One of the counters near the vertex shows large ionization which may probably be
due to a final stage of low energy kaon. This is again a good evidence of P->vK +
decay, and the background for this event is very small.
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Figure 11. Proton decay candidate (event No. 64-T.125). The event is understood as X +
decay into two pions; upward moving charged pion and cascade downwards.
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Neutron decay candidate (event No. 3840).

N -+e + n~

Event No. 3840: The event is likely to be a candidate for nucleon decay of the type
N-+e+n~; the total energy is 980MeV and the event has proper configuration of
tracks. It comprises one track, probably a pion of 380 MeV, and one e.m. cascade of
600 MeV. However, the opening angle of both the tracks is about 140° which is
attributable to a Fermi momentum of about 250MeV/c in iron nucleus.

3.1 Discussion
The background for nucleon decay has been calculated, based on the muon and
neutrino interaction characteristics. The contribution from neutrons and K° above
0-5 GeV, from muon interactions in the rock and entering the detector without
accompanying tracks are estimated as above 0T/5 years for the present detector. If
it is very much larger than this figure, such events should be seen in much larger
number in the phase II detector which is at a higher level and the intensity of muons
is 6 times greater compared with the phase I detector. Next, the neutrino interactions
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Figure 14. Energy distribution of confined events (number of events) vs (mass 4- visible
energy), black — good candidate, line — candidate for proton decay. Two events above 1 GeV
are candidates for n — n oscillation.

inside the detector is estimated; for instance, (i) single prong tracks of 450 ±150 MeV,
background for P-^vn+, will be about 4/5 years, (ii) kaon production background
for P -*■ vK + is less than 0*2/5 years, and (iii) all inelastic neutrino interaction of multi
prong events in the energy region 900 ±200 MeV is about 1/year, but out of them,
the number with the opening angle > 140° will be about 1/10 of them. In the
experimental analysis, the relation between dE/dx and the residual range is used to
find the direction of motion and the identification of particles. The resolution is not
good enough to distinguish muons and pions. In the interpretation of results, pion
is often assumed but in such cases muons are also considered to estimate the
background.
Figure 14 shows energy distribution of all confined events in terms of mass ± visible
energy of the events. The dotted line in the figure is a calculated distribution for
neutrino interactions which seems to fit to the histogram of observed distribution
(except additional events selected as nucleon decay candidates). Therefore the
background estimation mentioned above may have enough accuracy for the present
stage of discussion; in other words, such a small number of neutrino events cannot
offer a comparable number of curious resemblances to nucleon decay candidates.
3.2 Tentative conclusion

The observed candidates are listed in table 1. Though the statistics is not sufficient,
one can see from the table that (i) all good candidates are decays of protons; we still
do not have good neutron decay candidates, and (ii) all good candidates are
examples of kaon decay mode. Nevertheless, these facts are not definitely established
yet. Therefore, we use here a conventional way to estimate the lifetime of nucleons.
Fiducial volume for the vertex of the events: Sensitivity of the detector is uniform up

to the edge. However, to get the events that are fully confined in the detector, it is
necessary to fix a fiducial volume. Since the average size of candidate events is
equivalent to 4 counters traverses from the vertex, the region covered by 5 counters
from all the surfaces of the detector was excluded to get a fiducial volume. Thus, out
of 140 tons and 260 tons of the total weight of the phase I and phase II detectors,
fiducial volumes are determined as 60 tons and 150 tons respectively.
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Table 1.

The list of observed proton decay candidates.

* +
+ aO

Os

^3
I 1

587
867
877
1465
1766
3659
64-125
229-37
3845

P-n + K°
N — vt]
P -e+K°
P -e+K°L
P -vK +
P-vX +
N — e + n~

Background

Grade

Event No.

Decay mode
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—
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—
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Figure 15. a. A candidate for n-n oscillation, which comprises presumably of 3n° s. The
total energy is estimated as L4±02GeV and momentum of the event is balanced, b. A
candidate for n-n oscillation, comprised of 3 charged pions whose directions are known by
d£/dx or decay electron (Ev.2007).
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As of now, the total running time is 480 ton years for both the detectors together.
The nucleon lifetime is deduced by the following equation:
480 x 6 x 1029 x 0-5
T =

n

= 2*9(1 *6) x 1031 years,

where the factor 0-5 is the detection efficiency mainly due to the absorption of
secondary hadrons in nucleus. The value 2-9 x 1031 is based on 5 good events and
the value given in brackets of 1-6 x 1031 is based on all the 9 events.

3.3 Neutron oscillation

This process would lead to the annihilation with nearest nucleon giving rise to 3-4
pions as well as nuclear fragments. The particle tracks will have isotropic configuration
and the total visible energy of the event could be anywhere in the range 1-2 GeV
depending on the number of pions that survive nuclear absorption. In the confined
events, we have two such examples with total energy between 1-2 and 1-6 GeV and
with a multi-track (or shower) configuration. Based on these events and the total
exposure of ~480 ton years, the oscillation time of neutron in iron nucleus for AB = 2
is estimated as about 2 x 1031 years which lead to that of free neutron as few times
of 107 s.

4. Magnetic monopoles

In the present experiment, monopole signals can be detected through (a) dE/dx, (b)
progressive time delay in successive layers and (c) catalysis of nucleon decay. The
methods (a) and (b) depend crucially on the amount of ionization at low velocities
of monopoles as well as the detector response, whereas method (c) is effective if the
cross-section for catalysis is strong or semi-strong. The trigger is arranged such that
one can search for the monopole signal in the velocity region oflO-3c<K<c with
full efficiency. No event has been recorded so far with characteristic monopole
signature and correspondingly their flux is <5 x 10~15 (cm2sst)-1.

5. Prompt muons in very high energy interactions

Figure 16 shows the zenith angular distribution of muons observed in the present
nucleon decay detector; the intensities of muons for every 5° bin are plotted against
their zenith angles. The muons observed have two components; those with 6 < 60°
are mainly of atmospheric origin and with 6 > 60° are of neutrino origin in rock.
During the running time of 4-8 years, about 3000 muons of atmospheric origin were
observed. The slant depth corresponding to 55° to 60° is ~ 13000hg/cm2 (Kolar rock)
and beyond this zenith angle, it is already difficult to measure the intensity of muons
of atmospheric origin, because of their steep energy spectrum as well as the background
of neutrino induced muons. Therefore, the observation using the slant depths for
inclined muons at 7000hg/cm2 is almost close to the limit that can be recorded for
high energy atmospheric muons. The energy range corresponding to these depths is
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also quite high i.e. 14 to 240 TeV from the calculation of average energy loss of muons.
The maximum energy available in this observation is thus higher than that of magnetic
spectrometers by at least a factor of 10.
We have also deduced the muon energy spectrum from the depth-intensity relation
which is available for a wide range of depths in the K.G.F. mines from the series of
systematic observations. The depth-intensity relation so far obtained fits the following
empirical formula:
174

I(h, 6) = --—(h s 0 + 11)'153 exp - (8 0 x 1(T4 h s 6),
h + 400

(2)

where h is in unit of hg/cm2 and I(h,0) is in standard unit of flux. In figure
16, the solid line is calculated by the above empirical formula. In order to obtain
accurate intensity for zenith angular bins in the figure, only the tracks longer than
2 m are used for the analysis and the aperture of the detector is calculated with this
cut bn track length. The neutrino-induced muons are also treated in the same way
and all muons beyond 60° are used to determine the neutrino background which
must be subtracted from the observed number of muons in the overlapping regiofi.
The energy spectrum deduced from the depth-intensity relation can be expressed as
/(>£) =

+ 2) -1 5 3 - 0 02 '->** (cm2, s, sr)~\

(3)

where E is in GeV. The first term in equation (3.Vis a decay factor based on the
conventional model of muons produced through the decay of pions and kaons in the
atmosphere. At the very high energy region, muon intensity goes down faster than
those of primaries by a factor 1 /E because of the rather long life of pions and kaons
due to relativistic elongation. Thus, it may be possible to detect prompt muons which
are produced directly or through shortlived heavy mass particles (if such prompt
muons have an energy spectrum similar to that of the primaries), from changes of
slopes in energy spectra.
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Actually, the observed muon energy spectrum has shown systematic deviation from
the extension of equation (3), at energies higher than a few tens of TeV, as shown in
figure 17. The ratio of the intensities of such prompt muons to pions has been
calculated assuming that the ordinary muons will continue to have the same slope
as equation (3), even at very high energies. The average value of the ratio, R, of the
prompt muons to pions of the same energy at production, in the energy range from
26 to 240 TeV is 6 + 2 x 10 ~4. The crossover point of the energy spectra of these two
components i.e. the muons due to pions and prompt muons, is estimated to be around
100 TeV.

6. Parallel muons and muon bundles

Since the parallel muon phenomena observed deep underground reflect the char¬
acteristics of high energy nuclear interactions of cosmic rays near the top of the
atmosphere, such events observed at 754, 1500, 3375, 6045 and 7000hg/cm2 were
analysed. The lateral structure of these parallel muons is estimated from their
decoherence curve in the form of exp — r/r0, where r0 is a function of the depth.
Assuming the average production height of about 20 km above sea level, we deduce
that the <Pf) is almost constant around 300-400 MeV/c from low energy up to about
1014eV. It reaches to ~ 1 GeV/c at 1015eV. This sharp change of Pt may be due to
the change of the interaction characteristics at very high energy region above 1014eV.
There are special type of events called “muon bundles” though their rate is very
small. In the series of observation in K.G.F., such phenomena have been seen at a
middle depth, 3375hg/cm2 with the rate of about 2/yr in the detector of 12 m2 area.
The main feature of the phenomena is that 10 to 15 muons are concentrated within
a diameter of about 2 m. It is quite different from the ordinary parallel muons which
have average separation of about 5 m at this depth. Therefore, Pt of muon bundles
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is very small compared to the average Pt of other parallel muon events. At the moment,
it seems there is no proper explanation of muon bundles.

7. Kolar events

The events which show possible evidence for the existence of longlived massive
particles, are called “Kolar events”. Although the rate of occurrence of such events
is very small, several events were observed in the past experiments. The essential
features of the events are: (i) the primary particle that produces such events must be
neutrino-like in nature because most of the events have a large zenith angle, close to
horizontal direction, and in some cases, upward moving; (ii) the rate of production
is almost independent of the depth; (iii) the secondary particle comes out from an
interaction in the rock and decays in air presumably into muons or a muon and an
electron or gamma-ray with large opening angle.
In the present proton decay experiment operating at 7000hg/cm2 also, several
Kolar events have been observed. Of them, three events are composed of one
penetrating track (probably muon) and one electromagnetic cascade. The present
experiment using proportional counters is especially suited to detect cascade showers,
and measure their total energy; moreover the central line of core of the showers can
be determined accurately through their ionization pattern.
One of the examples is shown in figure 18. The vertex of the event is several metres
from the rock wall and just outside the detector by about 40 cm. The event has a
cascade energy of 2-4 GeV, opening angle of 35°, and the muon has energy more than
2GeV. The mass of the parent particle of the event is estimated as 3-6 GeV. The
parent particle may be a lepton rather than a hadron, because the event is not
accompanied by any other particle. The lifetime of the particle is estimated as ~ 10“ 8 s.
Though there is no report from accelerator experiments about this type of particle,
it is difficult to interpret it in any other manner.
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Figure 18. An example of “Kolar event” observed by new detector at the depth of
6045 hg/cm2.
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7.1 Large cascades

In the series of experiments in KGF a few examples were found with large
electromagnetic cascades having a large zenith angle. One such event is shown in
figure 19. There are two cascades that originated just above the first layer of the
detector; one energy is about lOOGeV and the other is 90GeV, having an opening
angle of 30°. Since the average zenith angle of the event is 60°, it is not due to high
energy muons, but presumably due to neutrino-like particles. The invariant mass of
the decaying particle is estimated as about 50GeV, and the lifetime in the order of
10~9s assuming it to be produced at a shallow depth inside rock.
Since the number of observed events is few, it is difficult to analyse the details of
the phenomena; however as in the previous section, this event also can be understood
as the decay phenomenon of very high mass particle.

8. Summary

In this paper some of the topics that have emerged from the experiments in KGF
are presented. For underground physics, the basic data are intensities of muons and
neutrinos up to great depth and also their zenith angular distributions. All of these
together with the other observed phenomena such as stopping muons, parallel muons,
hard showers, electromagnetic cascades, average energy of muons at various depths
and so on should be explained by the energy spectrum and the chemical composition
of primary cosmic rays, their interaction character with air nuclei and properties of
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secondary particles. In the first approximation, the general understanding of the total
phenomena is now well established; however, there are still many problems to be
resolved as shown in this paper. Some of the events, for instance, muon bundles,
Kolar events etc. are difficult to understand from the present knowledge of the
elementary particle physics, though “standard model” is established in accelerator
experiments.
As to experimental evidence for grand unification theory, I feel that it is almost
established from the point of view of KGF experiment, as mentioned, in this paper.
Nevertheless, it is also important to get a good agreement with other experiments:
Mont Blanc tunnel experiment, IMB experiment, Kamioka experiment and Frejus
tunnel experiment although the types of the experiments, sensitivity for various decay
modes of nucleons are quite different.
On the other hand, underground experiment has also an astronomical aspect by
analysing arrival direction of high energy muons and neutrinos. Because our data
are still not enough to discuss meaningful astronomical subjects, they are not presented
in this paper.
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25 years of neutrino physics—Reminiscences and outlook

D H PERKINS
Nuclear Physics Laboratory, University of Oxford, Keble Road, Oxford 0X1 3RH, UK

1. Introduction
#

Nearly every physicist of my generation—and that of Goku Menon—must have in
common two great recollections of the early days of neutrino physics; that Pauli
invented the concept of the neutrino in 1934 as a “desperate remedy” to save the
conservation laws of energy, momentum and angular momentum in nuclear /Ldecay;
and that Bethe & Peierls in 1935 calculated that the neutrino interaction cross-section
in the MeV energy range would be only 10“ 44 cm2, and concluded that “obviously one
would never be able to detect a free neutrino”. That, of course, had been said at a time
when the nuclear fission reactor, a prolific source of antineutrinos, was not yet a reality.
When it was, it was not until 1959 that Reines & Cowan were able to demonstrate
conclusively the interactions of such antineutrinos.
Particle physics and cosmology and astrophysics today all rely heavily on neutrinos,
as tools to give information about the structure of matter down to 10“17 m or less, as
well as to probe the cosmos to enormous distances. Neutrinos are, today, providing just
as many surprises and mysteries as they were 50 years ago. They are still “the desperate
remedies” of Pauli, in the sense that they are postulated to account for the “dark
matter” of the Universe.
My own personal involvement in neutrino physics started in 1961, during the
Summer Study for a 200 BeV synchrotron at LBL, Berkeley (what was later to
materialise as the Fermilab machine). I wrote the first paper on production of a narrowband neutrino beam (realised, ultimately, at the CERN SPS in 1976). The first
accelerator neutrino beam was of course a “wideband” beam produced from an
internal target at the AGS at Brookhaven, following the classic papers by Mel Schwartz
and Lee & Yang in 1960, planning physics with high energy neutrino beams and listing
the main objectives.

2. Accelerator neutrino physics: the 60’s era
The first important result of accelerator neutrino physics was the discovery of neutrino
flavour by Danby et al (1962). They showed, in a spark-chamber experiment, that
neutrinos from decay of high energy pions generated muons, rather than electrons, in a
handful of interactions:H + + vM;

+ N -+ \x

+ anything.

(1)
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These results were of vital importance in establishing that muon number (/z, vM) and
electron number (e, ve) were separately conserved, and explained why p -> e T y was
forbidden. The BNL results were quickly confirmed in bubble chamber, and spark
chamber experiments at the CERN PS in 1963. A finite number (~ 1%) of neutrino
interactions did give electron secondaries, but these could be ascribed to ve from the
small fraction of K-decays: K + ->7r° + e+ +ve (Block et al 1964).
Much of the work on accelerator neutrino physics at this time was concerned with
detailed studies of the “quasi-elastic” process

P)

v^ + n-+p~+p

in comparison with charged lepton scattering
e~ + p-+e~ + p.

(3)

At high q2, both these processes are dominated by the nucleon form-factors. CVC
related—indeed identified—the vector weak nucleon form-factor with the electromag¬
netic form factor, and the prediction of “weak magnetism” was confirmed. Equally,
intensive studies were made of single pion production by neutrinos (mostly in the A
resonance). The theoretical background to these studies was enshrined in the concepts
of CVC and PCAC from current algebra. All this today is somewhat “old-hat” but
seemed very important at the time, and its implications for the quark-parton concept,
QCD and the present “standard model” cannot be underestimated, as I mention later.
During the early sixties, the CERN bubble chamber experiments, covering the
neutrino energy range up to 8 or 10 GeV, produced a few events where several pions (up
to 5 or more) were produced, and it was obvious that these highly inelastic processes
dominated the inclusive cross-section at high energy. This crucial fact was not pushed
very strongly at the time because the number of events was small, but more particularly
there were more urgent problems in the weak interactions. The classic paper of Lee and
Yang (1960) listing the objectives of neutrino experiments, had led to the concentration
of efforts on a search for the W1 boson, the proposed mediator of the weak force. The
production and leptonic decay of the W should result in di-lepton events.
v^ + N^W+ +p~ + •••;

1T+-^++vm.

(4)

From the rate of dimuon events, the early CERN experiments set a limit Mw
> 1-3 GeV. In 1963, at the Jaipur conference, Goku Menon gave a brilliant review of
neutrino physics in deep underground experiments, and from the non-observation of
any events, concluded that Mw > MK. Indeed since the spectrum of neutrinos produced
by cosmic ray collisions in the atmosphere extended far beyond the accelerator energy
range, there was for some time some hope that underground experiments might be able
to explore regions of the possible W mass that man-made beams could not reach.
Subsequent research with the Kolar Gold Field underground detectors, as well as the
ones in South Africa, did find small numbers of neutrino events, at a rate consistent with
the cross-sections measured at accelerators, and the neutrino fluxes estimated from the
measured sea-level muon spectrum (both muons and neutrinos having as a common
origin, pion decay in the atmosphere).
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2.1 Mistakes and near misses
There were, of course, several wrong directions taken, and erroneous conclusions
drawn in these early researches in neutrino physics. Two of my mistakes regarded
neutral currents and scaling in inclusive neutrino reactions. In 1963, the absence of
neutral currents in strange-particle decay, K+ ->7i+vv for example, prompted the
CERN physicists to get the best limit they could on the ratio (Block et al 1964).
R=g(v, + P^v, + P).
o{v^ + n-*p

+p)

(5)

We quoted R < 0 03, which was wrong, because of an unpardonable error in leaving
out events in which the recoil proton in the numerator was not identified (by stopping
in the bubble chamber). The corrected value (R < 0-20) was not given until 1970! This
prompted Sakurai to point out to me that I had set back physics by 20 years!—in my
opinion, a slight exaggeration.
The other shortcoming for which I was primarily responsible was in not appreciating
the true significance of the rise of the total cross-section
+ N p~ 4- anything) at
high energy. My mistake was in consulting CERN theorists (I will not name them) who
told me that the fundamental questions related to the quasi-elastic and weak single
pion production cross-section; the inclusive cross-sections involving many secondary
pions were too complicated and I was wasting my time thinking about them. It was in
fact impossible, from the limited data available and the uncertainty in the neutrino
spectrum, to tell whether cr(total) was varying as Ex or Ex. But the implications of a
proportional to Ex (if I had known that was how it went), for quark/parton substructure
of the nucleon, are all too plain now, with the benefit of hindsight.

3. Neutrino physics at accelerators in the 70’s
3.1 Quarks and partons
It was in the 70’s decade that accelerator neutrino physics blossomed. This was due
almost entirely to technical development of massive new detectors, like the Gargamelle
and BEBC bubble chambers, and to the production of much more intense beams, of
higher energies, at CERN and Fermilab and elsewhere.
The first great step forward with the Gargamelle heavy-liquid chamber at the CERN
SPS in 1972 was the reliable measurement of total neutrino and antineutrino crosssections on nucleons up to Ex ~ 10 GeV. Based on some 2000 events, it was shown that
the cross-sections were linear with energy and had the values (Perkins 1972).
a(vN->p~ + •■•) = 0-69 x 10~38£cm2

(6)

cr(vN^p+ + •••) = 0-27 x 10~38£cm2

(7)

where E is in GeV.
This linear rise of o with E is exactly what was predicted by the Feynman parton
model (Feynman 1969) and the Bjorken scaling hypothesis (Bjorken 1967). Evidence
for Bjorken scaling—the independence of the structure functions on q2—had first
appeared in the SLAC inelastic electron scattering data at high q2, presented by
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Panofsky at the Vienna Conference in 1968. From that data, they had been able to
measure the structure function F2(x) where x = q2/2Mv is the Bjorken scaling variable,
relating the 4-momentum transfer, q, and the energy transfer, v. In quark-model
language, the value of F2 in electron-nucleon (= neutron-proton average) scattering is

F2n(x) = -^x[w(x) + u(x) + d(x) + <i(x)] + • • •

(8)

where 5/18 is the mean square charge of the u and d quarks, and u,u,d,d refer to the
quark and antiquark densities i.e. the number of quarks in the interval x -> x + dx. The
SLAC data showed that the other structure function, Fl9 obeyed the Callan-Gross
relation
2xF1(x) = F2(x)
expected for spin 1/2 partons. In neutrino-nucleon scattering, three functions Flt2t3 are
required. Assuming 2xF1 = F2 as in (9), the sum of neutrino and antineutrino crosssections gives F2n, which expressed in terms of quark densities has the form

F2n(x) = x{w(x) -1- u(x) + d(x) + Six) + • • •} ^ (1 %/5)F2n(x).

(10)

The first serious confrontation of the Gargamelle cross-sections with the SLAC data,
at the Chicago conference in 1972, provided astonishing verification of the 18/5 factor
in (10). It showed that both neutrinos and electrons were “seeing” the same parton-like
structure of the nucleon and that the partons were to be identified with the quarks. The
evidence for partons had really been there in the neutrino cross-sections back in 1963;
as I have said, I had failed to recognise it, partly because I had made the mistake of
talking to theorists.
It is perhaps useful to emphasize that the above developments came, on the
theoretical side, to a large extent from current algebra sum-rules, of which the most
important was that of Adler, in the limit of E -> oo,

d^\_G2
dq2 )

n

This showed a pointlike cross-section difference: it was not hard to argue that the
cross-sections themselves might be pointlike—the Bjorken hypothesis in the limit £v
-+ oo. Although this led eventually to the asymptotically-free field theory of quarkparton interactions (QCD), the route was not nearly so direct or obvious as it appears
in hindsight.
By 1973, both the theory of quantum chromodynamics was published (Gross and
Wilczek 1973) and the existence of the expected small deviations from exact scaling had
been demonstrated in Fermilab muon scattering experiments (Fox et al 1974). The
previous years’ confusion, of parton-like behaviour of the experimental data coupled
with the apparent impossibility of reproducing such behaviour in any respectable field
theory, was gradually resolved, but there was no sudden acceptance of either the new
theoretical or experimental developments.
The first quantitative tests of QCD—the q2 dependence of structure functions and
their moments—came in a very elegant analysis of bubble chamber neutrino
experiments at CERN (Bosetti et al 1978), to be followed somewhat later by both
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neutrino and muon scattering experiments with large counter/spectrometer arrays and
much higher statistics.
3.2 Neutral currents
A great deal has been written about the discovery of neutral currents, so that I need
only make a few remarks here.
The bringing into operation of the large bubble chamber and electronic neutrino
detectors gave the possibility, for the first time, to make a quantitative study of neutral
current phenomena and of the background problems which had dogged the early
experiments. The impetus undoubtedly came from the papers of Salam (1968) and
Weinberg (1967), backed up, most importantly, by the work of t’Hooft (1971), who
showed these gauge theories to be renormalizable. Even in 1971, people were far from
convinced that the Salam-Weinberg model could be applied to hadrons via the
constituent quarks; there might be unknown suppression effects. Hence, the emphasis
on the purely leptonic interactions, for example
vu + e~ ->vM + e“,

(12a)

vfl-\-e~^vfl + e~.

(12b)

These processes have very small cross-sections, of order G2mE/n ~ 10~41
E cm2 GeV~1. The signature is fairly distinct, with the recoil electron emitted at small
angle
(13)
that is of order 2° for Ev ~ 1 GeV. In particular for (12b) the background comes from
electron-neutrino scattering off a neutron:
ve + n-*p + e~

(14)

at small enough q2 that the recoil proton is undetected. The first candidate for (12b),
discovered at Aachen (part of the Gargamelle collaboration) in December 1972,
convinced me of the existence of neutral currents, since I knew the background at that
time was < 0 01 events. Altogether 3 events of type (12b) were observed in the whole
experiment.
However, the main controversy centred around the neutral current candidates
containing hadrons only:
+ N ->

+ hadrons,

+

+ hadrons.

(15)

These processes were established in 1973 only after very detailed analyses of neutron
background, by a variety of methods, carried out, it has to be said, in an atmosphere of
general disbelief on the part of the CERN scientific community. (Hazert et al 1973).
Once neutrino experiments at CERN, and later at Fermilab, BNL and ANL had
proved the existence of neutral currents, the way was open to detect their effects in other
types of processes; left-right asymmetry in the scattering of longitudinally-polarized
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electrons by deuterons at SLAC, and of polarized muons by carbon at CERN; fore-aft
asymmetries in the process e + e~
p + p~ at PETRA and PEP; parity-violating effects
in atomic transitions.
The critical and “final” tests of the electroweak theory (the “Lamb shift” experiments
of the electroweak interactions) await the precision measurements of sin2 9W and of W±
and Z° masses at LEP and SLC; the demonstration of the existence oie + e -+W+W
at LEP, testing the ZWW vertex coupling for the first time; and so on. The probing of
the electroweak interactions, which started with neutrino beams in 1973, will certainly
continue to the end of this century.

4. Extra-terrestrial neutrinos: some future prospects
From the first reports, 20 years ago, of a solar neutrino signal by Davis et al (1968) via
the reaction
+ 37Cl^37Ar + e~\
37Ar -l-

-► 37C1 + ve

(16)

interest in extra-terrestrial neutrinos has grown steadily. The solar neutrino problem—
that the observed 37Ar production in (16) is about 1/3 of that expected from solar
neutrinos—holds promise of solution within 5 years or so, with the development of
new gallium detectors sensitive to the p-p neutrinos.
These reactions involve solar neutrinos mostly with energies in the MeV region.
Neutrinos with energies in the 10 MeV region are predicted from supernova collapse in
the “Urea” process
e~ +

+ ve.

(17)

In the subsequent expansion, neutrino pairs are created via the process
y->e + e~ -»v,v,,

l = e,n,x.

(18)

One expects a very sharp “neutronization” pulse of neutrinos within 10 ms from (17),
followed by a “thermal” pulse of vv pairs extending over a few seconds. The IMB
(Bionta et al 1987) and Kamioka (Hirata et al 1987) water Cerenkov detectors designed
to search for proton decay, have observed a handful (20) of events within a few seconds
attributable to the process
v* + p->n + e+

(19)

and associated with the supernova SN 1987 A in the LMC. These observations have
been of immense importance, both from the viewpoint of providing the first evidence
for the essential correctness of our ideas about supernovae, but also as having given
birth to neutrino astronomy.
At much higher energies, in the GeV-TeV range, detection of extra-terrestrial
neutrinos has been the aim of projects like DUMAND, intended to pick up Cerenkov
light from neutrino-induced showers in sea-water. During the last years, interest in such
projects has increased, probably due mainly to the increasing evidence for stellar point
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sources of y-ray with energies in the TeV-104 TeV region. In many cases, these sources
are identified with known X-ray pulsars, forming part of a binary star system, the y-ray
flux being periodically eclipsed by the companion star. It is assumed that the y-rays are
of secondary origin; for example, protons accelerated in or near the pulsar traverse
accretion material from the companion star, generating pions and therefore y-rays and
neutrinos. Because of the smaller absorption cross-sections of neutrinos, it is expected
that the neutrino beam will be “on” for a greater fraction of the total time and the flux
could well be over one order of magnitude larger than the y-ray flux at the same energy.
Obviously, neutrinos from point sources, if they could be detected, would offer great
possibilities for enlarging our understanding of the stellar mechanisms which lead to
acceleration of particles to the multi-TeV range and beyond. Since the CMS energies
involved are comparable with that of the SSC (40 TeV), the discovery of completely new
physical processes is also possible. Many authors (including this one) have pondered
the detection of such energetic neutrinos. Since the cross-sections and fluxes are so
small, the best possibility seems to be the detection of upward-travelling muons in deep
underground (or underwater) experiments, the muons being generated in the rock
underlay by muon-neutrinos. (Obviously, the downward muon flux is dominated by
atmospheric muons). Both the muon range and neutrino cross-sections vary linearly
with energy below 1 TeV. At higher energies (» 10 TeV), the effect of the IT-propagator
results in a cross-section rising only as log E. Similarly, radiation loss of muons implies
that at these energies, the muon range and hence the effective rock target thickness,
begins also to rise only as log E. So, if the source neutrino spectrum has the form
dN/dEy = A/El

(20)

as is true for the Cygnus X3 y-fluxes, then the contribution to the underground muon
rate is fairly independent of energy up to 10 TeV, and then falls off quite dramatically.
The integrated muon rate, based on a neutrino flux from Cygnus X3 of 10 times the yray flux (i.e. with A — 10 ~7 cm ~ 2 GeV s "1 in (20)), is of order 1 muon/104 m2/yr. So, a
very large detector is needed to obtain any signal.
There is of course significant background, originating from atmospheric neutrinos,
which produce an upward muon flux of order 500/104m2/yr. The important thing
however is that the atmospheric neutrino events are approximately isotropic in
direction, in contrast to those associated with discrete point sources in the sky.
Calculations indeed show that (depending somewhat on the shape of the source
spectrum) nearly all the “signal” muons have directions within lOmrad of the source
direction. The typical muon energies are TeV, the muons are generated at relatively
small angles in the neutrino reactions, and then Coulomb scattering in the rock is
small. So, for a source like Cygnus X3 or Hercules XI, the signal/background ratio
could certainly be as high as 100:1. To establish a signal however requires for the
detector:
(a) a very large area (> 104m2)
(b) 100% up-down discrimination on muons (via timing)
(c) angular resolution of lOmrad or better.
The basis of the Dumand scheme, and other schemes based on the water Cerenkov
method, would provide requirements (a) and (b), but it is doubtful if it could achieve (c).
Tracking counter arrays, such as MACRO, fulfil criteria (b) and (c) above, but at 900 m2
this detector appears not to be large enough. It is clear that high energy neutrino
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astronomy is indeed on the way, although it may be some years before a viable system is
operating. It is perhaps appropriate to close with the words of Goku Menon, who
addressed this subject 25 years ago at the Jaipur Conference on Cosmic Rays:
“Neutrino astronomy will have a bearing on many aspects such as gravitational
collapse and supernovae explosions, general relativity and cosmology”.
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The origin and propagation of cosmic rays

A W WOLFENDALE
Physics Department, University of Durham, South Road, Durham DH1 3LE, UK

1. Preface
It was an honour for me to be invited to contribute to this Festschrift Volume for Goku
Menon. I have known Goku for most of my working life and had the pleasure of
actually working with him in the 1960’s on the India-Japan-UK experiment in the
Kolar Gold Fields where we made the first unambiguous detection of muons from
cosmic ray neutrino interactions. That is a period that I shall always remember—and
the friendship with Goku and his many colleagues which started then has endured.

2. Introduction
The topic that I have chosen is an enduring one too and one that has been the subject of
much endeavour by scientists from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in
Bombay—Goku’s scientific home.
It might have been thought that the origin problem would have been solved by now,
insofar as it is over 70 years since the cosmic radiation was discovered, but this is not so.
There is still considerable argument. However, there has been a growing consensus
amongst theorists that shock acceleration is responsible, the shocks being most likely
due to supernova remnants and the particles so accelerated belonging to the general
interstellar medium, or nearly so. However, it is fascinating to note that invariably
there is no mention in the flood of theory papers of the evidence from cosmic rays (CR)
supporting this view.
This brief paper will endeavour to rectify the situation, albeit from the author’s
purely partisan standpoint.

3. The non-constancy of the cosmic ray intensity
Only recently has the idea been accepted that the cosmic ray intensity is not constant in
either time or space. The early work was interpreted by Eddington and others in terms
of CR being essentially isotropic in time and space and this idea took a lot of changing.
The clear and consistent recent measurements of anisotropies of arrival directions has
led to the view that for their energies in question at least, Ep > 1012 eV, there is a large
scale drift with a flow that is increasing with energy. Such an observation implies that
the particles (mainly protons) are galactic in origin but gives no clue as to their sites of
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acceleration or mode of propagation insofar as the Larmor radius of the particles is
very small by astronomical standards for most of the energy range (1 pc at 3 x 1015 eV,
100 pc at 3 x 1017eV etc).
Concerning spatial anisotropies, we were, for some years, alone in the belief that y-ray
astronomy indicated that there was a large scale cosmic ray gradient in the Galaxy (e.g.
Issa et al 1981) and that this gradient is present for the proton component as well as for
electrons. However, there now appears to be a measure of consensus (see, for example
the rapporteur paper at the 1987 Moscow Conference; Cesarsky, 1988). Figure 1 shows
the y-ray emissivity (proportional to the CR intensity) as a function of galactocentric
distance, R derived by Bhat et al (1986). It is true that there is still some argument about
the magnitude of the surface density of gas in the inner Galaxy—a necessary
prerequisite—but the conclusion is reasonably robust.
The conclusion that can be drawn now is that the sources are more plentiful in the
inner Galaxy than in the outer and thus models involving very large scale acceleration
processes in the galactic halo can probably be ruled out for the particles of the low
energies of relevance here, at least (protons in the GeV range and electrons of 100’s of
MeV). A consistent model can be produced whereby protons (nuclei) and electrons
come from similar sources and propagate similarly in an energy-dependent way
(figure 2).

Figure 1. Radial distribution of y-ray emissivity (and thus cosmic ray intensity) given by Bhat
et al (1986). The y-ray data were taken from the COS B observations and the distribution of the
important molecular hydrogen component came from the Durham group’s analysis.
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Figure 2. Energy dependence of the cosmic ray gradient parameter, L(/CR oc exp( — R/L))
from figure 1.

Turning to the likelihood of shocks in general and SNR in particular it is clearly
useful to look at SNR and search for possible CR enhancements within. We have done
this, with the results described in the next section.

4. Cosmic ray enhancements in SNR
Figure 3 shows the identified local SNR and figures 4 and 5 the evidence for an
enhancement in CR intensity in the important Loop I SNR (expected to be most easily
detected). There seems little doubt (figure 4, upper part) that CR electrons are in excess
in Loop I and there is evidence from figure 5 that there is an excess of protons too.
There is probably agreement in the community about the electrons but not about
protons. The problem with the latter can be seen in figure 5—viz that the emissivity
does not follow the radio signal well over the whole range. In particular, the two q/4n
values at cos / = 0 (270°) and 0-3 are high. However, we would argue that the radio
signal gives a poorer indication of the particle (electron) intensity than do the y-rays
because y'(radio) oc B2j(Ee) and the magnetic field is very uncertain. In fact, the ‘high’
points are within the Loop, as can be seen from figure 3. We remain reasonably
convinced.
Rogers and Wolfendale (1987) have analysed Loop III and the SNR round Vela with
the result shown in figure 6. This analysis was difficult and somewhat uncertain but at
least the derived CR energies (IFCR) appear consistent; viz they all correspond to WCR
being some 30-50% of expectation from one recent theory (Blandford and Cowie 1982).
It is interesting to note—and perhaps significant—that the energetics are such that
the bulk of the cosmic ray energy could be generated in this way (although we are
mindful of the fact that the maximum individual particle energy in SNR is probably
limited to 1013-1014eV and some other mechanism is needed at higher energies).
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Figure 3.

-

Radio Loop features from the analysis of Berkhuisen et al (1973).

Figure 4, Gamma ray excess in Loop I as a function of latitude from the work of Bhat et al
(1985). The solid line gives an approximate estimate of expectation for the case of a constant
cosmic ray intensity within the remnant.
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Loop I

Longitude
Gamma ray emissivity for Ey > 300 MeV as a function of longitude for 10° < b
< 20°. The crosses are for the positions outside the boundaries of Loop I. The complication
arises because of the apparent presence of a large emissivity gradient at these latitudes over and
above the Loop I effect. The two straight lines represent an attempt to estimate this base level
and the shaded area corresponds to the excess accorded to Loop I. The 408 MHz brightness
temperature is indicated by a zig-zag line.
This plot probably represents the strongest evidence for an excess of protons in a supernova
remnant.
Figure 5.

r (pc)'
Total cosmic ray energy as estimated from y-ray observations of Loop I and III and
the Vela SNR (after van der Walt and Wolfendale 1988). The full square is the latest estimate
for Loop I given by the authors just mentioned. The solid line is the prediction of Blandford
and Cowie (1982) for a particular set of parameters. WCK is in erg. r is the SNR radius.
Figure 6.
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Is there further evidence favouring SNR acceleration? There may be, from studies of
variations in the spectral index of y-rays over the Galaxy, as described in the next section.

5. Spectral index variations
An interesting development very recently has been the observation (Bloemen, 1987;
Bloemen et al 1988; Rogers et al 1988) that the y-ray spectrum becomes flatter as one
proceeds to higher latitudes in the outer Galaxy. Figures 7 and 8 indicate the situation.
Bloemen et al (1988) interpret the result in terms of a galactic wind blowing out of the
plane whereas we (Rogers et al 1988) incline to the view that it is a spiral arm effect. Our
argument is that we are situated on the inside edge of a spiral arm (the Orion arm) and
as one increases the latitude the fraction of the y-rays from interactions with the ISM in
the arm itself increases.
Clearly, since SNR are produced mainly in the arms (Loop I being a notable
exception) and since the spectrum of particles accelerated in SNR shocks is commonly
asserted to have an integral exponent of yf = 1 to be compared with the ambient
spectrum which has exponent y, ~ 1 -6 we expect a change in exponent of Ay; ~ 06 when
comparing arm and interarm in this over-simplified model. We note that the y-ray
spectra have smaller exponents until 300 MeV or so is reached because of curvature in
the 7r°-produced y-ray spectrum at lower energies.
The above arguments are clearly not proof positive for SNR acceleration but they do
give some measure of support.
Even more recently (Szabelski et al 1988) we have gone further and endeavoured to
search for spectral differences in the galactic plane which can be attributed to SNR
effects. The identification of arm and interarm directions is not easy but an attempt has
been made.
Two methods have been adopted for identifying interarm and arm regions:
(i) HI surface density contours have been examined and interarm directions identified
(at / = 60-70°, 295-305° and 315-325°).

Figure 7. Latitude dependence of Iy (800-6000 MeV)//y (300-800 MeV) as given by Bloemen
et al (1988) who invoke a galactic wind as being responsible but the present author prefers a
flattening of the particle spectrum in the nearby spiral arm.
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Latitude dependence of the integral y-ray exponents from the work of Rogers et al
(1988). The exponents came from an analysis of the ratio Iy (> 300 MeV)//y (> 800 MeV) for
the COS-B data. GC denotes the galactic centre direction (310° </ < 50°), AC the anti-centre
direction (90° < / < 270°) and SA the spiral arm direction (60° < / < 90°). Rogers et al interpret
the results in terms of a flattening of the y-ray spectrum (and thereby the initiating proton
spectrum) inside the Orion arm.
Figure 8.

(ii) The plots of CO column densities versus longitude (and thereby N(H2) versus /) have
been examined and longitude bands have been chosen where N(H2) is ‘high’, ‘low’ or
‘medium’ by comparison with their neighbours. For high regions, presumably, since
most of the H2 mass is contained in spiral arms (e.g. Dame 1984), the fraction of the
signal coming from the arms is enhanced. Conversely, the low regions will have a bigger
contribution from interarm regions. It can be remarked here that the important
mechanism of Stephens (1987), whereby supernovae produced in or near GMC will
shock-accelerate CR into the GMC, is in the spirit of our search.
Finally, one can examine local, individual GMC and see how their y-ray spectra, and
thereby the spectra of the initiating CR, compare with elsewhere.
Figures 9 and 10 show the results. In figure 9 it will be noted that, despite the poor
statistical accuracy, there is evidence for spiral arm regions being populated by
particles with steeper spectra. The observed dip in cosmic ray emissivity in the interarm
regions is also very important and in the spirit of the SNR acceleration model. Figure
10 shows the same behaviour, in a somewhat different manner.
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Figure 9. Differences in y-ray exponent between the interarm and nearby arms for the energy
ranges indicated. It will be seen that, particularly for the highest energy band, there is evidence
for a steeper spectrum in the interarm regions, r denotes the reduction in y-ray emissivity for
2L > 150 MeV in interarms cf arms (after van der Walt and Wolfendale 1988).

6. Conclusions
It will have been seen that there is evidence favouring SNR acceleration of cosmic rays
but the evidence is by no means complete. My advice to the theorist is thus; in addition
to examining the subtleties of inclined shocks and non-spherical shocks, spare some
time to look at the experimental evidence favouring shocks at all in the cosmic ray
situation; furthermore, give some thought to key experimental tests of your hypotheses.
I feel that these are the sort of remarks that Goku Menon would make were he able to
set aside his cares of the State for the more restful (?) areas of academic enquiry.
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Low energy and anomalous cosmic ray heavy nuclei in Spacelab-3

SUKUMAR BISWAS
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Homi Bhabha Road, Bombay 400005, India

1. Introduction
The discovery of heavy nuclei of Z > 2 in cosmic rays forty years ago by Bradt and
Peters (1948) and Freier et al (1948) was a major milestone in the progress of cosmic ray
studies and this may be identified as the starting point of the observational studies of
cosmic ray astrophysics. Since then the study of heavy nuclei of helium to iron in cosmic
rays played a central role in elucidating the astrophysical aspects of the composition,
energy spectra, propagation and lifetime of cosmic rays in the galaxy. With the advent
of rockets, satellites and spacecrafts, observations of diverse properties of these
energetic particle population in the near earth space and in the heliosphere have gained
special significance. For example, direct measurements in rocket-borne payloads of the
composition of heavy nuclei of helium to iron from large solar flares in the 1960’s
established for the first time the similarities and dissimilarities between the energetic
solar flare particles and the galactic cosmic rays (Biswas et al 1962; Biswas and Fichtel
1963), and their implications were noted. The discovery of ultra-heavy nuclei of zinc to
uranium in cosmic rays, meteorites (Fleisher 1967) and contemporary radiation
(Fowler et al 1964) has added a new landmark towards further studies of astrophysical
aspects viz nucleosynthesis and propagation of cosmic ray nuclei.
In the 1970’s the cosmic ray heavy nuclei detectors in deep space probes of Pioneer
10, 11 and IMP-8 identified a new kind of cosmic ray heavy ions of helium, nitrogen,
oxygen, etc in 5-50 MeV/iV energy range and these are called anomalous cosmic rays
(McDonald et al 1974; Hovestadt et al 1973; Garcia-Munoz et al 1973). These
anomalous cosmic ray heavy ions were seen in near-earth space for the first time in the
Skylab cosmic ray experiment (Biswas et al 1975; Biswas and Durgaprasad 1980). This
experiment inside the magnetosphere indicated a new property of the anomalous
cosmic rays, viz, that these ions of oxygen, nitrogen, etc are most probably in partly
ionized state. The strikingly different properties of anomalous cosmic rays observed in
deep space probes and in Skylab indicate that the origin of these heavy ions is
distinctively different from those of high energy galactic cosmic rays. It is generally
believed that anomalous cosmic rays probably originate from interstellar neutral
atoms which are drawn into the heliosphere and are ionized by the solar ultraviolet
radiation at varying distances from the Sun and are then accelerated by some processes
in the boundary region of the heliosphere (Fisk et al 1974). However spatial and
temporal variations of this new component in inner and outer heliosphere are found to
be very complex (Cummings and Stone 1986) and the origin of anomalous cosmic rays
is unknown at present.
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The Indian cosmic ray experiment, Anuradha, was designed to measure the flux,
energy spectra and the ionization states of the heavy ions such as oxygen, etc in
anomalous cosmic rays. This was successfully flown and operated in Spacelab-3
mission aboard the space shuttle during 29 April to 6 May 1985 at an attitude of 350 km
(Biswas et al 1986). We shall briefly discuss the first results obtained from this
experiment.
The energetic heavy nuclei in galactic cosmic rays signified that acceleration of
cosmic ray nuclei must be a gradual process and it is generally believed (Fermi 1949)
that cosmic ray nuclei are accelerated to high energies in repeated reflections in
magnetized clouds or according to the more recent view from hydromagnetic
turbulence and shocks. Processes in turbulent plasmas and shocks which cause cosmic
ray nuclei to change their energy in a random way with many increases and decreases in
energy lead to stochastic acceleration. In earlier models such stochastic acceleration
was thought to be in turbulent magnetized plasma as in supernovae remnants (e.g.
Ginzburg and Syrovatsky 1964). More recent views of cosmic ray acceleration are
generally in favour of the picture that supernovae or other special objects act as
injectors of cosmic ray nuclei and these nuclei after being mixed up with interstellar gas
are accelerated to high energies in the interstellar medium in the shock fronts of
supernovae remnants (e.g. Blandford and Ostriker 1980; Voelk 1987).
Heavy nuclei in cosmic rays play a major role in providing important information on
the propagation and containment of cosmic rays in the galaxy. Cosmic ray nuclei travel
in a tortuous path for a very long time in the interstellar medium before reaching the
earth. During their interstellar travel they collide with tenuous interstellar gas, mostly
hydrogen, whereby they produce secondaries; most prominent of these are Li, Be and B
created mainly by the fragmentation of carbon and oxygen nuclei and nuclei of atomic
number 21 to 25, called sub-iron nuclei produced from iron primaries. These are not
present in the source region of cosmic rays. Thus measurements of the ratios of
abundances of secondaries to primaries, e.g. (Li, Be, B)/(C + O) provide an accurate
measure of these interactions leading to the production of secondary heavy ions by
fragmentations of the primary. From laboratory measurements with accelerators,
cross-sections for these interactions can be measured and using these values the mean
amount of matter traversed in the interstellar medium can be determined as 7 g cm - 2 of
hydrogen. In the “nested leak box” model of cosmic ray confinement (Cowsik and
Wilson 1973) which is widely used, cosmic particles are trapped both near their sources
and at the boundaries of the galaxy, with finite probabilities of escape from each. The
escape mean free path of cosmic ray heavy nuclei at about 1 GeV/iV is taken as Xe
~ 7 g cm ~2 of hydrogen. The observed mean path lengths from boron to carbon ratios
and their energy dependence can be roughly understood in this model with appropriate
experimental parameters. However there are several problems in the path length
distributions from recent studies as we shall discuss later.
Another important parameter for cosmic ray heavy nuclei is their mean lifetime in
the galaxy. Using the measurements of abundance of i0Be in cosmic rays which is a
secondary radio-active nucleus with a mean lifetime of 2-2 x I06 yrs., it has been found
that a large fraction of 10Be nuclei have decayed indicating a cosmic ray nuclei mean
lifetime of about 10 million years (Wiedenbeck 1983). With the escape mean free path
~ 7 g cm "2, it yields the mean gas density of region where cosmic rays have spent most
of their lifetime as n « 10“1 atoms, cm-3.
Keeping these background information we shall discuss one new aspect of low
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energy cosmic ray propagation from sub-iron to iron ratios in low energy cosmic rays
measured in the recent Spacelab-3 experiment and in other space vehicles.
Here we may make a general comment that despite spectacular progress in different
aspects of cosmic ray studies using satellites in near earth space and space probes in
deep space, there is as yet no definitive answer to the question: where do cosmic rays
come from? The main problem is that due to tortuous paths in the galaxy the cosmic
ray nuclei bring no information on the sources. So cosmic ray astrophysicists have to
decipher different types of information on elemental and isotopic composition, energy
spectrum, energetics, etc for the clues to the origin.
In near earth space and in interplanetary medium, we have four main types of
energetic heavy nuclei population. These are (i) galactic cosmic rays; (ii) solar energetic
particles from large flares, (iii) accelerated ions in solar corotating shock fronts in the
inner solar system and (iv) anomalous cosmic rays. In this article, we shall discuss two
new aspects of low energy and anomalous cosmic rays observed in the Spacelab-3
experiment. The first topic relates to the low energy galactic cosmic ray heavy nuclei of
sub-iron and iron nuclei and its relation to cosmic ray propagation in the galaxy. In the
second topic we discuss briefly the first set of results on the anomalous cosmic ray
oxygen nuclei and their intensities and their ionization states determined from data of
two spacecrafts, one inside the magnetosphere and the other outside of it in the
interplanetary medium. Here we use the earth’s magnetic field as a momentum analyser
to determine their ionization states.

2. Outline of the Anuradha cosmic ray experiment in Spacelab-3
The Anuradha cosmic ray experiment was specially designed to measure some new
aspects of low energy cosmic ray heavy ions of helium to iron in the energy range of
10-200 MeV/AT and in particular to measure the properties of the newly discovered
anomalous cosmic ray heavy ions of He, N, O, Ne, etc in the energy range of
10-100 MeV/iV as regards their fluxes, composition, energy spectra and most impor¬
tantly, their ionization states. The last property is the most difficult one to measure and
requires information on the transmission factors of the geomagnetic field for cosmic ray
heavy ions. Determination of the ionization states can provide major clues to their
origin. A summary of the properties of the Anuradha cosmic ray instrument is given in
table 1. The instrument was designed, fabricated and tested by Indian scientists and
engineers of the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, the Physical Research
Laboratory and the Indian Space Research Organization during the period 1977-83,
when four instrument models—engineering, prototype, flight and flight standby
instruments—were made together with two ground operation computer systems. The
flight instrument and accessories were then transferred to the Kennedy Space Centre,
USA. It was integrated with the Spacelab-3 and functional testings were conducted. It
was flown aboard the space shuttle ‘Challenger’ in a circular orbit of 350 km altitude at
an orbital inclination of 57° for about six days. The space shuttle was flown in gravity
gradient mode whereby the nose cone of the spacecraft was always pointed towards the
local vertical and the right wing in the direction of motion. This orientation of the
spacecraft was most suitable for the Anuradha cosmic ray experiment. When the
Anuradha instrument was activated on the third day, there was some initial problem
with a faulty NASA cable. This was rectified by the astronaut and ground crew after
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Table 1.

Summary of Anuradha instrument features and flight characteristics.

Weight
Volume
Detector

: 50 kg
: 48 cm diameter, 56 cm height
: Composite CR-39 detector modules coupled
to a high resolution stepper motor and
a 15 bit absolute optical shaft encoder
for arrival time and direction measurements
of cosmic ray ions

Spacelab flight

: Space Shuttle Challenger; launch: 29
April 1985, 1602 h GMT and landing
6 May 1985, 1611 h GMT

Orbit

: Altitude — 352 km
Inclination — 57° to the equator
Attitude — Gravity-gradient stabilization
: Instrument activation, 123-12-44 GMT
and deactivation 126-05-00 GMT

Exposure
Power allocation

: 10 Watts average for 90 h

Thermal control

: Cold plate in pallet and a multilayer insulation

Command and Data
Management

: 5 discrete on-off command channels
16 discrete data acquisition channels
1 analog data channel

Experiment control

: By stored program in on-board computer
of SL-3 through I/O unit and interfacing
with remote acquisition unit

Data acquisition

: CMDS telemetry of 372 bits every 1 s
via TDRS and other satellites to ground
station for stack movement and other
housekeeping data. Other data are
recorded in track detectors and are
processed post-flight.

which the instrument operated successfully for almost three days until the end of the
mission.
During this period, two types of information were telemetered to the ground once
every second. The first set was the instrument encoder data i.e. position of the rotating
detector with respect to the fixed detector, GMT, temperature and other house keeping
data. The second set of data related to the spacecraft’s latitude, longitude, altitude and
its orientation in space in gravity gradient mode. After the successful flight and return of
the shuttle, the instrument with the data recorded in it was returned to us. The
telemetered data were made available to us the next year.
The details of the instrument and the detector module were given earlier (Biswas et al
1986). Here we mention some highlights of the detector module and some special
features of the instrument:
(a) We chose the most sensitive solid state nuclear track detectors of semi-glass semi¬
plastic, allyl diglycol carbonate, which is a polymer of the monomer (code name CR-39,
DOP). These have a high charge resolution of less than unit charge for nuclear charges
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Z = 2 to 26, and of zero background for Z = 6-26. It has a high angular resolution of

about 0-5° for nuclear tracks. The detector has a large collecting area of about 800 cm2
and the collecting power is 1200 cm2 sr.
(b) The top detector sheet of 40 cm diameter is kept fixed and the bottom stack (39 cm in
diameter and 4 cm thick) is made of 175 sheets of CR-39 and a few Lexan. The main
bottom stack which is kept at a separation of only 0-5 mm from the top fixed stack, is
mounted on a vertical shaft coupled to a 15-bit absolute encoder and a gear box and a
high resolution stepper motor. The bottom stack is rotated about the fixed upper one,
in small steps of 40 s of arc once every 10 s so that it completes one revolution of 360° in
90 h. Energetic cosmic ray heavy ions passing through the top stack and stopping in the
bottom leaves radiation damage trails which are revealed by suitable chemical etching
process in the laboratory. Here the distribution in time of cosmic ray heavy ions is
converted into distribution in spatial bins in the detector during the flight. Data
decoding process involves a suitable algorithm which converts spatial separations of
tracks into arrival time information. Knowing the arrival times of the events and the
corresponding location and orientation of the spacecraft, arrival directions of the
cosmic ray ions are determined.
(c) The instrument has a shielding of aluminium alloy (0 075 mm in thickness) which
enables analysis of cosmic ray heavy ions of oxygen and iron of energy as low as 8 and
20 MeV/iV respectively. To maintain the volume as an airtight enclosure with thin top
shell, a special venting valve system was designed to maintain the instrument at
pressure of 1/10 of atmosphere in the flight and 1 atmosphere in the ground level.
This system worked out very well.
(d) As the instrument was located outside the Spacelab-3 in free space, both the
multilayer thermal blanket as well as cold plate with circulating liquid were used for
thermal control. These systems performed very well and the temperature inside the
detector was maintained in the range of room temperature values.
The post-flight operations included the following:
(a) The detector module was taken in July 1985 to the Variable Energy Cyclotron
Centre of the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (Calcutta) and exposed to beams of
50MeV a particles and the position of zero time was marked in the detectors.
(b) The auxilliary stacks and the upper layers of the detector were chemically etched in
6-25 N NaOH solution at 70°C.
(c) A special R-6 microscope system with computer-controlled operations of 6
movements was constructed and the two uppermost layers of the detectors were
scanned and measured.
(d) The complete set of magnetic data tapes received from NASA was decoded during
1986.
(e) The main detector module of 170 CR-39 sheets was taken to the Berkeley Bevalac
accelerator in November 1986 and exposed to 140MeV/A 56Fe beams for charge
calibration and to 1 GeV/N 179Au beams normally passing through the entire
thickness of the detector module for alignment of CR-39 sheets.
(f) Charge calibrations for Z = 8 to 26 were made using accelerator tracks and inflight
cosmic ray tracks of 56Fe. Charge assignments were made on about 100 events of Z = 8
to 26, and fluxes of oxygen ions and sub-iron and iron ions were obtained.
(g) In November 1987, additional exposures of CR-39^stacks were made in the Berkeley
Bevalac beams of nitrogen, aluminium and iron ions.
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3. Sub-iron and iron nuclei in low energy galactic cosmic rays in Space!ab-3 and
their implications
As discussed earlier, the general picture of cosmic ray propagation and containment in
the galaxy has been derived from detailed studies of the abundances of cosmic ray
heavy nuclei of ‘secondaries’ and ‘primaries’ in the range of Z = 3 to 26. The general
features can be understood by the standard model, e.g. the ‘nested leaky box’ model of
Cowsik and Wilson (1973) which is widely used. However recent observations of
antiprotons have made the situation rather complex and confusing. Secondary
antiprotons are produced during the inelastic collisions between high energy cosmic
ray protons and interstellar medium particles, mainly protons. The ratios of P/P
measured by Golden etal (1984) and Bogomalov etal (1979) cannot be understood in
terms of the standard leaky box model of cosmic ray propagation with Xe = 7 g cm - 2.
Anti-proton results would require a target thickness of atleast three to four times
higher. The data of Buffington et al (1981), if confirmed, are in still greater disagreement
with this standard model.
The observed antiproton data not only require large matter traversal but also a
mechanism of energy degradation. Ginzburg and Ptuskin (1981) considered antiproton
production in young supernovae envelopes where cosmic ray protons pass through
appreciable matter. The antiprotons are then subjected to adiabatic energy losses in the
turbulent regions of the expanding supernovae remnant envelope. There are several
other variations of the picture (e.g. Cowsik and Gaisser 1981; Mauger and Stephens
1983; Lagage and Cesarsky 1985), all of which suggest thick sources, as much as
30gem-2 in some models, for antiproton production. These and other evidences
seem to suggest that protons have a different time history as compared to heavy nuclei
of C and O.
The question naturally arises whether there is evidence in heavy nuclei such as Fe
showing evidence of large traversal of matter. We wish to show that the recent
experimental studies of sub-iron (Sc to Cr) to iron ratios at energies less than 1 GeV/iV
seem to indicate a large traversal of matter, and this is further enhanced in the 50110MeV//V range in the Spacelab-3 experiment (Biswas et al 1988).
In 337 cm2 of CR-39 scanned about 100 heavy ions of Z = 12 to 26 were identified.
All these stopped in the detector and hence their nuclear charge and energies are
accurately determined by well-known standard methods. The charge resolution is less
than one unit of charge, as all the events of Z = 21 to 26 pass through several CR-39
sheets and thus more than one independent charge determination is made. Because of
the extremely small shielding material of aluminium alloy (27 mg cm ~ 2) which is one of
the lowest so far achieved, the differential fluxes of Sc to Cr and of iron nuclei could be
measured in 50-110MeV/JV energy interval. The sub-iron (Sc-Cr) to iron ratio is
obtained as 1-45 ±0 50 in 50-llOMeV/TV energy range. The striking feature of this
data is that this is about 3 times higher than the value of 0-4 at 1 GeV/iV, indicating a
substantial traversal of matter for these particles.
We wish to point out that the contribution of anomalous Fe ions, if any, is expected
to be small above 50MeV/7V and all particles are above the geomagnetic cut-off
energies for fully stripped nuclei. It is therefore concluded that almost all the particles
are extensions of the low energy galactic cosmic ray nuclei. Furthermore, as anomalous
cosmic rays probably originate in nearby space, it traverses very little interstellar
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matter. So the contribution if any of anomalous cosmic rays cannot account for large
proportions of the secondaries.
In figure 1 we have plotted the above results together with the recent data of other
investigators. It is seen that above 1 GeV/JV, the (Sc-Cr)/Fe ratios and their energy
dependence are higher than those expected from B/(C + O) ratios, i.e. Xe = 7 g cm - 2
at IGeV/iV. In 200-1000 MeY/N, (Sc-Cr)/Fe ratios obtained by different
investigators were systematically higher than the expected values by about 30-50%.
This trend seems to be confirmed showing much higher values of the ratio in the 50110 MeV/N energy range. The Skylab measurements made earlier in 1974-75 showed
similar high values (Biswas et al 1975).
The high values of (Sc-Cr)/Fe ratios obtained in the Spacelab-3, as well as in several
other experiments as shown in figure 1 cannot be understood in terms of the standard
model of cosmic ray propagation. For example Soutoul et al (1985) estimate that the
value of the above ratio would be about 0-6 in the extreme case of infinite value of % i.e.
for complete confinement. Thus the above measurements of (Sc-Cr)/Fe ratios in 50110Me\T/N and possibly of 200-600 MeV/iV cannot be understood in terms of the
standard model of cosmic ray propagation and confinement.
The problem in this case is very similar to that arising out of the measurements of
antiproton/proton ratios, namely a much larger matter traversal is required than that
predicted by the B/(C + O) ratios. Considering these observations, it seems that the
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cosmic ray propagation history of iron nuclei at < 1 Ge V/iV is probably different from
that of C and O nuclei. Further studies are in progress to confirm the above
observations.
Ramadurai et al (1984) suggested an outline of a model in which iron nuclei traverse
a large amount of matter of about 20-30gem-2 in the source region, such as in the
early phase of supernovae envelope and suffer adiabatic deceleration in the expanding
supernovae remnant. Subsequent reacceleration in the interstellar medium shock front
generates a major bulk of iron nuclei above 1 GeV/N. Clearly further experimental and
theoretical studies are needed to explore this new aspect of galactic cosmic ray heavy
nuclei.

4. Anomalous cosmic ray ions: The fluxes and ionization states in Spacelab-3
In the Spacelab-3 cosmic ray experiment we obtained the first set of results on the fluxes
and ionization states of oxygen ions of anomalous cosmic rays (Biswas et al 1988)
which are presented here. In this study we scanned 161, 276 and 175 cm2 areas of the
second, the third and the eighth layer of CR-39 sheets in the main stack and obtained
about 75 events of Z ^ 8 and these were followed till they came to rest. Standard
methods were used for charge and energy determinations. From calibration curves
obtained using accelerator beams and in-flight calibration events, charge identific¬
ations were made for Z ^ 8 and 10 oxygen events of anomalous cosmic rays were
identified. The scanning efficiency for Z ^ 8 tracks was estimated as close to 100%. The
exposure time of the detector module during the flight was 5*2 x 105 s. The effective
viewing angle of the detector for deep space was calculated for the gravity gradient
orientation of the spacecraft. In the gravity gradient stabilization mode the given
direction of the detector was always pointed to the local vertical during the entire
orbital period. From these measurements, the orbit-average differential fluxes of
oxygen ions of anomalous cosmic rays were determined as (3*3 ± 1*3) x 10~4 and
(7*3 + 4*2) x 10-5 particles m-2sr-1s-1 (MeV/iV)-1 at 20-25 and 40-50 MeV/N
respectively.
We now use the measured flux of ACR oxygen by satellites in the interplanetary
medium to deduce the anomalous cosmic ray oxygen flux at 1 AU outside the
magnetosphere and in the same energy range and during the same period of time as in
Spacelab-3 data, measured in the near earth space. The energy spectrum of anomalous
cosmic ray (ACR) oxygen fluxes was measured by Voyager 2 (Cummings and Stone
1987) during the SL-3 flight. But as Voyager 2 was located at 16*9 A.U. during that
epoch, we consider the measured radial gradient of 15%/A.U. by these authors
(Cummings et al 1987) to determine the fluxes and the energy spectrum at 1 A.U. This is
shown in figure 2.
In the next step we calculate the geomagnetic transmission factors for ACR oxygen
ions at 1 A.U. to reach the SL-3 detector. For this purpose we use the telemetered data
during the flight of the location of the spacecraft and of the actual time spent in each of
the latitude and longitude bins of 5° x 5°, for the 116 orbits during the mission. Thus we
use the cosmic ray cut-off rigidities determined by Shea and Smart (1986) by trajectory
computation method for each of the world grid of 5° (latitude) x 5° (longitude). Hence
the effective exposure factors and the effective cut-off rigidities are accurately
determined. The gravity gradient orientation made of SL-3 was specially suitable for
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Figure 2. Orbit-average anomalous cosmic ray oxygen flux during the Spacelab-3 epoch
(April-May 1985) at 1 A.U. outside the magnetosphere and inside the geomagnetic field for
different values of ionization states. The present measurements indicate mean ion state as 0+

these calculations. The geomagnetic transmission factors for different ionization states
of 0+1, 0 + 2, 0 + 4, etc are then calculated and the corresponding orbit-average flux
and energy spectra are determined as shown in figure 2. By comparing with the
measured flux values the mean ionization state of oxygen ions of 20-25 MeV/N is
determined as 0 + 1. In another experiment Oschlies et al (1987) reported ion-state of
ACR oxygen as ^ 2 which is consistent with this work.
Another method of direct determination of ionization state of individual ions is
based on their arrival directions and computed allowed trajectories; this is also in
progress in the Spacelab-3 experiment. This provides additional new information on
these anomalous cosmic ray heavy ions (Mitra et al 1988).
The measured ion state O +1 would indicate support to the model of Fisk et al( 1974).
In this picture the interstellar neutral atoms enter the heliosphere due to motion of the
latter through the interstellar medium. These atoms are then ionized by the solar UV.
These ions are coupled to solar wind and are accelerated at the solar wind boundary.
According to this model these ions should be only singly ionized such as 0 + 1.
However, the anomalous oxygen ions show strikingly different behaviour as regards
their spatial and time variations. These and the possible acceleration process are far
from clear. Several attempts were made in these respects (Pesses et al 1981; Potgieter
and Moraal 1987). In addition to these models of heliospheric origin, suggestions have
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been made of the origin from nearby interstellar medium (McDonald 1977; Biswas et al
1981). It is clear that further studies of different ions of this new component of cosmic
rays are of special importance in understanding the origin of anomalous cosmic rays.

5. Future outlook
The future experiments in cosmic ray astrophysics relating to heavy nuclei and other
components are expected to take place in the following directions:
Low energy anomalous cosmic ray heavy nuclei are to be studied in spacecrafts
inside the magnetosphere and outside of it, in the interplanetary space during the
period of increasing solar activity in 1989-95. This will help to understand the solar
control on this component particularly of the solar dipole field and on the solar activity
cycle. These will give important new clues to their origin. An experiment similar in
principle to the Anuradha experiment has been planned by the MPI group at Munich
(Hovestadt et al 1987), using drift chamber and counters to determine the arrival time
and direction, and hence its trajectory* to determine their ionization state. This is
expected to be flown in 1988-89 in near earth space. Another experiment, similar to
Anuradha, is being planned by the USSR group using solid state nuclear track detectors
and a moving system relative to the fixed detector (Hertzen and Marenny 1986).
Studies of isotopic composition of heavy nuclei of low energy galactic cosmic rays are
planned for satellite and balloon experiments. In particular, iron isotopes can give new
clues to the nucleosynthetic process in cosmic ray sources. In the Anuradha experiment,
after the primary objectives are completed, we intend to study isotopic composition of
iron nuclei of 100-300 MeW/N, in particular 58Fe, 56Fe ratio. These iron nuclei will
come to rest in the main detector composed of 175 layers of CR-39. Appropriate
calibrations with 56Fe beams from Bevalac accelerator are to be made.
The sub-iron to iron ratios of low energy, 50-150 MeV/N, galactic cosmic rays is of
special importance for cosmic ray propagation and this is expected to give new clues to
the application of non-standard model. The studies of P + P fluxes are being planned
by several groups in balloons and future spacecrafts. The above experiments are
expected to give new insight into the elusive problem of the origin and acceleration of
cosmic ray nuclei in the galaxy.
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Manyfaced and long-suffering galactic halo
V L GINZBURG
P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute, Acad. Sci. USSR, Leninsky Prospekt 53, Moscow B-333,
USSR

An invitation to contribute to the festschrift devoted to M G K Menon’s sixtieth
birthday is an honour to me. Of course, I am glad to congratulate M G K Menon in the
form most suitable for a physicist. I wish I could contribute an important scientific
paper. At the moment, however, I have no new interesting results in the field of cosmic
ray astrophysics and to write a large review paper in a very short time is also impossible.
Therefore, by consent of the editors, I venture sending only a note.
The content of the paper can be guessed from its title, but still I will start with the
outline.
Why is the galactic halo manyfaced? The point is that one can speak of many haloes,
namely: stellar halo, gas halo, cosmic ray halo, radio halo, magnetic halo and gammaray halo. This may also include the dark matter halo which contributes to the so-called
missing mass determining the mean matter density in the Universe.
The halo (sometimes referred to as corona) is understood as a quasi-spherical or even
substantially flattened region surrounding the disk of a spiral galaxy. However, one can
speak of haloes for other galaxies as well. It is of importance that the characteristic halo
dimension, or dimensions, exceed markedly the corresponding characteristic dimen¬
sions of a stellar galaxy—a region in which bright enough stars are concentrated.
Concretely, for our Galaxy, the distance from its centre to the Sun makes up 8 kpc, the
characteristic radius of the gas and the stellar disk is approximately equal to RG ~ 1020 kpc, but the half thickness of the gas disk hg is only of the order of 100 pc. The gas
halo stretches high above the disk and can obviously be observed at least up to
distances z ~ 3 kpc (to the best of my knowledge, the last paper devoted to the gas
galactic halo belongs to Kovalenko et al 1988; the paper gives also a list of references).
Stars that form stellar halo are registered at still larger heights. A dark matter halo can
be htige, but we will not touch upon this question here. Regarding the rest of the above
mentioned types of haloes, their characteristic dimension is RH~ RG~ 10-20 kpc or in
the flattened case, hH ~ 3-10 kpc.
I will now explain why in the title I have called the halo “long-suffering”. The
explanation is simple: for some reason, the galactic halo problem has been con¬
tradictory for years, and as far as I know, there still remains some misunderstanding.
The radio halo, which has become conspicuous since 1952, is especially unlucky in this
respect. So, relying upon the data on galactic radio emission, Shklovsky (1952) came, to
the conclusion that the hypothetic “radio stars”, to which nonthermal radio emission
was ascribed, form a quasi-spherical system, i.e. a kind of corona (halo). Soon it was
finally clarified that the “radio star” hypothesis was invalid and nonthermal radio
emission is of synchrotron nature. But the concept of radio halo has remained,
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although the radio-observational data of the fifties were very rough and some
subsequent studies gave ground for doubting the very existence of a noticeable radio
halo (I will restrict myself here to mentioning the review by Baldwin 1967 and the paper
by Burke 1967). To investigate the radio halo of our Galaxy is actually very difficult
because we are inside the system, and the intensity distribution over the celestial sphere
is rather nonuniform. Some contribution is made also by metagalactic radio emission.
Finally, there appeared some misunderstanding in terms after the concept of radio disk
was introduced as opposed to radio halo. Meanwhile, the most important is the fact,
which is beyond doubt, that the galactic radio emission comes in any case not only from
the galactic disk with the half thickness hg ~ 100 pc. If nontheless we rather arbitrarily
and conditionally assume nonthermal galactic radio emission to come from a certain
disk (radio disk), the half thickness of this disk hr»hg (for example, Baldwin 1967
suggests that 2hr % 750 pc but regards the radio emissivity in the disk as constant, i.e.
independent of the coordinates within the disk; if, as is natural, the emissivity decreases
with the height z, the radio disk thickness will be larger). Obviously, the difference
between a thick radio disk and a flattened radio halo is already purely quantitative.
Confinement of radio-emitting electrons and, of course, the proton-nuclear compo¬
nent of cosmic rays inside the gas disk seems absolutely improbable from physical
7
considerations even if all the sources are distributed in this disk. Indeed, both
theoretical and experimental plasma studies (including those on thermonuclear reactor
models) testify to the fact that even in a regular magnetic field of a special configuration,
plasma develops various instabilities and flows out of the traps (or sticks to the walls). If
so, what can be said about cosmic plasma of the gas disk where there exist
inhomogeneities, chaotic magnetic fields, various fluxes, etc. Just in view of these
considerations, I have never doubted that cosmic rays (in particular, their radioemitting electron component) flow out of the gas disk and fill up a certain more
extensive region. This region can be called a physical halo (Ginzburg 1967). To avoid
further confusion, however, I would rather not use this term, but speak concretely
about cosmic ray halo, radio halo, etc. As is clear from what follows, this terminology is
not very consistent either.
Both in meaning and in name, the cosmic ray halo is an extensive region surrounding
the gas and stellar disks and filled up with cosmic rays. If quasi-spherical this region has
the characteristic dimension RH cr and if flattened, the half thickness hH cr can also be
introduced. The halo parameters are, generally speaking, different for different cosmic
ray components. Speaking of the halo of cosmic rays, it is more reasonable, at this stage,
to imply the proton-nuclear component or, more precisely, the main part of this
component (protons, the nuclei of helium and other relatively light stable elements).
For heavy and very heavy elements (starting, say, from iron) and for radioactive
elements (10Be and others) the halo dimensions will be smaller and, generally speaking,
energy-dependent. We will not dwell on these details, although they are of interest for
the future. At the present stage it is rather difficult to study even the main (proton) halo
of cosmic rays. Indeed, we can judge directly of the characteristics of protons (or, more
precisely, of the bulk of cosmic rays, including helium nuclei, etc.) far from the Earth
only by the products of their collisions in the interstellar medium. The predominant
role is played here by the production of 7i°-mesons which decay rapidly with the
formation of gamma-photons. The recording of the latter, i.e. gamma-astronomical
measurements are practically the only way of direct investigation of the proton
component far from the Earth. Many a paper and a review have already been devoted
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to this problem (see e.g. Ginzburg and Ptuskin, 1976,1984,1985; Ginzburg 1986; Bloemen
1987; Dogiel and Uryson 1988 and the literature cited therein). Using such a method, i.e.
receiving and identifying gamma-ray emission from 7r°-meson decay, one can in
principle determine the intensity of the proton component in the gas disk, in
Magellanic Clouds, in molecular clouds in the Galaxy, etc. Unfortunately, correspond¬
ing measurements have only recently been started on satellites S^S-II and COS-B. At
the present time (and for a whole period since 1982 when COS-B completed its work)
there is not a single gamma-satellite and radiation from 7r°-meson decay is not
registered. This situation, deserves surprise and distress (frankly speaking, I think of it
as shameful) and will last until the Soviet-French gamma-telescope Gamma and the
American GRO are launched. The results are apparently to be expected in not less than
several years.
From the SAS-II and COS-B data, a preliminary conclusion can be drawn
concerning a small cosmic ray concentration fall moving in the direction from the
Galactic centre to the anticentre (see Bloemen 1987 and the literature cited there).
There is an impression that in the directions of the galactic plane the cosmic ray halo is
rather large (RHcr ~ 20 kpc), but no reliable and more accurate estimate of RH cr has yet
been obtained*. The principal goal of further gamma-astronomical studies associated
with cosmic ray astrophysics consists in establishing the concentration (or the energy
density) of cosmic rays as a function of the galactic coordinates (practically, we may
speak only of the directions close to the galactic plane). Thus, in particular, the estimate
of RH ct and the character of the transition region from the cosmic ray halo to
metagalactic space will be determined. Besides the gamma-astronomical method, the
cosmic ray halo is also studied by an indirect way using the data on the energy
spectrum, anisotropy and the chemical composition of cosmic rays. The corresponding
results are in agreement with the assumption about the existence of the cosmic ray halo
with the characteristic dimension RHyCr ~ 10-15 kpc (see Ginzburg and Ptuskin 1976,
1985).
Radio halo is connected with the halo of the electron component of cosmic rays and
simultaneously with magnetic halo**. Indeed, the emissivity of synchrotron radiation
is proportional to (see Ginzburg and Ptuskin, 1976, 1985)
ev - Ke H(f/2)iye +1} v( ~1 /2)(y* “1},

(1)

where the electron spectrum is assumed to have the form Ne(E) = KeE~ye (E is the
relativistic electron energy, v the radio emission frequency and H± the component of the
magnetic field strength perpendicular to the line of sight). As a matter of fact, the
concept of the magnetic halo (as well as the gas halo) introduced by Pikelner in 1953
gave rise to the discussion of the galactic halo problem. This pioneering paper (Pikelner
1953) played generally a great role for radio astronomy, cosmic ray astrophysics, and
for astronomy as a whole. The available data on the magnetic halo can be found in the
review by Sofue et al (1986). As concerns radio halo, observable is the radio emission

*1 proceed from the conviction that cosmic rays originate in the Galaxy. If the metagalactic models were
valid, then formally we would have RHxr-*cc.
**The radio halo and the gamma-ray halo (discussed below), which are, so to say, the manifestation of the
halo of the electron component of cosmic rays, are evidently the concepts other than the cosmic ray halo itself
or the halo of their electronic component.
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intensity
= j gv dR, where integration is performed along the line of sight. Due to the
integral character of the intensity ^~v it is difficult to determine the emissivity ev as a
function of the galactic coordinates and particularly of the distance R between us and
the radiating region. From (1) and from the very essence of the problem it is obvious
that the strong fall of the magnetic field strength in a halo with z, i.e. with moving away
from the galactic plane, leads to an appreciable weakening of £v and the associated
intensity ^~v. Next, the characteristic radio emission frequency and, specifically, the
maximum frequency in radiation spectrum of an electron with the energy E is known to
be
Vm = 0-07E/mc2) =4-6 x 10“6//, [£(eV)l2//..
me

\

)

(2)

But without an additional acceleration, the electron energy decreases with time
due to the losses, in the first place magneto-bremsstrahlung and Compton ones.
So, as a result of magneto-bremsstrahlung losses alone, i.e. losses due to synchrotron
radiation, an electron with an energy E loses half of its energy within the time
t = (5 x 108/El])(me2/E) seconds. It is therefore clear that the energy of relativistic
electrons decreases as they move away from the galactic plane where they are
accelerated (say, due to supernova explosions). As a result, as is clear from (2), the
characteristic radio emission frequency lowers too. For this reason, the radio halo,
especially its remote regions which correspond to a large value of the height z may
appear to be very weak if measured in very short-wave band. Generally, the effective
dimensions (half thickness) of radio halo hH r — z(v) depend on the frequency v. The
quantity z(v) depends on v in a different manner under diffusion and convective
propagation of radio-emitting electrons in the halo (under some simplifying assump¬
tions, in the former case z(v) ~ v“1/4 and in the latter z(v) ~ v~1/2; for more details see
Ginzburg 1979; Cowsik and Sukumar 1985).
From what has been said it is rather clear how difficult it is to determine the
emissivity and the structure of radio halo for the Galaxy. But even if the galactic radio
halo turned out to be very weak (especially for wavelengths less than 1-3 meters), this
would not at all be the proof of the absence of a large-sized cosmic ray halo with far
from weak cosmic-ray concentration.
I do not realize quite clearly the actual situation regarding concrete parameters of
radio halo of the Galaxy. But there is no ground for any doubts in the estimates
reported earlier (see, for example, Ginzburg and Ptuskin 1976, 1985). As regards the
very controversies regarding the existence of radio halo, they have always seemed to me
to be the result of misunderstanding (see above and e.g. Ginzburg 1967). An essential
success in this field was the discovery in 1977 of clearly pronounced radio haloes in the
observed “on-edge” galaxies NGC 4631 and NGC 891. Subsequently it was found out
that some of the galaxies have a stronger radio halo while in others the halo is
unnoticeable (see Sancisi and van der Kruit 1981). This means that different galaxies are
markedly distinct either in the number of relativistic electrons or in the magnetic field
strength in the halo (or both). The fact is interesting but not paradoxical in itself.
The study of radio halo of our and other galaxies seems as before to be of great
interest. But obviously, as I have repeatedly emphasized (see e.g. Ginzburg 1986) this
should be done first of all at long waves (2>l-3m,v = (c/2) < 1 — 3 x 108Hz) or, in
any case, not only at shorter waves. The work at long waves with a high angular
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resolution is of course very difficult but still possible both by way of the corresponding
radio telescopes and using occultation of sources by the Moon or, perhaps, by artifical
screens.
Finally, I will dwell on the gamma-ray halo, i.e. emission of the halo of our Galaxy in
gamma-range (it is hardly possible now to speak in this respect of observations of other
galaxies). It is rather obvious and was mentioned long ago that as a result of Compton
scattering (or as it is sometimes referred to, the inverse Compton scattering) on optical
and relic (thermal) photons with a temperature Trel« 3°, the relativistic electrons
(including those responsible for synchrotron radio emission) will give gamma-ray
photons (the mean energy of a gamma-ray photon Ey = %c{E/mc2)2, where E is the
electron energy, e the mean soft photon energy; for relic photons ezel « 6-7 10~4 eV and
for E ~ 1011 eV the energy Ey ~ 30 MeV). But it was assumed for some reason (at least I
thought so) that galactic gamma-ray emission from the halo is weak. Recently, Dogiel
and Uryson (1988) have shown that this is not so—their computation testify to the fact
that within the range 100 MeV < Ey< 5 GeV the halo emits about 3* 1038 erg/s. This is
approximately one third of the total gamma-ray emission of the Galaxy in the indicated
range. Thus, the future gamma-telescopes can and should investigate the gamma-ray
emission of the galactic halo. Such a problem, like all gamma-astronomical studies, is
one of the most urgent in astronomy (I have already spoken of this in my talk at the 20th
International Cosmic Ray Conference; see Ginzburg, 1987).
Summarizing, one can say that the halo becomes, figuratively speaking, increasingly
manyfaced, i.e. both the possibilities and the necessities to study the halo using different
methods and, so to say, in different aspects are growing. As to the halo “sufferings”, one
may hope that this period is already in the past—it is hard to remain deaf to simple
reasonings and facts exhibiting the existence of galactic haloes and to the importance of
studying these peripheral galactic regions.
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Particle astrophysics in the outer heliosphere

J A SIMPSON
Enrico Fermi Institute and Department of Physics, The University of Chicago, Chicago,
Illinois 60637, USA

1. Introduction

The discovery by Hess in 1912 that there existed an ionizing radiation of extraterre¬
strial origin initiated the quest for its source, composition and energizing mechanism,
which has become one of the major thrusts in present-day astrophysics research. By the
early 1950’s investigations of galactic cosmic rays on or near Earth proved that the
observed intensity changes with time were not only due to the earlier, well-established
geomagnetic field disturbances, but—more importantly—arose from the local
interstellar spectrum of charged particles undergoing changes due to the electrodynam¬
ical processes of solar origin in the interplanetary medium. This time-dependent
behaviour of cosmic radiation is called solar modulation, and the electrodynamical
region is called the heliosphere—a region which encloses the solar system like a
magnetic field cocoon, with outer boundaries confined by the local interstellar
magnetic fields, plasmas and charged particle radiation.
Investigations with ground-based monitors (e.g. neutron monitors) and the direct
entry of space probes into the heliosphere with instruments which measure plasmas,
magnetic fields and charged particles, have opened two inter-related physical
phenomena vital for galactic cosmic ray research. One is the solar modulation
phenomenon, and the second is the discovery of charged particle acceleration over a
wide range of astrophysical sites within the heliosphere:
(i) The solar modulation of cosmic rays is important both for understanding the
physical processes occurring within the heliosphere and for making it possible to
improve our determination of the local interstellar cosmic ray spectra and compo¬
sition. Our current picture of the life history for the bulk of cosmic ray nuclei and
electrons accelerated in the galaxy must now include their spectral changes in the
heliosphere before reaching the observer, as shown in figure 1.
(ii) The direct entry of satellites and space probes around planets and in the heliosphere
has led to the discovery of charged particle acceleration, extending from planetary
magnetospheres and bow shocks (i.e., Mercury, Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus), to
corotating and travelling shocks accelerating particles throughout the heliosphere.
These investigations are also important for understanding the more remote charged
particle acceleration processes occurring in solar flares. This hierarchy of charged
particle accelerators, including solar flares, now provides clues to the physics of the
many larger scale energy conversion processes within the galaxy.
Thus, heliospheric investigations of charged particles—whether the physics of
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Figure 1.

A schematic representation of the life history of a cosmic ray nucleus from source to

observer at Earth (b) (Simpson 1983).

propagation or acceleration—cannot be understood without the interdisciplinary
approach of investigating simultaneously the plasmas, magnetic fields and charged
particles.
The following review is a brief introduction to our present knowledge of the outer
heliosphere and is intended to lead the reader through the references to the detailed
investigations of the physical processes within it for charged particle propagation and
acceleration. Our emphasis is on the experimental results obtained mainly from
Pioneer 10, Pioneer 11, Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 spacecraft as they travel outward
through the heliosphere. Portions of this account have been drawn from the author’s
review lectures on the subject (Simpson, 1983,1985,1987a, b), with the addition of some
recent developments from the Voyager and Pioneer spacecraft investigations.

2. The development of concepts and tests for the existence of a heliosphere
Time-intensity variations of the cosmic rays as measured at Earth played an early,
leading role in the prediction and evolution of ideas of a heliosphere. Using ionization
chambers Forbush (1954) was able to demonstrate beautiful correlations between the
small intensity variations of the meson-electron component secondaries in the cosmic
rays with geomagnetic field phenomena and with the solar activity cycle. Neher and
Forbush (1952) extended these studies to high altitude with ion chambers. These ion
chamber studies led to the widely-accepted conclusion that the links in the correlation
with, for example, the solar cycle, were geocentric, geomagnetic effects (e.g., geomagne¬
tic storm phenomena). The discovery of the very large nucleonic component latitude
effect in 1948 (Simpson 1948, 1985) and the introduction of the neutron intensity
monitor concept, however, made it possible to extend the study of the cosmic ray
intensity variations within the atmosphere due to cosmic ray nuclei with low primary
energies and, thereby, to prove that the principal intensity variations were due to
interplanetary dynamical processes controlled by the Sun’s solar activity and were not
due to geomagnetic field phenomena—e.g., the Forbush intensity decreases. This led to
the concept of solar modulation of the cosmic rays.
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Preliminary ideas for the existence of a heliosphere began to appear at the 4th
International Cosmic Ray Conference (Guanajuato, Mexico) in 1955, which included
models for a static magnetic field barrier between the Sun’s field and the interstellar
field as shown in figure 2 (as proposed by Davis 1955) or, alternatively, a disordered
magnetic field barrier region beyond Earth as sketched by Simpson (1955) and shown
in figure 3 (see also Morrison 1955). Both kinds of models, whether static or dynamic,
were intended to explain how galactic cosmic ray spectra were modified before
reaching the observer at Earth.
Understanding the interplanetary propagation of nuclei accelerated in the solar flare
of 23 February 1956 was a crucial next step. The establishment in 1950-51 of a
worldwide network of neutron monitors by the University of Chicago made it possible
to show that the particles were nuclei accelerated in solar flares with a magnetic rigidity
spectrum extending to ^ 15 GV and that these nuclei, travelling at close to relativistic
velocities, were constrained or ‘stored’ within the inner solar system for many hours
(figure 4) before they escaped into the galaxy. Thus, magnetic fields had to be invoked
which«totally enclosed the solar system beyond the orbit of Earth (figure 5). This was
the first direct proof for the existence of a heliosphere (Meyer et al 1956).
Parker went on to develop the theory for the expansion of the solar corona into the

Figure 2.

Schematic cross-section of the interstellar magnetic field distribution around a

solar field (from Davis 1955).

Figure 3.

Sketch of possible solar modulation region around Sun (from Simpson 1955).
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Figure 4.

Typical neutron intensity-time distribution in a neutron monitor from the flare of

23 February 1956 (from Meyer et al 1956).

Figure 5.

Magnetic barrier region enclosing solar system beyond Earth to account for solar

flare charged particle storage in the interplanetary medium (from Meyer et al 1956).
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solar wind and, thereby, developed a physical theory for the heliospheric magnetic
fields and models for solar modulation (Parker 1963 and references therein).
The next major experimental tests came in 1959 and 1960 with the launches of
Explorer 6 (Fan et al 1960a) and man’s first deep space probe Pioneer 5 (Fan et al
1960b, c). Figure 6 displays the T1 year’ modulation of galactic cosmic rays as
measured by the changes in its integral flux above ~ 3 GV, demonstrating its
anticorrelation with solar activity as represented by sunspot number. The basic
idea for the experiment was to prove directly whether at the time of large-scale
modulation the principal phenomena were mainly geocentric or heliocentric. In the
first case, as Pioneer-5 departed from the Earth system the cosmic ray intensity would
rise rapidly to a level which we designated as B in the shaded time interval of figure 6.
On the other hand, if the intensity remained low, near level A, as Pioneer-5 travelled a
fraction of an astronomical unit, the main electrodynamical region and the modulation
must be heliocentric, as the experiments conclusively proved (Fan et al 1960b, c). These
were the first interplanetary cosmic ray gradient measurements. Pioneer-5 also led to
the discovery of the first travelling shock in space from a solar flare and showed that the
passage of cosmic ray particles through this shock was the origin of the so-called
Forbush decreases observed at Earth (Fan et al 1960c).
These and other observations led to the rapid development of models for the
heliosphere. For example, in figure 7 we show the further development of the
conceptual idea of the heliosphere, along with the introduction of a terminal
shock (Parker 1963). These models became increasingly sophisticated in the 1960’s and
1970’s (e.g., Fahr et al 1986 and references therein; Baranov et al 1979).

Figure 6.

The per cent change of neutron intensity in a neutron over more than three

11 year solar activity cycles for a geomagnetic cutoff of ~ 3 GV. The approximate C. R.
integral intensity per cent changes at the top of the atmosphere are approximately a factor 2 2
larger than the changes shown in this figure. The times of solar polar magnetic field polarity
reversals are shown. Pioneer-5 was launched on 11 March 1960.
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Figure 7.

A concept of the heliosphere in 1963 (Parker 1963); (see also Fahr et al 1986;

Baranov et al 1979; Neutsch and Fahr 1983).

Following the first gradient measurements of galactic cosmic rays on Pioneer-5 in
1960, the Mariner-4 (O’Gallagher and Simpson 1967) and the USSR mission (Vernov
et al 1970) to Mars, provided the first measurements of intensity gradients beyond the
orbit of Earth. The new era for exploration of the outer heliosphere began with the
direct entry of space probes, now extending beyond 44 A.U.—namely Pioneer 10 and
Pioneer 11 launched in 1972 and 1973, respectively, and Voyager-1 and Voyager-2,
launched in 1977. They are on extended journeys that will carry them out of the solar
system and heliosphere, as illustrated by their spacecraft trajectories projected into the
ecliptic plane in figure 8.
The experimental evidence and related theory derived mainly from these spacecraft
observations of plasmas, magnetic fields and charged particles constitutes the principal
focus of the following sections.

Figure 8.

The trajectories of spacecraft ii> the outer heliosphere (from Simpson 1987b).
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3. Heliospheric plasmas and magnetic fields
The magnetic field carried outward by the solar wind was discovered by Wilcox and
Ness (1965) to reverse polarity as the Sun rotated, indicating an azimuthal magnetic
field sector structure near the equatorial plane at 1 A.U., as shown in figure 9A. These
observations were widely interpreted in models in which each sector structure extended
north- and south-ward in the inter-planetary medium.
Later it was noted (e.g., Rosenberg and Coleman 1970; Schulz 1973) that the
observations could also be explained by a three-dimensional field structure in which
the interplanetary field was divided into a north polar field and a south polar field
extending into the interplanetary medium, but separated by an inclined, neutral current
sheet extending far into the outer heliosphere (see, for example, the sketch in figure 9B).
The experimental proof of this latter concept came from measurements on Pioneer-11
as it reached ~ 15° north solar latitude at 3-8 to 4 A.U. on its journey between Jupiter
and Saturn encounters near solar minimum in 1976 (Smith et al 1978).
As shown in figure 10, the alternating ( + ) and ( —) interplanetary field polarity,
WILCOX AND NEBS

Figure 9. A: The magnetic sector structure of Wilcox and Ness (1965); B: The inclined neutral
current sheet (e.g. Smith et al 1978); C: The wavy current sheet with Parkar spiral (Jokipii and
Thomas 1981).
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The polarity of the interplanetary magnetic field measured by the magnetometer

on Pioneer-11 (from Smith, Private Communication, 1987).

which indicated the passage of the rotating and inclined current sheet passing over
Pioneer-11 at low latitudes, gave way to an essentially constant (-I-) polarity at all solar
azimyth angles for measurements made near 15° latitude—i.e.. Pioneer-11 was entirely
in the northern hemisphere ( +) polar field (figure 10 1974 -76).
In 1986 Pioneer-11 was again at > 15° latitude (near 20 A.U., as shown in figure 8).
The sign of the solar polar magnetic field had already reversed in 1980, as shown in
figure 6. The measurements by Smith (private communication, 1987) in figure 10
(1984-86), again showed that when Pioneer-11 is above the inclined current sheet
(which had, by 1986, descended below ~ 10° latitude), the north hemispheric
interplanetary magnetic field carried the negative polarity of the north solar polar field.
The wavy, inclined neutral current sheet model and the experimentally proven Parker
spiral magnetic field configuration carried out by the solar wind, have been simulated
by a model (figure 9C, Jokipii and Thomas 1981; Thomas and Smith 1981) of the
interplanetary field extending into the outer heliosphere. The Voyager and Pioneer
spacecraft all support these main features of the large-scale interplanetary magnetic
field and solar wind near the equatorial plane, including the tight wrapping of the
Parker spiral magnetic field beyond 20-25 A.U.
The solar wind is not uniform over all solar longitudes or latitudes due to underlying
dynamical phenomena on the Sun, such as coronal holes which persist for long periods
(for a review see, e.g., Zirker 1977) or explosive solar flares (for a review see, e.g., Ramaty
et al 1980).
Higher than average speed solar wind plasmas issue from longlived active regions on
the Sun. These high speed solar wind streams overtake the average velocity solar wind
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in the interplanetary medium to both compress the inter-planetary magnetic field and
to generate forward (F) and reverse (R) shocks, forming spiral structures (e.g. Gosling et al
1976) in the outer solar system, as sketched in figure 11. Typically, near solar minimum
there are two of these regions, called corotating interaction regions (CIRs), which
persist for many solar rotations. Voyager investigations (e.g., Burlaga et al 1985 and
references therein: Burlaga and Behannon 1987 and references therein) have demon¬
strated that these CIRs may merge in the outer heliosphere to become a merged
interaction region (MIR), which then continues out beyond 20 A.U. The CIR shocks,
especially the forward shocks (figure 12, Barnes and Simpson 1976), have been shown
to be the source of an accelerated nucleon component in the outer heliosphere
(McDonald et al 1976; Barnes and Simpson 1976), as discussed in §6. The magnetic
field, solar wind and accelerated charged particle measurements in figure 12 illustrate
the crossing of a CIR.
We summarize in table 1 the principal physical properties known at present for the
magnetic fields and solar wind plasma in the outer heliosphere.
These and other investigations of magnetic field and plasma correlations (e.g., Gazis
1987), along with theoretical developments derived from them, have given the cosmic
ray investigator new insights into the large-scale electrodynamical structures sur¬
rounding a typical rotating magnetic star and viable models for charged particle
acceleration by shocks.
i

4. Cosmic rays as probes of the outer heliosphere
As discussed in recent reviews by McKibben (1988) and Forman (1987), the major
physical processes in the heliosphere which determine solar modulation of the galactic
cosmic rays are: diffusion, convection, adiabatic deceleration, gradient and curvature
drifts. Current solar modulation research is concerned with determining which, among

INTERACTION
REGION

Figure 11.

Sketch of corotating interplanetary regions (CIRs) (Smith unpublished).
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these physical mechanisms, are the most important for the large-scale modulation of
galactic cosmic radiation observed deep within the heliosphere (e.g., figure 6).
Investigations on the Pioneer 10/11 and Voyager 1/2 spacecraft are contributing to the
resolution of this problem. Recent contributions include:
(a) The step-wise decreases of cosmic ray intensity which have been associated with
increasing modulation during the 11-year solar cycle (Lockwood 1960; Fan et al 1960c)
have now been directly observed: (a) to propagate outward over a wide radial range in
the heliosphere with the average velocity of the solar wind (e.g., McDonald et al 1981;
Burlaga et al 1984; see also Fan et al 1960b, c), and (b) to be associated with
interplanetary shocks of solar origin, as shown in figure 13 (McDonald et al 1981;
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The stepwise decreases of cosmic ray proton intensity propagating outward at

solar wind velocity (McDonald et al 1981).

Table 1.

Brief summary of the result from solar wind and magnetic field investigations in the

outer heliosphere.
— Average velocity of solar wind (S.W.) constant for extended intervals with decreasing steps in velocity to
>40 A.U.
— S.W. velocities increase with latitude (at solar minimum)
— Average S.W. density and mass flux R-2
— Average S.W. proton temperature decreases slower than for perfect gas (y = 5/3) to > 30 A.U.
— No mass loading from interstellar neutral hydrogen penetrating heliosphere (expected at 5-10 A.U. None
to 20-30 A.U.) independent of longitude
— Confirmed Parker magnetic field spiral near equator
— Radial travelling shocks from solar flares to > 30 A.U.
— Corotating forward/reverse shocks to > 10 A.U.
— Corotating interaction regions (CIRs), dominant, long-term structures near solar minimum
— Merged interaction regions (MIR) observed at ~ 10 A.U.
— Power spectral density of field fluctuations-turbulence-consistent with Kolmogoroff spectrum (F ~5/2 for
<10~5 Hz)
— Inclined rotating neutral current sheet separating N-S hemisphere solar fields explains sector structure:
Inclination of current sheet is solar cycle dependent
— Average solar field intensity doubles near solar maximum with increase propagating outward
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McKibben et al 1982). Furthermore, the recovery phase of the 11-year solar cycle
modulation progresses outward from the Sun, again with the velocity of the solar wind
(Fillius and Axford 1985; McKibben et al 1985).
(b) The onset of solar modulation following solar minimum, such as the interval
following the solar cycle minimum in 1986-87 (figure 6) confirms earlier evidence
(Simpson, 1963a, b) that increases of solar wind disturbances resulting from increasing
solar activity are major contributors to the onset of solar modulation. Based on recent
measurements at Pioneer-10, we find that this onset of increasing modulation in the
new 11-year cycle also propagates outward at the velocity of the solar wind
disturbances (Simpson 1963a, b; Simpson and McKibben, unpublished, 1988);
(c) Positive radial gradients of the integral cosmic ray intensity measured near the solar
system equator show that for a wide range of heliospheric models the solar modulation
region must extend beyond 50-60 A.U. if the magnitude of the radial gradient, shown in
figure 14, persists beyond the Pioneer 10 observations now at approximately 45 A.U.;
(d) The magnitude of radial gradients for low energy protons (30-70 MeV) is strongly
dependent on the 11-year solar cycle, as shown in figure 15, which compares the time
interval from solar minimum (1977-5) to solar maximum (1981-5) with the time interval
solar maximum (1981-5) to solar minimum (1985-5) (Lopate et al 1987). Based on the
level of the local interstellar proton energy spectrum estimated by the demodulation of
the 30-70 MeV energy proton flux, it appears that the solar modulation boundary for
the low energy nucleons may be at a greater distance than for the nuclei at higher
energies (see § 7).
(e) The relative magnitudes of the radial intensity gradients for the galactic cosmic ray
nuclei measured before ard»after the solar polar magnetic field polarity reversal of 1980
(see figures 6,14 and 15) are opposite to the predictions of modulation dominated by
gradient and curvature drift (e.g., Levy 1978; Jokipii and Kopriva 1979; Jokipii 1986).
(f) The corotating interaction regions, as discussed in § 3 have been shown by Burlaga
et al (1984) to form enhanced magnetic field and plasma pressure waves called Merged
Interaction Regions (MIRs), whose passage displays a remarkable correlation with
cosmic ray intensity decreases (Burlaga et al 1985).
The direct proof of the long-held concept of outward propagation of modulation by
solar wind disturbances (as discussed in (a) and (b) above) has stimulated new work on
time-dependent models for solar modulation to replace models based on the

Figure 14. The integral radial gradient of cosmic ray nuclei, mean energy ~ 2 GeV/nucleon.
S-N indicates times of solar polar magnetic field polarity reversals (Lopate et al 1987).
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1981-1986

The differential energy gradients of cosmic ray nuclei in the heliosphere and

extrapolated flux levels in the interstellar medium (McKibben et al 1987).

assumptions of an equilibrium state and three-dimensional symmetry in the
heliosphere (e.g., Perko and Fisk 1983; Perko 1987; Forman and Jones 1985).

5. The anomalous nuclear component in the heliosphere

As the heliospheric modulation of galactic cosmic rays declined toward solar minimum
conditions in 1971-72 (figure 6) at 1 A.U., a spectrum of helium nuclei with energies
below ~ 100 MeV per nucleon appeared which could not be accounted for by either the
solar modulation of helium of galactic origin or its isotopic composition (GarciaMunoz et al 1973,1975). The upper graph in figure 16 illustrates the observations (solid
line) at that time, along with the predicted galactic helium component (dotted line).
It soon became clear that this anomalous helium component was also accompanied
by anomalous nitrogen and oxygen (Hovestadt et al 1973; McDonald et al 1974). More
recently, there has appeared evidence for C, Ne, Ar and H (Cummings and Stone 1987b;
McDonald et al 1988). Figure 16 illustrates how the anomalous helium and the galactic
cosmic ray helium components may be separated and identified. The anomalous
component is modulated 4He, with no spallation 3He (Garcia-Munoz et al 1975) and,
therefore, must have a ‘local’ origin. Fisk et al (1974) proposed the most successful
model to account for the anomalous components. As sketched in figure 17, interstellar
neutral atoms with high ionization potentials enter the heliosphere, undergo single
ionization by solar ultraviolet radiation in the inner solar system and, by charge pick¬
up in the solar wind, are carried outward to an unspecified acceleration region in the
distant heliosphere. Some of these accelerated nuclei—now possessing high magnetic
rigidities since they are singly charged—propagate inward to undergo solar modul¬
ation, along with the galactic cosmic ray nuclei.
The Pioneer 10/11 and Voyager 1/2 spacecraft in the outer heliosphere show that the
anomalous components:
(a) have radial gradients much larger (~ 14%/A.U.) at 20-100 MeV/nucleon energy
than their counterparts in the galactic component (1-7% per A.U.);
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Observed flux of helium nuclei in 1971-1972 and the separation of the anomalous
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Sketch of the mechanism proposed by Fisk et al (1974) for the anomalous

components (Garcia-Munoz, Private Communication).
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(b) have steeply falling spectral slopes with increasing energy, and spectral peak
intensities appearing at 10-20 MeV/nucleon;
(c) are extremely sensitive to the level of the 11-year solar modulation cycle (e.g.,
Garcia-Munoz et al 1987b), even out to the greatest distances so far measured by
Pioneer 10 ( ~ 42 A.U.);
(d) for the helium component reappear above ~ 20 MeV/nucleon (for He) first in the
distant heliosphere before 1983 (as shown in figure 18), as the heliosphere approached
the electrodynamical conditions of solar minimum modulation (and more than two
years in advance of its reappearance at 1 A.U.). There is evidence from Pioneer and
Voyager measurements that the oxygen anomalous component was detectable even at
solar maximum;
(e) reach peak intensities at 1 A.U. for each successive solar minimum (Garcia-Munoz
et al 1987b; Von Rosenvinge and Reames 1987);
(f) have latitudinal gradients which were positive in 1976 when Pioneer 11 entered the
northern hemisphere magnetic field (McKibben et al 1979) (see § 3), but after the solar
polar magnetic field reversal in 1980 Voyager measured negative gradients (Stone 1987;
Cummings et al 1987a and references therein). This reversal of the sign of latitudinal
gradients with solar polar field polarity reversals is a prediction of solar modulation
models dominated by gradient and curvature drifts (see below);
(g) exceed in total flux the protons and helium of galactic cosmic rays in comparable
energy ranges near solar minium. Below ~ 30 MeV per nucleon the anomalous helium
flux already exceeds the galactic helium by approximately a factor of 5 to 10 near 40-41
A.U. (figure 18). It is clear that the anomalous helium and anomalous oxygen become
the dominant nuclear components in the distant heliosphere at these low energies.
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heliospheric modulation (figure 6) and the enormous excess of helium flux over the proton flux
in the outer heliosphere (Simpson 1987b).
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These experimental investigations with the Pioneer 10/11 and Voyager 1/2 spacecraft
have had a strong impact on testing current ideas for both cosmic ray propagation and
particle acceleration in the outer heliosphere. For example, Jokipii and co-workers
(Jokipii and Kopriva 1979), made important predictions for the behaviour of galactic
and anomalous components as tests for determining the role played by gradients and
curvature drifts of charged particles in the heliosphere (see also Potgieter and Moraal
1985). Figure 19 is an illustration of how positively-charged nuclei from the
heliospheric poles would propagate by gradient drift towards the inner solar system at
times when the north polar magnetic field is positive. Negative electrons
propagate inward near the equator and outward towards the poles. The solar cycle
activity dependence of the wavy current sheet, both its tilt and wave amplitude, changes
the drift path and, therefore, the modulation level of cosmic rays. When the polar
polarity reverses, the inflow of particles of positive charge is along the equatorial zone.
Experimental investigations have addressed the relative importance of this model for
solar modulation and the origin of the anomalous component, as summarized in table 2
(from McKibben 1988; see also Simpson 1987b). The experimental tests are mixed—
some results support a correlation with solar polar field reversals (such as the reversal
of the latitudinal gradient for the anomalous component), while equatorial radial
gradients measurements do not.
All investigations in the outer heliosphere are consistent with the anomalous
component nuclei being singly charged as proposed by Fisk et al (1974).

Figure 19.

Schematic drift paths for nucleons and electrons for the period 1970-1980. The

current sheet shown has an inclination of 10° at the Sun (from McKibben 1988).
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Table 2.

Status of drift model predictions for modulation (February 1988) qA > 0 = 19701980/qA <0 = 1958-1970; 1980-Present (from McKibben 1988).

Predicted
Diurnal anisotropies shift to

Observed
Yes(?)

earlier hours for qA > 0

Reference
Ahluwahlia and Riker (1984)
Swinson (1984)

22 yr period for nucleon/electron ratio

Yes(?)

Garcia-Munoz et al (1986, 1987a)

Effect of turbulence in ecliptic greater

Yes

Shea and Smart (1985)

Radial gradients for nucleons larger

No

for qA <0
Correlation of modulated intensity

Lopate et al (1987)
McDonald and Lai (1986)

Yes

Smith and Thomas (1986)

Duration of minimum modulation

Yes

Garcia-Munoz et al (1986)

—Protons: longer for qA > 0

No

for nucleons when qA <0

with current sheet tilt

—Electrons: shorter for qA > 0
Latitude gradients for nucleons
—Galactic cosmic rays: always negative
near ecliptic

Yes(?)

Newkirk and Fisk (1985)

—Anomalous components: reverse
with qA:

Yes

Cummings et al (1987a)
McKibben et al (1979)

Anomalous components for qA < 0
—Intensity lower near ecliptic

No

McKibben (1988)

—Spectral peaks at higher energy

No

Cummings et al (1987a)

6. Charged particle acceleration in the outer heliosphere

Close to the Sun investigations in the interplanetary medium—though vital for
understanding solar-terrestrial phenomena—are often exceedingly complex, especi¬
ally for identifying charged particle acceleration mechanisms. On the other hand, the
electrodynamical phenomena in the outer heliosphere are on a larger spatial and time
scale, thus making it easier for an investigator to sort out physical phenomena—that is,
short term competing effects near the Sun generally smooth out into distinct
phenomena at great distances from the Sun. Thus, in the outer heliosphere, it has been
possible to study in detail particle acceleration with instruments on the Pioneer and
Voyager space probes. These studies have provided a strong basis for developing
theories of shock accelerations mechanisms (see Volk 1987 for a comprehensive review
of shock theory).
The following are outstanding examples of charged particle acceleration in the outer
heliosphere:
(a) Travelling shocks, mainly of solar flare origin, may accelerate nuclei to energies in
excess of ~ lOOMeV/nucleon, as illustrated in figure 20 (Pyle et al 1984). The basic
mechanism is drift-diffusion in quasi-perpendicular shocks with negligible electron
acceleration. We shall call these nucleon accelerating shocks Type 1;
(b) A class of travelling shocks has been identified (Pyle et al 1984) in which nuclei are
accelerated to more than ~ 20 MeV/nucleon and, simultaneously, electrons are
accelerated to relativistic energies (e.g., 5-10 MeV), as shown in figure 20. We shall call
these shocks Type 2. A recent analysis by Lopate (1988) reveals that for Type 2 (but not
Type 1) there is an upstream precursor magnetic field wave (0 003 to 0040 s ~1) present
when, and only when, the electrons are observed to be accelerated with nucleons.
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Figure 20. Nucleon acceleration in the interplanetary travelling shocks: A and C, with
simultaneous electron acceleration to relativistic energies; B, without electron acceleration
(from Pyle et al 1984).
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This precursor wave (with a gyro frequency comparable to the high energy electrons)
indicates the presence of second-order Fermi acceleration for the electrons;
(iii) The acceleration of low energy nucleons (1-10 MeV/nucleon) associated with
corotating interaction regions, as discussed in § 3, has been identified with the forward
and reverse shocks in the radial range 2 to ~20 A.U. Figure 21 illustrates the
recurrences with the double peak intensities at the forward and reverse shocks. Smith
et al (1982) showed that these nuclei are accelerated in quasi-perpendicular, corotating
shocks;
(iv) Based on the present radial range of Pioneer and Voyager measurements in the
outer heliosphere, it is becoming evident that the acceleration site for the anomalous
components lies near or beyond the outer boundary of the heliosphere, possibly at a
terminal shock (see §7) as suggested in a model by Pesses et al (1981). Indeed,
extrapolations of the observed anomalous 4He flux in figure 18 indicate that the
anomalous component may be the principal contributor to the charged particle energy
density at the location of the terminal shock;

Figure 21. Proton acceleration in CIR forward and reverse shocks over the radial distance 1
to 6 AU. Typical proton peak intensities associated with CIRs along the Parker Spiral are
connected by dashed lines. The insert shows the trajectories of IMP-8, Pioneer-10 and
Pioneer-11 (from Barnes and Simpson 1976).
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(v) Measurements of plasma and charged particles by instruments on Pioneer-10 in the
distant heliosphere (beyond ~ 35 A.U.) show that this region is remarkably free from
transient events of solar origin. It was, therefore, a surprise to discover 26-27 day
recurring sequences of locally accelerated protons in the energy range 0-5 to 2 MeV at
~ 37 to 39 A.U., as shown in figure 22 (Simpson 1987b). The time-intensity profiles of
the flux enhancements preclude their acceleration at the Sun or inner solar system.
Based on typical diffusion coefficients for MeV protons in magnetic fields at these
distances it is clear that the acceleration region must be close to or pass through the
point of observation. Their recurrence at these great distances with the solar rotation
period—with no evidence for energetic shocks in the solar wind (Mihalov and Barnes
1988)—suggest that the energy for their acceleration is derived either from residual
CIRs (pressure waves), and/or from the inclined neutral current sheet which passes over
Pioneer-10 (latitude 3°) twice each solar rotation (Simpson and McKibben 1987).
These examples of charged particle acceleration mechanisms present in the outer
heliosphere are part of a wider range of astrophysical accelerators occurring both in
scale size and energies, located at planets, the Sun, in the heliosphere, stellar systems
and the galaxy. This hierarchy of particle accelerators in astrophysics is summarized in
table 3 (from Simpson 1987a) where we have attempted to identify the probable
acceleration mechanism. Clearly, shock acceleration in the outer heliosphere is central
to an understanding of this hierarchy, from which we conclude: (a) astrophysical
accelerators are ubiquitous phenomena, occurring on all spacial and temporal scales
and energies, and, (b) there are at least four basically different acceleration processes
which account for the diversity of acceleration sites in nature—namely, shocks,
magnetic field reconnection, stochastic acceleration, and magnetic ‘pumping’.

Figure 22. Recurring local acceleration of protons associated with crossings of the neutral
current sheet and outward propagating compression waves (Simpson 1987b).
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The hierarchy of particle accelerators in astrophysics.

Astrophysical scale
Planet magnetospheres
—Trapped radiation
—Bow shock
—Magnetotail
Solar flares
Interplanetary medium
(heliosphere)
—Radial shock
—27-day corotating shocks
—Anomalous nuclear component
Interstellar medium
—Shocks
—Fermi acceleration
Supernova
—Explosion
—Remnants
Cygnus X-3
Binary with neutron star
Radio Galaxy
Intergalactic medium

Typical
maximum
energy
(eV)
Shocks8

107
105
106
1010

(II)

108
107
108

(ID(-L)
(1)
X(?)

1014
1015

X

1014
1013

X
X

1016
1016
1020?

Magnetic
field
reconnection

Stochastic
acceleration8

Magnetic
pumping

Other

X

X

X
X

(II)

X

X(?)
Neutronstar
?

X
X?

?

a(||) refers to quasi-parallel shocks; (1) refers to quasi-perpendicular shocks. See, e.g. Volk (1987).
bSee Fermi (1949).

7. Heliospheric boundaries and the terminal shock
In figure 23 we illustrate in a meridional view the prevailing concept of the heliosphere
embedded in the interstellar magnetic fields with solid lines representing field
directions, a dotted line the boundary of the heliosphere (H) with the interstellar
medium (I) (which we shall refer to as the H-I boundary), and the dashed line
representing the possible location of a terminal shock (T.S.) which results from the
distant supersonic solar wind going subsonic as it travels out through the heliosphere.
For many years the location of the H-I boundary has been the subject of
calculations—mainly based on the assumed energy densities and pressure balances of
the magnetic fields, plasmas and charged particles (e.g., from Davis 1955 to the present,
Axford and Ip 1986). Many physical processes enter into the determination of both the
H-I boundary and the location of a terminal shock. For example, in table 4 we list the
principal factors (not necessarily in order of importance) which will determine whether
or not a T.S. exists (the solar wind might decline gradually in such a way that no shock
is formed). If it does exist, at what distance from the Sun is it to be found? Present
predictions fall mainly in the range 100-160 A.U. For the H-I boundary, typical values
for the pressure from cosmic rays and interstellar magnetic fields lie close to 7 x 10“13
dyne-cm-2 for average magnetic field values near 3 pG. However, recently discovered
factors, such as the predicted energy density of the anomalous components of helium
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Table 4.

Factors determining presence/location of a heliospheric terminal shock.

— Interstellar magnetic field energy density and direction relative to solar wind and solar field at the
interface
— Solar wind velocity and density high enough for shock condition; velocity latitude dependent
— Slowing down rate of solar wind velocity due to charge exchange with interstellar neutrals
— Presence or absence of a high flux of low energy nuclei from local interstellar medium
— Presence of anomalous He and O accelerated at shock
— Solar plasma and magnetic field transport across the heliopause (subsonic wind)
— Magnetic field build-up beyond the shock

and oxygen, when extrapolated from observations at < 40 A.U. (§ 5, figure 18) may be
so high that the T.S. shock position will need to be reevaluated, possibly bringing the
T.S. into the range ~ 50 to 80 A.U.
Where do the incoming galactic cosmic rays first interact with the heliosphere? We can
conclude from simple arguments that there is not a well defined, single-valued solar
modulation boundary distance since the onset of modulation must be strongly
dependent on the magnetic rigidity of the incoming charged particle. For example,
from figure 24, we note that the highest energy cosmic ray particles which produce
extensive air showers reach the Earth without modulation. At progressively lower
energies the ‘sensed’ boundary for the onset of modulation is located progressively
outward for lower magnetic rigidity cosmic ray particles. It is also possible that this
range of boundaries could vary with the solar activity cycle, as indicated in figure 25.
At this time our experimental knowledge of these questions rests mainly on gradient
measurements of cosmic ray components in the outer heliosphere, the spectral slopes of
the cosmic ray and anomalous components and the 11-year solar cycle modulation.
Several ideas for the distribution and location of the modulation region range from
(a) discrete magnetic field boundary regions (magnetic field barriers) located beyond
whatever radial distance the Pioneer 10/11 and Voyager 1/2 instruments now find
themselves, to (b) diffuse regions extending throughout the entire inner and outer
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Figure 25. Sketch of alternate boundary distances based on Pioneer 10/11 radial gradient
measurements (Simpson 1987b).
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heliosphere (Davis 1955; Meyer et al 1956; Simpson 1963; Webber and Lockwood
1987). Current approaches to this question on the modulation boundary location
inside the heliosphere depend upon extrapolations leading to estimated interstellar
levels of fluxes and spectra (e.g., figures 15 and 25, and Randall and Van Allen 1986). For
example, since the integral high energy gradient is known to be solar cycle dependent
(§4, figures 14 and 15) it could be concluded by extrapolation that the modulation
boundary for ~ 5 GV rigidity particles may be found as close as 50 to 80 A.U., whereas
boundaries for low magnetic rigidity particles (~ 0*5 GV) may extend beyond 100-120
A.U. Clearly, additional extensive experimental investigations will be required over the
next decade or more to reveal the physical state of the distant heliosphere.

8. Investigations in the third dimension

The Pioneers and Voyagers are expected to reveal new aspects of the dynamics of the
distant heliosphere over the next 3-5 years (figure 8). Nevertheless, they explore only
the lower latitudes of the heliosphere whose dynamical character is likely to change
dramatically at high solar latitudes. By passing over the polar regions of the Sun the
forthcoming European Space Agency/NASA spacecraft joint mission Ulysses (for¬
merly called the International Solar Polar Mission), whose trajectory is illustrated in
figure 26, will investigate directly the interplanetary medium and the Sun at high solar
latitudes. The scientific objectives of this mission are discussed in a series of papers in
‘The sun and the heliosphere in three dimensions’ (Marsden 1986). By extending the
mission over the two solar magnetic poles it is expected to cross solar magnetic field
lines which extend to the distant boundary with the interstellar magnetic fields, as

Figure 26.

Meridional projection of the Ulysses spacecraft trajectory.
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illustrated in figure 23. It is an open question at this time whether the solar¬
interplanetary magnetic field is compressed into an isolated region without substantial
connections with the interstellar magnetic fields (such a heliosphere may be called a
magnetic ‘cocoon’), or whether—as appears more likely—there are stochastic mixing
processes between the interstellar and solar fields with possible magnetic merging of the
fields on a large scale, as sketched in figure 23. For the latter possibility the very low
energy galactic cosmic rays, which have had no access to the inner solar system at the
equator, may propagate along field lines to regions accessible to Ulysses at 2 A.U. over
the solar poles. The Ulysses Mission planning began in 1977 and is on standby for
launch in October 1990, carrying a full complement of plasma, magnetic field and
charged particle instruments—as well as instruments for several other investigations
(see Wenzel et al 1983).
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Multiplicity distribution in hadronic interactions
P K MALHOTRA
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Homi Bhabha Road, Bombay 400005, India

1. Introduction

There has been a resurgence of interest in strong interaction physics primarily due to
increase of centre-of-mass (cm) energy (y/s) by an order of magnitude resulting from the
successful operation of the CERN pp collider and the completion of high precision
experiments at the ISR, the CERN SPS, Fermilab, DESY and SLAC. Although QCD is
widely accepted, the theory has only a heuristic value for an overwhelming majority of
events. The development of a successful quantitative theory of strong interaction
processes is eagerly awaited. One of the important testing grounds for the theory is the
considerable data on charged particle multiplicity distribution of fairly reliable quality
which has been painstakingly accumulated over the last three decades. The simple
behaviour of much of the data, e.g., multiplicity regularity (Malhotra 1963; Wroblewski
1972), KNO scaling (Koba et al 1972), seems to point to a simple and perhaps deep
dynamical mechanism.
The availability of the measurements of the multiplicity distribution at the CERN
proton-antiproton collider (Alner et al 1984; Ansorge 1983) has rekindled interest in
the study of multiplicity distribution.
We review here the status of the multiplicity regularity and the KNO scaling and, in
particular, bring the situation up-to-date as far as the former is concerned. For further
information on the evolution and status of multiplicity distribution, we refer the reader
to a few of the earlier reviews (Berger 1973; Wroblewski 1973; Pancheri 1984; Carruthers
and Shih 1987).
2. Moments and parameters of multiplicity distribution

Let us summarize briefly the most commonly used moments to describe the multiplicity
distribution.
(i) Absolute or charge moments are defined as

where Pn is the probability of occurrence of rc-charged prongs. The simplest moment is
the average multiplicity <rc>.
(ii) Central moments are given by

=<(«-<«»*>•
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The most common measure of the width of Pn is the dispersion
D = ( jU2)* = (<n2 >-<«>+.

(iii) Frequently normalized moments are used

Ck = (nky/(n)k,

£>/<*> =«*2>-<*>+/<«>.
(iv) The asymmetry of the distribution is measured by the skewness

y^^/D3.
The kurtosis of the distribution is
h = VJD*.

3. Regularity in multiplicity distribution

The study of distribution of charge particle multiplicity was pioneered by Malhotra in
1963. It was the first serious attempt to look at the charged particle multiplicity
distribution, particularly as a function of primary energy. The available data at that
time were very meagre. The accelerator data covered a range in proton momentum
(P,a5) of only 7T to 27-9 GeV/c and that too with nuclear emulsions; there was only one
bubble chamber study, at 24-9 GeV/c. The use of emulsion meant that to obtain a
sample of nearly pure proton-nucleon interactions one had to enforce a restriction on
the number of heavily ionizing prongs (Nh) of Nh ^ 1. Note that one expects the target
to be about 60% of the time a neutron and 40% of the time of a proton. Furthermore,
the only way to extend the energy range was to use cosmic rays. Because of rather low
cosmic-ray flux, it was necessary to combine data obtained from a few emulsion
experiments in which care was taken to have only a minimum detection bias. This
resulted in a total of 60 interactions with an average energy of lOTeV.
Nevertheless, the available data .were sufficient to lead to the discovery of a
remarkable regularity in the multiplicity distribution. In table 1, we reproduce the data
(slightly corrected) used by Malhotra (1963) on <ws>, the average number of minimum
ionizing particles, and the results of his computations for the dispersion D =
(<*£>-<02)* and the ratio <ns}/D for proton nucleon interactions at 9-9, 27-9 and
104 GeV/c. From the remarkable constancy of < ns}/D over three decades in the proton

Table 1. <ns>, D and <ns)/D for proton-nucleon interactions
reproduced from Malhotra (1963).
-^iab
GeV/c
9*9
27-9
104

<ns>

D

<ns y/o

2-60 ±0-11
4-77 + 0-13
15-8 ±1-1

1-34 + 0-07
2-35 + 0-09
7-9 ±1-1

1-95 + 0-10
2-03 ± 0-08
201+0-21
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momentum, Malhotra concluded that “in proton-nucleon interactions the dispersion
D and the average multiplicity <ns) obey a simple relationship, viz.,
D ~ 0-5 <rcs>,

(1)

right from 9*9 to 104 GeV/c.” The implications of equation (1) are profound. First, it
implies that the multiplicity distribution is not Poisson because Poisson distribution
predicts a very different relationship, viz., D = (< ns »*. The distribution is broader than
Poisson below about 28 GeV/c and narrower than Poisson at higher energies.
Secondly, to a first approximation, the dispersion and the charged multiplicity have a
very simple relationship, viz., Doz(ns).
In view of some confusion in the literature, we would like to emphasize that the
above observation, equation (1), made in 1963 clearly established a linear relationship
(regularity) between the dispersion D and the average multiplicity in proton-nucleon
interactions. We would like to point out in passing that this (Malhotra 1963) was the
first time that the ratio <ns}/D or D/(ns} was used to characterize the multiplicity
distribution. This ratio has been widely used later in the literature to characterize and
compare multiplicity distribution in pp, pp, n~p, K~p, e+e~, p~p and vp interactions.
We would also like to point out in passing a couple of other features of the original
work of Malhotra (1963). As far as we know, this was the first time a suggestion was
made to remove the fast recoiling protons, termed leading particles in later literature,
and to use the average number of created particles for certain types of studies. This was
also the first time that the use of available energy in the c.m. system = (^/s — 2Mp), for
pp collisions, was suggested as a relevant variable for energy.
Malhotra’s observation in 1963 of a linear relationship between the dispersion and
average charged multiplicity remained unnoticed for nearly 9 years. With the advent
of hydrogen bubble chambers, considerable data on pp interaction of far better quality
became available in the late 60’s and 70’s. Consequently, the regularity in multiplicity
distribution was explored in greater detail by Czyzewski and Rybicki (1972), Ganguli
and Malhotra (1972) and finally Wroblewski (1972) who gave a more exact linear
relationship for pp interactions in the range 4-205 GeV/c, viz.,
D — a{n} + b

(2)

with a= —b — 0-585 ± 0-01. Here, <n> is the average charged particle multiplicity and
D is the dispersion. The differences between the early observation (equation (1)) and the
more exact relation (equation (2)), are that the latter has (a) a somewhat larger slope
and (b) a small additive constant.
The genesis, evolution and implication of this regularity has been sketched by Berger
(1973) who christened it as the ‘Malhotra-Wroblewski regularity’.
A simple explanation for the Malhotra-Wroblewski regularity was provided by Van
Hove (1972) on the basis of a two-component model. Two component models have also
been suggested by others (Wilson 1970; Quigg and Jackson 1972; Pirila and Pokorski
1972; Chaudhary etal 1974). Van Hove (1972) showed that the linear relationship
between D and <n> can be understood if there are two components, diffractive and
non-diffractive, each having a constant cross-section and a reasonably small disper¬
sion, but one having a constant cross section and a reasonably small dispersion, but
one having markedly larger multiplicities than the other. Chaudhury and Malhotra
(1975), on the basis of 10 TeV cosmic-ray data, ruled out the particular two-component
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versions of models in which the energy dependences of the two components are such
as to predict the appearance of a dip in the multiplicity distribution at high energies.
The current status of this regularity is as follows. We give in table 2 the results on
<rc>, D and <n}/D for inelastic pp interactions computed from the existing data on
charged particle multiplicity distribution. We would like to add here a note of warning
on the errors of these parameters. We have calculated these from the errors on crosssections for various prongs given in the original papers. These errors were usually taken
to be purely statistical. This is obviously wrong for two-prong events because of the
uncertainties connected with the subtraction of the elastic scattering. This should be
kept in mind while interpreting the x2 obtained from the fits.
The dependence of the dispersion D on the average charged particle multiplicity < n )
in pp interactions in the range of Plab = 4-2061 GeV/c is shown in figure 1. The results
of the fits to equation (2), using MINUIT program from CERN with MINOS errors,
are given in table 3. The point at 360 GeV/c has an abnormally large value of 11-6 for
the x2- ^ we drop this point the fit yields,
D = (0-581 ± 0-004)<n> - (0-559 ± 0-014)
Table 2.

(3)

Average charged multiplicity, dispersion and the ratio <«)/£) for inelastic pp

interactions. The y/s = 540 GeV data is for pp.
^lab
GeV/c

\/s
GeV

<">

D

<n>/D

Reference

40
5-5
100
12-0
12-9

3-11
3-52
4-55
4-94
5-11

2-54 ± 0-02
2-70 ± 0-02
3-22 ± 0-04
3-43 ± 0-03
3-53 + 0-03

0-91+0-01
1-01+0-01
1-33 + 0-02
1-43 £002
1-51+0-02

2-81+0-02
2-67 ± 0-02
2-42 ± 0-04
2-39 ± 0-02
2-34 ± 0-03

Bodini et al (1968)
Alexander et al (1967)
Almeida et al (1968)
Blobel et al (1974)
Smith et al (1969)

180
190
211
24-0
24-1

5-97
6 12
6-43
6-85
6-86

3-91+0-04
4-02 + 0-02
4-17 + 0-04
4-25 + 003
4-30 + 0-03

1-72 + 0-02
1-75 + 0-02
1-88+6-02
1-92 + 0-03
1-91+0-02

2-27
2-29
2-22
2-21
2-26

Smith et al (1969)
Boggild et al (1972)
Smith et al (1969)
Blobel et al (1974)
Smith et al (1969)

28-4
28-5
500
690
1020

7-43
7-44
9-78
11-46
13-9

4-56 + 0-03
4-42 + 0-03
5-32 + 0-11
5-89 + 0-07
6-32 ± 0-07

2-08 ± 0-02
2-00 ± 0-02
2-58 ± 0-05
2-89 ± 0-03
3-13 + 0-04

2-19 + 0-02
2-21+0-02
2-06 ± 0-06
2-04 ± 0-04
2 02 ± 0-03

Smith et al (1969)
Boggild et al (1972)
Ammosov etal (1972)
-doBromberg et al (1973)

2050
3030
3600
4050
492-0

19-7
23-9
260
27-6
30-4

7-68 + 0-07
8-85 + 0-16
9-06 ± 0-09
8-96 + 0-14
9-43 + 0-18

3-81+0-05
4-38 + 0-10
4-49 ± 0-05
4-75 ± 0 09
5-05 + 0-11

2-01+0-03
2-02 ± 0 06
2-02 ± 0-04
1-89 + 0-05
1-98 + 0-06

Barish et al (1974)
Firestone et al (1974)
Bailly et al (1984).
Bromberg etal (1973)
Breakstone et al (1984)

800-0
1054-0
1473-0
2061-0
155386-0

38-8
44-5
52-6
62-2
540-0

10-25 + 0-15
10-85 + 0-16
11-55 + 0-17
12-25 + 0-21
27-5 ±0-4

5-17 + 0-08
5-76 + 0-10
6-23 + 010
6-61+0-10
16-3 ±0-3

1-87 + 0-05
1-89 + 0-04
1-85 + 0-04
1-85 + 0-04
1-69 + 0-04

Ammar et al (1986)
Breakstone et al (1984)
-do-doAnsorge (1983)

± 0-03
± 0-02
± 0-03
± 0-02
+ 0-02
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Dispersion D as a function of average charged multiplicity < n ) for pp interactions
in the range Plab = 4-2061 GeV/c. The line represents equation (3), which is the result of the
best fit of (2) to the data.
Figure 1.

Table 3.

Results of fits for
4-2061 GeV/c.

^lab
GeV/c
4-2061
4-2061

'

a(nch) + b for pp interactions in the range Plab =

No. of
points
fitted

X2

a

b

Remarks

24

39-8

0-576 ± 0 004

-0-543 ±0-014

23

26 5

0-581 ±0-004

-0-559 + 0-014

Fitted all
points
Dropped
360 GeV/c
point

with x2 — 26-5 for 23 points (22 degrees of freedom). It may be noted that even with the
range of P,ab extended from the 4-205 GeV/c, used by Wroblewski in the original fit, to
4-2061 GeV/c, the fit continues to be quite good.
Since at high energies the annihilation cross-section is negligibly small, it is
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expected that the multiplicity distributions in pp and pp interactions would be similar.
We may therefore compare the results of the UA5 experiment at the SPS Collider with
the predictions of (3). The UA5 data (Ansorge 1983) for inclusive charged particle
multiplicities in pp interactions at %fs = 540GeV (Plab = 155TeV/c) yield <n> = 27-5
+ 0-4 and D= 16*3 ± 0-3. This value of D is somewhat larger than the prediction of 154
+ 0 3 (the difference is about two standard deviations) obtained from (3) and shown in
figure 2. Since the range of ^/s = 3—62 GeV over which (3) is fitted to the data arc
relatively narrow compared to 540 GeV and since the UA5 data have appreciable
systematic uncertainties, the disagreement cannot be considered significant.

4. Early models for multiplicity distribution
The failure of the simple Poisson distribution led to several attempts to use the modified
Poisson distribution to represent the observed multiplicity distribution.
The Wang (1969) conjecture I assumes that the n+n~ pairs are produced according
to the Poisson distribution:
(0*5<n — a»°'5("~a)
Pn =

[0 5(n — a)]!

exp( —0’5<n — a)),

<n>
Figure 2.

Comparison of the results of UA5 on <n> and D for pp interactions at yjs

= 540 GeV with the prediction of equation (3) which is the best fit to the data in the range ^/s

= 3-62 GeV.
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where pn is the probability of occurrence of n-charged prongs and a is the number of
charged particles in the initial state.
The Wang (1969) conjecture II is the Poisson for created particles:
<n — a>"~a

(n — a)!

00

I

a,a + 2 •

<n — a>"~a

(n — a)!

exp( — (n — a))

None of these models, which incorporate the Poisson formula, can reproduce the
observed Malhotra-Wroblewski regularity in D and <rc>.
Czyzewski and Rybicki (1972) generalized the Poisson formula to non-integer
variables by replacing a factorial by a T-function and introduced one free parameter, d,
and suggested an empirical formula:

2^

j2d(n/D ~ <n)/D + d)

P"= 7> r(dn/D - d< n >/D + 2 + 1 ®Xp (~ ^

(6)

They plotted (D Pn) vs {n — <n))/D taking <n) and D from the experiment and
obtained good fits to the data for pp, np and Kp interactions for Plab < 30 GeV/c with d
= 2. But the fits to the later data in the range Plab = 50-303 GeV/c required d to
decrease as Flab increases.

5. KNO scaling
The second major advance in understanding the shape of the multiplicity distribution
was the work of Koba Nielsen and Olsen (KNO) in 1972. On the basis of Feynman
scaling and the approximate logarithmic growth of the mean multiplicity, KNO
predicted the following asymptotic results
<n}P„-—►#!/<«».
S-*

(7)

00

This implies that at a sufficiently high energy, i/t should be just a function of z = n/<«>
and hence independent of energy. Slattery (1972) examined the data in the 50300GeV/c range and showed that the plots of <n)P„vs z = n/(n} are indeed well
represented by a universal curve, viz.
ip(z) = (3-79z + 33-7z3 - 6-64z5 + 0-332z7) exp (- 3-04z).

(8)

The normalized moments Ck were also found to be independent of energy in the range
50-3000 GeV/c. The data at lower energies do not follow the universal curve, (equation
(8)); the distribution instead tends to become narrower and narrower.
Slattery’s observations pointed to a precocious onset of the KNO scaling at about
50-3000 GeV/c. This result has been a puzzle for a long time because KNO scaling is
based on assumptions which may be valid asymptotically but do not hold at these low
energies. For example, in this range, inclusive cross-sections have not yet developed a
well-defined rapidity plateau and the average multiplicity does not increase as log s.
Also, it is obvious from (7) that exact KNO scaling implies constant, energyindependent, values for D/(n} and the moments Ck. We show in figure 3, <n}/D as a
function of < n ) based on data accumulated so far (table 2). The dotted curve is based on
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Figure 3. The ratio <n)/D as a function of <n>. The solid line is the prediction of Poisson
distribution and dashed line is the prediction of equation (3).

the best fit to the linear relation D — a(n) + b given by (3). The figure shows that < n }/D
decreases slowly as energy increases and at ISR energies attains a value close to the
asymptotic value of ~ 1-736 predicted by (3). This suggests that KNO scaling can be
considered to hold only at ISR energies and perhaps beyond.
What does UA5 data for multiplicity distribution in pp interactions at ^/s
= 540 GeV have to say about this? UA5 collaboration has reported data for inelastic
interactions (Ansorge 1983) and for non-single-diffractive events (Alner etal 1984). On
the basis of the non-single-diffractive data, they have concluded that there are gross
violation of KNO scaling at ^/s = 540 GeV. They find that at large multiplicity, there is
an excess of events over the asymptotic KNO fit at lower energies. Although the
fraction of ‘abnormal’ events is relatively small, the effect is very conspicuous when
higher moments of the multiplicity distribution (C3, C4 and C5) are compared at
different energies. From

— 15 to 62 GeV, the moments are approximately constant,

thus indicating that the KNO scaling holds. However, at ^fs = 540 GeV, the higher
moments which are more sensitive to the larger multiplicity region, drastically increase.
If true, this might be suggestive of the onset of a new production mechanism.
Since the implication of the UA5 observations could be profound, it is necessary to
look for possible problems with the data or for other explanations. Firstly, it is well
known that the non-diffractive data usually have large uncertainties. The necessary
subtraction of single-diffractive events from the inelastic sample is indeed ambiguous
and beset with inherent bias. Thus, we feel that any tests based on the non-singlediffractive data are of poor quality than those from the inelastic data.
Secondly, as has been pointed out (Aziz 1986) even if the KNO scaling breaks down
for the non-diffractive component it does not follow that the same is true for the full
inelastic sample. Indeed Aziz has shown from the energy dependence of the k~l
parameter of the negative binomial distribution up to ISR energies that indications are
that KNO scaling may hold for the inelastic sample even at the collider energies. This is
further supported by our conclusion drawn in §3. It is shown in §3 that the value of D
reported by the UA5 collaboration (Ansorge 1983) for inelastic sample is only about
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two standard deviations larger than the one predicted from the extrapolation based on
Malhotra-Wroblewski regularity (equation (3)).
It is therefore concluded that so far there is no incontrovertible evidence that KNO
scaling, which is known to hold at ISR energies, breaks down at higher energies. We
emphasize the need for obtaining good data for multiplicity distribution for inelastic
interactions in pp or pp interactions at CERN collider and Tevatron.

6. Negative binomial distribution
v~

The negative binomial distribution (NBD) has been suggested as a good representation
for multiplicity distribution (Giovannini 1973; Suzuki 1974; Knox 1974; Carruthers
and Shih 1983; Alner et al 1985; Carruthers 1986). The NBD is the simplest two
parameter (rc, k) distribution, given by
_(» + &-!)!
"

(n/kf

n\(k — 1)! (1 +n/k)" + k’

' 1

where h and k are free parameters. The average multiplicity and dispersion are related
to the two parameters as follows:
<n} = nAD/n)2 = (\/h) + (l/k).

(10)

For more information on NBD and other distributions and theoretical models, we refer
the reader to the following references: (Carruthers 1987; Giovannini and Van Hove
1986; Pancheri 1984).
UA5 Collaboration (Alner et al 1985) have shown that multiplicity distributions for
non-single-diffractive samples in the range
= 10 to 540 GeV can be well described
by the negative binomial distribution in which the two free parameters (h, k) have been
adjusted to give the best fit at each energy. The energy dependence of the parameter k
was found to decrease with energy as
k~1=a + p\ns

(11)

with a = - 0 098 ± 0 008 and p = 0-0282 ± 0-0009.
Figure 4, taken from Alner etal (1985), shows the energy dependence of k~l and
(n~1 +/c-1) for the non-single-diffractive data. Since for Poisson distribution k~1 = 0
and for geometric distribution k— 1, the actual distributions are in between these
values. Since for KNO scaling, D/(n) should have a constant value, (10) implies that
(n-1 + /c-1) should be constant and at high enough energies k should be constant, if
KNO scaling holds. On the basis of figure 4 they claim that KNO scaling is clearly
violated for non-single-diffractive sample at collider energies and that it accidently
holds in the region yfs = 10-62 GeV since in this region {h~1 + k~*) is nearly constant.
The UA5 claims have met with criticism from several authors (e.g., Aziz 1986; Szwed
et al 1987). The main criticism is based on the use of non-single diffractive data which
are known to suffer from serious uncertainties and biases resulting from the necessity of
having to subtract single diffractive component (see also §5). Aziz (1986) analysed the
full inelastic data in the range of ^fs = 8-62 GeV, on the basis of negative binomial
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Figure 4.

Energy dependence of parameters of the negative binomial distribution for non¬

single diffractive samples in pp interactions; the collider points at ^/s = 540 GeV are for pp
interactions, (figure taken from Alner et al 1985). The straight line for k~1 is based on their fit
to the data.

distribution. In figure 5 we reproduce his results on the energy dependence of the
parameter k~\ Instead of increasing linearly with In s as implied by (11), the parameter
k~l rises rapidly at low energies from a value of k~1 = 0 at
~7GeV, and then
increases more slowly to an asymptotic value. Aziz finds that the data can be well
represented by
/c-1 = ol1 + a2(l + a3ln2s)~1

(12)

with ctl = 0 266 ± 0 009, ot2~— 0-654 ± 0-035 and a3 = 0 106 + 0-002.
Szwed et al (1987) carried out a similar but more exhaustive and critical analysis of
the inelastic data, including also the UA5 data (Ansorge 1983). They have confirmed
essentially the basic observations of Aziz and have further concluded that energy
dependence of /c_1 is in agreement with the expectation based on MalhotraWroblewski regularity (equations (2) and (3)), which predicts an asymptotic value for
k~l of k~1 -+a2 ~ 0-34.
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Energy dependence of k 1 for inelastic pp interactions (figure taken from Aziz
1986). The curve is his fit of the form k~x = cc1 + oe2(l + a3l2ns)_1.

Figure 5.

Szwed et al (1987) have also pointed out that even for the non-single diffractive case,
if one includes data Omitted by Alner et al (1985) a linear relation between k~1 and In s
is only approximately satisfied and that too in the limited range of ^fs = 10-70GeV.

I

7. Concluding remarks
We have briefly sketched the historical development and the current status of our
knowledge on the energy dependence of the shape of the multiplicity distribution. The
availability of data from the CERN proton-antiproton data has rekindled interest in
this field. Unfortunately, except for some information reported by UA5 (Ansorge 1983),
the bulk of the published collider data are for non-single-diffraction sample which
suffers from uncertainties and biases resulting from the necessity of having to subtract
single diffractive component. Important conclusions for multiplicity distributions in pp
interactions are summarized below.
(i) For inelastic pp interactions, the Malhotra-Wroblewski regularity, linear relation
between D and <n), is certainly valid up to ISR energies y/s = 3-62GeV. The UA5
value for D is only about two standard deviations greater than the extrapolated value.
For the non-diffractive data, however, the disagreement at the collider energies is very
pronounced.
(ii) For the inelastic sample, the ratio <n)/D decreases slowly as energy increases and
at ISR energies it attains close to the asymptotic value of. ~ 1-736 predicted by the
Malhotra-Wroblewsky regularity (equation (3)).
(iii) This implies that for the inelastic sample, KNO scaling is nearly valid at the ISR
energies and perhaps even at the collider energies. The non-single-diffractive sample,
however, exhibits gross violation of KNO scaling at the collider energies. It is possible
that scaling is violated in the non-single-diffractive case and yet holds for the full
inelastic sample. In view of this and the possible uncertainties and biases inherent in the
procedure used to obtain the non-single-diffractive samples, this question can be
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resolved only by obtaining good data for the full inelastic interactions at CERN
collider and at Tevatron.
(iv) The negative binomial distribution has been found to give a satisfactory account of
the multiplicity distributions. However, Szwed et al (1987) have pointed out that one
should be careful in using the negative binomial distribution since, strictly speaking, the
normalization condition can be fulfilled only for all non-negative integers (n = 0,1,2,
3.. ..) i.e. for negatively charged particles for pp interactions, and not for (n — 2,4,6,

8.. ..).
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Evolution of radio galaxies and quasars
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Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Post Box No. 1234, IISc. Campus, Bangalore
560012, India

1. Introduction
By mid-1920’s it became clear that many of the diffuse spiral nebulae seen in the sky
were not part of our Milky Way but were galaxies of stars comparable with our own. In
1929, Hubble made a remarkable discovery that the distant galaxies seemed to be all
receding from us and their recession velocities were proportional to their distance. This
extraordinary result indicated that the Universe was expanding. Two contrasting
theories were proposed subsequently to explain the nature of the Universe: The big
bang model and the steady state theory. The controversy got resolved following the
remarkable discoveries of radio galaxies and quasars during 1950’s and 1960’s, and of
the 2-7 K cosmic microwave background radiation in 1965. It is now widely believed
that the Universe originated in a big bang about 15 to 20 billion years ago, and has been
evolving ever since.
Since radio galaxies and quasars are extremely powerful objects, they can be
observed out to distances of many billion light years. Hence, their detailed studies
provide valuable information about the cosmological evolution of the Universe. After
briefly outlining the characteristics of these objects, I shall first summarise some recent
results related to radio source counts, deep optical identifications and radio luminosity
functions. Thereafter, I shall discuss the work done by the Ooty group over the last
decade on the question of linear size evolution of radio galaxies and quasars. These
investigations indicate that the linear sizes of radio sources were smaller at earlier cosmic
epochs, either due to the presence of a hot intergalactic medium or a higher pressure of
gaseous halo or cluster gas around active galaxies at earlier epochs, or perhaps both.
Determination of the cosmic environment of radio galaxies and quasars at high
redshifts is quite vital to our understanding of the formation and evolution of galaxies, a
problem of great astrophysical significance today. Finally, I shall describe briefly
our plans for the construction of a giant metrewave radio telescope (GMRT) near Pune,
one of the main objectives of which is to search for the neutral hydrogen clouds that are
expected to have existed just prior to the epoch of galaxy formation.
/ I would like to take this opportunity to express our gratitude to Prof. M G K Menon
for his unrelenting support to our endeavours in the field of radio astronomy at TIFR
over the last 25 years. In 1961, he made a strong recommendation to Professor Homi
Bhabha to start the new field of radio astronomy at TIFR, when myself and three other
radio astronomers, who were working in the USA wrote to several organizations for
initiating radio astronomy activities in India. Professor Menon’s constant encourage149
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ment and fruitful advice were also crucial to the successful completion of the Ooty radio
telescope, constructed indigenously during the 1960’s, as described in “The story of
Ooty radio telescope” (Swarup 1986). He has actively supported our plans for the
construction of the GMRT which is being executed by TIFR as a national project. He
has also taken a keen interest in the growth of astronomy at the Indian Institute of
Astrophysics and the Raman Research Institute. Indeed, the growth of modern
astronomy in India owes a great deal to his vision and to his deep interest in the related
field of cosmic rays.

2. Radio galaxies and quasars
A radio galaxy usually appears as a pair of radio-emitting lobes situated on the
opposite sides of an optically luminous giant elliptical galaxy, at a separation of a few
hundred kiloparsecs or less (1 kpc = 3261 light years) (figure 1). Often a compact radio
source, called central component, is seen coincident with the parent galaxy located
between the radio lobe pair. In many cases, jet-like radio features have been detected
which emanate from the central component towards one or both the radio lobes. The
jets are found to be quite prominent in nearby, low-luminosity sources (P408
< 1026 WHz~1 at 408 MHz). The energy radiated by a powerful radio galaxy is indeed
enormous and is generally believed to have a gravitational origin. Possibly, pairplasma is produced during the accretion of matter on to a massive black hole of about
108-10 solar masses, located in the nucleus of the active galaxy (Begelman et al 1984).
The plasma escapes along the rotating axis of the central engine, resulting in a pair of
jets transporting relativistic particles outward in two opposite directions. The jets are
counteracted by the ram pressure of the intergalactic medium so that randomized

Figure 1. A radio map of a giant radio galaxy discovered by Saripalli et al (1986) using Ooty
Synthesis Radio Telescope and independently by Subrahmanya and Hunstead (1987) using
Molongolo radio telescope. The distance between the two outer radio lobes is about 2-5. Mpc.
A weak central radio component is coincident with the optical galaxy.
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relativistic particles are produced at the tips of the two jets. This gives rise to a double
radio source radiating by the synchrotron mechanism in the presence of weak magnetic
fields (10-4-10 6 G). It is found that most of the powerful radio sources are associated
with the brightest elliptical galaxies having nearly the same absolute optical magnitude
(Mv = — 23). Over 20,000 radio galaxies have been catalogued to date.
Quasars were discovered in 1963 (Schmidt 1963). The optical luminosity of many
quasars is extremely high, being about 100 times more than that of the brightest known
galaxy. Yet, the gas clouds encompassing the central engine and emitting broad optical
emission extend no more than a few light years across. Over the last two decades,
quasars have been studied over a wide range of wavelengths from radio to X-rays. So
far about 3000 quasars have been found (Hewitt and Burbidge 1987). Only about 10%
of the quasars discovered from optical surveys are found to have a substantial radio
output. These radio-loud quasars are of two types: characterized by a flat or a steep
radio spectrum; the former are generally compact sources and their radiation is
perhaps relativistically beamed towards us (Orr and Browne 1982; Kapahi and Saikia
1982); the latter appear as double or triple radio sources, like radio galaxies.
In view of their enormous distances quasars can serve as valuable probes for
investigating whether some properties of the Universe have changed with its age. The
optical spectra of many quasars show highly redshifted absorption lines which are
likely to be caused by intervening galaxies or intergalactic clouds. Studies of absorption
lines have already provided extremely valuable data for cosmological studies. Equally
exciting are the discoveries of several quasars, each appearing as a close double (or
triple) image with identical redshifts. These multiple images are believed to arise due to
gravitational lensing by intervening galaxies and clusters of galaxies. There are now
more than ten possible gravitationally lensed quasars, of which at least 4 are generally
accepted as lensed images (Canizares 1987). One of the strongest flat spectrum radio
sources in the sky, 1830-211, has been shown recently by the Ooty group to be a double
source with 1 arcsec separation (Rao and Subrahmanyan 1988) and is likely to be a
very interesting gravitationally lensed quasar (Subrahmanyan et al 1988 in prepa¬
ration). Studies of such gravitationally lensed quasars can provide important
information about the nature of dark matter in galaxies and clusters and about the
geometry of the Universe.

3. Evolution of radio galaxies and quasars
By mid-1950 when only about 19 radio sources were identified optically and even for
most of them distances were not known, Ryle (1957) concluded from a plot of integral
number counts, N (> S), of radio sources against flux density, S, that the co-moving
density of radio sources was higher at earlier cosmic epochs, supporting the
evolutionary scenario of the big bang model. Since integral counts suffer from
cumulative errors, radio astronomers prefer to plot differential source counts: log

(N/N0) versus log S, where N0 is the expected source count at a flux density of S for a
Euclidean geometry. Due to several high resolution surveys made over the last decade,
accurate radio counts are now available over a wide range of flux densities at several
frequencies from 327 MHz to 5 GHz (Kellermann and Wall 1987; Oort 1987). Figure 2
shows a plot of log (N/N0) versus log S at 1415 MHz for a flux density range of about
0T m Jy to 10Jy (1 Jy = 1 Jansky = 10-26 Wm“2Hz“l) and is based on many surveys
including several deep surveys made at Westerbork (Oort and Windhorst 1985; Oort
1987). Radio source counts have also been made recently at 843 MHz using Molongolo
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radio telescope alone between about 1 rrdy and 10 Jy and these show a remarkable
agreement with the 1415 MHz counts (Subrahmanya and Mills 1987). Thus, the early
uncertainties about the radio source counts due to calibration scales and selection
biases have now disappeared.
The broken curve in figure 2 indicates expected run of the source counts in a
Friedmann cosmology (figure 17 of Longair 1978). The counts are expected to
converge rapidly for weaker and more distant sources due to the decrease in volume
element and also of flux density with increasing redshift in an expanding Universe. This
rapid convergence also holds for the steady state model. Thus, the observed radio
source counts support an evolution of the space number density and/or luminosity of
radio sources, as discussed below.
The deep surveys made at 1415 MHz at Westerbork (figure 2) have revealed a
tendency for the source counts to rise again, or at least flatten, below about 10 mJy with
the ‘excess’ becoming more prominent below 1 mJy. This upturn cannot be produced
by the evolving population of radio sources that dominates the counts at higher flux
densities. The sub-mJy population is likely to arise mainly due to the relatively nearby
population of weak radio sources. However, their nature is poorly understood at
present (Wall et al 1986).
For investigating the evolution of radio galaxies with cosmic epoch, it is important to
restrict to samples that are complete above a certain flux density limit at a given
frequency in a particular region of the sky. The most extensively studied sample is the
3CR-LRL list consisting of 173 strong radio sources over a 4-2 Steradians of the
northern sky, with S118 ^ 10 Jy (Laing et al 1983). The identifications and redshift
determination for these bright radio sources have been pursued vigorously over the last
20 years mainly by Longair and his collaborators in UK and Spinrad and collaborators
in USA, initially using an image tube and later a CCD camera fitted on the 5-metre
optical telescope at Mt. Palomar. About 95% sources in the 3CR-LRL sample are now
optically identified (Lilly and Longair 1984; Spinrad et al 1985a, b). These data for the
sample of strongest sources in the sky are found to be very valuable for investigating the
evolution of the Universe.

Flux

Density

(1415 MHz)

Figure 2. Normalized source counts, (N/N0), are plotted against flux density at 1420 MHz.
The broken line is expectation in a non-evolving universe with Friedmann cosmology.
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A complete sample of 59 radio sources with flux densities lying between 1 and 2 Jy at
408 MHz has been selected by Allington-Smith (1982) from the Bologna catalogue and
mapped with the Cambridge radio telescope. Parent galaxies of these sources have been
identified at a wavelength of 2-2 gm using the UK infra-red telescope at Hawaii (Lilly
et al 1985). This way, one is able to sample the most distant giant ellipticals near the
maximum of their spectral energy distribution. Figure 3 shows the estimated redshift
distribution for the 1 Jy sample (Lilly et al 1985). These observations indicate that the
radio galaxies may have a redshift cut-off at about Z = 3 or less which is consistent with
the conclusion reached by Windhorst (1984) from a detailed analysis of the radio source
counts.
The optically selected quasars also show considerable evolution in their space
density and/or luminosity. Recent discoveries of six high-redshift quasars with Z > 4
have extended our astronomical horizon considerably (Warren et al 1987a, b). These
searches were based on a multi-colour technique. It is interesting to note that 3 out of
the 6 quasars were actually found in a single UK-Schmidt telescope field. The most
distant quasar, 0051-279, has a redshift of 4-43 and its radiation started when theUniverse was only about 10% of its present age. Based on earlier unsuccessful searches
for high redshift quasars, it was believed that the space density of quasars may be
decreasing beyond a redshift of about 3 (Osmer 1982; 1986). However, the recent
detection of several quasars at Z > 3-5 seems to indicate that the space density of bright
quasars may still be increasing towards such high redshifts (Koo and Kron 1988;
Hazard et al 1986), although at a much reduced rate than that up to redshifts Z ~ 2.

4. Radio luminosity function and its evolution

Determination of the radio luminosity function (space densities of radio sources of
different luminosities) and its evolution with cosmic epoch has been a daunting task,

Figure 3. Comparison of the cumulative redshift distribution of sources in the 1 Jy sample,
as shown by the three points, with predictions derived from Peacock’s (1985) representations
of the epoch dependent radio luminosity function; the two solid lines show the uncertainty of
the representations (Lilly et al 1985).
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entailing numerous investigations over the last two decades. Although a clear picture
seems to be now emerging, lot more work remains to be done. The first step is to find
out the local luminosity function (LLF) using redshift data for nearby radio sources.
The next step is to determine whether there has been any statistical increase in either
density and/or luminosity of radio sources as a function of redshift. The evolution
function may be different for radio sources of different luminosities. There is also likely
to be a redshift cut-off, which gives information about the era when radio galaxies and
quasars began to form in the course of evolution of the Universe. By combining the
radio source counts over a wide range of flux densities and frequencies with redshift
data and the identification data for different samples, it has been shown by several
workers (e.g. Peacock and Gull 1981; Subrahmanya and Kapahi 1983; Peacock 1985)
that radio sources were very much brighter and/or their space density was higher by a
factor of about 1000 in the past than today. Figure 4 shows estimated variation of the
evolution function with redshift for steep and flat spectrum radio sources (Peacock
1985).

5. Angular size cosmology

In an Euclidean space, the angular size of a rigid rod is inversely proportional to its
distance. However, due to the curvature of space in the Universe, the variation of
angular size with redshift depends on the world model for the curvature. A test is
difficult in optical astronomy because the isophotal diameter of a galaxy depends on its

P27=1026WHz~1sr"1

<^=0.0

Look-hack time t (z)=l-(l+z)_1
Figure 4. The evolution of the radio luminosity function, p, plotted against the look back
time, t, normalized to the age of the Universe (Peacock 1985).

Digging the foundation for Ooty Radio Telescope 1966.
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apparent magnitude (Sandage 1961). In contrast, the separation between the outer
lobes of radio sources may provide a metric diameter as it is not so critically dependent
on the sensitivity of observations and may be used for testing the world models (Hoyle
1959). From an essentially random sample of quasars, Miley (1971) found that / x Z 1
contradicting the predictions of all world models incorporating uniform density of
matter. Figure 5 shows a recent l — Z plot for quasars as well as for radio galaxies
(Kapahi 1987). The observations thus indicate that the physical sizes of radio sources
were systematically smaller at higher redshifts. A size evolution of the form /cc(l
+ Z)-M, with n ~ 1 to 2, provides a good fit to the data. It has been argued, however,
that a possible anti-correlation between linear size and radio luminosity may explain
the observed / — z relation because in a flux-density limited sample, sources located at
higher redshifts are also expected to have higher luminosities (Stannard and Neal 1977;
Jackson 1973; Wardle and Potash, 1977). However, for radio galaxies, size seems to be
positively correlated with radio luminosity as described below (Kapahi 1986).
The Ooty radio telescope (figure 6) was constructed during late 60’s (Swarup et al
1971) for measuring angular sizes of a large sample of weak extragalactic radio sources

REDSHIFT
Figure 5.

Prediction of several world models compared with the observed 6 — Z relation. 0m

values for galaxies are shown by open circles and for quasars by filled circles. Crosses show 0m
values for 4 samples of nearly same radio luminosities (Kapahi 1987).
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Figure 6. A view of the 530 m long and 30 m wide Ooty radio telescope. It is placed on a
suitably inclined hill so that its axis of rotation becomes parallel to that of the earth. It is
mechanically steerable from — 41' to 5h 30"' and electrically from about — 40° to + 40°.

using the method of lunar occultation. These observations established an angular size
(d)-flux density (S') relation (figure 7) for the first time, indicating that the median value
of 6 decreases from about 100 arcsec for the nearby strong 3C sources to about 10
arcsec for the weaker extra-galactic radio sources (Swarup 1975). Using N(S) and
6m — S relations, it has been shown that not only radio sources had a higher number
density but their linear sizes were also smaller on average, at earlier cosmic epochs
(Kapahi 1975). Subsequently, 6m — S relation has been investigated independently by a
number of workers (see Kapahi 1987, for a review). Recently, it has been extended to
much lower flux densities and it is found that 0m decreases to about 1 arcsec for S1415
< 10 mJy due to the emergence of a new population of blue radio galaxies at lower flux
densities (Oort 1987; Oort et al 1987a).

^408

Figure 7.
size, 0.

( Jy>

The observed relation between the median values of flux density, S, and angular
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In order to take into account any possible anti-correlation between luminosity and
linear size, Downes et al (1981) used individual sources in the well-observed 3CR
sample to estimate the contribution of sources of that luminosity to the number and
distribution in a given range of S for assumed models of radio luminosity evolution, and

Figure 8.

Predictions of the Subrahmanya and Kapahi (1983) evolutionary model using

parent samples at different frequencies are compared with the observed data (Kapahi et al
1987).
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concluded that the size evolution was not required. Similar conclusions were reached
by Downes (1982), Fielden et al (1983) and Allington-Smith (1984). However, a more
comprehensive analysis by Kapahi et al (1987), employing samples of strong sources
selected at appropriately different frequencies and considering several evolutionary
models has clearly established the need for linear size evolution (figure 8).
Recently, Kapahi (1985, 1986) has shown unambiguously that radio galaxies were
physically smaller at higher redshifts, by studying 3 samples of radio galaxies having
nearly the same range in radio luminosity (1025 7 < P1415 < 1027 1 WHz':) but widely
different redshifts. Assuming a linear size evolution of the form l oc (1 + Z)“", he found
that n ~ 1 to 2. Kapahi (1986) also found that there exists a weak P — / correlation of the
form / oc p025±01 for radio galaxies at nearly the same redshift, in conformity with some
earlier results (Gavazzi and Perola 1978; Ekers et al 1981; Machalski and Condon
1985). By comparing a sample of 67 radio sources from the weak 6C survey at 151 MHz
with the 3CR strong source sample at 178 MHz, Eales (1985) also found that n— 1-45
+ 04 for constant luminosity. Oort (1987) and Oort et al (1987b) have arrived at a
similar conclusion using faint Westerbork source samples having nearly complete
optical identifications, but their best-fit to the data is attained for n ~ 3-3 and l oc P0-3 at
the same redshift (for radio sources with P1415 < 1027 WHz-1). They also considered
FRI type of radio sources with P1415< 1026WHz_1. Singal (1988) has studied a
sample of 669 optically identified extragalactic radio sources, compiled from a number
of published sub-samples and has inferred n~ 3 for 1026 < P408 < 1027 WHz- F He
has also determined lm for very luminous radio sources having P408 > 102 WHz-1,
and finds that linear size of radio galaxies continues to increase with luminosity for the
same redshift. From his plots it seems that lm appears to be independent of Z for the
most luminous sources. But, this inference should be considered with caution because
his data are incomplete for higher redshifts as he has considered only the identified
sources.
In order to investigate the dependence of linear size with radio luminosity at higher
redshifts, Swarup (1988) has added 3 sub-samples to the data of Singal (1988). The first
one consists of thirteen 3CR radio galaxies having Z > 1 from the complete 173 source
sample of Laing et al (1983). The other two sub-samples are derived from the 1 Jy
sample of Allington-Smith (1982) from which redshifts can be estimated from the
optical and infra-red magnitudes determined by Allington-Smith et al (1982; 1985) and
Lilly et al (1985). In figure 9 are shown the observed dependence of the linear size lm on
Zm for 5 different luminosity ranges. We have also drawn in figure 9 curves showing the
relation / = /0P° 3 (1 + Z)-3, close to that suggested by Oort et al (1987b) from angular
size data of low and intermediate redshift radio galaxies, and independently by GopalKrishna and Wiita (1987) from theoretical considerations. It is seen from figure 9 that
the observed data are broadly consistent with the above relation.

6. Interpretation of the observed linear-size evolution

The growth of radio lobes of active elliptical galaxies is believed to be sustained by the
beams transporting relativistic particles from the nucleus into the lobes. Hence, the size
attained by a source will be substantially determined by the influence of the
environment on the outward propagation of the beams. One may thus expect a
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Redshift ( z )
Figure 9. A plot of the median values of linear size with redshift for five different luminosity
ranges, Starred luminosity ranges are from Swarup (1988). The solid curves are theoretical
predictions of the model by Gopal-Krishna and Wiita (1987) for the above fine luminosity
ranges.

cosmological evolution of linear-size, in case the properties of the environment change
with cosmological epoch.
Recent analysis of X-ray observations of massive elliptical galaxies near the edge of
the Virgo cluster and some isolated large elliptical galaxies indicates that each galaxy is
surrounded by a halo of hot gas (T ~ 107 K) (Forman et al 1985). Further, an analysis
of the 5-200 keV X-ray background supports the hypothesis that an even hotter [TIGM
= 2T08 (1 + z)2 X], lower-density [nIGM = 7T0~7 (1 + z)3 cm-3] intergalactic medium
(IGM) pervades the Universe (Guilbert and Fabian 1986). Gopal-Krishna and Wiita
(1987) have recently developed an analytical model for the beam propagation, first
through the galaxy halo and then through the IGM, after crossing the halo/IGM
interface. The advance of the beam halts either because of its head decelerating to sonic
speed relative to the ambient medium, resulting in decollimation of the beam, or, due to
cessation of the activity in the nucleus after some fixed lifetime, say 108 years. At higher
redshifts, the steep rise in the IGM pressure LpiGM°c(1 +z)5] would compress the
galaxy halo, so that the halo/IGM interface would move closer to the nucleus
(figure 10). The solutions of the analytic equations for beam propagation then predict a
rapid variation of linear-size with redshift [/oc(l +Z)~3] for a typical source. This
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Figure 10. Variation of the pressure of the galactic halo and the intergalactic medium is
plotted against radial distance for the model parameters assumed by Gopal-Krishna and
Wiita (1987) to explain linear size evolution.

analytical result has subsequently been confirmed by computer simulations employing
a three-dimensional boundary-following code (Rosen and Wiita 1988).
It is interesting that the extremely rapid cosmological evolution of linear-size, as
predicted by the above model, has been confirmed by the most recent observations
(Oort et al 1987b; Singal 1988). Similarly, the observed dependence of linear-size on
radio luminosity (/ oc F° 3) is also well explained by the model. Moreover, if one makes
the reasonable assumption that the pressure inside the haloes of elliptical galaxies was
not much higher than the present value, the model predicts galactic sizes for typical
radio sources, which is in good agreement with the recent observations of high-redshift
quasars (e.g. Barthel and Miley 1988). A further consequence of the above approach is
that beams with powers below ~ 1025 W are expected to be decelerated to sonic speed
while they are still to emerge out of the halo of the parent galaxy, leading to a rapid
decay of radio luminosity. This scenario can explain the occurrence of the well-known
break in the radio luminosity function of nearby elliptical galaxies, around a luminosity
of 1024WHz-1 at 1 GHz (Gopal-Krishna and Wiita 1988).
Unless all these agreements with different types of observations happen to be
coincidental, the model provides a satisfactory description of the physics of beam
propagation in active galaxies and, further, indicates the existence of a cosmologically
significant intergalactic medium.
The model by Gopal-Krishna and Wiita (1987) is critically dependent on the X-ray
background arising due to a hot IGM as proposed originally by Cowsik and Kobetich
(1972) and investigated in detail recently by Guilbert and Fabian (1986). I would like to
suggest an alternative possibility according to which the haloes around ellipticals have
a higher pressure at earlier cosmic epoch due to an interplay between the inflow of gas
and the outflow resulting due to the intense star-burst activity at higher redshifts. This
possibility is consistent with recent observations of high redshift 3C radio galaxies
indicating the presence of dense ionized clouds around the galaxy (McCarthy et al
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1987a, b) and also the observed smaller sizes of high redshift quasars (Barthel and Miley
1988). One may be able to distinguish between these alternatives by studying the
properties of hot spots and radio lobes as a function of luminosity, linear size and
redshift.

7. Evolution of the universe and formation of galaxies

As discussed above, the observations of radio galaxies and quasars indicate that the
universe is evolving. Further, the observed isotropy of the 2-7 K microwave back¬
ground radiation, (Partridge 1987), its black body spectrum (Smoot et al 1986) and its
high energy density have provided strong support to the big bang model of the
Universe. Also the observed abundance of light elements (Audouze 1987) and many
detailed investigations at optical, infra-red and X-ray bands (see Hewitt et al 1987) have
provided us a wealth of new insights into the structure and evolution of the Universe.
One of the most exciting recent developments is the discovery of superstructures,
bubbles and voids in the distribution of galaxies (Oort 1983; de Lapparent et al 1986;
Geller et al 1987). Despite rapid progress on the observational front, backed by a great
deal of theoretical effort during the last decade, our present understanding of the
formation of galaxies is still far from satisfactory and is marked with considerable
uncertainty (e.g. see Dekel 1987).

8. Galaxy environment at high redshift

Highly sensitive spectrophotometric observations made over the past decade have
established that quasars are the ultra-active nuclei of galaxies. Since several quasars are
now known with redshifts exceeding 4, it is evident that galaxies must have already
formed even at that early stage. From studies of quasars mainly at radio and optical
wavelength, it has been deduced that quasars were far more common and luminous in
the past, compared to the present era of the Universe (Schmidt and Green 1983;
Peacock 1985). One probable explanation for such an ‘evolution’ of quasars is hinted
by the currently mounting evidence according to which the quasar-like activity at the
nucleus of a galaxy is probably triggered as it undergoes a gravitational encounter with
another galaxy, paving the way for inflow of gaseous fuel into the central engine. The
tidal forces generated by the encounter first set off a burst of star formation in the host
galaxy of the quasar. Indeed, many such starburst galaxies have been detected by the
IRAS observatory in early eighties, some of which emit more than half of their total
radiation at infrared wavelengths (Sanders et al 1986; Soifer et al 1986). Since in the
past the universe was less expanded, galaxy encounters must have been more frequent,
which might explain the steep evolution of the quasar-like activity towards higher
redshifts. Deep optical imaging of fields around moderately distant quasars (z > 0-5)
has in fact revealed that they, unlike their nearby counterparts, are located in fairly rich
clusters of galaxies (Yee and Green 1984).
A rather clear indication of the role of the evolving environment of quasars comes
from the recent studies of Barthel and Miley (1988) who find that compared to their
low-redshift counterparts the powerful double radio sources associated with the highredshift quasars have conspicuously more bent and edge-darkened morphologies. As
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argued by these authors, the most plausible interpretation of the bending suggests that
not only the intergalactic medium at z = 2-3 was nearly two orders of magnitude
denser than at the current epoch, but it was also much more clumped in the form of
clouds of 107-108 Mo perhaps similar to those responsible for the heavy element
absorption-line systems observed in the spectra of distant quasars (e.g. Weymann et al
1981). A good candidate for the clouds is metal-rich dwarf galaxies captured in the
potential wells of the quasar’s host galaxies, triggering the nuclear activity in the latter
(Silk and Norman 1979).
The powerful radio emission has been the most successful means of discovering highredshift galaxies. Over a dozen galaxies have thus been found with z > 1. Recently,
Lyman-a line emission has been identified as a powerful tracer of extremely distant
galaxies such as the one discovered in the proximity of the quasar PKS 1614 + 051 at a
redshift of up to 3-20 (Djorgovski et al 1987). The successful detection of such ‘young’
galaxies has brightened the prospects of searches aimed at finding protogalaxies, a
candidate for which may have already been discovered in the form of a giant, featureless
cloud of ionized gas, lOOkpc in diameter, surrounding the powerful double radio
source 3C326T at a redshift of 1-8. This cloud was detected by its strong Ly a emission
and the inferred intense burst of star formation in it may have been triggered by the
propagation of the radio jets through the gas (McCarthy et al 1987a). The idea that
powerful radio jets may have triggered star formation in the dense interstellar medium
of distant active galaxies is also supported by the recent discovery of elongated optical
images of such galaxies, whereby the optical axis is found to be always aligned with the
radio source axis, both in the light of stellar continuum and extranuclear emission lines
(McCarthy et al 1987b). The above few examples serve to highlight the close
interlinkage between the evolution of the quasars and radio galaxies with that of the
interstellar/intergalactic medium.

9. Search for protoclusters and the giant metrewave radio telescope

Before the era of formation of galaxies and clusters in the Universe, there are likely to
have existed giant clouds of neutral hydrogen with masses exceeding 1013Mo.
However, the epoch of galaxy formation is not known. The observed upper limits on
the fluctuations in the intensity of the microwave background radiation of less than 1 in
104 indicate that the hydrogen clouds probably condensed not earlier than Z ~ 20. On
the other hand, the neutral hydrogen clouds may get ionized again soon after the birth
of quasars at Z ~ 4 to 5. Hence, the frequency range of about 100 to 300 MHz (Z ~ 4 to
15) seems most promising for making a deep search for the expected highly redshifted
neutral hydrogen clouds (Swarup and Subrahmanyan 1987). This is one of the major
objectives of the GMRT to be set up by 1992 about 80 km north of Pune.
GMRT will consist of 34 fully steerable, 45 metre diameter parabolic dishes
(figure 11). Sixteen of these antennas are to be placed in a central array of about 1 km
x 1 km in size and the ramaining along 3 arms of 14-km in length each in a Y-shaped
configuration (figure 12). A novel low cost design has been developed for the 45 m
dishes. GMRT will operate at several frequency bands protected in the metre and
decimetre region for radio astronomy, namely 38, 152, 325, 610 and 1420 MHz.
Observations are also planned at 232 MHz.
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An artist’s sketch of a 45 m diameter parabolic dish of giant metre wave radio

telescope. The surface consists of 1 cm x 1 cm mesh made of stainless steel wires of 0-55 mm
diameter near the central part of the dish increasing to 2 cm x 2 cm near the outer parts. Rope
trusses are used to achieve the curved reflecting surface of the dish. In the final design it is
planned to use 16 frames instead of 12 shown in the figure.

10. Conclusions

Observations of radio galaxies and quasars have provided us with valuable clues about
the evolutionary history of the Universe. Radio source counts and deep optical
identifications have indicated that the strong evolution in the space density and/or
luminosity of radio galaxies may have taken place at earlier cosmic epochs up to a
redshift of ~ 3. The quasar evolution seems to continue at even higher redshifts but
perhaps at a reduced rate. The observed decrease of linear size of radio sources with
redshift can be explained either by considering a hot intergalactic medium or a higher
pressure of haloes around active galaxies at earlier cosmic epochs.
Over the next few years, new measurement of microwave background may give us
more positive clues about the scale and degree of anisotropy in the early Universe.
Other valuable inputs are expected to come from the search for proto-galaxies in the
optical window and for the redshifted 21 cm line radiation from the collapsing clouds of
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Figure 12.

Array configuration of the giant metre wave radio telescope consisting of 34 Nos.
of 45-m diameter steerable dishes. A 3 x 3 grating configuration is to be placed near the central
region, to allow pulsar search.

neutral hydrogen which presumably existed at Z between ~ 3 and 10 which will be
one of the main objectives for the giant metre wave radio telescope.
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X-ray astronomy: Observing the energetic universe

S NARANAN
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Homi Bhabha Road, Bombay 400005, India

1. Introduction

Until 1933, our only source of information about the Universe was the visible radiation
(photon energy: few eV)—spanning a mere octave in bandwidth—received by groundbased telescopes. With the discovery of extraterrestrial radio waves (v ~ 107 Hz) by
Karl Jansky in 1933, a new low energy window was opened to ground-based
observations. Building on wartime radar and infrared techniques, the gap between the
optical and radio parts of the electromagnetic spectrum was narrowed considerably.
In the late twenties it was believed—especially by Millikan—that the cosmic rays
discovered by Hess in 1912 were high energy y-rays of energy ranging from tens to
thousands of MeV, constituting a new high energy window of electromagnetic
radiation from the Universe. In the early thirties it became clear, however, that cosmic
rays are high energy charged particles and not high energy y-rays. In the fifties, it was
realised that a significant flux of high energy y-rays (50-100 MeV) is to be expected from
outer space mainly through the decay into two y-rays of 7r°-mesons produced in the
collisions of cosmic rays with interstellar gas. Gamma-ray emission from the centre of
our galaxy discovered in 1968 heralded the birth of y-ray astronomy.
Energetic X-ray and y-ray emissions arise from extremely hot gases and collisions in
matter under the most extreme conditions of temperature, density, gravity and
magnetism. The surge of new discoveries, especially in X-ray astronomy in the last two
decades has revolutionized astronomy. The X-ray energies span a bandwidth of about
1000(keV-MeV) and y-rays extend over even much broader bandwidths (MeV-PeV).
Photons of energy higher than the optical (ultraviolet, X-ray and y-ray) are absorbed
by the atmosphere and their study became possible only with the dawn of the space age,
which enabled instruments to be sent up in rockets and satellites far above the
atmosphere. Space astronomy can be said to have been born on 10 October 1946, with
the first ultraviolet observations of the sun from a German V-2 rocket flown by Dr
Herbert Friedmann and his colleagues at the Naval Research Laboratory of U.S.A.
Three years later they detected solar X-rays, which are responsible for the upper layers of
earth’s ionosphere, known to influence short wave radio transmission. By the end of
1950’s it was clear that the sun’s hot corona (~ 106 K)—visible only during a total solar
eclipse—was the dominant source of solar X-rays.
The first celestial X-ray source, outside the solar system was discovered by R
Giacconi and his collaborators at the American Science and Engineering and Bruno
Rossi of M.I.T., in a rocket experiment on 18 June 1962 (Giacconi et al 1962). It was a
happy accident. The source Sco X-l in the constellation Scorpius was later shown to be
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1000 time brighter in X-rays (2-10 keV flux of 2-10~7 ergs/cm2 s) than in the optical
(visual magnitude mv = 12-5) and other bands put together. It is thus truly an “X-ray
star”; if human eyes were as sensitive to Xrrays as for visible light, Sco X-l can be seen
with the naked eye! It is the brightest known X-ray source; the next brightest is the Crab
nebula which is at least 10 times lower in X-ray intensity. Sco X-l is therefore one of the
best studied X-ray sources; nevertheless it is also perhaps the most enigmatic and the
least understood, as we shall see later.
Until the end of 1970, all observations in X-ray astronomy were based on a total
exposure of a few hours in about 30 rocket experiments for soft X-ray (025-10 keV) and
a similar number of balloon experiments for hard X-rays (15-250 KeV). The major
advance in the field came with the UHURU—a dedicated X-ray astronomy satellite—
launched by Giacconi and his collaborators on 12 December 1970. The list of X-ray
sources grew dramatically to about 400 by 1976. One of the major discoveries of
UHURU was the class of X-ray binary systems—the most luminous X-ray sources in
our galaxy—in which X-ray emission is powered by accretion of matter on to a dense,
compact star (most often a neutron star) from a normal companion star. UHURU also
discovered, far beyond our galaxy, clusters of galaxies with hot intracluster gas
(~ 108 K) with mass comparable to the mass in the galaxies.
For most of the X-ray sources the observational error in their positions was typically
0-5° to 1° and hence identification of their optical counterparts was nearly impossible.
The Small Astronomy Satellite SAS-3 pinned down the brightest of the sources (~ 100)
within arc minutes accuracy enabling their optical identification. This is still far from
the arc second resolution common in the optical. Several X-ray satellites followed over
the next eight years but all of them suffered from the two limitations that are related to
each other: low sensitivity and poor angular resolution.
The idea of an X-ray telescope for astronomy, in which X-rays can be focussed by
reflection at grazing angles from properly shaped surfaces was described by Giacconi
and Rossi as early as 1960. Such a telescope was used for obtaining X-ray images of the
sun on Skylab launched in 1973. X-ray astronomy came of age with the Einstein
observatory launched on 13 November 1978 which had a 55 cm diameter telescope
with several nested cylindrical metallic mirrors of parabolic and hyperbolic crosssections to glance off X-rays to a sharp focus. Four different electronic detectors at the
focal plane provided X-ray images and spectra in the energy band 0-4 to 4 keV. In X-ray
sensitivity and angular resolution it was comparable to the 200 inch optical telescope of
Mount Palomar; it could detect X-ray sources 100 times fainter than any observed
before. “Einstein” detected X-ray emissions from virtually every type of celestial body
known to astronomy. In its 2-5 years lifetime “Einstein” revolutionized the field of high
energy astrophysics and demonstrated that X-ray astronomy may indeed be the key to
unravelling some of the fundamental problems in cosmology—the origin and
evolution of the Universe.
There is no major US X-ray astronomy satellite since April 1981, but in the last few
years European (Exosat), Japanese (Tenma, Ginga) and Soviet (MIR) X-ray satellites
have continued to add significantly to our knowledge.
A new generation of astronomical observatories in space is in the offing. They will be
observatories in a very real sense because they could be retrieved from orbit, repaired
and refurbished if necessary with new focal plane instruments in a permanently orbiting
space station and put back into orbit. Their lifetimes could be 15-20 years, much longer
than the lifetimes of 2-3 years typical of most satellites. The Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) for the optical and ultraviolet, the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) for y-ray
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astronomy and the Advanced X-ray Astronomy Facility (AXAF) for X-ray astronomy
are in this class. Their sensitivity will be 100 to 1000 times better than that of any
instruments flown before. HST and GRO are planned for the first half of 1990 but
AXAF is perhaps several years away. However, ROSAT, an European X-ray telescope
is scheduled for launch in early 1990.

2. Hard X-ray astronomy

While most information in X-ray astronomy has accrued from satellites covering the 1 lOkeV energy band, significant results have been obtained from balloon-borne
telescopes in the energy region 20-200 keV. At 38-40 km altitude, the atmosphere is
transparent to these ‘hard’ X-rays. Because of their low fluxes and limited exposure
times (several hours), there are only 30 to 40 known hard X-ray sources. The Soviet
MIR Space station now in orbit and future observatories such as GRO will also
provide data above 20 keV up to ~ 1 MeV.
The first hard X-ray source was the Crab nebula (Clark 1965) the remnant of the
supernova which exploded in 1054 A.D. (Because of its very steep spectrum, Sco X-1,
the brightest known soft X-ray source is a relatively weak hard X-ray source). While
most of the known hard X-ray sources are the luminous galactic-bulge sources which
include many X-ray binary pulsars, it is now feasible to extend the balloon observations
to extra-galactic objects, especially the Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN’s) which have flat
spectra and consequently substantial luminosity in 20-200 keV. AGN’s include
Seyfert galaxies, quasars and BL-Lac objects. Extension of spectra from low energy
(< lOkeV) up to 200keV is crucial to the understanding of the astrophysical processes
that power the intense high energy emissions from AGN’s. AGN’s are the most
energetic power houses known in astrophysics. For instance the quasar 3C273 which
has been extensively studied in all wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrumradio to y-rays—has a 20-200keV luminosity of 1-2 x 1047 ergss-1, comparable to
the luminosity in all the other energy bands put together (Bezier et al 1984; Damle et al
1987).*

*The Indian work in X-ray astronomy began in 1968 with balloon observations. Indian entry into this area
of hard X-ray astronomy at such an early stage was possible because of the long tradition of successful
ballooning for primary cosmic ray studies at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), Bombay,
starting as early as 1948. M G K Menon pioneered the development of indigenous large polyethylene
balloons at TIFR in 1956. Because of the extreme tropospheric temperatures (— 80°C to — 90C) over
Hyderabad (17°N) far below the lowest cold brittle point of the best available commercial polyethylene,
Menon and his colleagues G S Gokhale and R T Redkar, developed “black tinted” natural shaped
polyethylene balloons which were highly successful for day flights. Exploiting the available balloon
capability, B V Sreekantan and his colleagues made several interesting observations, notably on Sco X-1,
Crab nebula, Cyg X-1 and the diffuse cosmic X-ray background during 1968-1975. Since 1978, the TIFR
and the University of Calgary have collaborated on a balloon X-ray astronomy programme which is still on¬
going. In early seventies S Naranan and his colleagues launched soft X-ray detectors aboard the indigenously
developed Centaur and Rohini (RH-560) rockets. A significant result of these rocket experiments was a map
of about 60% of the sky in two energy bands of soft X-rays below 1 keV. Because of the proximity to the
geomagnetic equator of Thumba and SHAR (South India) from where these observations were made, the
contamination due to low energy magnetospheric electrons in the diffuse cosmic X-ray background flux
below 1 keV, is negligible. Such contamination is a major problem in rockets flown in northern latitudes and
on satellites.
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In 3C273, the smooth power law spectrum below lOkeV shows significant
departures in 20-200 keV: first a flattening at ~ lOkeV followed by a steepening at
~ 20 keV (Damle et al 1987). Spectra of this kind are predicted by models in which lowenergy black-body radiation is Compton-scattered to higher energies in a plasma
containing hot Maxwellian electrons (Syunyaev and Titarchuk 1980). Evidence for
such a mechanism is strong in the galactic X-ray binary Cyg X-l (Steinle et al 1982;
Damle et al 1988) which is also the best candidate for a stellar size black-hole (figure 1).
Among other interesting observations in hard X-rays are evidence for cyclotron line
emission in the intense magnetic field of neutron stars (Voges et al 1982) and more rapid
and larger amplitude of time variability compared to soft X-rays (< 10 keV). Recently a
new type of recurrent transient source in hard X-rays—a “soft gamma repeater” 180620—has been reported by the Franco-Soviet experiment on Prognoz 9 spacecraft
(Atteia et al 1987). Unlike the gamma ray bursts, it has a soft spectrum (so seen
dominantly in hard X-rays 20-200 keV), but harder than the X-ray transients. It is

Figure 1.

Best fit of a Comptonised black-body radiation model to the hard X-ray spectrum
of Cyg X-l.
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recurrent like some of the X-ray transients whereas most GRBS’s are known to be non¬
recurrent but its time history resembles that of a short GRB but not the X-ray
transients.
As already stated, the Einstein observatory with its high sensitivity and good angular
resolution, yielded results which were earlier possible only in the optical and radio. The
X-ray observations uncovered many new phenomena and classes of objects. In this
article we will discuss only a few selected ones: in galactic X-ray astronomy, stellar
systems at the extreme ends of the luminosity range—the stellar coronae (Lx = 10281032ergss_1) and the X-ray binary systems (Lx = 1037-1038ergss_1)—and in extragalactic astronomy, the recent results from the supernova in Large Magellanic Cloud
observed in 1987 and the discovery by “Einstein” of hot gas in elliptical galaxies and
clusters of galaxies.

3. Stellar coronae

Until “Einstein”, very little was known about stellar corona other than the sun’s. For
instance the sun emits X-rays below 2 keV with luminosity of ~ IQ27 ergs s“ L Earlier
satellites had neither the sensitivity nor good detection efficiency for detecting X-rays
from stars other than the sun. However, in 1979 HEAO-1 detected X-rays from a
number of RS CVn systems which are binaries with one of the stars being a rapidly
rotating G or K-type star with the brightest coronae known (103O-1032ergss~x). It was
the Einstein observatory which detected X-rays from almost every type of star in the
Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (with some notable exceptions) as shown schematically
in figure 2 (Rosner et al 1985). Most stellar classes from O and B supergiants (top left
corner) to M dwarfs (bottom right corner) were detected, but cool supergiants from
type KO through M and stars in a narrow spectral range—roughly B8 to A5—on the
main sequence (ZAMS) are conspicuously deficient in X-ray emission.
Solar X-ray images obtained from Skylab show that X-ray emission is the strongest
in active regions where plasma density is high and weakest in low magnetic field areas,
the so-called ‘coronal holes’. Loops of magnetic field lines originating from below the
photosphere and extending into the corona confine the hot plasma, but the mechanism
of coronal heating is still poorly understood. The mechanism of convective motion
from photosphere to the corona as sound waves—the acoustic heating mechanism—is
not borne out by the “Einstein” observations. While the source of X-rays from the hotter
stars is in doubt, there is strong direct evidence that the cooler stars have hot coronae,
from the observation of highly ionised emission lines of Mg, Si and Fe.
A surprising observation is the large range of X-ray luminosity in a given spectral
class (103-104) comparable to or greater than the variation among different spectral
types of the main sequence. For example all stars earlier than B5 have X-ray
luminosities ranging between 1029 and 1034ergss~ L The ratio of X-ray to bolometric
luminosity is ~ 10"7 independent of the luminosity class. There are indications that the
angular momentum of stars is strongly correlated with X-ray luminosity. There is also
clear evidence that X-ray luminosity depends on the age of the star, from observations
of clusters of stars of well-determined ages. For instance a solar-type (F8 to G5) main
sequence star in the Hyades cluster has an age of ~ 600 million years (about 8 times less
than the sun’s), but an X-ray luminosity 30 to 100 times that of the sun. Thus, stellar
coronae evolve with time on the main sequence. This further supports the correlation of
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Hertzprung-Russeli diagram with stellar X-ray emission indicated by shaded

X-ray intensity with rotation, since it is known that as main sequence stars grow older
they rotate more slowly due to loss of angular momentum by stellar winds. The
strength of the magnetic field generated by stars through dynamo mechanism is also
reduced and correspondingly the coronal emission which is related to the magnetic
field. Still, satisfactory quantitative understanding of all these possible scenarios is
lacking and there is yet no accepted theory of coronal emission. Advances in both
observation and theory of solar and stellar coronae are needed to understand coronal
physics.
A new kind of X-ray imaging telescope, using normal incidence instead of grazing
incidence, has recently been flown on a rocket to obtain X-ray images of the sun at 44 A
(0-28 keV) by Underwood et al (1987). The device is capable of large effective surface
area, a large field of view and is easy to fabricate, but suffers from low bandwidth (A2/2
~ 0 01), and is limited perhaps to X-rays below 1 keV. It is ideally suited for imaging
line emission in narrow bandwidths. Figure 3 is the image of a solar active region taken
at 44 A by a 4 cm diameter multilayer normal incidence telescope.

4. X-ray binary stars
First discovered by the UHURU satellite, the class of X-ray binaries is the most
luminous of the galactic X-ray sources (Lx ~ 1037-1038 ergs s“1). Over 40 systems have
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Figure 3.

A soft X-ray (44 A) image of a solar active region imaged by a 4-cm diameter
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multilayer normal incidence telescope.

been found, many of them with one of the two components a rotating magnetic neutron
star emitting regular pulses of X-rays. The other component, called the companion star
is a normal star; in some its mass is high (10-20 M0) and in others low ( ^ 1 Af0). Unlike
the radio pulsars, which are mostly single stars and lose angular momentum (the period
derivative P > 0), the X-ray pulsars gain angular momentum from matter accreted
from the companion (P < 0). Further P is not as regularly behaved in X-ray pulsars as
in radio pulsars. Occasionally rapid changes in P and even occasional reversal of the
sign are noticed, reflecting the fluctuations in the rate of mass accretion. This
phenomenon of period noise—apparently random, unpredictable changes in P—is
still not fully understood. In a few binary systems—such as Cyg X-l, LMC X-3 and GX
345 + 2, the collapsed compact object has a mass higher than ~ 3 M0, the widely
accepted upper limit for neutron star and hence is believed to be a stellar black-hole.
Many X-ray binaries are also known to have a white-dwarf as the compact object; they
are mostly the well-known cataclysmic variables. In the last decade, several radio
binary pulsars (still a small number compared to the single pulsars) have been
discovered, some of them with small periods (P ~ ms) and very low P. There are
interesting indications of a generic relation between the radio and X-ray pulsars.
There are some basic facts which suffice to infer the essential underlying physics of Xray binary systems. X-ray observations give a luminosity Lx (usually in 2-10 keV) of
~ 1038ergss_1 and from the spectrum the temperature T is inferred as ~ 108 K (kT
~ lOkeV). Since Lx — oTA (emitting area), o being Stefan’s constant, the emitting area
~ 100 km2, which is very small and comparable to the surface area of a compact
collapsed object (neutron star or black hole). To generate so much power over such a
small area, the most efficient process is the heating of matter by accretion in the
gravitational field of the compact object. Lacc « Lx — (GMJR j M, where Mx and Rx
are the mass and radius of the X-ray emitting object, M the mass accretion rate and G
the gravitational constant. For Lx = 1038ergss-1,Mx ~ 1 M0 and Rx ~ 10 km, M is
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determined to be ~ 1018gs_1. Such a large accretion rate can only arise due to matter
flowing from a companion star.
The binary nature of the system makes it possible to determine the masses Mx and Mc
of the stars. According to Kepler’s law,
Mx + Mc = ^(4n2/Pib)a3.

(1)

POIb is the orbital period and a the semi-major axis of the orbit. The radial velocities of
the two components Kx, Kc are proportional to the distances of the stars ax, ac
respectively from the centre of mass (note a = ax + ac and KJKC — ajac = Mc/Mx). The
mass function / is defined as
Me sin3 i
(1 + (KJKC))2

= K3xPorb
J

2nG '

Here i is the angle between the line of sight and the normal to the orbital plane and Kx
= (2n/Porb) ax sin i, has been used to obtain (2). For an X-ray pulsar Kx and POTb can be
measured from the Doppler shift of the pulsar period as it orbits round the centre of
mass (the radial velocity curve) and / can be determined (from the right half of equation
(2)). If the radial velocity of the optical companion Kc is also measured, one obtains Mc
sin3 i (using the left half of (2)). From the duration of eclipse and some theoretical
considerations one can put some limits on i, sometimes narrow enough to lead to a
good estimate of the masses Mc and Mx. From several observations, the mass Mx is
found to be consistent with a mass 1-4 M0, typical of a neutron star (Rappaport and
Joss 1983).
The orbital parameters and stellar masses determined for some of the X-ray binaries
are schematically shown in figure 4.

Figure 4. Some X-ray binary systems with estimated neutron star orbits and companion star
masses. The neutron star masses range between 1 and 3 MQ.
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The X-ray binaries fall roughly equally into two distinct groups according to the
companion mass. In the high mass group (HMXB) the companion is a giant/supergiant
early type star of mass 10-30 M0, whereas the low mass group (LMXB) has masses
< 1 Mq. In both the groups, however, the compact object is believed to be a neutron
star. Pulsars with periods ranging from 69 ms to 835 s occur mostly in HMXB and
pulsars are rare in LMXB. There are several other major differences which are
summarized in table 1. From the theory of accretion torques on magnetized neutron
stars P/P oc J32/7, B being the magnetic field (see for example Ghosh and Lamb 1979).
For comparison, in radio pulsars the theory gives P PccB2. The inferred magnetic
fields for HMXB are 1012-1013 gauss, high enough to channel the high energy electrons
of the accreted hot gas on to the two magnetic poles producing two hot spots of X-ray
emission, giving rise to the canonical double pulse profile as the neutron star rotates.
In HMXB there is a homogeneous subset in which the companion is an early type Be
main sequence star. Its mass (10-20 MQ) and radius (5-10 RQ) are somewhat lower
than typical values for giants and supergiants. Be stars are characterized by a high spin
rate, massive stellar wind and a disc of ejected material surrounding the star. The binary
orbit in the Be system is usually eccentric leading to periodic X-ray flares when the
neutron star is closest to the companion Be star and its surrounding disk. In contrast,
the other HMXB’s (such as Cen X-3, LMC X-4 and SMC X-l) have circular orbits with
well-defined eclipses and only minor fluctuations in X-ray intensity. X-Per and A0535
-I- 26 are two prototypes of Be binary systems, which constitute again about half of the
known HMXB’s.
The low mass group (LMXB) has* been harder to study because of lack of suitable
diagnostics such as for instance, eclipses, pulsations and identified optical candidates.
In many cases there is not even direct evidence for binary motion. Only in a few cases
such as Her X-l, GX1 -l- 4 and 4U1626-67 are the pulsars seen. Therefore the energy
spectra of these sources have been useful in at least partly understanding the system.
There is evidence for two components in the spectrum: a black-body (Planckian type)

Table 1.

Characteristics of Massive (HMXB) and low mass (LMXB) binary systems.

Parameter

HMXB

LMXB

Companion mass
Pulsar

10-30 Mq
Common

<1 Mq
Rare (exceptions GX1 + 4
Her X-l,
4U1626-67)

Orbital period

2-20 days

~ Hours

Eclipses

Common

Rare

WL.pt

10 3-10

102-104

Occurrence

Galactic plane

Galactic bulge—within

(Population I)

30° of galactic centre
(Population II)

Age

105— 106 years

108-109 years

Magnetic field of

1012— 1013 gauss

~ 109 gauss

Absent

Common

neutron star
(inferred)
Quasi-periodic
oscillation
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‘soft’ component, and an optically thin thermal bremsstrahlung type ‘hard’ component
(White et al 1986; Mitsuda et al 1984). It appears that the soft component, presumably
arising from the neutron star surface is constant whereas the hard component
presumably from the disk is the varying component. The time profiles of the X-ray
intensity show complex behaviour with dips and bursts in addition to eclipses reflecting
the complex structure of the region.
GX 1 + 4 is one of the few LMXB’s with an X-ray pulsar. It is a bright hard X-ray
source and in fact was first discovered in a balloon experiment (Lewin et al 1971). It had
the largest P of any pulsar known, — 2-68 s per year (Eisner et al 1985), and in 1979 it
became dormant. It was in a low state in soft X-rays till 1984. However in a balloon
flight on 18 December 1984 from Hyderabad, India (Damle et al 1988) a low flux was
detected from GX 1 + 4 in hard X-rays (flux in 18-60keV = (7-33 ± 2-24) 10-3
photons/cm2 s). Further there was evidence for pulsations. A period search over a range
of 92 to 114 s showed statistically significant pulsations at a period of 1081s (In Damle
et al 1988, the period reported was 95-9 s since the period search was initially made in
the interval 94-2 to 98-2 s based on a smooth extrapolation of period from 1979 through
1984. It turns out this period is statistically less significant than 108T s). This is to be
compared with the period (110-2 s) GINGA found almost exactly three years later. A
period of 120-6 + 0-2 s at y-ray energies (~ 340 keV) in April 1982 has been reported by
Jayanthi et al (1987). It appears that P has undergone changes that may be correlated
with changes in luminosity in GX 1+4.
The key to the observed differences in HMXB and LMXB could be the magnetic
field of the neutron star. In LMXB, which are old systems, the magnetic field is ~ 109
gauss, 103 to 104 times lower than the field typical of HMXB systems. The Alfven radius
rm—the distance upto which accretion can take place—is proportional to B4/7. For
109 gauss, rm = 60 km, only 6 times the radius of the neutron star and the spin-up of the
neutron star can be more efficient, although the channelling of matter along the field
lines will be less likely. Further the equilibrium spin period (maximum frequency)
Pmin oc B6/1; hence for B « 109 gauss, Pmin ~ 2 to 3 ms. This suggests a possible generic
relation with radio millisecond pulsars (van den Heuvel 1984). The radio millisecond
pulsars have a very low P (~ 10“19). The inferred magnetic field B (oc y/PP) is again
low. A possible scenario is the following: in an old LMXB, in which the neutron star
magnetic field has decayed to ~ 108-109 gauss, the neutron star can be efficiently spun
up to millisecond period by accretion of matter from the companion star at the
Eddington limit (maximum possible accretion rate). The two stars may coalesce or the
binary system may be disrupted by a supernova explosion of the evolving companion;
in either case a single star will be left behind looking like an isolated millisecond radio
pulsar (e.g. 1937 + 21 with P = 1*55 ms). If the binary system is not disrupted, then what
is left is a radio binary pulsar (e.g. 1953 + 29, P = 6*lms). If this picture is valid,
LMXB’s such as Cyg X-2 and GX1 + 4 could be precursors to radio binary pulsars.
The low magnetic field of the neutron star in LMXB enables the accreting mass to
form a thick accretion disc and a spherical corona around the neutron star. The disk
itself may be ‘flared’ at the periphery where the mass from the companion star impinges
on the disk. Depending on the direction of the line of sight in relation to the orbital
plane, this combination of geometrical features can give rise to the time profiles with
dips, bursts, etc. It is hoped that a detailed study of the time variations of X-ray intensity
will be a tool to probe the geometrical structure of accreting matter around the neutron
star.
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One of the most important findings on X-ray binaries in recent years is the discovery
of quasi-periodic oscillations (QPO) in LMXB systems by the EXOSAT satellite. First
discovered in GX 5-1 (van der Klis et al 1985) the QPO’s are now seen in 7 LMXB
systems and five other sources. The best studied systems are GX5-1, Cyg X-2 and Sco
X-l. The distinguishing features of QPO are a broad peak in the power spectrum and a
peak frequency that is correlated with the X-ray intensity of the source. The QPO is
thus intermediate between coherent pulsations (sharp peak in the power spectrum)
and random time variations characterized by smooth power spectra (white noise, red
noise etc.) For instance in GX5-1, the FWHM of the peak in power spectrum is 0 25
times the peak frequency (vQ). vQ varies between 20 and 40 Hz and increases with
intensity, whereas the power in QPO decreases with increasing intensity. The low
frequency noise (LFN) in the power spectrum is fit by an exponential function and the
total power in LFN is correlated with the total power in QPO. The oscillations persist
for ~ 103—105 cycles.
The features are seen clearly in the power spectrum (figure 5) of GX5-1 plotted in five
different intensity intervals (intensity increasing from a through e). According to a
model first proposed by Alpar and Shaham (1985), vQ is a beat frequency, the difference
between (i) the rotational frequency vs of the neutron star and (ii) the orbital frequency
vK of accreting matter near the surface of the neutron star. Because of the proximity of
the matter to the neutron star surface (a consequence of the low magnetic field), the two
frequencies are strongly coupled. Whereas vs is nearly constant, vK will depend on the
mass accretion rate M which in turn is proportional to the X-ray intensity /. The
accretion theory gives vKccI3/7 but vQ = vs — vK is oc /“ with a depending on vs. To
reproduce the observed value of a( « 21), vs will have to be ~ 120-140 Hz. A good test
for this model is the experimental observation of coherent pulsations of ~ 100 Hz. But
no pulsations have been found. The actual beat mechanism is also not well understood,
but a detailed model has been proposed by Lamb et al (1985) in which accreting matter
is made up of random clumps in orbit and the X-ray signal, of oscillating shots. While
the discovery of a pulsar (vs ~ 100 Hz) will be a strong support for the theory, there are
good reasons why the pulsar may be obscured. There is evidence for X-ray emission
emanating from the whole neutron star surface and not from the magnetic poles alone,
resulting in weak modulation of X-ray intensity as the star rotates. In addition, because
of high radiation pressure at the neutron star surface a central corona is formed which
can be optically thick and smear the X-ray beam by scattering.
Sco X-l, the first X-ray source to be discovered (in 1962) and the brightest in 2lOkeV X-rays, shows a more complex QPO behaviour (Priedhorsky et al 1986). Its
binary character (orbital period of 0*787d) was inferred from radial velocity measure¬
ments of strong emission lines from the optical counterpart (Crampton et al 1976). In
X-rays, the light curve typically consists of a succession of active (with flaring episodes)
and quiescent states alternating on time scales of hours to days. In the active state no
QPO’s are observed. But during the dips between active states, QPO’s similar to those
seen in GX5-1 are observed. The central frequency vQ varies from 10 to 20 Hz and
varies with intensity /, as /3 2. However an additional mode of QPO’s is found in the
quiescent states: here the range of vQ is small (6 to 8 Hz) and it is negatively correlated
with /: vQ oc/"0’52. There are also times when there is no obvious correlation between
vQ and /. Another major departure from GX5-1 is the weak low frequency noise. Both
these features are not accounted for by the beat frequency model. As Sco X-l enters
from quiescent to active state it goes through a minimum intensity (which appears to be
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The power spectra of GX5-1 in 5 different source intensity intervals increasing
from top to bottom. The broad peaks indicate QPO’s with the peak frequency increasing with
intensity.
Figure 5.
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well-defined) and vQ gradually increases from ~ 6 Hz (quiescent) to 10-20 Hz (active)
during the transition. The hardness ratio (defined as the ratio of 5-15keV flux to 15 keV flux) decreases with intensity in the quiescent state and increases with intensity
in the active state and at the minimum intensity demarcating the two states, the
hardness ratio is also the lowest.
Like Sco X-l, Cyg X-2 is also known to be an optical binary. It shows a bimodal
QPO behaviour just like Sco X-l (Hasinger, 1987a). The hardness ratio vs intensity
(figure 6) shows a horizontal branch and a vertical branch (also called the normal
branch). In the former, occur the classical intensity-dependent QPO’s as in GX5-1 (vQ
ranging from 18 to 45 Hz); in the latter vQ = 5-6 Hz and is remarkably stable. There are
other significant differences in spectra, hardness ratio LFN etc. in the two branches.
Recently, a stable 5 Hz QPO was also indicated in the vertical branch of GX5-1.
Unlike Sco X-l, in Cyg X-2 the transition from variable vQ state to steady vQ is abrupt.
In Cyg X-2, in addition to LFN, a very low frequency noise (VLFN) component
extending to 1 CP 3 Hz is also found. The horizontal branch here corresponds to the
active state of Sco X-l and the vertical branch to the quiescent state of Sco X-1.
According to Hasinger (1987b) the stable frequency of ~ 6 Hz in the vertical (or normal)
branch is seen in 7 out of 13 known QPO sources and is therefore likely to be related to
some fundamental physical properties of the neutron star and its nearby environment.
M ore specifically it is proposed that the frequency depends mainly on the radius of the
neutron star.
Quasi-periodic oscillations are known in some dwarf novae which are close binary
systems consisting of a white dwarf and a late type star (Robinson and Nather 1979).
However they last only for a few cycles and the QPO intensity is small compared to the
QPO’s observed in X-ray binaries. The periods are ~ 50 s. According to Bath (1973), in
dwarf novae vQ is attributed to the frequency of the orbiting blobs themselves (vQ — vK).
Recently it was found that in Cyg X-2 the higher energy X-ray QPO’s lag behind the
lower energy QPO’s by a few millisec (van der Klis et al 1987). A plausible explanation
for this is that the harder X-rays are Compton-scattered in their passage through a
central corona of radius ~ 200 km and optical depth of electron scattering xe = 3-10.
This observation may in fact be the best evidence for the existence of a central corona. It
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would also imply that QPO’s originate well inside the corona supporting the beat
frequency model.
The most direct evidence for the beat frequency model would be the observation of a
millisecond pulsar. Most experiments on satellites do not have adequate time
resolution to detect millisecond pulsations. Recently a balloon-borne hard X-ray
observation of Sco X-l from Hyderabad (India) by a collaboration of TIFR (Bombay)
and the University of Calgary (Canada) has reported evidence of coherent pulsations. A
period of 2-93 ms was found with good statistical significance in 1140 s of data, the first
half of the total exposure (IAUC 4485, 10 Nov. 1987). The photon arrival times
were measured with 0 04 ms time resolution. The period was first found in power
spectrum analysis of the entire data. Epoch folding with 8 phase bins with 20 trial
periods gave a y2 of 32*9 at a period of 2-933396 ms; corresponding to a chance
probability of 5-4 x 10 ~ 4 for 20 trials. When the data was split into two halves, the first
half showed the pulsations but not the second half. The amplitude of modulation was
~ 22%. Pulsations were seen in two energy channels of 18-25 and 25-40 keV; they were
absent above 60keV where the Sco X-l flux was negligible. The period corrected for
earth’s motion is 2-933492 ms. EXOSAT data obtained with a time resolution of
0-98 ms did not show any pulsations over 1-352 x 105s of data, for the full energy
bandwidth of 5-35 keV (IAUC 4489). If the pulsations are prominent only in hard Xrays above 20 keV, their contribution to the total EXOSAT bandwidth would be small
because of the steep spectrum of Sco X-l. Given the very short stretch of the observation
and the occurrence of pulsations only in a part of the data, the evidence for millisec
pulsations needs to be confirmed by other observations. It is interesting to recall here
that recently evidence for bursts of TeV y-rays (typical duration ~ 15 minutes) from
some X-ray binaries (Her X-l, Cyg X-3) has been reported (Resvanis et al 1988; Lamb
et al 1988). It is not unlikely that such transient behaviour may occur in hard X-rays
too.
The phenomenon of quasi-periodic oscillations is very complex and any acceptable
theory should be able to account for all the diverse observations. The QPO’s can serve
as a powerful diagnostic to probe the neutron star environment.

5. Supernova t987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud
One of the most violent events in the universe is the death of a massive star—a
supernova of Type II. A Type I supernova is less energetic and is believed to result in the
disintegration of a compact carbon/oxygen white dwarf following accretion of matter
from a companion star. Type II supernovae are thought to be explosions of massive
stars (> 8 M0)—red supergiants—leading to the collapse of the stellar core to a
neutron star or black hole. Details of the actual explosive process are still under intense
investigation. Observationally, Type I supernovae have no hydrogen lines in their
spectra whereas Type II supernovae do.
Only 5 supernovae in our galaxy are known to have been visible to the naked eye in
the last 1000 years (185,1006,1054,1572,1604 A.D.). But hundreds of supernovae in
external galaxies have been observed. The year 1987 witnessed an outstanding
astronomical event—a Type II supernova SN 1987A in the neighbouring galaxy—the
Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) at a distance of 53 Kpc. The last observed supernova
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SN 1604 is estimated to be ~ lOKpc from the sun. So SN 1987A is only five times
farther away than SN 1604.
Light from SN 1987A reached the earth on 24 February 1987. The supernova has
already scored several “firsts” in supernova astrophysics. It is the first supernova (a) for
which the original progenitor star has been identified, (b) from which neutrinos emitted
during the stellar collapse have been detected (3 hours before the optical detection), (c)
in which direct observational evidence is found for explosive nucleosynthesis of heavy
elements through X-ray, y-ray and infrared observations that followed nearly six
months after the initial explosion.
The progenitor is a O-type star SK-69°202, — 107 y old with a mass of ~ 20 MQ.It is
a blue star whereas conventional theory holds the star should be a red giant; its radius was
only ~ 1/10 of the red giants. This is consistent with the observed low luminosity of
SN1987A compared to other Type II supernovae. A plausible explanation for this is
that the LMC being an irregular galaxy with lower abundance of heavy elements
compared to normal gal&xies, the stellar evolution could be modified to precipitate an
explosion at a smaller radius. Perhaps the most exciting observation relating to
SN1987A is the detection of a burst of neutrinos (10-30 MeV) by two underground
detectors. The neutrinos passed through the Earth to the detectors with an estimated
flux of ~5-10U) neutrinos cm~2; the inferred total energy in the neutrinos is (2-3)
x 105 3 ergs, in agreement with most theories of stellar collapse. The collapsed remnant,
if it is a neutron star, will in time manifest as a pulsar.
Almost all Type I supernovae exhibit a universal light curve (variation of optical
intensity with time)—in which after an initial rise of intensity the light declines in a
manner that closely tracks the decay of 56Ni into 56Co (half-life 6-1 d) and 56Co into
56Fe (half-life 77-1 d). SN1987A is a Type II supernova and nevertheless exhibits a
similar light curve (figure 7). It is estimated from the light curve that about 0*07 MQ of
Fe was produced in explosive nucleosynthesis.
The first detection of X-rays from a supernova was in 1980 from the galaxy NGC 6946
(Canizares et al 1982). The decay chain 56Ni -► 56Co -> 56Fe is accompanied by
emission of c+ and y-rays from the decay of excited states of the nuclei. In the thick
envelope of the supernova, e+ and y-rays degrade into visible light energy. In the later
stages of the expansion of the supernova, the envelope would progressively become
transparent to X-rays and y-rays. Based on the models that fit the optical light curve, it
was expected that hard X-rays would reach a level detectable by the Japanese satellite
GINGA around the end of 1987. However X-rays were detected in early August 1987
by two experiments on board the Russian (MIR) satellite and GINGA (Sunyaev et al
1987; Dotani et al 1987). The very hard X-ray spectrum peaked around.20 keV and in
MIR the spectrum extended above lOOkeV (figure 8).
The observations are consistent with what is expected from the multiple Compton
scattering of nuclear y-rays emitted in the decay of 56Co. X-ray photon flux below
lOkeV is negligible because of photoelectric absorption; hence the X-ray emission
peaks around the 20keV region. In the figure the last point (inverted triangle) is an
upper limit and the “histogram” is the calculated X-ray spectrum (for details see
Sunyaev et al 1987). The appearance of X-rays several months earlier than predicted
may be due to the mixing of 56Co with the outer layers by some unknown mechanism.
Alternatively it could imply that there is less absorbing matter in the envelope than
assumed. Subsequent observations by GINGA have shown increase of X-ray flux in 616keV and 16-28keV by a factor ~ 2 from 3 Aug. 87 to 12 Jan. 88. GINGA has also
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Figure 7.

The observed bolometric light curve of SN1987A. The line is the expected light

curve if 0 07 MQ of 56Ni decays to ?6Co and all the y-ray energy is converted into optical
emission.

reported a variable soft component (4 to lOkeV) which appeared about the same time
as the hard component. Its source is unlikely to be the radioactive decay, and may be in
the shocked matter around the supernova (figure 9).
Gamma-ray emission is expected to follow hard X-rays. Beginning September 1987,
both satellite and balloon-borne instruments detected the y-ray lines 847 keV and
1238 keV that accompany the decay 56Co->56Fe. Solar Maximum Mission (SMM)
reported fluxes of ~ 1-Ox 10 “ 3 and ~ 0-6 x 10 “3 photons cm ~2 s ~1 at 847 keV and
1238 keV respectively during August to October 1987.
Similar flux levels have been reported in more recent (April 88) balloon observations
from Australia. These values are generally in agreement with the expected values. At
present the light curve seems to be fully accounted for by the energy of radioactive
decay. As this energy declines, a constant energy supply may be expected from the
rotating neutron star, if it exists as the collapsed remnant and the light curve would
eventually level off.

6. Hot gas in elliptical galaxies and clusters of galaxies
Spiral galaxies such as our own Milky way constitute about 70% of all bright galaxies in
the universe. Elliptical galaxies have a much smoother appearance, presumably
because they lack the cool gas, dust and young new stars which populate the spirals. It
was believed that most of the gas is blown away from the elliptical galaxies as galactic
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Hard X-ray spectrum of SN1987A observed on 10 August 1987 from various

detectors on MIR-KVANT observatory. Histograms show calculations assuming different
parameters of the expanding envelope (for details see Sunyaev et al 1987).

winds presumably propelled by supernova explosions. This would imply weak X-ray
emission from elliptical galaxies.
However it was found that elliptical galaxies are quite luminous X-ray sources
(Nulsen et al 1984; Forman et al 1985), with the luminosity increasing more rapidly
than the number of the constituent stars. The spectra indicate that the gas is very hot
(~ 107 K) and could weigh as much as 1010 solar masses. Gas at such a high temperature
is thermally unstable with the cooling rate rapidly increasing as temperature decreases.
This results in the gas slowly moving towards the centre of the galaxy, a phenomenon
called the cooling flow.
Clusters of galaxies have hundreds to thousands of galaxies in a region of a few
megaparsecs. Hot gas was first detected in clusters of galaxies by the UHURU satellite
and so as a class they are the brightest known X-ray sources, next only to quasars. The
Einstein observatory provided detailed images of clusters. The intracluster gas,
invisible in the optical shines in X-rays as a hot gas of temperature ~ 108 K, with a mass
comparable to or exceeding the mass in the galaxies of the cluster (figure 10).
Furthermore, the spectra show strong emission lines due to highly ionized O, Mg, Si, S,
Ca and Fe, with abundances similar to those in the sun (particularly Fe) (figure 11).
These heavy elements represent about 1% of the total mass which is mostly H and He.
This suggests that most of the intracluster gas came from the galaxies of the cluster at an
earlier time.
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Figure 9.

X-ray spectrum of SN1987A obtained by GINGA satellite on 3 September 1987.
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The moderate resolution X-ray spectrum of M87/Virgo cluster of galaxies taken

with the solid state spectrometer on the Einstein observatory (Lea et al 1982).

Quantitative analysis seems to indicate that the density of stars and the rate of
supernova must have been higher at earlier epochs to account for the observed gas. The
observations also show substantial amounts of cooler gas (107 K) of high density at the
centre of many clusters. This could be explained as the cooling flows like those in
elliptical galaxies; but on much a larger scale. Another interesting fact is that at the
centre of the cooling flow in a cluster is a large galaxy called a cD galaxy. cD galaxies are
the largest known galaxies. Thus it appears that gas originally ejected from galaxies of
the cluster is returning to the centre of the cluster. It is tempting to speculate that the
cooling gas indeed forms the stars which in turn form the galaxy at the centre. There is
some optical evidence to support this hypothesis. If the hypothesis is true, cooling flows
allow the study of galaxy formation. The Hubble Space Telescope and the AXAF with
their high sensitivity to detect still farther clusters and high angular resolution, would
be able to test the hypothesis.
A crucial question about the universe is the distribution of mass. Hot gas observed
through X-ray emission can be a powerful probe to study the mass distribution. It is
well known from the orbital motion of gas in spiral galaxies, that the total mass of the
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galaxy is far more than the visible mass in the gas and stars. The invisible dark mass
most likely forms a halo around the galaxy. In the ellipticals the pressure of the hot gas
in hydrostatic equilibrium with the gravitational force can be determined from X-ray
intensity and spectrum. It is therefore possible to determine the mass of the galaxy from
contour maps of X-ray intensity at different energies. At least in the case of one elliptical
galaxy, M 87 there is evidence of a massive halo of 3T013M0 and size ~ 1 Mpc
(Fabricant and Gorenstein 1983). That clusters of galaxies contain dark matter is well
known, but the distribution of mass is unknown. There are several candidates for dark
matter: planetary bodies, black holes, exotic particles such as axions, strings and
magnetic monopoles. The distribution of the mass is expected to be different for the
various candidates and may therefore provide a means of understanding the nature of
dark matter.

7. Future prospects
The next decade—the 1990’s—should witness major advances in optical, X-ray and yray astronomy with the launch of the “Great Observatories” HST, AXAF and GRO,
which will be able to detect celestial objects 100 to 1000 times weaker than observed so
far. For instance AXAF will have much higher area, bandwidth, quantum efficiency
and spatial resolution compared to Einstein. The bandwidth (OT-lOkeV) will include
the Fe line complex at 6-7 keV, an extremely valuable hot plasma diagnostic. In one arc
sec diameter circle 60% of energy at 2-5 keV will be encircled. The half power diameter
of the point spread function due to scattering from the mirror surface will be 0*6”, ~ 20
times lower than in “Einstein”. Focal plane instruments will include spectrometers (solid
state, gratings, Bragg reflection) and the imaging devices will be CCD’s and multi¬
channel plates. AXAF will do for X-ray astronomy what the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) will do for optical and ultraviolet astronomy. Both together would be powerful
tools for extending the obervable limits of the universe several-fold. The Rontgen
Satellite (ROSAT) scheduled for February 1990 will also perform a sky survey with a
sensitivity 1000 times better than UHURU. It will cover a bandwidth of OT-2-OkeV.
The Shuttle Challenger disaster of January 1986 has been a major setback for
satellite astronomy. There are proposals to base the future space astronomy
programme on unmanned missions rather than the manned shuttle missions (Brown
and Giacconi 1987). One suggested improvement is increasing the efficiency of
observation by putting satellites in high orbit (like EXOSAT) or even in geostationary
orbit (like International Ultraviolet Explorer). For instance EXOSAT could observe
the same object continuously for several days without interruption, a major
observational advantage especially for studying time varying phenomena. Apart from
earth occultation (which restricts operational efficiency to ~ 35% for HST for instance),
other disadvantages of the currently planned low earth orbit missions are energetic
particle background, high inclination of orbit and low orbital lifetime which is related
to solar activity. Unmanned launch services for satellite astronomy will provide more
flexibility in orbital choices and also are likely to be more cost-effective.
The first Indian satellite fully dedicated to X-ray astronomy is expected to be
launched in 1991 aboard an Augmented Satellite Launch Vehicle (ASLV) from SHAR
launch site by the Indian Space Research Organisation. The payload to be built by
TIFR and the ISRO Satellite Centre (ISAC) will have multi-wire proportional
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counters ( ~ 1200 cm2 total area) with narrow and wide field collimators to study time
variability of ~ 50 brightest galactic X-ray sources on time scales ranging from 01 sec
to days. Rapid time variability on a wide range of time scales is a distinctive feature of
high energy astrophysics. By providing good time resolution (01 ms) for timing the Xray photons, it will be possible to study quasi-periodic oscillations and search for
millisecond pulsars in X-ray binary systems besides the apparently chaotic rapid time
variations of some of the ‘black-hole’ candidates such as Cyg X-l. Two hard X-ray
Nal/Csl phoswich detector telescopes for galactic and solar studies, will be flown on a
Soviet-lndian y-ray satellite in early 1990’s (see Damle 1988, this volume). With the
availability of bigger Indian rockets such as the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV)
in early 1990’s, India will have the capability to orbit bigger and more sophisticated
payloads such as focussing telescopes for X-ray astronomy.

Dedication
Prof. M G K Menon was the Director of the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
(TIFR), Bombay when X-ray astronomy research was initiated at the Institute. His
enthusiastic support for the balloon programme in 1968 and the rocket programme
started in 1972 was crucial to the significant results obtained by TIFR. The entry of
TIFR into X-ray astronomy through balloon observations in 1968—in the very early
stages of this new area of astronomy—was made possible by the excellent indigenous
ballooning capability for cosmic ray studies achieved mainly through research carried
out in TIFR directly under the leadership of Prof. Menon. The balloon programme is
still continuing with great vigour. Before my entry into X-ray astronomy, I had the
privilege of being associated with the deep underground muon and neutrino studies at
the Kolar Gold Fields, pioneered by Prof. Menon. On this happy occasion of his
completing 60 years, I wish to convey my personal good wishes to him and hope that
his guidance for the planning and promotion of science in India will continue for many
more years to follow.
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Gamma ray astronomy—Perspective and prospects

S V DAMLE
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Homi Bhabha Road, Bombay 400005, India

1. Introduction
In astronomy, there has been a characteristic belief that any widening of existing
window or opening of a new window in the electromagnetic spectrum, entails
discovering new phenomena, substantially changing our ideas on physical processes
taking place in the astrophysical objects. For example, till 1930, when cosmic radio
noise was discovered, optical window was the only one available for astronomical
studies. But by 1955, radio astronomy developed to a considerable level and provided a
completely new picture of many astrophysical phenomena. With the advent of space
age, since early sixties, when high flying balloons, rockets and satellites offered
opportunities to make observations from above the atmosphere, new windows in the
ultraviolet, X-ray, gamma ray and infra-red became available, as otherwise the earth’s
atmosphere is opaque to these wavelengths. A substantial progress has been made in
each of these areas. The progress in X-ray astronomy has been truly spectacular.
Though gamma ray astronomy has not yet developed to the same extent, it is expected
to do so in the near future with sophisticated instruments that are scheduled to be
launched on satellites in late eighties and early nineties.
The gamma ray astronomy provides opportunity to study high energy phenomena
in space and gives unique information on many astrophysical questions (e.g. matterantimatter annihilation, nuclear deexcitation line from recently synthesized material in
stars) that are unobtainable from observations in X-ray or other electromagnetic
window. Many of these phenomena are directly related to questions of cosmic ray
research, so gamma ray astronomy plays a central role in cosmic ray research (e.g. the
origin, distribution and confinement of cosmic rays in the galaxy). This was recognized
quite early as revealed in the theoretical studies of Hayakawa (1952) and Hutchinson
(1952) who respectively discussed gamma ray production through cosmic ray nucleon
and electron interactions in space. Morrison (1958) discussed these and other
production processes. Motivated mainly by these early theoretical works, experimen¬
ters first built instruments for observation from balloon platform. But theoretical
estimates were too optimistic, and early balloon experiments did not give the expected
results, but later, more sophisticated experiments on balloons and satellites provided
better results. The first positive detection of gamma rays > 50 MeV from the galactic
centre at a flux level of (IT ± 0*3) x 10~4 photons cm-2 s-1 rad-1, was made in 1968
by instruments on OSO-III satellite (Clark et al 1968; Kraushaar et al 1972). Just about
this time our group at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), which was
mainly carrying out primary cosmic ray studies, moved into a new area of research in
189
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gamma ray astronomy; since gamma ray astronomy has close connection with cosmic
ray research, this was the most natural thing to have happened. Prof. M G K Menon
and others in our group were associated with the programme of research in primary
cosmic rays and he encouraged and supported the new balloon gamma ray astronomy
programme. This programme produced some fruitful and interesting results on diffuse
gamma radiation (Damle et al 1971,1972; Daniel and Lavakare (1975) and the activity
developed further. It provided opportunities for satellite observations of low energy
celestial gamma rays with instruments on India’s first satellite, Aryabhata, launched in
1975 (Damle et al 1976; Apparao et al 1978). After a successful Indo-Soviet balloon
gamma ray astronomy programme (see e.g. Iyudin et al 1984; Damle et al 1986),
recently our joint proposal has been accepted for a joint Indo-Soviet gamma ray
satellite programme. The experiment is scheduled to be launched in 1992 on a large
dedicated USSR satellite. This article is dedicated to commemorate our joint work with
Prof. Menon.
Due to low flux levels and the requirement of large area and low background
instruments, the experimental development in gamma ray astronomy has been slow.
Even so, in the last 20 years gamma ray astronomy has evolved from exploring stage to
an observational science. The significant advance has been made possible owing to
the spark chamber gamma-ray telescopes flown on SAS-II and COS-B satellites,
cryogenically cooled solid state detectors on HEAO-3 satellite and scintillator
spectrometers flown on HEAO, SMM, Vela, Venera, Prognoz and other satellites; these
have been supplanted by balloon experiments. Although limited by finite angular
resolution (2° to 3° in the case of SAS-II and COS-B and 15° to 25° field of view (FOV)
for HEAO-3 and SMM) and sensitivities, the satellite and balloon experiments have
established the following:
(i) the galactic plane diffuse gamma ray radiation in high energy (50 to 5000 MeV)
range;
(ii) some two dozen COS-B gamma ray sources; many of them not identified in other
wavelength bands and hence could be new types of astrophysical sources;
(iii) gamma ray pulsars: in Crab PSR-0531 + 21 and Vela-PSR 0833-45;
(iv) a few extragalactic sources: quasar 3C273 and Seyfert galaxies NGC 4151, MCG 811-11, 3C120 strongly emitting in gamma rays;
(v) extragalactic diffuse radiation: the shape of the observed spectrum in MeV energy
range has similarity with the one observed for the Seyfert galaxies and quasars; it may
also have relevance to the birth and evolution of the Universe;
(vi) the discovery of gamma ray burst (GRB); a typical GRB at its peak is perhaps the
most energetic phenomena in astrophysics and
(vii) gamma ray line emission in solar flares, GRB and diffuse galactic sources.
We shall review observational status in some of these areas and their astrophysical
implication; we shall not discuss GRB and extragalactic gamma radiation. At the end
we will briefly discuss future prospects of this interesting field of gamma ray astronomy.

2. Galactic gamma radiation
As noted earlier, the first detection of gamma rays with E > 50 MeV from the general
direction of the galactic centre was made by a wide FOV gamma ray telescope flown on
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OSO-III satellite (Clark et al 1968; Kraushaar et al 1972). Since then, the two satellites,
SAS-2 and COS-B, launched in the seventies, have provided much of the new
information on the high energy (50 to 5000 MeV) gamma ray sky-point sources and
diffuse background with their spark chamber gamma ray telescopes which can
delineate positron electron {e + e~) pair produced by the interaction of the incoming
cosmic gamma ray; the analysis of these tracks provides directional and energy
information. In the low energy range (0-2 to 10 MeV) most of the information, especially
the one on the gamma ray lines, is from the gamma ray telescopes onboard HEAO-3
and SMM satellites launched in the late seventies. There are also some interesting
balloon results. In the medium energy range (10 to 50 MeV) however, there is a paucity
of data. We shall review some of these results on the gamma radiation and their
astrophysical implications.
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2.1 Point sources
The COS-B satellite provided the most extensive data to-date on gamma
ray sky in the high energy region. The second COS-B catalogue of high energy
(~ 100 MeV) gamma ray sources, lists 25 possible gamma ray “sources’' defined as a
significant excess which has a spatial distribution consistent with point-spread function
of the COS-B instrument. Parameters of these sources designated 2CG (/, b), where /
and b are galaction longitude and latitude respectively, are given by Swanenberg et al
(1981). Assuming an E~2 input gamma ray spectrum, the calculated gamma ray fluxes
(.E > 100 MeV), of these gamma ray sources are in a range of (0-6 x 10~6) to (13-8
x 10~6) phcm~2s_1.
Only four sources of this COS-B catalogue are identified. 2CG 184-05 and 2CG
263-02 are identified with the Crab and Vela pulsars respectively through their timing
signatures; 2CG 289 + 64 with the quasar 3C273 and 2CG 353 + 16 with p Oph
molecular cloud, because of their remarkable positional coincidence. The lack of
identification of sources, and therefore the lack of knowledge on distances prohibit
the calculation of individual luminosities. However, from the geometrical consider¬
ation of their distribution in the galaxy, the derived range of distances is 2 to 7 kpc; the
luminosity range for an average energy of 250 MeV is (0-4 to 5) x 1036ergss_1. The
absence of strong (> 3 Uhuru counts) X-ray counterparts implies that Ly( >100 MeV)
> 10LX (2-10 keV) (Swanenberg et al 1981).

2.2 Pulsars and binary X-rays stars as gamma ray sources
The two comparatively nearby young pulsars: the 33 ms Crab pulsar PSR 0531 +21
and the 89 ms Vela pulsar PSR 0833-45 have been clearly established as high energy
gamma ray sources (Thomson et al 1977; Bennet et al 1977). The observed pulse
profiles for these pulsars are shown in figure 1. The striking features of the Vela pulsar
are (i) two gamma ray pulses while only one in radio; (ii) neither gamma ray pulse in
phase with radio pulse; (iii) no emission observed to-date in X-ray region; (iv) Wallace
(1977) reported two optical pulses neither in phase with radio or gamma ray pulses. In
contrast, the Crab pulsar is observed in all regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. In
both pulsars, the pulse fraction of total emission increases with energy; in Vela pulsar
80% of high energy gamma ray flux is pulsed. In 1973, Cyg X-3, a strong variable
radio source and a binary X-ray source, was observed in gamma ray energy range (E
> 35MeV) by SAS-2 satellite telescope (Lamb et al 1977), with a characteristic period
of 4-8 h observed in X-rays. Earlier Galper et al (1977) had reported gamma radiation
from Cyg X-3 with 4-8 h periodicity while Vladirmisky et al (1973) and Stepanian et al
(1977) observed 4-8 h periodicity even at Ey > 1011 eV; the results in the VHE range (Ey
> 1011 eV) were later confirmed by others. But curiously, the COS-B did not observe
any 4-8 h periodic emission from Cyg X-3 after 1975. Perhaps this variable source was
at low intensity level, during COS-B observation periods and therefore below COS-B
threshold.
One of the two strong (flux at E > 100 MeV is 4-8 x 10“ 6 photon cm-2 s_1) sources
from the COS-B catalogue is CG 195 + 4 in the galactic anti-centre direction. For this
source there was some statistically low significance level indication of periodicity of 58
seconds from the SAS-II data; but the result was not confirmed by the COS-B. At very
high energies (E > 10neV), Zyskin and Mukanov (1983), have reported 58 second
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pulsed emission from this source and recently Bignami et al (1984), through the timing
signature (~ 59 seconds) have given arguments supporting identification of CG195
+ 04 with the Einstein X-ray source 1E0630+ 178. Taking all these observations
together, Leahy et al (1986), have shown that these observations are consistent with the
hypothesis that CGI95 + 4 is a binary system, with a spinning neutron star powered by
accretion from a low mass (^ 1 M0) main sequence companion and further, that a
distance of few parsec would imply that the neutron star is a fast rotator and is spinning
down.
The observation of high energy gamma rays from pulsars, establishes the presence of
very high energy particles of cosmic ray energies in the pulsar environment; this
confirms that at least in principle pulsars could be sources of cosmic rays.
2.3 Molecular clouds as gamma ray sources
Galactic molecular clouds contain considerable amount of the diffuse galactic matter
and are generally believed to be the location for star formation. There are many
unanswered questions about these clouds. Perhaps gamma ray astronomy could
contribute to their understanding by determining cosmic ray distribution in the clouds.
We give two examples of molecular clouds associated with gamma ray sources. /
The COS-B catalogue (Swanenberg et al 1981) lists a possible identification of the
gamma ray source CG 353 + 16 with the molecular cloud p Oph. This cloud is located
at a distance of 160 pc from the sun and probably has a mass of 3 x 103 M0. Taking the
derived uniform cosmic ray density corresponding to higher galactic latitude, and the
cloud mass, the estimated gamma ray intensity is a factor 5 too small compared to the
observed intensity in this region. As a possible explanation, Morfill et al (1981) suggest
that the cosmic ray flux may be enhanced locally within the cloud—an argument
similar to the one used to model gamma radiation distribution along the galactic plane.
Unfortunately, this question cannot be settled as there could be uncertainties in the
estimates of matter in the cloud.
On the basis of the COS-B data in 70-5000 MeV energy range the Orion cloud
complex has been observed as an extended gamma ray source (Caraveo et al 1980) with
intensity distribution similar, within uncertainties, to the estimated matter distribution.
The gamma ray enhancement at / = 205-4, b = — 14-4 and l = 210°, b = — 20-6 appears
to coincide with dark clouds LI630 and LI641 respectively (Lynds 1962).
2.3 Diffuse galactic radiation
The SAS-2 and COS-B satellites have for the first time provided information on the
large scale distribution of high energy gamma rays over the entire Galaxy. The data are
in the form of gamma ray flux (F) as a function of galactic longitudes (/) for various
galactic latitude (b) intervals. While the SAS-2 data are in the two energy intervals (35 to
100 MeV and greater than 100 MeV), the COS-B provides data in three broad energy
intervals (70-150 MeV, 150-300 MeV and 300 MeV to 5GeV). Recently COS-B data
in finer energy intervals are also available and have given new insights into the cosmic
ray (CR) distribution in the Galaxy, as will be discussed later.
The main contribution to the diffuse gamma radiation is from the CR interactions
with the interstellar matter (ISM), resulting in the 7i°-decay gamma rays (CR proton
interactions) with a characteristic spectrum having a peak at about 68 MeV and
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spectral index proportional to the CR proton spectral index for energies greater than
68 MeV; and bremmstrahlung gamma rays (CR electron interactions) with a spectral
index same as the CR electron spectral index. The contribution of Compton gamma
rays over the Galaxy allows one to deduce information on the distribution of CR
likely to be more than 20% (Cesarsky 1980).
While the gamma ray energy spectrum gives information on the relative contribution
of the parent (or primary) CR electron and nucleon, the data on distribution of gamma
rays over the Galaxy allows one to deduce information on the distribution of CR
electron and CR nucleon component in the Galaxy. Thus the gamma ray data show
potential for study of origin, expansion/diffusion and distribution of the cosmic rays
and the galactic structure.
To assess the relative importance of CR electron and CR proton as progenitor of
gamma rays, we show as an example in figure 2, the most recent calculation on the
gamma ray spectrum for the region near the galactic centre (Fichtel and Kniffen 1984).
The agreement between the calculated spectrum and SAS-2 and COS-B observations
appears good. It is noticed that the main contribution to the low energy (< 100 MeV)
gamma rays is from CR electron interactions (bremmstrahlung + Compton) while the
high energy gamma rays are due to CR proton interactions. It then appears that one
may be able to separately study distribution of CR electron and CR protons over the
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Figure 2.

Energy spectrum of the galactic gamma radiation for a region near galactic centre;

model calculations and some selected data points. (This figure is from Fichtel and Kniffen
1984).
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Galaxy by studying gamma ray distributions in various energy intervals. Such attempts
have been made recently (Bloemann et al 1984, 1986; Strong et al 1987) and the
conclusions are very interesting and important for CR origin problem, as we shall see
below.
The gamma ray emission, Iy, from interactions of CR nuclei and electron with the
interstellar medium (ISM) can be represented as
/y

•nH(r)dr photons cm -2

where q(r)/4n is the gamma ray emission at a distance r, in units of photon per
H-atom. sec. ster, and ]nH(r)dr is the column density of total interstellar hydrogen
(neutral, HI, plus molecular 2NH2). But the gamma ray production rate q(r) is
proportional to the CR density nCR(r). Thus
Qr ~ Qo

«cr (?)

7

777-

nCR(r = 0)

Thus by measuring the distribution of Iy the distribution of the CR in the Galaxy can be
deduced provided, q0, the local gamma ray production rate and the total interstellar
hydrogen density is known; here by “local” one means near solar system situated at a
Galiocentric radius RQ ~ lOkpc. The galactic region with R larger than RQ ~ lOkpc
are termed outer Galaxy (90° < 1 < 270°; \b \ < 30°) and regions with R less than RQ are
termed inner Galaxy (310° < 1 < 50°; \b\< 30°).
The interstellar medium mainly consists of neutral hydrogen (HI), molecular
hydrogen density is known; here by “local” one means near solar system situated at a
fractions of dust particles. For the interpretation of gamma ray data, one usually
considers the main component, namely, hydrogen N(Htotal) = N(HI) + 2NH2, of the
ISM, and it is assumed that helium and heavier nuclei which add about 35% to
gamma-ray production, have density distribution similar to HI. The information on
density distribution of HI is directly obtained through 21-cm line radiation studies; but
the distribution of H2 is indirectly obtained through the observation of CO distribution
through 2-6 mm CO line radiation. The conversion of CO intensities to H2 density is a
subject of much debate; and in most analysis this conversion factor is treated as a free
parameter, nevertheless profiles of H2 distribution show correlation with HI distri¬
bution. Although there are uncertainties in measurements, both HI and H2 appear to
be confined to a narrow galactic disc and the ratio H2/HI is higher in the inner Galaxy
and perhaps H2 is negligibly small in the outer Galaxy (Gordon and Burton et al 1976;
Solomon and Sanders 1980; Robinson et al 1984).
In summary, one has information on the distribution of gas in the Galaxy (and
perhaps its structure, such as spiral arms) i.e. on nH (total) = nHl + 2nH2 = \nH(r)dr
and correlation of this gas distribution with gamma ray intensity (Iy) could reveal
information on CR distribution in the Galaxy. On the other hand, if CR distribution is
assumed, gas distribution can be deduced and compared with the observed gas
distribution from 21 cm and CO studies to get a consistent picture.
Ever since the first observation of celestial gamma rays by SAS-2 (or even earlier by
OSO-3) there have been a number of attempts on theoretical interpretations of the
galactic diffuse gamma ray background in terms of cosmic ray interactions. These
attempts have continued with the availability of more detailed COS-B data and with
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increasing sophistication (Fichtel and Kniffen 1984; Bloemen et al 1984, 1986; Bhat
et al 1986; Strong et al 1987; Bloemen 1987). We shall briefly review some of these
works.
Kniffen et al (1977) and more recently Fichtel and Kniffen (1984) treated a general
case in which CR density is allowed to be a variable and specifically proportional to the
matter on scale of galactic arms. Their model calculations are shown as solid lines in
figures 3 and 4. They claim that within uncertainties of measurements the present
gamma ray results agree with the coupling of CR density in the galactic plane with the

'O

(DEGREES)
Figure 3. The high energy E > 100 MeV gamma ray intensity as a function of the galactic
longitude for the galactic latitude interval, — 10° < b < 4-10°, from the SAS-2 data (Hartman
et al 1979). The solid line indicates model calculation discussed in Fichtel and Kniffen (1984).
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Figure 4. The gamma ray intensity as a function of galactic longitude average over galactic
latitude interval, — 10°<h< + 10° for various energy intervals, from the COS-B data
(Mayer-Hasselwander et al 1982); model calculations by Fichtel and Kniffen (1984) are shown
by solid line.
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broad spiral arm galactic features and as a natural consequence of assumptions, it is
deduced that there is general radial gradient of CR density and hence CR are of galactic
origin. As a further support to this deduction, it is pointed out that the supernova
remnants (SNR), pulsars and other population I objects which are expected to be CR
sources have a similar distribution/gradient. Harding and Stecker (1985) come to a
similar conclusion. Bhat et al (1986a), assumed CR distribution as the one for SNR and
then determined gas density. Due to assumed high CR density in the inner Galaxy they
deduce low H2 density—lower by a factor of 6 compared to the values given by Sanders
et al (1984), and this is explained as due to the uncertainty in conversion from CO
intensity to H2 column density. On the other hand, recent analysis of COS-B data and
also SAS-II data by Bloemen et al (1984, 1986) and Strong et al (1987) comes to an
almost opposite conclusion as far as CR gradients are concerned.
Since H2 is mostly expected in the inner galaxy (R < lOkpc), Bloemen et al (1984)
carried out correlation analysis of COS-B gamma ray intensity in three COS-B energy
ranges for the outer galaxy, with HI column density. They calculated radial distribution
of gamma ray emissivity qr (qr is proportional to nCR) for the three COS-B energy
intervals 70-150 MeV, 150-300 MeV and 300 MeV to 5GeV. One notices a rather
dramatic result from these distributions, a strong gradient for lowest energy band
(primary particles entirely electrons); smaller gradient for second band and practically
no gradient in the highest energy band (primary particles proton) suggesting that
protons (of few GeV) could be either of extra galactic origin or indicative of
confinement in a large galactic halo. Bhat et al (1986b) however, after reanalysis of the
same COS-B data for > 300 MeV show that there could be, if at all, a small gradient,
and therefore at least an important fraction of CR protons (1 to 10 GeV) are of galactic
origin. On the other hand, further cross-correlation analysis by Bloemen et al (1986) for
the entire Galaxy, confirms their earlier findings and show that the bulk of CR energy
density have a radial scale length as large as ~ 15kpc beyond R ^4kpc from the
galactic centre (RQ ~ lOkpc) or larger while in contrast the objects (SN, pulsars) that
are generally considered to be potential CR sources/injections, have radial scale lengths
of typically 5 kpc for R ^ 4kpc. A recent sophisticated analysis by Strong et al (1987)
essentially came to the same conclusion; their calculations on CR gradient are shown in
figure 5. These results suggest that either CR nucleon (proton of few GeV) are
extragalactic or are confined to a large halo. They may also indicate an increase in the
mean CR lifetime with increasing galacto-centric distance. It may be mentioned that
10Be isotope radioactive CR clock had also shown a large lifetime of ~ 1-7 x IQ7 yrs for
CR nucleon (Garcia Munoz et al 1977). Bloemen (1987) has taken the most recent
COS-B data and has carried out detailed analysis of the gamma-ray spectrum in the
inner and the outer Galaxy; he shows that the gamma-ray spectrum and hence the CR
proton spectrum in the outer Galaxy is significantly flatter than the one in the inner
Galaxy and further in combination with galacto-centric distribution of gamma-ray
emissivity (Bloemen et al 1986), shows that the radial (exponential) scale length of a few
GeV proton is about 10-15 kpc and the distribution becomes increasingly flatter above
a few GeV. The weak CR gradient suggests that the CR lifetime is larger in the outer
Galaxy than in the inner Galaxy and, further, the gamma ray spectral differences in the
inner and outer Galaxy suggest that the energy dependence of CR path length X (and
lifetime) is flatter in the outer Galaxy compared to the one in the inner Galaxy. This
leads to the conclusion that the CR energy density is relatively high in the outer Galaxy
and this effect is more pronounced with increasing CR energy.
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Radial dependence of gamma-ray emissivity per H atom for 150-300 MeV and
300-5000 MeV. (This figure is from Strong et al 1987)

Bloemen (1987) suggests that this could be understood as a CR propagation effect in
terms of CR propogation model suggested by Jones (1979)—if the transition between
diffusion-dominated and convection-dominated propagation occurs in the outer
galaxy at higher energy (>10GeV/rc) than the transition energy (~!GeV/n)
estimated from CR secondary primary ratio for the local region of Galaxy.

3. Gamma ray lines
The gamma ray line astronomy is no longer a field of mere theoretical prediction.
Despite technical difficulties due to low fluxes and large background, significant
advances have been made in this area of enormous potential. After some initial balloon
results of low statistical significance, the first discovery result on the extraterrestrial
detection of gamma ray lines from the sun, during the 4 August 1972 solar flare was due
to the New Hampshire Group (Chupp et al 1972). The Nal(Tl) scintillator gamma ray
spectrometer onboard OSO-7 satellite observed four gamma ray lines: positron
annihilation line at 0-511 MeV; neutron proton capture or deuterium formation line at
2-23 MeV; carbon deexcitation line at 4-41 MeV and oxygen deexcitation line at
6*61 MeV. Since then with a larger Nal(Tl) scintillation spectrometer on the solar
maximum mission (SMM) satellite, launched in 1978, many solar flares have revealed
gamma ray lines at similar energies and at higher energies as the decay of excited states
of higher Z elements. These observations have enormously advanced our understand¬
ing of the physics of the solar flares and particularly the acceleration processes during
solar flares.
Gamma ray lines have also been observed in gamma ray burst (GRB) and transient
sources and from steady sources. We shall briefly review advances made in this latter
field.
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3.1. Positron-electron annihilation 0-511 MeV line from the galactic centre
After some initial low statistics balloon results with Nal(Tl) scintillation spectrometer,
the first statistically significant observation of 0-511 MeV positron annihilation line
from the general direction of the galactic center (GC) was made in 1977 with a balloonborne cooled solid state Ge(Li) detector spectrometer (Leventhal et al 1978). They
report a rather strong flux of (1-2 + 0-22) x 10~3phcm-2s-1 at 511keV with a
resolution of 3-2 keV. This result was later confirmed by HEAO-3 satellite observations
with a cooled Ge(Li) detector (Riegler et al 1981). The HEAO-3 data suggested a
significant time variability of the line intensity over a few months; the line flux decreased
by a factor of 2-8 in 6 months from September-October 1978 to March-April 1979.
However SMM satellite observations with wide FOV Nal(Tl) scintillator over a period
of 6 years (1980-86), while confirming strong line at 0-511 MeV with a time average flux
of (2-1 + 0-4) x 10~3 photon cm 2 s“1 for the 0-511 MeV line, show much less variation
in intensity with year-to-year variation not more than 30% (Share et al 1988). But
during the same period, narrow angle, high resolution cooled Ge(Li) detector flown on
balloon flights gave only upper limits on flux (Leventhal et al 1986), suggesting that the
0-511 MeV source is in the ‘off’ state. The SMM results would suggest that it is a diffuse
source, while HEAO-3 and balloon results would support a small compact source.
There have been many attempts to explain this strong variable flux at 0-511 MeV
from the GC (Lingenfelter and Ramaty 1982). The requirement of large flux of
positrons is unlikely to be met from CR interactions since very large flux of tens of MeV
cosmic rays will be required and this would be in conflict with observed flux of 100 MeV
gamma rays. Further, from the CR interaction one should expect other gamma ray
lines of 24Mg, 28Si etc which are not seen. Considering the large flux, rapid variability
(suggesting a compact source) linewidth ( ^ 2-5 keV FWHM), and the absence of other
nuclear gamma ray lines from the GC region, a model with a black hole (M ~ 103 M0)
at the GC, provides the easiest and most natural explanation for the origin of the
0-511 MeV line from the GC.

3.2 26Al line at 1-8MeV
The high resolution (~3keV FWHM) HEAO-3 telescope detected gamma ray
emission from the galactic plane, in a narrow line at 1809keV (1808-49 ±0-41 keV)
presumed to be a gamma ray line at 1808-65 + 0-07 keV due to 26Al decay (Mahoney
et al 1984). This is perhaps the first example of gamma ray line emission from a
radioactive nucleosynthesis product. The net diffuse gamma ray flux near 1-809 MeV,
after correcting for the background lines, is shown in figure 6. The net line flux of (4-8
+ 1) x 10-4phcm~2s-1 rad-1 from the GC is deduced. The study of the galactic
distribution of the observed line flux, appears to peak towards the GC, and the emission
is centered at / = —6 + 22° and b = — 4 + 20°. From the SMM data, Share et al (1985)
reported a confirming observation of the 26A1 line galactic emission. 26A1 is a longlived
isotope with half-life of 1-4 x 106 yrs, and the observed line intensity is the accumulated
emission over more than 106yrs, perhaps from the debris of supernova (R amaty and
Lingenfelter 1977). However the observed 26A1 flux and the corresponding 26A1/27A1
ratio, is a factor of 10 too high to be explained by supernova alone and therefore it may
be concluded that the larger fraction of26Al comes from novae (Clayton 1984). Other
possible contributors are massive stars and red giants (Nogaard 1980; Cameron 1984)
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Figure 6. The net diffuse galactic gamma ray flux near T809 MeV after subtracting/eliminating
background lines. This result is from cryogenically cooled germanium detector on HEAO-3
satellite (Mahoney et al 1984).

and Wolf-Rayet stars (Blake and Dearborn 1984; Prantzos et al 1985). There is yet
another interesting consequence. The observed amount of 26A1 in the ISM suggests
that the observed high abundance of 26Mg, a decay product of 26A1, in meteorities (Lee
et al 1977), either reflects normal interstellar concentration or nearby production site ol
rather more common occurrence, and earlier suggestions (Cameron and Truran 1977)
that the formation of solar system was triggered by a supernova close enough to
protostar nebula to induce it to collapse as well as inject 26A1, may not be warranted.
However, to better understand the origin of the line it would be necessary to have better
measurements of angular distribution of the line emission, both to account for the
contribution from point sources and to allow for better study of correlation with novae
distribution which is peaked towards the galactic centre or with supernova and massive
stars which have a broader distribution.

3.3 Gamma ray line emission from SS433
HEAO-3 observations have reported gamma ray line emission at 1*5 MeV and 1*2 MeV
from the binary system SS433 (Lamb et al 1983; Wheaton et al 1985). The observed
fluxes are: F (1-5 MeV) = (1-5 + 0-3) x 10“3 photon cm“2 s_1 and F (1-2MeV) = (IT
+ 0*2) 10 “3 photons cm_2s_1. The fluxes appeared to be variable by a factor of ~ 3 on
time scales of days. These lines are interpreted as red and blue Doppler-shifted 24Mg
(1-369 MeV) or 14N (1-380 MeV) lines; the Doppler shift is similar to the one observed
for optical lines, and this is explained by the standard kinematical model in terms of
oppositely directed relativistic jets. But this result needs to be taken with caution, as
analysis of the SMM satellite data for 468 days while SS433 was in the field of view, does
not show these lines; in fact upper limits of SMM are an order of magnitude below
HEAO-3 fluxes (Geldzahler et al 1985). This means that either SS433 shows an unusual
time variability at gamma ray energies or that systematics/statistical fluctuations are
incorrectly interpreted by HEAO-3 or that SMM analysis is wrong.
In addition to the gamma ray lines discussed above there have been reports in
literature on the observation of other lines, of course with low statistical significance.
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One has to probably wait to confirm such findings when high energy resolution, high
angular resolution and higher sensitivity (better than 10“6 phcm~2s_1) instruments
are flown on satellites in the 90’s.

3.4 56Co gamma ray lines from the supernova 1987A
The discovery by Shelton (1987) of the type II supernova—referred to as SN 1987A—
in the irregular galaxy, the Large Magallanic Cloud (LMC), is truly the spectacular
astronomical event of the century. For a review on the present status see e.g. Woseley
and Phillips (1988). It is perhaps the first supernova for which an ordinary steller
progenitor, the star named Sandulek (SK)—69°-202, has been identified.
The LMC is only 160,000 light years away, and therefore it has been possible to study
the light curve of the SN 1987A right from its birth. The SN 1987A was unique in being
observed as a neutrino source; the neutrinos were detected in the underground
experiments in the USA, Japan and the USSR. The enormous binding energy of the
neutron star expected to have been produced at the centre of the explosion, came out in
neutrinos within 10 seconds of explosion and indeed the first optical detection time
appears to be 3 hours after the neutrino signal (of course the optical detection was
announced first on 24 February 1987, and the detection of neutrino signal was
announced later, after reexamining the neutrino data). Such an early detection of SN
1987A is unique in the annals of supernova and severely constraints the models. The
light curve of SN 1987A appears to be powered at peak by the gamma rays emitted in
the radioactive decay of 56Co to 36Fe. As expected, on the basis of the theoretical
model, the hard X-rays, as Compton-scattered photon of 56Co gamma rays, were
detected first in August 1987 by X-ray telescopes on the USSR Mir space station
(Sunyaev et al 1987) and by the Japanese satellite Ginga (Dotani et al 1987).
Subsequently, as the medium around SN 1987A became a little more transparent, due
to expansion, the 56Co gamma ray line source deep inside is expected to be seen,
although the intensity would be less as the 56Co half-life is 77 days. And indeed, from
September-October 1987 onwards, the 56Co gamma ray lines at 847 keV and 1238 keV
have now been discovered by the SMM satellite observation (Matz et al 1988) and in
the balloon experiments (Mahoney et al 1988; Cook et al 1988).
The SMM group (Matz et al 1988) reports a 5a net average line flux of (1 + 0-25)
x 10“3 photons cm-2 s_1 at (847 ± 5)keV in the background subtracted spectrum of
the SN 1987A, accumulated between 1 August and 31 October 1987. There is also an
evidence for the 1238 keV line from the 56Co decay, with an average flux of (6 ± 2)
x 10~4 photon cm~2s_1. The balloon observation (Mahoney et al 1988) with the
cryogenically cooled Ge(Li) high resolution gamma ray spectrometer (energy reso¬
lution 3-2 keV at 1 MeV) in December 1987, reports a line feature at 1240-8 ± L7keV
with an intrinsic width of 8-2 ± 3-4 keV which could be a Doppler broadening due to
the velocity of the expanding medium. This line feature is interpreted as the 1238 keV
56Co decay line. The net flux observed is (2T ±0-7) x 10 ~ 3 ph cm-2 s~ \ a factor of three
larger than the SMM observation in September-October 1987; this may indicate that
the medium surrounding the central source has become more transparent due to
expansion. The measured flux at 847keV is (0-5 ±0-7) x 10~3phcm-2s-1 which is
comparable to the SMM value within errors. Cook et al (1988) report observation of
hard X-rays and gamma-rays in April 1988 from a balloon-borne gamma ray imaging
telescope. They report a flux of (0-8 ±0-4) x 10"3phcm-2s-1 for an energy range
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94 keV wide around 847 keV and 3 a upper limit ofl -4 x 10 3 ph cm 2 s ~ 1 for a 93 keV
wide and centered on 1238 keV.
The gamma ray observations and the light curves confirm that 56Co is present in the
SN 1987A ejecta and that nucleosynthesis took place during explosion as expected on
some theoretical models. Undoubtedly these gamma ray lines and hard X-ray
observations will tremendously benefit in further concretizing the present ideas on
explosive nucleosynthesis and supernova theories in general.

4. Future prospects
The satellite and balloon results obtained so far have established rich potentials of
gamma ray astronomy. At the same time they also showed the limitations of the present
instruments and the requirements of future more sensitive instruments with a high
spatial and timing resolution. While improved sensitivity would mean reducing the
background and having larger sensitive areas of the detectors, there is a definite limit on
achievable angular resolution with spark chamber telescope and scintillation counter
telescopes. A new approach which uses a coded aparture mask (CAM) in front of a
position sensitive gamma ray detector could, in principle, provide very high angular
resolution of the order of few arc minutes. However, theoretical studies indicate that
there could be additional problems due to increased background and reduction in
sensitive area with the use of the CAM system, especially in the high energy range. In
the X-ray range the CAM technique has been shown to work well in the laboratory and
recent balloon experiments show that this technique works well in low energy gamma
ray range (McConell et al 1987). Clearly, more simulation studies and experimental
data are required before the CAM technique could be firmly established. In spite of this
some of the future satellite missions are planning to carry the CAM system.
A number of satellite gamma ray astronomy missions are planned for launch in the
next few years. Undoubtedly balloon experiments to supplement satellite data as also
to test new ideas will continue. We shall briefly describe some of the planned satellite
missions.

4.1 Gamma-I
This is a USSR-French collaborative experiment to be’launched on the USSR satellite.
The Gamma-I telescope consists of a wide gap optical spark chamber and a videocon
system for orthogonal viewing of electron positron pair produced by the incoming
gamma-ray. The telescope triggering system uses a time-of-flight scintillator system to
select only gamma-rays entering from the forward aperture. It also has a total energy
calorimeter for energy measurements. Its energy range is 50 to 5000 MeV. The
telescope has a 1400 cm2 sensitive area (2-5 times COS-B) and an energy-dependent
angular resolution (about 0-5° at 100 MeV) better than SAS-2 and COS-B. The
telescope also has a movable CAM system that could provide 6 minutes of arc angular
resolution. It also carries a 0-2 to 20 MeV Nal(Tl) scintillator telescope with an anti¬
collimator. The Gamma-I is ready and is expected to be launched in the latter part of
1988, and with its higher sensitivity and better angular resolution it is expected to
provide an improved picture of the gamma ray sky.
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4.2 Granat mission
This is also a USSR-French collaborative experiment to be launched on the USSR
satellite. It is primarily an X-ray satellite, but it will also carry a large low energy gamma
ray telescope Sigma made by the French group. The Sigma consists of an Anger camera
type Nal(Tl) scintillator position sensitive detector behind a CAM to study gamma
rays in the 0 04 to 2 MeV energy range. It has about 7% energy resolution at 660 keV,
and an angular resolution of about 0T°. The Granat mission is also expected to be
launched in 1988.

4.3 The gamma ray observatory (GRO)
This is a US mission originally scheduled to be launched on the shuttle in 1988; it is
postponed due to the shuttle accident and is now rescheduled for launch in 1990. The
GRO consists of four different gamma ray telescopes to cover the energy range
0 03 MeV to 30,000 MeV, with higher sensitivity and better angular resolution. Fichtel
(1982) has given the capabilities of the four GRO experiments. We briefly describe them
below:
(a) Oriented scintillator spectrometer experiment (OSSE): This experiment consists of
four large area actively shielded and passively collimated to 5° x 11° FWHM, Nal/Csl
phoswich scintillation counters to cover the energy range 0T to 30 MeV.
(b) The imaging Compton telescope (COMPTEL): This instrument employs a two-step
(coincidence) absorption of a gamma ray i.e., a Compton collision in the thin first
detector followed by a total absorption in the second detector. This method offers a
substantial reduction in instrumental background. With a spatial resolution for the
two detectors and a time-of-flight technique together with well-defined geometry of
Compton interaction, the COMPTEL telescope permits reconstruction of the sky
image over a wide field of view, in the energy range 1 to 30 MeV.
OSSE and COMPTEL together would provide detection of sources and diffuse
emission with a sensitivity of 10“5 photons cm“2s'1 on 01 to 30MeV energy range
and also detection of nuclear gamma ray lines with 4% energy resolution and a
sensitivity of 5 x 10 ~5 photons cm -2s-1.
(c) Energetic gamma ray experiment telescope (EGRET): This instrument is an
improved and expanded version of the SAS-2 telescope. It consists of a multilayer wire
spark chamber, a total energy Nal(Tl) calorimeter and a time-of-flight scintillator
system to trigger the spark chamber telescope only for gamma-rays entering
from the forward aparture. It covers a wide energy range of 20 MeV to 30000 MeV and
has a point source sensitivity of 10-7 photons cm-2 s_1 with an angular resolution of
0T° for strong sources and an energy resolution of 15% for energies above 100 MeV.
(d) Burst and transient source experiment (BATSE): This instrument is designed to
continuously monitor a large section of the sky for a wide range of different types of
transient gamma ray events. It consists of eight large area Nal scintillator modules; four
modules having the same viewing path as the other telescopes on GRO and four
modules viewing the opposite hemisphere. It provides 0T ms time resolution, a burst
location accuracy of about 1° and a burst sensitivity of 6 x 10'8erg/cm2 for a 10s
burst.
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4.4 Photon mission
This is an Indo-Soviet mission planned for launch on a solar pointing USSR satellite, to
study galactic and solar flare gamma and hard X-ray emission. The collaborating
institutions are the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, the P N Lebedev
Institute of Physics, Moscow and the Physics Engineering Institute, Moscow. The
gamma ray telescope consists of a multilayer drift chamber with a time-of-flight system
to define and accept gamma rays entering from the front aperture, and a total energy
Nal(Tl) scintillator spectrometer below the drift chamber system. The energy range is
lOMeV to 100 MeV and an angular resolution of about a degree at 30MeV. The
telescope also has a movable CAM system and with it the angular resolution is
estimated to improve to 0T°. The photon mission also has two large area actively
shielded, passively collimated, Nal/Csl phoswich scintillator telescopes to cover the
energy range 15 keV to 200 keV. The timing resolution will be better than 0T ms. This
experiment is in an advanced state of planning and is scheduled for launch in 1992.
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R COWSIK
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay 400005, India
Abstract. Motivated by the stability of the proton, the CP-violating decay of K°L and some
clues from the classic experiments of Eotvos, an intense search for very feeble forces of
intermediate range coupling to baryon number, isospin or some such composition-dependent
number is in progress. This paper reviews briefly the highlights. At the time of writing this
review, it is safe to say that no such force has been discovered.

1. Motivation
Among the four known forces, strong, weak, electromagnetic and gravitation, it is
gravitation which is the weakest possessing the remarkable property of inducing
identical acceleration on all bodies irrespective of their composition. Thus particles of
antimatter would fall towards the earth with the same acceleration as particles of
matter and the earth would have had the same orbit even if the Sun were to be made of
antimatter. This property, which has been tested to a phenomenal accuracy of one part
in 1011, has been called the principle of equivalence, Eotvos et al 1922; Roll et al 1969;
Braginsky and Panov 1972; Worden and Everitt 1974; Cowsik 1981, 1982; Will 1981).
While discussing gravitation, it is the acceleration of bodies that is relevent, for, the
force acting upon them is proportional to their mass, and acceleration, being the force
divided by the mass, is independent of the mass, as long as the principle of equivalence is
valid:
F = gm;

a = F/m = g.

(1)

If on the contrary the equivalence principle is not valid, one has to introduce the
concept of two different types of masses, the gravitational mass, m and the inertial mass,
rh. Equation (1) now reads:
F = gm;

a = F/m = g(m/m).

(2)

Thus the question arises whether or not the ratio (m/m) is the same for all bodies,
independent of their composition; clearly any difference will manifest itself as
differences in the value of a. Alternatively, one could interpret any difference in the
measured values of the acceleration for different substances as evidence for the
existence of a new force which is distinct from gravitation and whose coupling depends
upon the composition of the bodies under consideration. The first experiments to test
this principle were done by Galileo by dropping two bodies of different composition
from the top of the tower in Pisa. Newton achieved a sensitivity of about one in
thousand by noting that the period of oscillation of a pendulum was independent of the
composition of the bob. A phenomenal improvement on the sensitivity of the test was
achieved by Eotvos, early this century, and his method is worth reviewing, briefly:
207
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1.1 The Eotvos experiment
The Eotvos balance consists of a dumb-bell suspended by a thin fibre passing through
its centre of gravity (Eotvos et al 1922). The composition of the two spheres
constituting the dumb-bell is different, but they are of approximately the same mass so
that the dumb bell hangs nearly horizontally. Thus it bears a considerable similarity
with the Cavendish balance designed for the measurement of the Newtonian
gravitational constant G. A mirror attached to the balance is viewed by an accurate
autocollimator which, in the design of Eotvos, consisted of a telescope which viewed a
scale reflected in the mirror. He could measure the angle of the balance good to about
10 microradians. The whole apparatus including the autocollimator is mounted on a
smooth turn-table. Consider now the torsion balance positioned such that the line
passing through the two bodies is along the latitude, b, of the place. We analyse the
forces and the torques acting on the balance in figure 1. The centrifugal acceleration due
to the rotation of the earth is
a = co%r9 sin b.

(3)

Hence co^ = 2ttday~1 % 7 x 10'5 rad. s'1 is the angular frequency of earth’s rotation
and
« 6000 km its radius. A component ah of this acts in local horizontal plane,
directed towards the longitude
ah = cosin b cos b & lcm s'2.

(4)

In the vertical direction, pointing towards the centre of the earth we have,
predominantly, the gravitational force on the masses. Notice that the suspension fibre
does not hang exactly vertical because the horizontal component of the inertia of the
bodies pulls it away. Thus the angle of the suspension fibre with respect to the vertical is
given by

e=(ml + mp

(5)

Equating the torques acting on the balance we get
k(p -f

Figure 1.
analysed.

Od - th2g0 Od - m^d + m2ahd = 0.

(6)

Schematic side and top view of Eotvos balance with the forces and torques
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Here k is the torsion constant of the fibre, and (ft the angular twist of the fibre with
respect to its stress-free position. Defining
m1=m + Am,

m2—m — Am,

mx = ^[1 + (k/2)],

m2 - m2[l - (/c/2)],

(7)

k = (mjihj - (m2/m2)

and substituting for 6 from (5) in (6) it is straightforward to show that
(ft = (immjk) (1 -f- (Am/m)2}.

(8)

Thus the torsion of the fibre is proportional to k the difference in the ratio of the inertial
to gravitational mass of the two bodies. To measure (ft in the actual experiment, one has
to rotate the turn-table through an angle of 180° so that the positions of mx and m2 are
interchanged, and the net deflection of 2(ft would be recorded by the autocollimator.
Thus Eotvos and his associates Pekar and Fekete set an upper limit ~ 10“9 on the
differences in the ratio of inertial to gravitational masses between various substances.
1.2 Experiments of Dicke and Braginsky
During the last two decades the experiments of Eotvos have been improved to ~ 10“11
level by Dicke and Braginsky (Roll et al 1969; Braginsky and Panov 1972), who have
studied the effect of acceleration due to the Sun on the torsion-pendulum. Even though
this acceleration aQ = 0*63cms"2 is somewhat smaller than the centrifugal acceler¬
ation ah, the fact that this is modulated with a 24 hour periodicity due to the spin of the
earth which rotates the compositional axis of the balance with respect to the
acceleration direction helps to modulate the signal without having to manually rotate
the set-up.
The implications of their result k < 10"11 can be understood by noting the strong
interactions that contribute a fraction (about 0*007) to the rest mass of the nuclei and so
do the electromagnetic interactions; the contribution of weak interactions is much
smaller (about 10“ 9). Their results thus imply that the self-energies of nuclei also satisfy
the equivalence principle to levels indicated below (Will 1981)
Strong ~10~8;

Electromagnetic ~ 10~8;

Weak ~ 10-2.

(9)

Surprisingly even this high accuracy is insufficient to test adequately the equivalence of
the gravitational self-energies of the bodies—the Nordvett effect (Nordvett 1988). For
nuclei the gravitational self-energies are of course, negligible, but for planetary bodies it
is at ~ 10 ~10 level with respect to their mass. By laser-ranging the lunar orbit to ~ 30
cm accuracy and noting that it has no polarization with respect to the earth in the solar
gravitational field, it has been concluded that even the gravitational self-energy satisfies
the equivalence principle to ~ 10"2 level. However it should be noted that the slight
differences in composition of the earth and the moon could mimic the Nordvett effect in
case the strong or the electromagnetic interactions violate the principle of equivalence
at just below the 10-9 limit set by the experiments of Dicke and Braginsky. Nordvett
who pointed out this feature has emphasized the need for better experiments on the
equivalence principle, especially in the context of the current improvements in the lunar
ranging data to ~ 1 cm levels (Nordvett 1988).
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Further motivation to improve the test of the equivalence principle according to
Dicke stems from the fact that these experiments are sensitive to possible spatial
gradients in the value of the fundamental constant, due to Machian or preferred frame
effects for example (Roll et al 1969). Since self-energies of the nuclei depend on the
values of certain fundamental constants, a in the case for electromagnetic self-energies,
the masses of nuclei will depend on their position if a is position-dependent. Then, by
the law of conservation of energy work is done when moving a nucleus from one place
to another. In other words there would be a force on nuclei depending on the amount of
self-energy attributable to a fundamental constant £ and its spatial gradient. The
difference in the acceleration of two bodies of different composition is given by
(10)

Aa = c2d(l/£)(dZ/dx).
\.

Here S is difference in the fraction of mass contributed by the bodies due to the
interaction specified by {. For example with l = a the fine structure constant b « 10~3
and the Dicke-Braginsky result that Aa < 10“11 corresponds to
(l/a)(da/dx) < 10~29 cm-1.

(11)

Since the scale-size of the universe is ~ 2T028 cm this result implies a spatial constant of
a to ~ 20% level across the universe. Improved experiments are necessary to draw
similar conclusions about the weak interaction constant.
1.3 Theoretical motivation
Menon, Sreekantan, Narasimham and Krishnaswamy spearheaded the effort to
perform tests on the stability of the proton to levels of ~ 10 - 30 yr “1 as predicted by the
standard models of grand unification. Even before such experiments, the extreme
stability of the prot on (Krishnaswamy et al 1985), was recognized. Lee and Yang (1955)
in a very interesting paper considered the possibility of an exactly gauged baryon
number with an associated massless gauge boson in analogy with the conservation of
electric charge and the associated electromagnetic field. On the basis of Eotvos
experiments, however, they concluded that no forces mediated by such a gauge boson
coupling to baryon number existed, at least up to strengths of 10“5 of gravitation. This
limit is shown marked as “Eotvos” in figure 2 adapted from a paper by de Rujula (1986).
This of course does not preclude much stronger forces which are of finite range.
Such a finite range force coupling to strangeness or hypercharge was suggested by
Bernstein et al (1964), as the possible cause of the apparently CP violating decays of K°L
observed by Fitch and Cronin. They also suggested that this force could be vector in
character in Which case the rate of events which appear to violate CP should increase
quadratically with the Lorentz factor of the K°L beam. This prediction was not borne
out by the experiments that were performed immediately following the suggestion. At
the same time Weinberg (1964) pointed out that if the ‘hyperphoton’, v, were to exist,
then the rate for the decay K° -> 2n + v with respect to the standard mode K° -» 2n
would increase catastrophically as f2m~2 so that the observational limits on the mode
involving the hyperphoton imply that the coupling f2 < G for m~l ~ lQ3cm.
The sensitivity of the K0 — K0 systems as probes for feeble forces is being exploited
in several recent studies (Aronson et al 1986; Suzuki 1986). Also attempts to quantise
gravity within the context of supergravity theories, spontaneous violation of scale
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Section of the ring showing azimuthal grooves in lead.

invariance, lepton number or any other symmetries could generate new forces, leading
to apparent violation (Fugii 1971, 1974; Deser and Zumino 1977; Scherk 1979; Zee
1979; Fayet 1980; Chang et al 1985; Bars and Visser 1986; Goldman et al 1986; Pecci
et al 1987) of the inverse square law for gravity. More broadly speaking the new forces
could be considered as a ‘low energy’ vestige of grand unification.

2. Status of the experiments

A fillip was given to the experimental studies of feeble intermediate range forces by
Fischbach et al (1986) who noticed that the residue in the famous experiments of
Eotvos et al correlate with differences in the number of baryons per atomic mass unit
(A/7//-0, as shown in figure 3. To understand this result, one should assume that there
exists a large mass anomaly at the site of the experiment and that this mass anomaly
generates a horizontal component in the local ‘fifth-force’ field. The two substances
constituting the dumb-bell of the Eotvos torsion balance interact with different
coupling to this field causing a net torque on the balance which is detected.
The case for the existence of such a force coupling to baryon number with a strength
of ~ 10"3 of gravitation per baryons was further strengthened by Fischbach et al
(1986) as they could explain the apparent discrepancy between the values of G
measured by Luther and Towler (1982) and that measured by using Airy’s method

Figure 3. Values of horizontal acceleration differences Ak, versus (B/n) measured by Eotvos
et ai (1922) (after Fischbach et al 1986).
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which relies on the variation of g with depth below the earth’s surface (Stacey and Tuck
1981; Gibbons and Whitting 1981; Stacey 1984; Holding et al 1986). Airy’s method
gives a larger value as seen below:
Glab = 6-6726 x 10"8cm3g-1s-2; GAiry = 6-720 x l<T8cm3g-1s_2
± 0-0005

± 0-024 (systematic)
+ 0-002 (fitting).

(12)

Now, should there exist a repulsive force with a range ~ 100-1000 m it would
counteract gravity at the earth’s surface but would be cancelled at depths greater than
~ 1000 m as the source distribution becomes progressively isotropic. It is customary to
analyse the composition-dependent force in terms of a Yukawa potential which is
added to the standard Newtonian potential so that
V(r)= — G^{mrri/r)\\ + a exp (— r/X)~\

(13)

with|a| « 001-0001 andA~ 100 m. The precise dependence of a on the composition is
not clear yet but one common form is given by
^

^^fsource ^ ^ftest

q = (B/p) cos 0

T

(I/p) sin 6,

(14)
(15)

where / stands for isospin and it is generally taken as (N-Z), the difference between
neutron and proton numbers of the nuclei.
Following the suggestion by Fischbach the implication of various existing experi¬
ments and observations to the existence and nature of the fifth-force were studied (de
Rujula 1986) and at the same time several new experiments have been started. We
summarize the results of such a study.
2.1 Laboratory experiments
There are several groups which are attempting to look for the new force from a
laboratory source mass (Fischbach and Talmadge 1988). These are very difficult
because even the gravitational field generated by a typical laboratory mass of ~ 100 kg
at a distance of ~ 1 m is ~ 10~6 cm s~2. With the strength of the new force being 10“3
of this or less, and with (AB/p) ~ 10 ~3 for test masses made of Cu and Pb, the expected
difference in the acceleration is ~10~12cms~2 or ~ 10Further with the
laboratory source masses, there would be, in general, large spatial gradients of the field.
Unless special care is taken to reduce these gradients and the coupling of the test masses
to these gradients, it will be very difficult to measure the minute differences in the
accelerations arising from the differences in their composition. The experimental
arrangement of Cowsik et al (1988c) is reviewed here briefly to illustrate the typical
design of a laboratory experiment. The dumb-bell bob of a standard Cavendish or a
Eotvos balance is replaced by a symmetric object such as a ring as indicated in figure 2.
Even though the two semicircular parts of the ring have different compositions, the
various moments of their mass distribution is kept symmetric about the suspension axis
by cutting azimuthal grooves in the denser material, in this case Pb. Gradients in
gravity cannot transfer any torques along the suspension axis to such a ring, but for the
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small asymmetries of fabrication. Such a ring weighing about 1500 g is suspended inside
a vacuum chamber (~ 10”9torr) by a 3 m long tungsten fibre. A highly sensitive
autocollimator views a mirror attached to the fibre and measures the angle of torsion
balance. Now, the source masses which consist of Pb masses weighing 100 kg each are
four in number and are suspended from a truss as shown in figure 4, with counter
weights which are smaller and farther. The vertical separation between the masses is
approximately equal to the distance to the ring and is symmetric about it; this ensures
that the vertical gradient of the horizontal field generated by the masses at the ring, and
indeed also its derivative, vanish at the ring. The azimuthal separation of the masses is
by 90° and this ensures that any torque generated by one of the masses through
coupling to (Qxx — Qyy °f the ring, which might exist because of imperfections of
fabrication, cancels the torque due to the other. The masses are moved in a circle about
the ring at a frequency equal to that of the free oscillations of the ring, v0 ~ 1*4 mHz.
Under such conditions of resonance, the amplitude of the ring will increase linearly

Figure 4.

Sketch of the TIFR apparatus along with the plan view; height, 10 m; diameter,
4 m; B, bearing T truss; F, fibre holder, SR, suspension rods; v, ion pumps; SM. source masses;
CM, counter weights; VC, vacuum chamber; W, optically flat windows; m, A/20 mirror; M, 45°
mirror; AC, auto-collimator; R, ring; MS, magnetic shield.
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with time, should there be any composition-dependent coupling, and the phase and
amplitude of this growth can be analysed to give the sign and strength of the new force.
On the other hand, the gradient couplings are at 2 v0 and are integrated out. The
expected sensitivity of their set-up is shown in figure 5, labelled as
The other
laboratory experiments which are in progress are by Everitt and Worden of Stanford,
Faller and Keyser of JILA, Colorado, Karagioz of the Moscow State University,
Newman and Nelson of the University of California at Irvine and by Speak and Quinn
of the Bureau of Standards in Paris.
The design of the experiment due to Amaldi et al (1988) is the inverse of the design
due to Cowsik et al: the source is a ring of dual composition as described in the previous
paragraph. This ring is rotated about its axis at a frequency equal to the natural
frequency of oscillation of a massive aluminium bar which normally functions as a
gravitational wave antenna. The composition-dependent forces, if present, will induce
increase in the amplitude of vibration of the aluminium bar which will be detected with
acoustic transducers.
There is another class of laboratory experiments which studies the deviations from
the inverse square law and therefore bears on the question of composition-dependent
forces indirectly, as these are necessarily of finite-range because of the constraint placed
by the experiments of Eotvos, Dicke and Braginsky that there are no compositiondependent forces which survive to ~ 10"11 level over the sun-earth distance. The
studies of the deviations of inverse square law are performed with Cavendish balances
pioneered by Long (see Fischbach and Talmadge 1988) and the results (Spero etal 1980;
Hut 1981; Chen et al 1984; Panov and Frontov 1984) are summarized in figure 5 which
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Figure 5. Existing and potential limits on the strength of the fifth force coupling to baryon
number updated version of the one due to de Rujula (1986).
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is an updated version of the one due to de Rujula (1986). Finally, within the class of
laboratory experiments we include the measurements of the Casimir effect and the
retarded van der Waals forces which can be used to set limits on the strength of
additional Yukawa terms (Sparnay 1958; Kuzmin et al 1982; Price 1988). This limit is
shown in figure 6. It is surprising that the present-day experiments do not rule out
forces which are 1010 times gravity per baryon with ranges of ~ 10~2mm!
2.2 Galileo experiments
These experiments are modern versions of the classical experiment attributed to
Galileo, where accelerations of bodies of differing composition falling freely in the
earth’s gravitational field are measured. These have the great advantage that if the
range of this hypothetical force is long one, would expect large differences in the
accelerations of the bodies. The typical differences are
Aa^g^vAB

A

« 10 9a2s -2

(16)

which could be ~10-7cms-2 for a~10~3 and A~105cm. In the modern version of
such experiments, when the masses are released inside a vacuum chamber there will be
a small difference in their initial velocity Ad and the path difference between the two
objects S increases as (Avt + ^Aat2) and this is measured with a laser interferometer.
Typically 0-5 s of free-fall time is available in the laboratory yielding as net path
difference of ~ 10“8 cm and smallness of this limits the sensitivity of the experiment.
The results of an experiment by Niebauer et al (1987) is shown in figure 5. Many groups
such as those of Kuroda and Tsubokawa in Japan, Cavasini et al of CERN, Richter
et al of Harris Corporation in Florida and of Sakuma, BIPM, Paris, are attempting
such experiments (Fischbach and Talmadge 1988).
2.3 Experiments near cliffs
The motivation for these experiments stems from the fact that the correlation of the
Eotvos residuals noticed by Fischbach et al (1986) was attributed to inhomogeneities in

X (meters)

Figure 6.
1988).

Existing limits at very short distances (Sparnay 1958; Kuzmin et al 1982; Price
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the mass distribution at the site of the experiments; consequently one expects that when
new and sensitive experiments are performed at specially chosen sites with large
horizontal components of the gravitational field, they will reveal more clearly the
existence of the composition-dependent force. The horizontal accelerations expected
near the face of steep mountain cliffs because of smaller solid angles subtended by the
source materials are by a factor of ~ 10 with respect to the values given in (16), but have
the tremendous advantage that this acceleration is transverse to earth’s gravity, thus
allowing an efficient detection with a Cavendish-type balance. One has to place nearby
masses to cancel the gradient in the local gravitational field so that only the
composition-dependent forces may provide the signal. There are several groups
attempting such experiments (Fischbach and Talmadge 1988) and among these four
groups have already given out their results. As an example of this class of experiments,
the sketch of the apparatus designed by Adelberger and coworkers (Adelberger et al
1987; Stubbs et al 1987) is shown in figure 7. The Cu masses shown-in the figure are
hollow to match the masses and the dimensions of the Be masses. The vacuum chamber
containing the apparatus is rotated smoothly so that it goes around once in ~ 6000 s. If
there should exist a ‘fifth force’ the nearby cliff will induce shift in the ‘zero’ of the
balance, at this frequency. The observations limit the magnitude of the shift and the
upper limit to the strength of the new force as a fraction of gravity is shown in figure 5,
with the label S.

©

Figure 7.

Schematic view of the apparatus of Adelberger and coworkers (Adelberger et al
1987; Stabbs et al 1987).
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The apparatus operated by Boynton et al (1987) is very similar but instead of
measuring the zero shift, they measure the change in the oscillation frequency of the
balance as a function of the orientation of the balance with respect to a nearby cliff.
They observed a definite signal indicating the existence of a new force; their estimate for
its strength is shown in figure 3 labelled as B. In the instrument used by Fitch et al (1988)
capacitor bridges sensed the position and angular orientations of the torsion balance,
instead of optical autocollimators; but otherwise they were similar to those of
Adelberger et al and Boynton et al. The upper limit to the strength obtained by them is
again shown in figure 5 labelled as P.
Very different and ingenious is the design due to Thieberger (1987) where a hollow
copper sphere whose density is adjusted so that it floats just below the surface of water
held at its highest density point, 3-8 C, to eliminate convection. The existence of a force
coupling to baryon number will make the sphere move away from a cliff wall. He found
a positive result at a level shown in figure 5, labelled as T. On the other hand similar
efforts of Bizetti and Sona (1988) with a nylon ball gave a null result.
2.4 Airy-type experiments
We have already mentioned some of these experiments which measure the variations of
g0 as a function of depth in mines, bore holes or under water and compare this
variation with that expected from the known distribution of masses, using Newtonian
gravity. A recent review by Stacey et al (1987) and a detailed listing of Fischbach and
Talmadge (1988) might be referred to in this connection and is broadly labelled
‘geological’ in figure 5. An interesting recent addition to this class of experiments is the
one due to Eckhardt et al (1988) who have measured deviations from Newtonian
prediction of the variation g0 up a tower of height 600 m! Their results are best
understood if there are indeed two new forces, one repulsive and the other attractive,
with slightly differing ranges. There is a marginal fit to observations with a potential of
a single Yukawa form which indicates the presence of a new force at a level indicated in
figure 5 as E.
The ingenious detector operating at liquid helium temperatures designed by Chan
et al (1982) measures the non-zero value for the Laplacian of the field in a source-free
region. We should expect results from this instrument very soon.

2.5 Experiments from space platforms
The weightless parabolic flight capabilities of the KC-135 aircraft is the key element of a
proposal by Cowsik (1987) for a Galileo type of experiment with a difference. Instead of
dropping two bodies of different composition separately and measuring the differences
in their accelerations, they are combined to form a cylinder of dual composition. In a
manner similar to the one used in the experiments of Cowsik et al (1988) the various
moments of the mass about the axis is made the same on both halves even though their
composition is different. If a new force exists which couples to the two halves differently
and has a range exceeding the height at which the aircraft flies ~ 3-20 km then there
would be a torque on the cylinder which will lead to angular acceleration of
«=

g®MBa ~ jd

(17)
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This will lead to an angular change

e = COot + -^t\

(is)

4"®

where a>0 is angular velocity 6f the cylinder at the time of the release. The quadratic
increase of 6 which time is the signal for the new force. If 9 is measured accurate to 1
fi rad and the cylinder is in free-fall for a time of ~ 20 s, which is the typical duration of
the parabolic flight, then one could measure a value of a « 10 ~8 with a cylinder of 10 cm
diameter. This is the sensitivity for X >
and worsens as Xjr^ for small values of X as
shown in figure 5. The considerably higher sensitivity with respect to earth bound
Galileo experiments is primarily because of the long duration of free fall accessible with
the KC-135 system as compared to durations of 0*5—1 s available in the laboratory. The
experiment is undertaken as a collaborative effort between the Tata Institute and the
Michigan University (Cowsik et al 1988a) and the scheduled date for the flight is
in March 1989.
Moving on to earth bound satellites, the most important result is obtained by
tracking LAGEOS which is an artificial satellite orbiting the earth at an average height
of 5900 km. The value of GM obtained from the tracking data and the corresponding
Newtonian value of earth’s surface gravity 0^(0) estimated from a biaxial ellipsoid
model for the earth are
GM0 = 398600-4342 ± 0-002 km3 s~ 2 j

0(0) = 978-0324 ± 0-0003 cm s "

2

J

(19)

The direct measurements of surface gravity yield
0(0) = 978-0326.

(20)

direct

The two are equal at least at the 10“6 level and set an upper bound (de Rujula 1986;
Rapp 1972, 1985; Smith et al 1985; Cowsik et al 1988a) on the strength of nonNewtonian forces, shown in figure 5 with the label “earth-surface/LAGEOS”. The
one labelled Moon/LAGEOS is obtained from considering the equality to 2 x 10 ~8
in the values of GM0 obtained by tracking the LAGEOS and the moon. The other
limits on figure 5 are self-explanatory.
Three more experiments are proposed to be performed on space platforms: (i) the
experiment to test the equivalence principle to ~ 10“17 by Worden and Everitt (1974)
(ii) an experiment to study forces at ~ 1 m distances by setting up a “miniature
planetary system” by Nobili (1988) and (iii) an experiment to measure the torque on a
“gravitational monopole but a compositional dipole” due to the earth’s gravitational
field to test the equivalence principle to ~ 10“15 level by Cowsik et al (1987a).

3. Baryon-number or isospin
Among the recent experiments that have been performed near cliffs we noted that some
of them yielded positive indications for the presence of a new force (Boynton et al 1987;
Thieberger 1987) on the other hand some others (Adelberger et al 1987; Stubbs et al
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Figure 8. Strength of new force as a function of )3 the mixing fraction between baryon number
and isospin coupling showing the results of index [Boynton et al (1987), Adelberger et al
(1987; also A). Thieberger (1987), P = Fitch etal (1988) and Cx = Cowsik etal (1988b)].

1987) have yielded upper bounds at roughly the same level of sensitivity. In order to
bring all these experiments under a consistent interpretation Boynton et al (1987)
have analysed these experimental results in terms of a new ‘charge’ similar to the one
given in equation (15) of this paper
q = «C + Z)/fi + (1 - P)(N - Z)/ix.

(21)

The interaction strength, assuming X — 100 m, as constrained by the experiments is
shown as a function of f in figure 8 adapted from Boynton et al (1987). Notice that there
is a region of consistency with 0 004
0014 for ft ~ 0, i.e. for a pure isospin
coupling. The results of Fitch et al (1988) with { = (2-3 ±40) x 10 ~3 for A ^ 100 mis in
marginal agreement with the pure isospin interpretation. The results of Cowsik et al
(1988b,c) yield the upper limit £ < 1-2 x 10~3 with 95% confidence and that of
Adelberger et al (1988) yield £<4xl0~4. Either one has to give up the idea of a pure
isospin coupling or one should assume that the range is substantially longer than 100 m
to reduce the value of f obtained from the experiments at cliffs as for these the product
£X is approximately constant. The value of t; obtained from the laboratory experiment
is of course not affected by this increase in the value of X. Clearly much further
experimentation is called for to establish the presence of the fifth-force in Nature.

Dedication
The stability of the proton and the properties of the K0 — K0 system have provided
clues to the studies of new forces in Nature and Professor M G K Menon’s research
interests have spanned over both these areas. Besides this he has provided great
encouragement and stimulus to setting up facilities for carrying out sensitive
experiments in the field of gravitation at an isolated site near Gauribidanur in
Karnataka. It is a great pleasure to dedicate this article to him and wish him a joyful
sixtieth birthday.
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On the polarization of celestial radiation

V RADHAKRISHNAN
Raman Research Institute, Bangalore 560080, India

Summary
Barring the massive particles found in cosmic rays and discussed in other articles in this
volume, most of our information about the universe is brought to us by electromagnetic
waves over a vast frequency range. One of the important characteristics of electromag¬
netic radiation at any frequency is the state of polarization which could be an important
clue as to the nature of the source. As it turns out, the polarization characteristics of
celestial radiation have played a surprisingly minor role overall. The intensity, spectral
characteristics, time variations, and the angular distribution of these quantities have
revealed far more secrets than the polarization of the radiation. I shall begin by
discussing the reasons for this, then trace the development of astronomical polarization
studies over the early years*, and finally focus on the case of pulsars whose polarization
characteristics are continuing to provide the most important clues to the understand¬
ing of their exotic radiation mechanisms.

1. The polarization of starlight
All but a minute fraction of the radiation from celestial sources at wavelengths shorter
than a centimeter or so is thermal in origin. The millimeter and infrared radiation from
molecular complexes and dust clouds, the light from stars and ionized clouds of
interstellar gas, the ultraviolet and X-radiation from the very hot, rarefied gas both
within galaxies and in between them in clusters of galaxies, are all manifestations of just
the physical temperature of the radiating matter. The chaotic motions of the electrons
or atoms or molecules responsible make the radiation from even a tiny region of the
source randomly polarized. It is only when such radiation is scattered by matter, as
sunlight by our atmosphere, and viewed from the side so to speak, that we may expect
to see it polarized. A similar phenomenon, in a more astronomical context, is the case of
reflection nebulae which are just aggregations of gas and dust surrounding one or more
young bright stars and scattering their light towards us. Such observations have also
been carried out in the infrared in recent years, and can reveal the presence and position
of a luminous body even when it is totally obscured from direct view by the opacity of

*This is a strictly personal view of events as I saw them, and not meant to be a serious or impartial review. I
apologise in advance for any omissions and/or distortions.
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the intervening interstellar dust. This is precisely the same principle as used by the
ancient Viking mariners to locate the azimuth of the Sun when the sky was overcast.
They did this with the aid of what we would now call a birefringent crystal, and thus a
polarization analyser.
Scattering within the luminous body itself can also be so recognised, depending on its
geometry. Arising out of his extensive studies on radiative transfer in stellar
atmospheres, Chandrasekhar (1946) predicted that electron scattering in the outer
regions of early type stars would polarize the emerging continuous radiation to a
maximum of 11% at the limb*. As the circular symmetry of an unresolved star will
average the polarization to zero, he suggested that its presence could perhaps be
detected when the star being observed is partially eclipsed by a large late type
companion in a binary system. W A Hiltner launched a programme to detect just this
effect, and in fact did find the starlight to be weakly polarized. Being the systematic
scientist he was, he continued to make careful observations over several years, which
finally led him to the conclusion in 1949 (Hiltner 1949) that the light from most distant
stars was polarized, but that this had to do with propagation through the interstellar
medium, not with their spectral type or single or binary status. He conjectured that
what he had observed was a consequence of scattering by elongated particles of
interstellar dust subjected to an alignment force, presumably a galactic magnetic field.
His conclusions were amply confirmed by subsequent work of others both observ¬
ational and theoretical (Hall 1949; Spitzer and Tukey 1949; Davis and Greenstein
1951).
Hiltner also noticed that the light from stars in a given part of the sky tended to be
polarized the same way. This suggested that if a magnetic field were responsible for the
alignment, then it was relatively uniform over reasonable volumes in the galaxy. If now,
there happened to be a radiation mechanism that involved the strength and direction of
this hypothetical field, such radiation should be intrinsically polarized. And its study
would both establish the existence of the field, and help map out its distribution in
interstellar space. Indeed, such a candidate appeared on the scene just around this time,
but from the new and emerging field of radio astronomy.

2. Synchrotron radiation
The cosmic radio radiation discovered by Jansky (1933) first mapped by Reber (1944)
and studied intensively by many (see Shklovsky 1960 for a detailed account of early
work) in the post-war years clearly had a non-thermal component whose origin was at
first obscure. Alfven and Herlofson (1950) suggested that such radiation could be
produced by relativistic electrons gyrating in a magnetic field—the synchrotron
mechanism. Very soon thereafter, Kiepenheuer (1950) suggested that it was the cosmic
ray electrons trapped in the galactic magnetic field that produced the non-thermal halo
component of the galactic radio emission. The detection of polarization in this
radiation would provide the strongest support for the proposed synchrotron
mechanism of cosmic radio emission, and Razin in the Soviet Union, where the theory

* This work is incidentally regarded as something of a mathematical tour de force and could well be called
the “eleven per cent solution”.
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had received its greatest development by Ginzburg and others, did make an attempt
which indicated a positive result (Razin 1958). The observational difficulties were
considerable, however, and subsequent attempts by others to repeat these pioneering
Soviet efforts failed unfortunately to confirm Razin’s results (Pawsey and Harting 1960;
Pauliny-Toth et al 1961).
An associated development of very great significance was related to the Crab nebula,
the visible remnant of the famous supernova of 1054 observed and recorded by the
Chinese. The first ever identification of a discrete radio source, Taurus A, was with this
object, by Bolton in 1949 (Bolton and Stanley 1949). The optical radiation from the
nebula had already been noted to contain a diffuse component whose spectrum was
featureless (Baade 1942; Minkowski 1942) and whose origin was unknown. Shklovsky,
the great Russian astrophysicist, advanced the bold hypothesis that both the radio and
diffuse optical emissions were due to the synchrotron mechanism (Shklovsky 1953). If
so, then as pointed out independently in 1954 by both Gordon (1954) and Ginzburg
(1954) in the Soviet Union, the optical radiation should be polarized, and in the same
year this was detected by Dombrovsky (1954) and by Vashakidze (1954) also both from
the same country. Subsequent work by Oort and Walraven (1956) beautifully
confirmed these early findings, and provided us with the first map of the magnetic field
in a distant astrophysical object.
Very soon after, a couple of more radio sources were identified with extragalactic
nebulae, or galaxies as we would call them now (Bolton et al 1949). One of these was
Virgo A, identified with the peculiar galaxy NGC 4486, better known as M87, in whose
central and brightest region a striking jet-like feature had been found by Baade and
Minkowski (1954). Its spectrum also showed no lines, and here again, Shklovsky (1955)
suggested that the optical emission from the jet, as in the case of the Crab nebula, was
due to synchrotron radiation from relativistic electrons. One should therefore expect
the jet emission to be polarized, and this was shown to be indeed so by Oort and
Walraven, and by Baade both in 1956. Thus, the most crucial evidence in support of the
existence of the synchrotron mechanism in both galactic and extragalactic radio
sources was the detection of its polarization. But it was significant that the only two
known polarized emitters in the sky were in the optical, although they owed their
detection to their associated radio properties. The implications of this took some more
years to be appreciated.
Thirty years later, there are many more objects known to be polarized optically, but
many of them again owe their recognition to their radio properties. These are the socalled highly polarized QSOs and BL Lac objects, where for lack of any newer or better
explanations, the polarized, and often highly variable, visible radiation is attributed to
the synchrotron mechanism. Incidentally, there is also now a new class of objects,
whose light is polarized, but which have no connection with radio astronomy or
synchrotron radiation. These are the magnetic white dwarfs, with fields of tens of
millions of Gauss, from which optical cyclotron radiation has been observed in recent
years (Angel 1978).

3. Radio source polarization
Returning to the search for polarization in radio sources, Mayer et al (1957) at the
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in Washington, D.C., found the first one in 1957. It
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was none other than the Crab nebula, which has continued over the decades to hold its
place as the most remarkable single object in the sky. Unlike the extragalactic nonthermal sources, its spectrum is relatively flat and the flux does not fall off as fast with
increasing frequency. The NRL group had pioneered radio astronomical observations
at very short wavelengths, and were able to show that at X ~ 3 cm, the radiation from
the Crab nebula was substantially polarized (8%), at a position angle close to the
average optical direction. But from then on, for the next five whole years, an amazing
situation persisted. Hundreds of radio sources both galactic and extragalactic had been
discovered, the spectra of most of which clearly indicated that they were non-thermal,
and therefore synchrotron radiators. But excluding the always extraordinary Crab
nebula, not one of them was detectably polarized.
The longest wavelength at which polarization in the Crab nebula had been
measured was around 10 cm with a value of 3 to 4% (Mayer and Sloanaker 1959;
Kuz’min and Udal’tsov 1959). Attempts at 20 cm wavelength had only placed a limit of
around 1% (Westerhout 1956; Davies 1958). Convinced that substantial improvement
in measurement techniques would lead to success, my colleague David Morris and I
made the most strenuous efforts at the Caltech Observatory, and did improve matters
by an order of magnitude. Using an interferometric null technique, we were able to
comfortably measure the polarization of the Crab nebula at X ~ 20 cm as T5 ± 0-2%
(Morris and Radhakrishnan 1963). But what was staggering was that the three other
strongest non-thermal sources in the sky—Cygnus A, Cas A and Virgo A were
polarized less than a fifth, a fourth and a third of a per cent respectively! I cannot forget
the major mystery these extraordinarily low limits posed at the time, particularly
considering that the optical counterpart of Virgo A had been found polarized as
described earlier. I remember pleading for 5 minutes time at the 1961 IAU General
Assembly in Berkeley to communicate our mostly negative, but nevertheless mystifying
observations just made, but there were not too many customers. The radio
astronomers there (as many to this day!), were more concerned with heated arguments
about number counts vs flux density and such issues. Looking for radio polarization
was an obvious waste of time as had been established by a number of earlier attempts.
But in fact, things were just about to change drastically.
The breakthrough came next year in 1962 when, on the one hand, Mayer et al (1962a,
b) found that two important extragalactic sources, Cygnus A and Centaurus A were
polarized several per cent at X ~ 3 cm, and on the other hand Westerhout et al (1962)
detected polarization in the galactic background radiation at X ~ 75 cm, which could
not be attributed to spurious effects. The spell had been broken, and within weeks the
bandwagon was rolling. A flood of reports poured in claiming practically every
direction in the galaxy and every strong non-thermal source to be polarized whether or
not the particular telescope used was capable of such a measurement and the observer
capable of telling one Stokes parameter from another. In any event, when the dust had
settled in a year or two, the several reasons for the failure of our and other previous
attempts appeared obvious in retrospect.
Firstly, in the design of radio telescopes and particularly feeds for them, little or no
thought had been given to their ability to measure polarization, and this resulted in
large spurious instrumental effects. Secondly, even when a relatively uniform magnetic
field pervaded the radiating region, internal Faraday rotation in the source effectively
depolarized its radiation at the lower frequencies. This was clearly illustrated by the
case of the Crab, where the mean optical polarization was as high as 9%. And lastly, the
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systematic or random changes in the direction of the field within the radiating region
could drastically reduce the net polarization when the source was unresolved and
contributions from its different parts were averaged together. Hiltner (1957) showed
that polarization exists at all orientations in the Crab and varies in degree from zero to
almost 60% over the face of the nebula. In the case of M87, Baade (1956) found up to
30% polarization in the jet, but also that it was broken up into knots polarized at
considerable angles to each other.
The next IAU General Assembly at Hamburg in 1964 had no shortage of discussions
on the polarization of radio sources, and an excellent account of the state of affairs by
1966 may be found in the review by Gardner and Whiteoak (1966).
As a result of the efforts of those early years, it became evident (Radhakrishnan 1964;
Morris et al 1964) that the future lay in high frequency interferometric observations
which could reveal the details of individual regions within sources with higher and
different polarizations than the average. This has come to pass, and there is hardly a
single non-thermal source of adequate strength, either galactic or extragalactic, whose
polarization structure has not been mapped with modern aperture synthesis instru¬
ments. These maps indicate how the magnetic field changes direction and strength
within the source, and are slowly leading one to an understanding of the magneto¬
hydrodynamics of the relativistic plasma which makes up these radio sources.
Single antenna techniques have also been continuously refined and the galactic
background polarization has been mapped at several frequencies. Such observations
contain information both on the direction of the magnetic field in which the relativistic
particles spiral, and on the thermal electron content which Faraday rotates the plane of
polarization. The disentanglement of the two has been found to be extremely difficult
and comparisons with statistical studies of galactic Faraday rotation of the radiation
from extragalactic sources have not helped much either. There have been many and
extensive studies of interstellar polarization of starlight since Hiltner’s first measure¬
ments which showed that there was a field and that it was reasonably uniform.
However, we are left with the strange situation that all these observations put together
cannot do very much better than to say what Chandrasekhar and Fermi (1953) said
that the local field is directed roughly along our spiral arm, and has a strengh of the
order of several microgauss (van de Hulst 1967).

4. Circular polarization
So far, all of the polarization referred to is linear, which is the general state expected for
synchrotron radiation from relativistic particles gyrating in a magnetic field. If the field
were uniform, the percentage could be over 70% in principle, but badly tangled fields
would reduce it to a very small value. The struggles described earlier related to finding
one to a few per cent of integrated linear polarization in synchrotron sources. Under
special conditions, e.g. if the pitch angle distribution of the particles has a steep
gradient, a minute amount of circular polarization could also be expected. This could
also happen if the linear polarization were to propagate through a suitably contrived
magnetized plasma. In any case, the amounts of circular polarization are very very
small, but it is a measure of the technical progress made since the early years that such
minute quantities are now regularly observed (Roberts and Komesaroff 1976).
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The Parkes radio telescope was one of the few that were originally designed and
equipped to make polarization measurements. It went into operation at just the time of
the polarization explosion, and was able to make major contributions to it. Equipped
with newer and better specially designed feeds, it has been used in recent years by
Komesaroff et al (1984) to study the linear and circular polarization of QSOs and BL
Lac objects, and to routinely measure variations as small as a tenth of one per cent with
good accuracy! The full meaning of these variations is still obscure. But in a few sources
which show a steady change over years in the position angle of the polarization, this has
been interpreted as due to rotation (Ledden and Aller 1979; Komesaroff et al 1984). If
nothing else, the possibility of detecting the physical rotation of a cosmologically
distant and compact object through its polarization sufficiently vindicates such studies.
Apart from the continuum radiation from sources of various kinds discussed earlier,
we have had since 1951 (Ewen and Purcell 1951) the 21cm line radiation from
interstellar atomic hydrogen. The excitation of this radiation is from collisions, i.e.
thermal, and the radiation should therefore be totally unpolarized. But as predicted by
Bolton and Wild (1957), the interstellar magnetic field threading the neutral hydrogen
clouds should give rise to Zeeman splitting, albeit minute compared to the width of the
observed lines. Polarimetry of great accuracy could, in principle, detect the weak
circularly polarized components, and lead to a direct measurement of the strength of
the galactic magnetic field in that region. This was another spur for the improvement
and refinement of measurement techniques, which after many years and many failures
did indeed lead to reliable results, indicating field strengths typically of tens of
microgauss in HI clouds (Yerschuur 1968; Brooks et al 1971).
Beginning with the detection of the OH radical in 1963 (Weinreb et al 1963) and
continuing to this day, a new and expanding branch of radio astronomy concerns itself
with the study of molecular radiation. Dozens of molecules are known today to exist in
dense ‘molecular’ clouds which are believed to be regions of star formation, and most of
the lines are in the millimeter part of the spectrum. Of relevance in the present context is
that several of these molecules like OH, H20 and SiO emit maser radiation of an
intensity many many orders of magnitude greater than that corresponding to their
physical temperature. Such highly ‘non-thermaf radiation is often found to be strongly
polarized, in states which vary from highly linear to highly circular. After the minute
percentages that one had to struggle to detect in weak continuum sources, these
highly polarized and very strong maser sources are great fun to observe and measure.
The origin of the preferred direction, or sense, is believed to be the same interstellar
magnetic field as before. Zeeman splitting has been clearly identified in a few cases and
has led to measurements of the field strength, usually in the range of a few milligauss in
dense molecular clouds (Moran et al 1978). But by and large, the existence of even such
strong polarizations appears to have added very little to our comprehension of the
physics of these masing sources, where much still remains to be understood.
In all of the foregoing, the discussion was confined to objects outside the solar
system. Ever since the strange radar-jamming signals picked up during the Battle of
Britain (thought at first to be of German origin), were identified by Hey (1946) as
coming from the Sun, it has been known to be a powerful, but sporadic non-thermal
source. Such radiation called solar bursts, noise storms, etc., emanating from active
regions on the surface with strong local magnetic fields is often circularly polarized. But
as the study of solar phenomena is a whole vast subject in itself, I shall not discuss this
topic further here.
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5. Jupiter
As lor other objects in the solar system, it was believed that the planets, like the moon,
would only emit thermal radiation characterized by their physical temperature and
surface emissivity. While several planets had been observed at very short radio
wavelengths to emit about the expected amount of thermal radiation, the giant planet
Jupiter was anomalous in two ways. It was known to emit bursts of radiation at
decameter wavelengths (Burke and Franklin 1955), and also showed an apparent
excess over the expected thermal emission at centimeter wavelengths (McClain and
Sloanaker 1959). This was found to be more so at decimeter wavelengths (Roberts and
Stanley 1959), and it was speculated (Drake and Hvatum 1959) that this excess could be
cyclotron or synchrotron radiation from a magnetosphere containing trapped
relativistic particles ejected by the Sun, similar to the belts around the earth that had
been discovered by van Allen. Polarimetry with an interferometer at decimetric
wavelengths demonstrated both the highly linearly polarized nature of the non-thermal
radiation, and that the size of the emitting region was several times that of the visible
planet (Radhakrishnan and Roberts 1960).
Follow-up observations by Morris and Berge (1962) showed a periodic rocking of
the plane of polarization, and led to a determination of the angle between the magnetic
and rotational axes of the planet; also to a direct measurement of the period of rotation
of its interior, where the magnetic field was anchored. It may be recalled that features on
the surface rotate at different speeds depending upon their latitudes. Further, detailed
and painstaking observations by Roberts and Komesaroff (1965) showed that a single
‘belt’ would not suffice to account for the polarization variation with rotation, and led
to a more elaborate model. Finally, aperture synthesis measurements with large
telescope arrays led to the equivalent of time lapse photography, and have provided us
with a detailed picture of the three-dimensional structure of Jupiter’s magnetosphere
(Berge and Gulkis 1976; de Pater 1980). In-situ measurements made later by several
spacecraft during their fly-by(s) have confirmed, and complemented, all that was
learned from the ground-based measurements (de Pater 1980).
Although Jupiter is a very ‘local’ object by astronomical standards, I have discussed
it in some detail because its case is remarkable in many ways. It was the second radio
source to be found polarized, and was the most highly polarized known for some years.
The polarization decisively established the synchrotron nature of its high frequency
radio emission, but unlike other synchrotron sources, it had no internal Faraday
rotation. Because of the physical rotation of the object the polarization varies
periodically, and it was the first case of such a study revealing the geometry of a
magnetic field which had a separate origin, and was therefore unaffected by the particles
which traced it. But most remarkable in the present context, is the number of these
ch aracteristics which it shares with the next—and last—class of objects I shall discuss,
namely pulsars which came along about ten years later.
6. Pulsars
6.1 The early days
When the amazing class of objects that we now call pulsars were discovered (Hewish
et al 1968), there were, among a multitude of minor questions, three major ones
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demanding urgent answers. What was the nature of the object? What was responsible
for the highly periodic nature of the pulses? And what was the physical mechanism of
the radio emission arriving as pulses? From considerations of the observed time scales
and the energies involved, the discoverers had already narrowed the choice for the
object to one between the familiar white dwarfs observed in large numbers, and the
theoretically predicted neutron stars which had never been observed. As can be seen
from the introductory articles in the collection of the first fifty or so papers on pulsars
(Nature Reprint 1968), white dwarfs oscillating in various ways were still the favourite
candidate, although Gold (1968) had already proposed rotating neutron stars. The
subsequent discoveries of the Vela and Crab pulsars with their very short periods (by
the standards of that time), and the measurement soon after of the lengthening of these
periods, as predicted by Gold, put the rotational neutron star hypothesis way ahead of
the rest of the field. But the reason for the beaming of the radiation as from a light house
was as obscure as ever. The spectrum of the radiation had been shown quite early to be
highly non-thermal, but the question of an emission mechanism was generally avoided.
The theoretical papers of that time that did attempt to address this issue now read like
science fiction, all attesting to the strangeness of the objects whose nature one was
struggling to comprehend (Nature Reprint 1968; 1969).
From the very beginning it had been noted that the intensity of pulsar radiation was
highly erratic. But there were two characteristics which showed a very systematic
dependence on time; one was the period and its lengthening which I have referred to,
and the other was the polarization variation within an individual pulse. It was found
that the radiation from the Vela pulsar was highly linearly polarized with the plane of
polarization sweeping systematically through a large angle within the short duration of
the pulse (see figure 1). It was further found that when Faraday rotation in the
interstellar medium was corrected for, the instantaneous plane of polarization at any
specific point within the pulse envelope was the same at all frequencies! When the
* erratic pulse-to-pulse variations of amplitude were averaged out, the integrated pattern
always showed a highly linearly polarized but simple pulse shape of great stability.
Taking Vela as the archetype, these observations led directly, as I shall describe below,
to providing independent answers to all three of the major questions I listed above.
I have already pointed out when discussing the case of Jupiter, where the

Figure 1.

The pulsar model.
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polarization depended on a dynamically dominant magnetic field associated with a
rotating body, that there were two simple and natural consequences. One is that the
plane of polarization was a function of longitude as the object rotated, and the other is
that the periodicity had very high stability since the field is anchored in the object
(planet or star), and not related to surface or atmospheric phenomena like sunspots,
aurorae, etc. Lack of alignment between the rotational and magnetic axes is essential to
notice the periodicity, and the shape of the position angle versus longitude curve would
reflect the geometry of these axes relative to the direction of the observer. Just from the
excellent agreement of the observed shape of this curve for Vela, with that expected for a
dipolar field, it seemed more than suggestive, almost compulsory, to identify pulsars
with rotating—as opposed to vibrating—objects (Radhakrishnan et al 1969). To
appreciate the strength of this argument against the vibrational models which were still
rife, it is necessary to reflect on the fact that the polarization sweep does not reverse after
the peak of the pulse, but continues in the same sense. Taking this as proof of rotation,
then this alone ruled out white dwarfs as the observed period of Vela of 89 ms was far
too high a rotation rate for them. Pulsars had to be neutron stars.
6.2 A simple model
The observed rate of position angle sweep was also very high compared to the rate of
change of longitude, and in this picture, it was a direct indication of the proximity of the
radiating region to a magnetic pole. The symmetry of the polarization pattern also
showed that the pulse straddled the longitude which contained the projected magnetic
axis. Further, of all the field lines which emanate from each magnetic pole, only those
which subtend less than a certain angle with the magnetic axis are open field lines, and
would have relativistic particles streaming along them as pointed out by Goldreich and
Julian (1969). This provided automatically a cone centered on each magnetic pole, and
one had thus a simple explanation both for the location of a rotating beam of limited
angular extent, and for the stability of its period (Radhakrishnan and Cooke 1969).
Figure 1 illustrates the model.
Given the high magnetic fields expected for neutron stars ( ~ 1012 G), the energetic
particles discussed by Goldreich and Julian would radiate away any energy and
momentum they had transverse to the magnetic field in a negligible time, and be forced
to move strictly along the field lines in their lowest Landau levels. But as the field lines
curve away from the magnetic axis, the acceleration associated with motion along them
should produce radiation in the observed radio range (Radhakrishnan 1969). Given the
high Lorentz factors estimated for the particles, the polarization would be almost
totally linear, as observed in Vela, and the electric vector parallel to the projected field
lines. Although I shall not discuss the implications further here, it is worth mentioning
that this enables one to fix the projected direction on the sky of the axis of rotation of
the pulsar!
6.3 More elaborate models
A number of other consequences such as the variation of pulse width with frequency
(Komesaroff 1970), differences in rate of polarization sweep within the pulse, and the
existence of interpulses as a function of the angles between the rotational and magnetic
axes and the observer, etc., have all been found over the years to accord closely with the
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above simple model. But in attempting to take the first step towards understanding the
radiation mechanism of pulsars, a number of important but awkward details were
swept under the carpet. These included the coherence mechanism required to explain
the very high specific intensity of pulsar radiation, the intrinsic variability of this
intensity over short time scales, and most seriously in the present context, sudden and
often drastic departures in the polarization behaviour from that expected of the simple
model. These aspects have all been tackled with varying degrees of success in a whole
series of attempts at increasingly more elaborate models spanning the twenty year
period to the present time (Sturrock 1971; Ruderman and Sutherland 1975; Cheng and
Ruderman 1977, 1979; Beskin et al 1983, 1984, 1988). My point here was only to
illustrate how much could be gleaned about pulsars from just the polarization pattern
in the integrated pulse profile.
In an attempt to systematise the extraordinary diversity actually observed in pulse
profiles, Rankin (1983a, b, 1986,1988) has succeeded in classifying them on an empirical
basis and this has led to the identification of a number of pulse characteristics that were
not at all, or poorly, appreciated before. Important among these is the recognition of
core and conal components whose relative strengths and sizes depend on frequency.
Work now in progress by Rankin and the author on the elliptic polarization of the core
component is leading to the conclusion that a part of the radiation could be due to
linear acceleration of charges in the subrelativistic regime. Much work remains to be
done to show that this is plausible, and I mention it only to say that we are going to
learn yet more about pulsars by looking more carefully at their polarization.
Although not of interest to the understanding of pulsars per se, I should mention that
their linearly polarized radiation has also provided a method of determining the
strength of the galactic magnetic field, albeit an average over the line of sight (Lyne and
Smith 1968). As the observations on Vela described above had established, the plane of
the emitted polarization was independent of frequency (Radhakrishnan and Cooke
1969), and thus the observed Faraday rotation could all be attributed to passage
through the interstellar medium. It would be roughly proportional both to the
integrated electron density, and to the longitudinal component of the magnetic field. As
the time of emission of the pulses is also independent of frequency to a very good
approximation, the frequency dependence of the arrival time provides a value for the
integrated electron density along the line of sight (Hewish et al 1988). Dividing one
quantity by the other leads to a value of the mean magnetic field resolved along the line
of sight and weighted by the electron density (Smith 1977). As we have good reasons to
expect both the electron density and the magnetic field to vary along the path, such a
determination is at best an estimate of the field strength. But as it is the only absolute
method we have, other than measurements of line splitting, it has added its share to our
knowledge of the vagaries of the galactic magnetic field (Smith 1977).

7. Conclusion

I started this article by saying that in the radiation coming to us from different
directions in space, it was the strength and frequency of the oscillations of the field that
have taught us the most about objects in the universe. I would like to end it by saying
that the orientation of the field has also had a few nuggets to offer.
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The Poincare sphere—A few historical glimpses

S RAMASESHAN
Raman Research Institute, Bangalore 560080, India

1. Introduction
The Poincare sphere, as a tool for thinking about polarized light, gave an impetus and a
new dimension to optics research in India. This article attempts to give a few glimpses
into the history of this development. The starting point was in the forties when C V
Raman was convinced that diamond held the key to the understanding of the solid
state. This resulted in experimental activity on a scale never before seen in this
country*.
Our story starts in the fall of 1944 when I had just finished preliminary optical studies
of thin films which form on diamond plates. Raman rushed into my laboratory and in
his characteristic manner issued a firman that we must celebrate in 1945 the centennial
of Faraday’s discovery, by measuring the magneto-optic rotation in diamond. He also
pointed out many of the impediments—that the residual birefringence commonly
exhibited by diamond often overpowers the smaller optical effect due to Faraday
rotation making its accurate measurement extremely difficult and that the presence of
birefringence itself diminishes the measured value of the rotation. For a better
understanding of these and related phenomena he suggested that I study the papers
of Chauvin (1886), Becquerel (1928) and Bruhat and Grivet (1935).
There was at that time only a single observation on the Faraday Effect of diamond
by Becquerel (1877); “In a remarkable octahedral crystal” he says, “belonging to M
Fizeauf, we obtained a feeble rotation of about 27 minutes of arc in yellow light”
(t = 2-875 mm, Heff = 7330G giving a Verdet constant of O01287cm/G). As it
happened, I did measure the Faraday rotation in diamond (F5893 = O02337cm/G),
and Raman announced it in style at the Faraday Centennial lecture he gave.
The outcome of my researches was that the reverse problem could also be solved so
that one could deduce the magnitude of the birefringence in a solid from the
measurement of its “apparent” Faraday rotation. This gave a new method of measuring
I

*New techniques and results poured out in diverse fields like thermo-optic and piezo-optic behaviour of
solids; X-ray topography and X-ray physics; morphology of crystals and cleavage properties; fluorescence
and absorption spectroscopy; Brillouin and second order Raman scattering, etc. (see eg. Scientific Papers
of C V Raman Vols I, IV and V, Indian Academy of Sciences, Bangalore). For all these varied studies, the
basic experimental material was the collection of diamonds which Raman had started acquiring from the
Panna state auctions.
fA little investigation on my part proved conclusively that the small collection of crystals Raman had
purchased in the Paris flea market really belonged to the renowned physicist Armand Fizeau (1819-1896) but
the diamond crystal referred to by Becquerel was not amongst them!
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the stress-optic coefficients of isotropic solids and more importantly their‘variation
with wavelength. Such measurements, I felt, would resolve the question of whether
uniaxial stress alters the oscillator strengths (or the transition probabilities) of the
dispersion frequency of a solid for the two principal states of polarization propagated
in the stressed crystal (which was the then extant view) or whether (like a magnetic
field) stress actually splits the dispersion frequency for the two states (the view I
favoured).
I mentioned this novel magneto-optic method of determining the piezo-optic
coefficients to the most perceptive of my colleagues at that time, V Chandrasekharan.
He is now well known for his work on the Brillouin scattering in anisotropic crystals.
Chandrasekharan at once proposed the more exciting idea of determining these
coefficients for optically active crystals (sodium chlorate). After Bhagavantam (1942)
detected the serious error in Pockel’s Tables (1906) no measurements had been made
for an optically active cubic crystal (T class) as no adequate method of doing this had
been developed.

2. Faraday effect and birefringence
When plane polarized light is incident on a non-absorbing anisotropic medium placed
in a magnetic field, it splits into two (orthogonal) elliptic vibrations of opposite senses
lying crossed to each other which travel with different velocities. The vibrations being
coherent combine at every point to produce an elliptic vibration whose major axis is
rotated with respect to the plane of polarization of the incident light (figure la). The
magnitude of these rotations and the ellipticity of the emergent vibrations are
determined by the thickness of the crystal, its birefringence and the magneto-optic
rotation. When the magneto-optic rotation is measured in a solid having a small
amount of birefringence using conventional apparatus, what is determined is the
position of the major axis of the emergent elliptic vibration with respect to the plane of
polarization of the incident light (and is called the apparent rotation). With increasing
magnitude of birefringence, Chauvin (1886) showed that the apparent rotation not only
diminished in magnitude but actually reversed in sign and exhibited several reversals.

x

Figure 1.
field,

b.

i

a. Elliptic vibrations propagated in an anisotropic medium placed in a magnetic
Elliptically polarized light. Two parameters needed to describe a general state:

azimuth A,0 ^ A ^ n and “ellipticity” b/a, - 1 ^ b/a ^ 1 and - n/4 < co = tan-1 b/a ^ n/4.
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To calculate all these effects using classical techniques (as Szivessy 1928 did) is not
only tedious but even clumsy. So involved are the calculations that one may even miss
interesting physical phenomena that may show up. V Chandrasekharan and I were
planning to take this arduous path when we looked at the papers of Becquerel (1928)
and Bruhat and Grivet (1935) (mentioned earlier) when the world of the Poincare
sphere opened up and its incredible elegance was revealed to us.

3. The Poincare sphere
In a completely polarized beam, the vibration of the electric field can either be linear in
any azimuth or be elliptical with the major axis in any azimuth at right angles to the
direction of propagation. The ratio of the axes of the ellipse can have any value and the
sense of the ellipse may be either right- or left-handed. The two limiting cases of elliptic
vibrations, are, of course, circular and linear.
Classically we can think of these ellipses as being generated by two harmonic
oscillators with the same frequency which represent the x and y components of the
electric field (for the wave travelling along z). Depending on the relative amplitudes and
phase of these oscillations the different states of polarization are generated.
We require two parameters to describe a general state: (a) the azimuth 2 i.e. the
orientation of the major axis of the ellipse, and (b) the “ellipticity”, i.e. the ratio of major
to the minor axes b/a (b < a), co — tan "1 b/a—one uses positive and negative a/s for left
and right rotating ellipses (figure lb).
Poincare (1892) took the remarkable and imaginative step of representing these
states on the surface of a sphere by using 2co and 22 as the latitude and longitude (this
also makes it obvious that the sphere has the right topology for representing polarized
light). Figure 2a represents the Poincare sphere. L and R, the poles represent the left and
right circular vibrations and the equator HAVE represents linear vibrations, H and V
being horizontal and vertical linear polarized light. Every other point on the sphere
represents an elliptic vibration.
The Poincare representation is ideally suited to deal with changes in the state of
polarization of a beam of light traversing an anisotropic medium. Normally when there
is no absorption the beam splits up into two (orthogonal) opposite states (two linear in
the case of a linear birefringence, two circular in the case of optical activity, two
opposite (orthogonal) elliptic states in the case of birefringence and optical activity), the
coherent superposition of these two orthogonal states gives points on a great circle
joining them. Changing the relative phase is equivalent to the rotation of the sphere
about the axis joining the two opposite states (figure 2b).
On the basis of this description, Chauvin’s experiments could be easily explained
(Ramaseshan 1949).

4. Faraday rotation in birefringent media
In my search for the best possible set-up for the accurate measurement of the dispersion
of photoelastic constants, I did many experiments. In 1950 I gave a talk one evening at
our Tuesday Physics Club wherein I introduced the concept of the Poincare sphere and
presented some of my unexpected experimental results: e.g. when birefringence is
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Figure 2.

a. The Poincare sphere: A point P of longitude 2X and latitude 2co represents an

elliptic vibration of azimuth X and ellipticity co.

b.

The Poincare sphere and its geometrical

significance: (a) A phase difference introduced between linear orthogonal states M and N
(linear birefringence) is equivalent to an anticlock-wise rotation through an angle S' about the
faster state M, (b) The effect of a non-absorbing crystal exhibiting birefringence and (magneto)
optical activity, c. If S' is the phase difference due to birefringence alone and p' the optical
rotation in the absence of birefringence the resultant is the rotation of the Poincare sphere
through an angle A' about the axis EF.

present, measurements made with half shades at the polarizer end and the analyser end
are not equivalent! The mis-setting of the polarizer with respect to the strain axis
introduces large errors but these got eliminated when the mean of the two
measurements for opposite directions of the magnetic field was taken. It became clear
to me that to explain many of these observations one must have a formula for the
fraction of the intensity that a general analyser A transmits when light of general
polarization P falls on it. From special cases when A and P are linear or when A is
circular and P linear or vice versa and using the symmetry properties of the sphere I
could arrive at the result that IPA = cos2 \PA where PA is the angular length of the
great circular arc joining P and A.
The following morning something remarkable happened. G N Ramachandran
produced an exact proof and showed how many of my observations could be explained
using the Poincare sphere concept (I suspect he had not heard of the Poincare sphere
before my talk!). This was how our collaboration started and led to the writing of our
paper “Magneto-optic rotation in birefringent media—the application of the Poincare
sphere” (Ramachandran and Ramaseshan 1952) which contains all these important
results. Although the work was finished in 1950, the writing up was delayed as
Ramachandran, in the meantime* was busy collaborating with V Chandrasekharan
(1951) in determining the piezo-optic coefficients of sodium chlorate using his novel
method by measuring the decrease in the optical rotation with stress (Ramachandran
and Chandrasekharan 1951).

5. Enter Pancharatnam
When S Pancharatnam at the age of 19 came to Bangalore in 1953 to work as a research
student, C V Raman, we are told, gave him specimens of two minerals from his
collection—iolite and amethystine quartz. Iolite is an absorbing biaxial crystal while
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amethyst is an absorbing, birefringent, optically active crystal. Raman told him that the
optics of these crystals was little understood, and they were sure to exhibit many new
unexpected phenomena, the understanding of the propagation of light in these crystals
will not only advance the science of crystal optics but will go a long way in revealing the
nature of light itself. Many years later Pancharatnam was to quote this to indicate the
intuitive feel Raman had for important physical problems.
A few months after Pancharatnam joined the Raman Research Institute we
happened to talk of our research problems. I discussed with him my specific interest on
the differential absorption of X-rays with wavelength in a crystal. He told me that that the
problem he was tackling was slightly different, i.e. differential absorption with
polarization and the changes in the states of polarization due to this in a biaxial crystal
(with and without optical activity). I knew little about this field but referred him to
Perrin’s paper* wherein the advantages of using the Stokes’ parameters for representing
polarized light are pointed out. I was particularly impressed with the simple
relationship Perrin brought out between these parameters and the Poincare sphere
which had been of so much use to me in my studies of magneto-optic rotation and
birefringence. I could see that he was struck by the power of this method but he just
asked me a simple question “why are these beautiful ideas kept out of standard
treatises?”.
Almost immediately Pancharatnam put the Poincare sphere to use to design an
achromatic quarter wave plate (Pancharatnam 1955) for his experimental study on
amethyst1. He also persuaded me to complete the fabrication of the half-shade analyser
I had long been planning (Ramaseshan 1955).
The beauty of the Poincare sphere is that changes in polarization as light travels
through a crystal acquire a simple geometrical significance. Thus if the vibration along
X and that along Y have different refractive indices one can depict it as a rotation of the
sphere. Figure 3a shows this operation as a vector field. Pancharatnam (1955)
introduced the effect of differential absorption into the Poincare sphere. The vector
field due to a differential absorption between X' and Y' (45° to X and Y) is as shown in
figure 3b. Pancharatnam discovered that by superposing the two examples given here,
one could get remarkable effects (figures 3c and 3d). With the right balance between
absorption and birefringence one can get a single circular state which is left unaltered,
and all other states flow to it along a dipole-like pattern (figure 3c). This is indeed
quite surprising because in crystal optics (or even in quantum mechanics) one is
normally familiar only with orthogonal modes. But when absorption comes in, these
modes are no more orthogonal (figure 3d) and more dramatic effects can also occur.
These modes may even coalesce to only one state (figure 3c) depending on the relative
magnitudes of the absorption and birefringence.
Pancharatnam went on to consider the generalized theory of interference. This deals
with the cases when light is in two distinct modes which can interfere without the need

*My knowledge of Stokes’ parameters came from reading Francis Perrin (1939, 1942), who was perhaps
amongst the earliest to call them by that name. The parameters M, C and S are the rectangular coordinates of
the point P on the Poincare sphere.
+Of this work, it is said “The achromatic quarter wave plate and circular polarizer may well find use in
contemporary laser technology” (Series 4975). Commercial versions of these are made in Germany for use in
optical astronomy.
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(a)

(b)

H

135

(c)

Figure 3.

(d)

Dynamics on the Poincare sphere—view along the pole. a. Birefringence—phase

difference between H and V—unitary, b. Dichroism, amplitude difference between 45° and
135°—non-unitary. c. A single mode to which all states flow, (singular axis), d. Two
non-orthogonal modes (obtained by the superposition of a and b).

of an analyser. When these vibrations interfere, how does one define the phase
difference between them? Pancharatnam gave an experimental definition: the two
modes are in the same phase when the intensity of the superposed state reaches a
maximum. The meaning of this can be pictured easily in the case of a circular and linear
vibration. For example, a circular state is in phase with a linear state when the
directions of the E vectors agree at the maximum amplitude. Likewise two linear states
making an acute angle are in the same phase if they reach the maximum at the same
time (figure 4b) (The cases of an ellipse and a linear vibration or two ellipses are slightly
more difficult to visualize).
Pancharatnam discovered that in traversing a closed circuit [(i.e. say a state A
goes to B and then to C, and finally returns to A figure 4)], there is a phase deficit which
half the spherical excess of the triangle ABC (i.e. the solid angle subtended by ABC
at the centre). When A is circular, B and C linear (acute to each other) this deficit
can easily be understood from figure 4. This was a new result in optics. I know that when
Pancharatnam discovered it he was first surprised (and elated). He also felt that there
was something of much deeper significance to physics in this. However, he dealt with it
in a most pragmatic manner, as a direct and simple result from classical optics. He used
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(b)
PHASE
DEFICIT

SAME
PHASE
Figure 4. a. The Pancharatnam phase. When a state A goes to B, then to C, and returns to A,
there is a phase deficit equal to ? (solid angle subtended by ABC), b. A simple illustration of the
above when A is circular and B and C are linear.

it in his own experiments on the interference of polarized light traversing absorbing
biaxial crystals (without and with optical activity), and showed that this extra phase
term does exist with the calculated magnitude, and is essential to explain the observed
phenomena (Pancharatnam 1958)*.

6. Pancharatnam’s other contributions
In a brief article of this nature it would be impossible to describe all aspects of crystal
optics that Pancharatnam elucidated using the Poincare sphere. The following brief
summary of his work given by Series (1975) shows the range of this activity.
“The initial study of pleochroism in amethyst and the subsequent more complete
study of absorption in biaxial crystals exemplified by the mineral iolite required not
only an understanding of what was already known about the description of polarized
light and its propagation in anisotropic media but the further development of the
theory of partial polarization, of partial coherence and of the spectral representation of
these quantities. He made constant use of the Poincare sphere for the representation of
polarized light generalizing it to provide for the complicated properties of the crystals
with which he was concerned. By its use, for example, he gave a simple geometric proof
of the unfamiliar result that for these media that exhibit optical activity, linear
dichroism and linear birefringence, the two polarized waves that can be propagated
without change of form along any direction are in elliptic states of polarization whose
geometrical form bears no simple relation to one another. They are non-orthogonally
polarized and capable of mutual interference. He had already discovered1 that in

* Since then many elegant theorems on the Poincare sphere have been proved. One such is that it is
impossible to define a continuous phase convention which is globally valid over the entire Poincare sphere
(Nityananda 1979). For example, Pancharatnam’s convention breaks down at the antipode of the state used
as phase reference since the interference of two such orthogonal states gives the same intensity regardless of
the phase.
f Voigt (1902, 1908) actually discovered this. Pancharatnam pointed out an error in his interpretation.
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absorbing biaxial crystals there are two singular axes close to the optic axes such that
only a right-handed circular wave can propagate without change of form along one and
only a left-handed circular wave along another.”
“Though the Poincare sphere was his favourite representation for polarized light, he
freely used the electromagnetic equations and the representation by Stokes’ parameters
when it suited his purpose. The problem of propagation of light of arbitrary
polarization along the singular axes, a problem not soluble by resolution into two
orthogonally polarized eigenwaves, since only one such wave exists, he eventually
solved by applying the Jones calculus to Maxwell’s equation. He demonstrated the
inadequacy of the customary Stokes’ parameters when dealing with a medium of high
dispersion by quoting an example which is exactly analogous to the phenomenon of
spin echoes in magnetic resonance and introduced a spectral representation of the
parameters to deal with such cases.”
There is another story to tell. G N Ramachandran who had moved to Madras was
invited to write an article on crystal optics for the new edition of the Handbuch der
Physik. He asked me if I would collaborate in the exercise and discussed with me the
possible contents. I felt that crystal optics presented through the Poincare sphere may
be an attractive proposition and so agreed to collaborate in writing one chapter.
However, I felt that Pancharatnam, with his deeper insight could contribute much
more to such an effort. He, in his turn, said that without Prof. Raman’s permission he
would not even consider the request. Raman was very specific. On no account would he
permit Pancharatnam to be diverted from the important researches he was doing*.
“This may be advantageous to all—even your book” he said “For it may contain
something really new if Pancharatnam’s work, done during the interim period, could be
included”. The article turned out to be longer than anticipated and became a
comprehensive treatment of the subject. But due to various reasons its writing got
unduly delayed. And so as Raman predicted it leaned heavily on Pancharatnam’s
original contributions. I ended up by writing more than one chapter and I took much
help from Pancharatnam in doing this (taking rather unfair advantage of his illness
which confined him to bed). He, however, refused to have his name included as a co¬
author.
Many years later, Prof. M G K Menon, who was then the Director of TIFR, offered
Pancharatnam then in England a position at his Institute. He was so happy that he
could return to India. But it was not to be, as on 28th May 1969, at the age of 35,
Pancharatnam died in Oxford of a chest ailment.

7. The Berry phase1
We can imagine observing a wave of light at a fixed time at various points. As we move
through a wavelength the electric vector undergoes one complete oscillation, i.e. the
phase angle changes by 360° or 2n. In quantum mechanics, the wavefunction x is

* Shortly before the discovery of the Raman Effect, C V Raman had received an invitation to write a review
on the scattering of light which he declined for similar reasons and we know with what effect.
+ Padmanabhan of TIFR described this as “the phase that launched a thousand papers”.
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complex and if the energy is E, the phase is Et/h and it acquires a factor exp (— iEt/h).
This overall phase of the wavefunction does not affect any observable quantity, but the
relative phase of the two terms does. These are examples of what are called dynamical
phases (the phase that is introduced due to traversing a path). More recently, largely
due to the work of Berry (1984) physicists have become conscious of another way in
which phases can come into a problem and these are known as geometric phases or
Berry phases. It is not my intention to deal with this important problem in any great
detail. Berry examined an old idea in quantum mechanics—the adiabatic theorem.
According to this, one can take a quantum system placed in an external field depending
on a set of parameters (/■) in a state of energy £(/) with a wavefunction /(/). If one
changes the external conditions slowly enough, the Hamiltonion being H\_A(t)f and
there are no level degeneracies, then the system follows the state XnMO] without any
transitions between the different ns. This theorem saves us from having to solve a
genuinely time-dependent problem by reducing it to a sequence of time-independent
problems and a rule for travelling along the sequence. The question Berry asked
concerns the phase of the final state x(Xf) when Xf = /, i.e. when the external conditions
go through a closed circuit. To measure this phase, the wavefunction must consist of
two terms, one of which with the phase included and the other without, so that
interference can take place with this phase difference. The answer was that once the
dynamical phase £[A(f)] dt/h was removed, the phase depends only on the geometry of
the path traversed by A in the parameter space. One example given in the original paper
was that of a spin 1/2 object in a magnetic field H. As H is swept around and returned
to its original value the geometric phase is equal to half the solid angle swept out by the
unit vector fi.
I religiously attend the Journal Club meetings of the Raman Research Institute (and
am also known to snooze there). At one of these meetings, Berry’s phase was discussed
by two speakers (Joseph Samuel and Chandrakant Shukre). When I heard these talks I
got the (deja vu) feeling that all this had been said thirty years before in another context
by Pancharatnam. I mentioned to Rajaram Nityananda and V Radhakrishnan that
Berry’s phase and the spherical excess theorem Pancharatnam talked of in his
generalized theory of interference appeared to me to be identical. I also felt that the
adiabaticity condition of Berry may not be an essential one since it is not essential in
Pancharatnam’s derivation.
Once he had overcome some initial skepticism, it did not take Rajaram long to verify
the relationship between Berry’s phase and the solid angle theorem and this was written
up in Current Science (Ramaseshan and Nityananda 1986).
Thanks to Berry’s own efforts, the connection between Pancharatnam’s optical work
in the fifties and the more recent flood of papers on “Berry’s phase” is widely recognised
among workers in this field*.
Further advances soon followed. While Berry concentrated on the path or parameter
space, Simon (1987) soon+sho\\ vd that the results appear much simpler in ray space—

*It started with Berry’s detailed paper entitled “The adiabatic phase and Pancharatnam’s phase for
polarized light (Berry 1987). I had the pleasure of meeting Prof. Michael Berry again in 1987 when he came to
Bangalore and of presenting him with my personal copy of Pancharatnam’s “Collected Works’’.
f Strangely enough, Simon’s paper appeared in print earlier than Berry’s (1984) but, of course, Simon gives
acknowledgement to Berry.
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(c )

Figure 5.

Vector fields on the unit sphere. Each figure can be interpreted as giving the change

in the direction of propagation of light on the celestial sphere when the frame of reference is
changed infinitesimally (Penrose and Rindler 1984). Alternatively, one can regard each figure
as giving the change in the state of polarization on the Poincare sphere on traversing an
infinitesimal slice of an anisotropic crystal, a. A pure spatial rotation of the frame without any
“boost”. This corresponds to a non-absorbing birefringent crystal introducing a difference of
phase between two orthogonal polarization states, b. A pure “boost”, i.e. change to a moving
frame without rotation of axes. The equivalent situation is a dichroic crystal which attenuates
two orthogonal modes differently without introducing any phase difference, c. A combination
of (a) and (b) with the axis of rotation parallel to the direction of the boost. The analogous
situation is a crystal with axes of birefringence and dichroism parallel, d. Propagation along a
singular axis in a crystal with equal birefringence and dichroism along axes inclined at 45°.
Notice that only one state is left invariant (although it can be regarded as a degenerate case
when the two modes which are usually expected coalesce). The corresponding Lorentz
transformation is termed a “null rotation” by Penrose and Rindler. e. The Riemann sphere—
and the stereographic projection.
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the equivalent of the Poincare sphere. Aharanov and Anandan (1987) pointed out that
an adiabatic process is unnecessary and one just has to replace E dt by </|//|x)dt.
Finally, Samuel and Bhandari (1988) drew analogy with Pancharatnam’s work to
establish two new results. Firstly, one can deal with systems in which there is
absorption—i.e. the quantum evolution is non-umtary. Secondly, it is not even
necessary to take the system through a closed circuit. One can demand that (ij/1 \ \Jj2) be
real and positive as the condition that the two states ij/l and \j/2 be in phase. The same
phase convention results if the state is moved along a suitably defined geodesic
(analgous to Pancharatnam’s great circle). The concept of geometric phases thus
extends to non-cyclic evolution of a system.
Berry’s phase and the revival of Pancharatnam’s ideas have also been the bases of
many experimental studies. Bhandari and Samuel (1988) of the Raman Research
Institute have used a laser interferometer to measure directly the change in phase when
one changes the state of polarization, i.e. the position on the Poincare sphere. Another
Simon of Institute* of Mathematical Sciences and his colleagues in Texas (Simon et al
1988) have a novel version with a Michelson interferometer and a rotating quarter
wave plate. The geometric phase becomes a linear function of time and manifests
itself as a frequency shift. There are also many elegant experiments in molecular
physics and magnetic resonance, (e.g. Suter et al 1988 and references therein).

8. Lorentz transformation and the Poincare sphere

There is a very interesting connection (pointed out to me by Rajaram Nityananda)
between the transformation of the states on the Poincare sphere and the way in which
directions of propagation of light in the celestial sphere change under Lorentz
transformations. Figure 5, taken from the book Spinors and space-time by Penrose and
Rindler (1984) illustrates the latter case but could equally well represent the effects of
birefringence alone (figure 5a), absorption (figure 5b), birefringence and absorption
along parallel axes (figure 5c), and the singular case of equal birefringence and
absorption along axes included at 45° (5d). The similarity is not accidental and can be
understood using a third sphere, that of Riemann which is a stereographic represent¬
ation of the complex plane (5e). Both sets of transformations represent the only
conformal (angle preserving) transformations valid over the entire sphere.
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Isotope tracers in the oceans: Old and new

D LAL* and S KRISHNASWAMI
Physical Research Laboratory, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, India
*Also Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla,
California 92093, USA
Abstract. A number of natural and artificial radioactive isotopes are being successfully used
in oceanography to understand the nature and time scales of a wide range of processes
.occurring in the water column and in sediments. The last decade witnessed a few major strides
in the experimental techniques, particularly in the measurement of longlived radionuclides.
These advances have enhanced the utility of some of the radionuclides to probe into the details
of oceanic processes. In this article we briefly review some of the established radioisotope
methods and also suggest a few tangible ideas through which further advances might be made
to delineate nutrient cycles and mixing processes in the surface waters. These ideas rely on the
use of cosmic ray produced 7Be (half-life, 53-3 days), 33P (half-life 25-3 days) and 32P (half-life
14-3 days) and 238U daughter nuclide, 234Th (half-life 24T days).

1. Introduction

The earliest studies of isotopic tracers for determining time scales of oceanic processes
were related to sediments and were based on the natural radionuclides belonging to the
238U, 235U and 232Th decay series (Joly 1908). The U-Th series nuclides continue to
provide quantitative information on sedimentary processes, e.g. sedimentation rates,
particle reworking rates etc. (Turekian and Cochran 1978; Krishnaswami and Lai
1982). A major impetus to the use of radionuclides to study oceanic processes came
following the discovery of cosmic ray-produced radiocarbon 14C (half-life 5730 y) in the
late 1940s. The radionuclide, 14C, finds extensive applications in oceanography to
characterize the carbon cycle, to determine exchange rates between principal water
masses in the oceans and to measure accumulation rates of calcareous sediments (cf.
Broecker and Peng 1982). No other isotope belonging either to the natural series or to
those produced by cosmic radiation has yet found wider applications than 14C. The
principal reason for the widespread use of 14C is that its concentration in ocean water
and in sediments is relatively high and it can be measured unambiguously. The
techniques for 14C measurement were continuously improved upon in the past, and
were pushed to a state of mechanization by several laboratories because of the demands
for 14C studies in archaeology. This also led some laboratories to offer 14C
measurements in a variety of marine samples on a commercial basis.
Besides 14C, there are several radioisotopes belonging to natural radioactive series
and those produced by cosmic rays which have the potential of providing useful
information on oceanic processes, but which have not been fully exploited. The
principal reason for this, particularly in case of cosmic ray-produced nuclides, is that
their concentrations in ocean water and in sediments are quite low, making their
precise measurements relatively more difficult. A case in point is cosmogenic 10Be
studies (half-life, 1-6 My) that are now being carried out routinely and on large scale
247
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following the development of the AMS (accelerator mass spectrometry) technique. This
technique has enhanced the sensitivity of 10Be measurement by 5-6 orders of
magnitude relative to conventional beta counting technique (cf. Brown 1984).
In this article, we plan to review briefly the application of natural radioisotopes in
oceanography and new areas where these tracers are likely to play an increasing role in
the coming years. In addition to the in-situ radionuclide studies, radioactive tracers are
also used in-vitro to evaluate rates of several important processes in water, e.g. primary
productivity in the oceans using 14C, (Steeman Nielsen 1963; Bender et al 1987) nutrient
cycling based on 32P and 15N (Karl and Bossard 1985; Epply and Peterson 1979),
uptake of radionuclides in plankton (Fisher et al 1987) etc. However, these applications
are not discussed in this paper.
Studies in India on the application of cosmic ray-produced radioactive isotopes in
oceanography began at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay in the
mid-fifties under the direction of Prof. B Peters. The work of this group was encouraged
by the late Prof. H J Bhabha and by Prof. M G K Menon. During the initial stages,
in the sixties, Prof. Menon took personal interest in these studies and provided
enthusiastic support to carry out the difficult programme. We have great pleasure in
dedicating this article to Prof. Menon on the occasion of his 60th birthday.

2. Radionuclides in oceanography
Below we discuss some of the principal oceanic water column and sedimentary
processes which can be studied using natural radioactive nuclides. The topics covered
include:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Chronology of marine deposits: sediments and manganese nodules.
Particle associated processes in the water column.
Ocean circulation and mixing rates.
Nutrient cycles and water mixing in the upper oceans.

2.1 Chronology of marine deposits: sediments and manganese nodules
The sediments on the deep ocean floor store information about earth’s past, e.g. global
climatic changes, impact and accretion of extraterrestrial matter on the earth’s surface,
cosmic ray flux variations etc. The proper retrieval of the stored information and their
use for modelling require that they be placed in a chronological framework. Several
radioactive methods have been developed since the beginning of this century to date
these deposits. Table 1 lists the common radioactive clocks which provide time
information of sediment layers. Of the clocks listed in table 1 only 14C provides
“absolute” ages and this method is applicable to date calcareous deposits formed
within the past ~ 40,000 years. Other tracers (table 1) yield sediment accumulation
rates, based on which relative ages of sediment strata can be calculated. The basic
assumptions of radioactive dating methods have been a subject of discussion in many of
the earlier reviews (e.g. Turekian and Cochran 1978; Krishnaswami and Lai 1978;
1982). In a constant flux, constant sediment accumulation model, the relation between
sediment accumulation rate, S, and the radionuclide concentration, A(z), at any depth z
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Table 1.

Nuclide

Radioactive “clocks” for deep sea sedimentary processes.

Half-life
(year)

U-Th Series nuclides
21°pb
22-3

231Pa

32,500

230Th

75,200

Cosmic-ray produced nuclides
32Si
- 140

14C
10Be
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5730
1-6 My

Mode of supply
to the ocean

Applications

Atmospheric deposition and production
in the water column
from 226Ra
Production in the
water from 235U
decay.
234U decay in the
water.

Particle mixing
rates.

Sediment accumulation
rates; Mn-nodule growth
rates.
Sediment accumulation
rates; Mn-nodule growth
rates.

#

Atmospheric deposition.
Air-sea exchange.
Atmospheric deposition.

Accumulation rates of
siliceous sediments;
particle mixing rates.
Sediment “ages”.
Growth rates of Mnnodules; cosmic-ray
prehistory.

from the sediment water interface .is given by:
A(z) = /40exp( — Xz/S).

(1)

However, if the sediment accumulation rate is not constant, then the time, t taken to
deposit a layer of thickness z is
t = \^[QJQ{z)\

(2)

where Q0 and Q(z) are the standing crops of the radionuclide activity (dpm/cm2) in the
entire sediment column and that below the depth z (cf Peters 1955; Goldberg 1963). In
equation (2) it is assumed that the sediment is in steady state and that the flux of
radionuclides to the sediment-water interface is constant.
The advent of modern techniques to collect sediment cores with well-preserved
sediment-water interface indicate that the ocean floor is far from quiescent as has been
believed. The sediments are subject to a variety of biological, physical and chemical
perturbations, which fudge the records of delivery pattern of tracers to the ocean floor.
Consequently, there is no one-to-one correspondence between the pattern of delivery
and that preserved as records. Therefore to obtain information about the delivery
pattern from the preserved records it is necessary to understand in detail these
perturbations. One approach to model the biologically mediated perturbations,
bioturbation, is to assume that it is a diffusion-like process (cf Goldberg and Koide
1962; Guinasso and Schink 1975; Nozaki et al 1977). The bioturbation is generally
restricted to the top~ 10 cm of the interface. This would correspond to ~5000yrs
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of deposition in a calcareous ooze and ~ 50,000 years of deposition in a red clay.
Thus to study temporal variations of any property which has periodicities of
~ 103-104 years, the slowly accumulating, deep sea sediments are not ideal. For
example, calculations of Krishnaswami and Lai (1982) show that the effects of cosmic
ray intensity variation with a periodicity of ~ 7000 y (caused by excursions of earth's
magnetic field) in the production of 10Be would be attenuated by a factor of ~4-5
in calcareous sediments (5 = 2 cm/ky) and by a factor of about 45 in red clays
(5 = 0-2 cm/ky). Similarly the signals resulting from the spikes in the 10Be supply
caused by supernova explosions (Higdon and Lingenfelter 1973; Sonett et al 1987)
and enhanced production during magnetic reversals (Raisbeck et al 1985), would
be damped heavily in the deep sea sediments. However, the sediments can yield
information on the long-term variations in cosmic ray intensity. Analyses of sediment
cores for 10Be have shown that the cosmic ray intensity has remained the same + 25%
over the past 2*5 My (Tanaka and Inoue 1979; Sharma et al 1983; Southon et al 1987).
Another major application of radioactive isotopes is to date ferromanganese nodules
on the ocean floor (e.g. Barnes and Dymond 1967; Bhat et al 1973; Ku 1977;
Krishnaswami and Cochran 1978). The genesis of these deposits has been a topic of
persistent controversy in marine geochemistry. Considering that these deposits are rich
in transition metals and could constitute a significant source of Cu, Ni and Co, there
has been a sustained interest to understand their genesis and mode of formation. In
this context, it was felt that a knowledge of their growth rates may provide clues to their
mechanism of formation on the ocean floor. Radiometric dating of these nodules using
230Th and 231 Pa yielded growth rates of a few mm/My, about three orders of
magnitude lower than the accumulation rates of sediments on which these deposits
grow. This created a paradox and it was argued that 230Th and 231Pa profiles in the
deposits result from sampling artifacts/diffusion (Arrhenius 1967). It was thought that
measurement of longer-lived isotope, 10Be, in the nodules would resolve some of the
ambiguities surrounding the interpretation of 230Th and 231 Pa profiles. Thus, in this
field, the use of cosmic ray-produced isotope 10Be scores over all the other isotopes.
Somayajulu (1967) was the first to show that 10Be can be applied for dating nodules.
With the advent of AMS technique the 10Be measurements have become routine
(Krishnaswami and Lai 1982; Kusakabe and Ku 1984) and have confirmed that these
nodules indeed grow very slowly, a few mm/My or a few atomic layers per day. The
manganese accumulation rates in the deep sea sediments and nodules are similar in
magnitude (Krishnaswami et al 1972; Ku 1977). This observation indicates that
nodule formation is somehow related to the availability of “nucleus” for their growth.
The slow growth rates deduced from the radiometric data have not resolved the
paradox of their presence on sediments accumulating three orders of magnitude faster.
This paradox continues to raise doubts about the methodology and interpretation of
the radiometric age determinations.

2.2 Particle associated processes in the water column
Particles in the ocean constitute a biogeochemical vector, which dictates the transport
and cycling of chemical and radioactive species in the water column. Biological activity
in water can contribute both to the aggregation and disaggregation of particles. As the
particles descend through the water column they adsorb/desorb elements and
radionuclides dissolved in water and thereby regulate their distribution. The kinetics of
the adsorption/desorption (or uptake/release) processes can be quantitatively as-
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certained through the study of the extent of radioactive disequilibrium between parentdaughter pairs of the U-Th decay series (Krishnaswami and Lai 1982). The nuclide
pairs which are commonly used for such studies are given in table 2. In all these pairs
the dissolved concentrations of the daughter nuclides, 234Th, 228Th, 230Th, 210Po and
210Pb are considerably lower than those of their parents. The depletion of the daughter
activity in the water results from their continuous removal by adsorption/scavenging
onto settling particles. The rate of removal of the daughter from solution is
proportional to the deficiency, (Ap — Ad) as:
Ad\\f = Ad(Ap - Ad)

(3)

where Ad and Ap are the dissolved daughter and parent activities in the water, Xd is the
radioactive decay constant of the daughter, and ij/ is the removal rate constant. The
pioneering work of Bhat et al (1969) on 234Th: 238U disequilibrium in surface waters
demonstrated that removal processes from surface water can occur very rapidly, on
time scales of a few days. More studies on the disequilibrium among 234Th-238U;
228Th-228Ra; 210Po-210Pb and 210Pb-226Ra showed that the removal rate constants for
Th, Po and Pb in surface waters range between 10 and 30 yr_ 1 (see for example; Rama
et al 1961; Bhat et al 1969; Broecker et al 1973; Matsumoto 1975; Bacon et al 1976;
Cochran 1982). The higher removal rates are generally associated with regions of high
particle concentrations, such as zones of high biological productivity and coastal and
estuarine regions. These studies have direct relevence to the study of the behaviour of
particle reactive chemical species in the surface waters (e.g. pollutants which can
associate themselves with particles in the ocean). The results suggest that reactive
pollutant species would also be removed from surface to deep waters on short time
scales by particle mediated processes.
Quantitative estimates of the removal rate constants for radionuclides in the deep sea
became available with the measurement of 210Pb-226Ra systematics in the water
column (Craig et al 1973). This study established that the scavenging removal of
radionuclides is a common phenomenon throughout the deep sea and that these
processes occur on time scales of a few tens of years. Several subsequent studies have
confirmed these observations (see Lai 1977; Krishnaswami and Lai 1982 and Cochran
1982 for reviews).
The details of removal process of the radionuclides by particles are not well
understood, but seems to be well characterized by a first order process as generally
adopted in the models. In earlier studies (Bhat et al 1969; Craig et al 1973;
Krishnaswami et al 1976, 1981) the models were based on the assumption of an

Table 2.

Radionuclides and particle dynamics in the ocean.

Nuclide pair

Daughter

parent-daughter

half-life

Applications

238u.234Th

24-1 d

f Particle scavenging rates

2 1 Opb-210pO

138 d

1

Ra_228Th

1 91 y

228

in surface waters.
Particle scavenging rates
in surface water and near

226Ra-210Pb

22-3 y

235jj_23 1

32,500 y

234U.230Th

75,200 y

the sediment water interface.
Scavenging in the deep sea.
Particle settling velocities.
Adsorption-desorption kinetics.
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irreversible adsorption of radionuclides on to particles. However recent studies based
on the distribution of several isotopes of the same element (e.g. 234Th, 228Th and 230Th)
both in the soluble and suspended phases have shown that the removal of nuclides from
the water column can be better described as a reversible exchange process (Nozaki et al
1981, 1987; Bacon and Anderson 1982). Further, from the 234Th and 230Th
concentration depth profiles in the water column it has been possible to determine the
adsorption and desorption rate constants for Th. These calculations rely on the
existence of a steady state between supply via adsorption and removal via desorption
and radioactive decay. For 230Th: 234Th pair, the residence of Th on particles is given
by:
TP

T234>

where zp is the residence time on particles, and R is the activity ratio of (230Th/234Th),
the subscripts p and s refer to the particulate and soluble phases. Typical values of xp
are ~ 1 yr. These studies can provide baseline data on the turn over rates of elements in
the deep sea based on the equilibrium partitioning between dissolved and particulate
phases.
The radioactive disequilibrium among the members of U-Th series nuclides, in
addition to providing information on the behaviour of radionuclides, also yield useful
data on the particle dynamics in the water column. Initial models (Bhat et al 1969;
Craig etal 1973 and Krishnaswami etal 1976; 1981) described the transport of
radionuclides on particulate phases based on an irreversible, one-dimensional, steady
state, transport equation. This equation was later modified (Nozaki etal 1981; Bacon
and Anderson 1982) by considering the nuclide removal as a reversible exchange
process. For 230Th, which has a long radioactive half-life (table 1) the particulate phase
activity, Ap, at any depth, z, is related to the settling velocity of the particles, S, as
Ap = PXJS,

(5)

where P is the supply rate of 230Th to particles (production from decay of 234U in
water). The results of 230Th profile from the Indian and Pacific Oceans yield particle
settling velocities of a few hundred m/y. Direct measurement of settling fluxes of
radionuclides began with the development and deployment of sediment traps (Spencer
etal 1978; Bacon etal 1985). These studies showed that the large particles, settling at
speeds of 104-105m/y account for most of the 230Th flux. This observation is
inconsistent with the settling velocities of particles deduced from particulate profiles in
the water column. The paradox can be resolved by hypothesizing two classes of
particles in the ocean: (i) a floating population of small size particles, which because of
their large surface area, account for most of the adsorption and (ii) a population of large
particles which determine the mass flux. The two classes of particles continuously
exchange between themselves throughout the water column. The biological organisms
play a crucial role in the aggregation and disaggregation of the particles, which account
for the two classes of particles discussed above. These ideas on the dynamics of the
smalls large particle transfer/exchange are still in a state of flux (see Tsunogai and
Minagawa 1978; Lai 1980; Bacon 1984 and Nozaki et al 1987 for more discussions on
this topic).
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2.3 Ocean circulation and mixing rates
The initial successful application of naturally occurring radioactive isotopes to study
the large scale ocean circulation and mixing was made in the late fifties using 226Ra
(Koczy 1956; 1958) and 14C(Broecker et al 1960). Soon after these initial measurements
the potential of 14C as a tracer to study water mixing was realized and radiocarbon
measurements were extended to the Pacific and Indian Ocean waters (Bien et al 1960;
1965). These measurements clearly demonstrated the usefulness of 14C for characteriz¬
ing principal water masses and determining their apparent ages relative to surface
waters. In these earlier studies of 14C, however, the effect of addition of radiocarbon to
the deep waters by the in situ dissolution/combustion of sinking biological particles
was not considered. Such an addition was shown to be very important for the 14C
budget of the deep ocean (Lai 1962, 1966) and that its effect would be to partially reset
the 14C clock. In these papers it was also shown that since the 14C/12C ratio in the
carbon added to the deep waters was known a priori, being the ratio in surface waters, it
was possible to make appropriate corrections for the resetting of the 14C clock. One¬
dimensional mathematical models were later developed by Craig (1969) to interpret the
observed distribution of 14C and C02 in the water column and to derive vertical
diffusion and advection rates from them.
During the GEOSECS (Geochemical Ocean Sections Study) expeditions (1972-78)
several profiles of 14C were measured in the Atlantic, Indian and the Pacific Oceans.
The results from 2200 water samples representing 124 stations have been analysed
(Stuiver et al 1983). Because of the quasi-synoptic nature and the higher precision of
GEOSECS 14C data, the water masses in these oceans could be delineated with
sufficient resolution, considerably improving on the earlier available information. Boxmodel calculation for deep water (> 1500 m) residence times yield values of 510,250
and 275 y for the Pacific, Indian and the Atlantic respectively. The overall replacement
time for the entire deep ocean averages about 500 years.
The GEOSECS Pacific 14C data have also been analysed using a three-dimensional
circulation are 32Si (half-life ~ 140y) and 39Ar (half-life 269 y). The isotope 39Ar is a
conservative tracer; whereas 32Si (like 14C) is non-conservative. Dissolution of
biogenic particles settling through the water column add 32Si and Si to deep waters
youngest in the mid-latitudes of the North Atlantic. Also, the 14C concentrations of
waters below 1500 m are not affected by nuclear weapon tests, except in the high
latitudes of the North Atlantic (~ 60°N).
Two other naturally produced radioisotopes for the study of large scale ocean
circulation are 32Si (half-life ~ 140 y and 39Ar(half-life 269 y. The isotope 39Ar is a
conservative tracer; whereas 32Si (like 14C) is non-conservative. Dissolution of
biogenic particles settling through the water column add 32Si and Si to deep waters
and reset the 32Si clock. The effect of this in-situ dissolution has to be considered in the
mixing/circulation models using 32Si.
During the GEOSECS, several vertical profiles were collected to measure 32Si
concentrations in the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans. Results are available to date
only for the five profiles in the Atlantic ocean (Somayajulu et al 1987). The observed
inventories of 32Si in the belt 27°N-27°S are quite consistent with expectations based
on its production. However, there is a (5-7) fold higher inventory of 32Si south of 40° S;
which demonstrates the southward deep water transport of 32Si dissolved from sinking
particulates. In the case of 39Ar, a comprehensive set of measurements are available
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only for the deep waters of the North Atlantic (Schlitzer et al 1985). The 39Ar data have
provided transit times of water from their source regions to the equator. Analogous to
32Si, the potential of 39Ar to study large scale circulation is yet to be fully exploited. The
principal bottleneck in the 39Ar and 32Si measurements is that their concentrations in
the waters are quite low and hence require the extraction/stripping of silica/argon from
large volumes of water (a few tons). This requirement constrains the precision of their
measurements. Once their measurements can be made with higher precision it would
be very useful to determine 14C, 32Si and 39Ar in the same water mass, a strategy
which would help place better constraints on the ventillation models.
In the foregoing discussion, the applications of natural radioactive tracers to study
deep water circulation were presented. Mixing processes occurring in the upper oceans,
and near the sediment water interface, the ventillation of the thermocline, and deep
water formation are a few other important topics which are being studied using
radioactive isotopes. The transient tracers, bomb 3H and 14C and natural radionu¬
clides 222Rn and 228Ra are the commonly used nuclides for these studies. The first
global survey of these nuclides was made as a part of the GEOSECS programme. The
tritium spike vividly revealed the importance of horizontal (isopycnal) movement of
waters (Rooth and Ostlund 1972; Michel and Suess 1975) and its penetration to great
depths in the North Atlantic resulting from winter time convections and spilling
through straits (Ostlund and Brescher 1982). The distribution of bomb radiocarbon in
surface waters is controlled by two factors, C02 invasion rates and water mixing
(Pritchard et al 1971; Quay and Stuiver 1980; Broecker et al 1985). Using a one¬
dimensional vertical advection-diffusion model, Quay and Stuiver (1980) have
estimated the vertical eddy diffusion coefficients in the top 1000 m to be in the range of
0-6-1-6 cm-2 s"1, the lower values being typical of the equatorial region. The 3H and
14C studies are supplimented through two natural tracers, 222Rn and 228Ra (see
Cochran 1982 for a review). The 222Rn provides a measure of the eddy diffusion
coefficients in the mixed layer and a handle to estimate the 14C invasion rates (Broecker
1965; Broecker and Peng 1974; Broecker et al 1985). The 228Ra data yield a measure of
the eddy diffusion coefficients in the thermocline averaged over its mean-life, ~ 8 years
(Moore 1972; Moore et al 1985).
2.4 Nutrient cycles and water mixing the upper oceans
The elements C, N and P are vigorously recycled between dissolved and particulate
forms in the upper layers of the ocean as a consequence of biological activity (fixation
and combustion). A central problem in marine biology and chemistry is to evaluate the
rates of remineralization of these nutrients. The data for these rates are obtained by and
large from in-vitro studies. For example, experiments with tracers, 3H, 14C, 32P and
15N have been profitably used to determine rates of photosynthesis, nucleic acid
synthesis (Karl and Bossard 1985; Harrison 1983) and new production (Dugdale and
Goering 1967; Eppley and Peterson, 1979; Platt and Harrison 1985). However, there is
always the lingering doubt as to how far the tracer experiments mimic the natural
biogeochemical processes. To avoid any possible ambiguity scientists are on the
lookout for natural radioisotopes present in sea water which can provide the required
data. An advance in this topic has recently been made by Lai et al (1988) and Lai and
Lee (1988), who have demonstrated the feasibility of using two natural
radionuclides; 32P (half-life, 14*3 days) and 33P (half-life, 25-3 days) for studying
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nutrient recycling and for determining new production rates in the upper ocean. These
isotopes are produced in the atmosphere by cosmic ray interactions with argon nuclei
(Lai and Peters 1967), and also directly in sea water (upto ~5m depth) by reactions
with Cl, S and K nuclei (Lai et al 1988). Their tropospheric production is injected into
the oceans by wet precipitations. On an average the in situ production of these isotopes
in the mixed layer amounts to less than 20% of that supplied by wet precipitations (Lai
et al 1988). The integrated water column inventories of 32P and 33P from these sources
are estimated to be 190 and 380 atoms/cm2 respectively (32P is also produced by the in
situ decay of cosmogenic 32Si. This source however is not important in the thermocline,
depths <500m). As with most other cosmic ray-produced isotopes, the major
bottleneck in the use of these two isotopes as natural tracers to study biogeochemical
processes is their low concentration in water, which makes their measurement difficult.
Their study involves extraction of various pools of dissolved phosphorus from large
volumes of ocean water (several tons) and counting the low activities of the extracted
32P and 33P. However, considering the importance of studying natural tracers over
artificially injected ones, and the fact that two isotopes of phosphorus of suitable halflives occur naturally, necessary techniques were developed to make these measure¬
ments. Only a couple of profile measurements have been made so far. The results of 32P
and 33 P concentrations in one vertical profile of dissolved inorganic phosphorus at the
Southern California Bight Study Station-205 show an exponential decrease with depth,
with a half-concentration depth of ~ 12m. The integrated activity of 32P was only
~ 60% of that expected from cosmic ray production, indicating loss of phosphorus due
to sinking of particulate matter. The concentrations of 32P have also been measured in
several particulate samples. These data seem to indicate a relatively short turnover time
of phosphorus in the phytoplankton (less than 2 weeks) but a highly variable and larger
turnover time for the zooplankton samples (exceeding 30-40 days).
The results to date (Lai et al 1988; Lai and Lee 1988) are few, but demonstrate the
potential of the cosmogenic isotopes, 32P and 33P to understand the inter-relationships
between the principal phosphorus pools in the euphotic zone and the particulate fluxes
out of this region. However, for a proper interpretation of 32 P and 33P profiles in water,
it is necessary to consider all the processes which can affect their distribution, such as
eddy diffusion, advection, particulate recycling and settling and temporal variations in
their supply rates. This can only be achieved through the simultaneous measurement of
different isotopic tracers in the same sample, which are diagnostic of the process
discussed above. Attempts are now underway to use 7Be (half-life 53 days, Silker 1972;
Young and Silker 1974) to determine eddy diffusion coefficients in the upper ocean
where 32P and 33P studies are being made.

3. Conclusions
The study of the distribution of radionuclides in the marine environment has
contributed significantly to our present state of knowledge of various oceanic processes
and their time scales. In addition, these studies also have enhanced our understanding
of the behaviour of nuclides and pollutants in the water column, information which is
central to models dealing with radioactive pollutant transfer in the marine environ¬
ment (GESAMP 1983). As in any field, the two ingredients essential for the continuous
advancement of nuclear oceanography are exciting ideas and availability of appropri-
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ate technology to put the ideas into practice. In some ways, the stringent technological
requirements have been the stumbling block in the progress of this field. For example,
though 32Si and 39Ar have been recognized as useful tracers to study deep water
circulation, techniques for their routine and precise measurements are still evolving and
hence the full potential of these nuclear methods is yet to be realized. The major hurdle
in their measurement (as well as other nuclides such as Th and Ra isotopes) is that their
concentrations in the waters are so low that they require extraction/stripping from
several tons of sea water. This has been achieved with some degree of success through
their in situ adsorption on finely dispersed adsorbent (Lai et al 1964; Krishnaswami
et al 1972; Moore et al 1985). Further advances in our understanding of deep water
circulation await progress in the extraction and low level counting techniques for 32Si
and 39Ar.
The principal advance in recent years has been the developments in the detection of
longer lived radioisotopes, based on an accelerator mass spectrometry. This technique
of direct atom counting has enhanced the sensitivity of measurement of 10Be and 14C
by several orders of magnitude (Brown 1984; Litherland 1984) and allows their
determination in very small samples which help us address problems which were
previously beyond our reach. With this technique it has now become possible to
determine 14C ages of a few handpicked foraminifera shells, which promises to hold
clues to palaeocirculation rates (Broecker et al 1984). The international oceanographic
programme, WOCE (World Ocean Circulation Experiment) will also rely on the AMS
technique to measure 14C in small samples of sea water to characterize circulation on a
basin wide scale. Another recent breakthrough in high precision measurements is the
determination of uranium and thorium isotopes in sea water and corals by mass
spectrometry (Edwards et al 1987). The precise dating of corals by this technique makes
it possible to critically test the Milankovitch hypothesis for pleistocene climate
fluctuations.
In terms of new tracers, the latest is the application of 32P and 33P to study nutrient
cycles in the euphotic zone (Lai and Lee 1988). However, the distribution of 32P and
33P has to be modelled taking into consideration water mixing, consumption and
combustion processes and settling of particulate phases. Simultaneous studies of 7Be,
234Th, 32P and 33P in the same water mass hopefully, would provide better insight into
the dynamics of particulate and dissolved phosphorus in surface waters. The advantage
of studying these four isotopes together would be that all of them can be absorbed on
finely dispersed ferric hydroxide.
During the last couple of decades nuclear oceanography has made rapid progress
and has unambiguously demonstrated the applications of natural radionuclides to
derive time scales of a suite of physical, chemical and biological processes occurring in
the sea. Nuclear oceanographers have been working very hard to put their ideas into
practice and more often than not are faced with new challenges. What is in store for this
field in future and what other natural isotopes would prove useful in oceanographic
studies? The improvements in measurement techniques hold the key to these questions.
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Autonomous research institutions and universities

B M UDGAONKAR
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay 400005, India

1. Introduction

The relative roles of national laboratories and unjversities on the national R&D scene,
and the desirability of intimate linkages between the two, have often been discussed (see
for example Education Commission Report 1964-66; Udgaonkar and Yash Pal 1967a;
Datta 1981). There has also been a tendency in some quarters to attribute some of the
weaknesses of our university system to the growth of autonomous research institutions
outside the university system during the post-Independence era (see e.g. Saraf 1982).
For example, the document “Challenge of education: A policy perspective” states44...
major national inputs have gone to laboratories outside the universities. Hence there is
great deprivation in terms of facilities for frontline work. It is necessary to correct this
situation...” (Ministry of Education (1985)) More recently, the Chairman of the
University Grants Commission, Prof. Yash Pal, is reported to have said that the setting
up of laboratories outside the ‘sphere of universities’ was a mistake and it had to be
reversed (Yash Pal 1988). The programme of action on the National Policy on
Education 1986, in its chapter on higher education, seeks to remedy this situation. It
says, inter alia, “A large number of research institutions have been set up outside the
university system. The process of higher education has to develop in close contact with
first class research in frontier areas of science, technology, humanities and social
sciences. If higher education has to become relevant and solve the most difficult
problems, universities must come centre-stage. They should grapple with significant
research problems of industry and national agencies” (National Policy 1986). In order
to achieve these objectives the programme of action proposes, among other things
(National Policy 1986)
—“to locate most of the research institutes to be set up in the future in the universities
with appropriate autonomous management structure”,
—“to encourage industries to set up most of the research activities in the university
sector”,
—“to foster formal links with various research agencies to link education with research
and to identify tasks that could be undertaken within the university system”.
These objectives and the proposed steps are certainly to be supported. But their
implementation is not going to be easy. It calls for a radical restructuring of the

This article is an elaborated version of a lecture delivered at the Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi
on 5 April 1983 in the series “Indian issues in science and technology”.
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university system, going hand in hand with efforts to transform the image of the
university in the minds of the general public, the politicians and the bureaucrats, which
is by and large that of a body affiliating colleges, conducting examinations and
awarding degrees, rather than that of an institution dedicated to the generation of new
knowledge and its application and to the pursuit of excellence. It may be worthwhile to
have a look at the growth of autonomous institutions outside universities in a
somewhat long-term historical perspective and to learn from past attempts to foster
links between autonomous institutions and universities and to review the role of the
University Grants Commission, in the context of the above objectives and proposed
measures.

2. A historical perspective
At the outset it should be noted that the establishment of autonomous research
institutions outside universities is not a post-Independence phenomenon. While there
has been a parallel and substantial growth in the number of both universities and
autonomous research institutions since Independence, far-sighted individuals had
found it necessary to create autonomous research institutions quite early during the
struggle for national reconstruction. The Indian Association for the Cultivation of
Science was established by Dr Mahendra Lai Sircar in 1876 and played a historic role
in providing research facilities to C V Raman when he was still a member of the Indian
Audit and Accounts Service. Forty years had to elapse after the establishment of the
Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science, before Calcutta University, under the
dynamic leadership of Asutosh Mukherjee, opened a new University College of Science
for post-graduate studies and research. The Indian Institute of Science* was established
in 1909 through the initiative of Jamshedji Tata; the Bose Research Institute in 1917;
the Indian Statistical Institute in 1931; the Raman Research Institute in 1943; to name a
few others. Nor was this process confined to the sciences. Bhandarkar Oriental
Research Institute was founded in 1917; Gokhale Institute of Economics and Politics
in 1930; Tata Institute of Social Sciences in 1936; and so on.
Even within the educational domain, institutions like the National Council of
Education (1906, later to become Jadavpur University), Shanti-Niketan (1901, later to
become Visva-Bharati in 1922), Gujarat Vidyapeeth (1920), Kashi Vidyapeeth (1921),
Jamia Millia Islamia (1920-21) arose to give new directions and dimensions to
education that were not possible within the established system. The process continued
in the post-Independence era. Noteworthy examples are Lok Bharati at Sanosara
(1953) and Gandhigram Rural Institute (1956). Some of these institutions later became
universities or deemed universities.
In general, autonomous institutions, by virtue of the very process of their formation,
and/or the personalities of their moving spirits, have been innovative and responsive to
the needs of the times, of course as perceived by those personalities. One can say
without fear of contradiction that our intellectual life, and the involvement of
intellectuals in national reconstruction, would have been poorer but for the emergence
of autonomous institutions such as the above. It is indeed difficult to imagine how these

*HSc started awarding degrees only in 1958, when it was recognized as a deemed university.
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institutions could have been incorporated into the university system of those days,
without compromising their aims and objectives, and severely restricting their freedom
for experimentation and innovation.
In the post-Independence era, the Government itself encouraged the setting up of 14
rural institutes outside the university system, betwen 1956 and 1963, on the
recommendations of the Committee on Rural Higher Education. It is of course wellknown that the Indian Institutes of Technology and the Indian Institutes of
Management were also created outside the traditional university system.
Paranthetically, the tension between established seats of learning which zealously
guard their traditions from what they consider as heterodoxy or outside interference,
and autonomous institutions which try to break new ground is not new. In this context,
I often think of the need found by Buddha to start his new school at Sarnath on the
outskirts of the traditional seat of learning that was Varanasi, where he had himself gone
earlier in quest of enlightenment, and failed to find it.
At the dawn of Independence, apart from the institutions mentioned above, all of
them functioning with very meagre budgets, there were several others, some of them
founded at the initiative of British scholars or by the colonial government in response to
specific needs. The Asiatic Society of Bengal (later Royal Asiatic Society) was founded
in 1784, long before the creation of any of the modern universities in India; the Asiatic
Society of Bombay in 1805; the Haffkine Institute in 1899; the Imperial Agricultural
Research Institute at Pusa in 1905 (now Indian Agricultural Research Institute at
Delhi); the Central Institute for Medical Research at Kasauli in 1905; the Forest
Research Institute at Dehra Dun in 1906; the Pasteur Institute at Coonoor in 1907; the
Toklai Experimental Station in Assam, for research on tea, in 1911; the Cotton
Technological Research Laboratory at Bombay in 1924; the Indian Lac Research
Institute at Ranchi in 1925. The list is by no means exhaustive. The Imperial Council of
Agricultural Research (later to become Indian Council of Agricultural Research) was
established in 1929, and its creation was followed by the establishment of further special
commodity research institutes. There were also a few scientific departments and
agencies of the Government such as the Geological Survey of India (1851), the India
Meteorological Department (1875), the Botanical Survey of India (1890) etc. The India
Meteorological Department provided welcome jobs to many physicists, at a time when
there were very few openings for scientists. Around 1945, only 8 or 10 universities had
any post-graduate departments at all, and a few of them, such as those at Calcutta and
Allahabad had been able to establish a reputation, in spite of limited resources, through
the outstanding work of pioneers like C V Raman, S N Bose and Meghnad Saha. But
scientific research as an organized national acti vity got an important place in national
life only after Independence.

3. Homi Bhabha and TIFR

The new era may be said to have started with the establishment of the Tata Institute of
Fundamental Research (TIFR) in 1945, under the auspices of the Sir Dorabji Tata
Trust, with a munificent grant of Rs. 80,000 for the first year (comprising of Rs. 45,000
from the Tata Trust, Rs. 25,000 from the Government of Bombay, and Rs. 10,000 from
the Government of India through the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research),
and with no organizational chart of future development, as Bhabha was to emphasize
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later (Bhabha 1966). The Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) had itself
been established a little earlier (1942), but the first of its own laboratories, the National
Physical Laboratory, came into being only in 1947. The TIFR and the CSIR
laboratories developed along quite different lines, but this is not the place to discuss the
different philosophies and approaches adopted (Bhabha 1962, 1966). Incidentally,
Meghnad Saha’s ideas of creating an Institute of Physics (which later became the Saha
Institute of Nuclear Physics) belong to the same period (1950-51). Further, Raman had
left the Indian Institute of Science a few years earlier to establish the Raman Research
Institute (1948).
How did the prospects for developing a first-rate research centre in India, in some of
the modern areas, appear at this time—whether within a university or outside? One
may try to form some picture through the writings of Bhabha of that period, especially
in view of the role he was to play in institution-building later. In 1943, Bhabha was a
Professor at the Indian Institute of Science, where he was since 1939. For some time his
idea was “that after the war I would accept a job in a good university in Europe or
America, because universities like Cambridge or Princeton provide an atmosphere
which no place in India provides at the moment” (Bhabha 1944a). “But”, he continues
in this famous letter dated March 12, 1944 to Sir Sorab Saklatwala, “in the last two
years I have come more and more to the view that provided proper appreciation and
financial support are forthcoming, it is one’s duty to stay in one’s own country and build
up schools comparable vAth those that other countries are fortunate in possessing”
(emphasis added). During this period, in 1942, he had two offers of a chair in physics, one
from the University of Allahabad, and the other from the Indian Association for the
Cultivation of Science. He rejected (Jitendra Singh 1970) both these offers because “he
was convinced that they did not afford ‘sufficient scope for ultimately building up an
outstanding school of physics’”. Further, having “noted that there was no scientific
institution in India devoted solely to fundamental research, especially in the newest
branches of physics, namely, nuclear physics and high energy physics” (Bhabha 1962),
Bhabha wrote to J R D Tata on August 19, 1943 that “lack of proper conditions and
intelligent financial support hampers the development of science in India at the pace
which the talent in the country would warrant” (Bhabha 1966) and suggested that the
Tata Trusts might take the initiative in setting up an institute of fundamental research.
Soon thereafter, at a symposium organized by the National Institute of Sciences of
India on the organization of scientific research in the universities, on September 27-28,
1943, Bhabha (1944b) asserted that “long range research would appear in general best
carried out in the universities or in special institutes attached to the universities, since
while the research is in progress, its development and trend should be entirely unhampered
by any thought of immediate utility.... Moreover, the best universities should have, to a

large extent, the staff necessary for the work, and vice versa, the staff necessary for pure
research is in general suitable for teaching the wide subjects which are normally taught
in universities. But such a programme would need a very widespread revision of our
university system in India, where with few exceptions, research facilities are very
inadequate, and the staff overburdened with teaching duties” (emphasis added). “The pure

or long range research which should be allocated to the universities should have the
widest possible range”, he continued, “It should include on the one hand research in all
branches of ‘pure mathematics’,....”. What is interesting is that at this stage Bhabha
included nuclear energy for power production also among the areas in which
universities should be engaged in research. “At the other extreme”, he said (Bhabha
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1944b) “it should include problems of a practical nature but requiring long term
planning of research, as for example the development of the technique for using nuclear
energy for power production, the solution of which would have the greatest practical
importance to industry in the future and may well change the whole basis of it”.
At this stage, therefore, Bhabha seems to have been thinking of a special institute
attached to the university. In fact, his letter to Sir Sorab Saklatvala, Chairman of the Sir
Dorab Tata Trust, dated March 12, 1944, in which he proposed the creation of a new
Institute, makes it clear that “The Institute will be affiliated to the Bombay University.
The Bombay University could send its advanced research students to the Institute’s
laboratories to work for their doctorates, for attending the few advanced courses and
lectures that would be given on behalf of the university” (Bhabha 1944a). Bhabha did
not submit any organizational chart for the development of the Institute with this
proposal or later, but he made it clear that the scheme being submitted by him was “but
an embryo from which I hope to build up, in the course of time, a school of physics
comparable with the best anywhere” (emphasis added) (Bhabha 1944a). When the

trustees of the Sir Dorab Tata Trust accepted Bhabha’s proposal to set up TIFR on
April 14,1944, they minuted (Lala 1984) that the responsibility for the Institute should
be shared from the outset with the Bombay University and the Bombay Government—
both in respect of finance and administration. Dr Bhabha was present at this stage of
the meeting and readily accepted the Trustees’ views regarding the sharing of
responsibility. This, however, does not seem to have been followed up with the Bombay
University, because in the meantime, the Government of Bombay which had been
anxious to build up a strong department of physics at the (Royal) Institute of Science,
and had invited Bhabha to undertake the task, decided to join the Dorabji Tata Trust
in the founding of the Institute.
Bhabha continued to be interested in a close relationship with the University. In his
speech at the foundation stone laying ceremony of TIFR, on January 1, 1954, Bhabha
(1954) mentioned the closeness of the University as one of the factors that weighed with
him in the selection of the site, and added, “contact with students is a revitalizing factor
for the research worker and conversely we feel that the presence of the Institute here will
be of some advantage to the University”.
The TIFR continues to remain ‘a constituent recognized institution’ of the Bombay
University, and has had a close interaction with it. The relationship has not always
been very smooth, especially in the early years when the University had hesitation in
recognizing some of the TIFR scientists as Ph.D guides, or when, in the mid-fifties, the
attempts by Bhabha and his colleagues to modernize the syllabus for M.Sc. in Physics
met with a rebuff. A college professor who was sorry about the conservative attitude of
some of his influential colleagues remarked to me several years later that one of the
latter had declared at the Board of Studies meeting that the syllabus did not need an
iota of change! Several years later, Bhabha was to remark “The universities are,
however, autonomous organizations, jealous of outside interference, and the process
must necessarily be slow and time-consuming” (Bhabha 1966).

4. TIFR and the University of Bombay
Slow changes have indeed been possible. In 1959, the TIFR scientists took a lead in
modernizing the syllabus for M.Sc. in mathematics at the University of Bombay, and in
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1966-69, the one for physics. When in 1963, the UGC decided to create a Centre for
Advanced Studies in Mathematics at the Bombay University, the Centre was conceived
from the beginning as a collaboration between the University and TIFR. Later, TIFR
was instrumental in introducing computer sciences and molecular biology at the
University, and helped it to set up the Department of Physics, the Department of
Computer Sciences, and the Western Regional Instrumentation Centre.
The painfully slow pace of change, with the inordinate demands that such a slow pace
of change makes on the energies and time of the individuals working for the change, is
illustrated by the fact that the process of changing the syllabus and the introduction of
more intensive teaching at the M.Sc. level that would do justice to the syllabus, with the
participation of scientists at TIFR and BARC, was initiated at an informal meeting
between TIFR scientists and some senior college teachers in the University on
November 18, 1966, and it took more than two years of efforts, including several
approaches to the Vice Chancellor, before the new syllabus was approved by the Board
of Studies and the Academic Council of the University in March 1969, in time for the
academic year 1969-70. I could not but express my feelings then in the following
words: “sometimes it disturbs me that one’s standards of achievement in these
matters become so low, that one feels elated by a simple thing like getting a syllabus
accepted”.
It was even more difficult to get non-traditional programmes like those in molecular
biology and computer sciences accepted by the University. I still remember the
difficulty we had in getting computer science accepted as a subject deserving of study at
a doctoral level at the LIniversity of Bombay: the amount of paper work done and the
number of meetings we had with the University authorities around 1970. At one of
these, a question was raised by a very important official of the University: “I agree with
you that computer science is important and must be introduced in the University. But
should we not consider whether computer science should be introduced in the Science
Faculty or in the Technology Faculty? Should we not consult the Technology Faculty
also before taking a decision?” In exasperation I had to say: “Look, the proposal has
come from within the Science Faculty. Why don’t you let it start in the Science Faculty?
If the Technology Faculty wants to introduce the more technological aspects of the
subject, they could certainly consider it separately”. So years had to go by before a
subject like computer science could get recognition as a subject worthy of a doctoral
degree in the University. And several years more before a University Department of
Computer Science could be started. The frontier area of molecular biology also had
similar difficulties* (Udgaonkar 1981a). And the money allocated by the UGC for a
Department of Life Sciences was allowed to lapse for a couple of Plan periods.
When the teaching programme for M.Sc. in Physics at the University was
modernized and intensified with the participation of TIFR and BARC scientists, the
need was also recognized of giving opportunities to motivated college teachers to
upgrade their qualifications. The TIFR therefore initiated some programmes for
college teachers (see Udgaonkar 1970a), including a study circle as an in-service
refresher programme, and a special programme to enable college teachers in Bombay

*And yet one finds the Education Commission Report (1964-66) questioning why research
programmes in molecular biology (and radio astronomy) were initiated by the Department of Atomic Energy
at TIFR (para 16.88 of the Report of Education Commission 1964-66).
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to spend a year or more at the Institute, with assistance from UGC. Some of these
teachers went on to complete a Ph.D. This latter programme was a fore-runner of the
Teacher Fellowship scheme later adopted by UGC under the Faculty Improvement
Programme (FIP). TIFR has organized UGC sponsored summer institutes for college
teachers; and Summer Schools at advanced level organized by TIFR have played an
important role in furthering research in frontier areas even at relatively isolated
universities*. TIFR scientists have taken M.Sc. courses for the University, especially
during the period before 1970, when the University did not have its own post-graduate
Department of Physics. TIFR also extended its cooperation to the University when it
started its M.Phil. programme. TIFR scientists have played an important role in
evolving the structure of the 3-year undergraduate courses which were introduced by
the University a few years ago (Udgaonkar 1976). This structure later influenced the
thinking of the UGC, and can be seen reflected in the UGC Guidelines (1979) in this
regard.
TIFR scientists have also been involved in organizing some programmes for bright
undergraduate students in the city with a view to identifying and nurturing talent, and
strengthening the motivation of talented students for a career in research. In the late
sixties this took the form of an informal discussion group which brought together a
dozen or so students from different colleges, at TIFR, once a fortnight (see Udgaonkar
1970a). More recently, drawing an inspiration from that early experience, such a study
circle has been institutionalized under the title Homi Bhabha Study Circle (Arvind
Kumar 1987; Udgaonkar 1981).
The Institute also experimented with a vacation trainee programme for some years,
enabling a selected number of city college students to spend a month at TIFR during
the summer. Experience with this programme, and with the summer programme which
the Institute had been organizing for NSTS scholars for several years, led some years
ago (1983) to the emergence of a novel summer programme for bright students selected
on an all-India basis, at a stage when they have yet to complete one year of courses for
their M.Sc. This programme, called Visiting Student Research Programme, on the one
hand, gives an early opportunity to such students to interact actively with the research
environment of TIFR, by participating in a small research/advanced study project
under the guidance of one of the scientists, thus strengthening their motivation for a
research career; on the other hand, it also enables the TIFR to preselect research
scholars an year before they can join TIFR. A fair fraction of these preselected research
scholars have chosen to do Ph.D. at the Institute rather than go abroad.
One sees no reason why some of the above experiments at evolving mutually
reinforcing modes of formal and informal interaction between a national research
laboratory and the neighbouring university and colleges could not be repeated, with
suitable adaptations, in other places and in different disciplines, for mutual benefit.
Another important educational R&D programme that has gradually grown at TIFR
over the last 10-15 years, concerns itself with the improvement of science education at
schools, with special emphasis on the problems of the first generation learners, and the
socially handicapped (Kulkarni and Agarkar 1985). This has led to the creation of the
Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education within the TIFR.

*The sequential summer schools in selected frontier areas, sponsored by the Department of Science
and Technology, are playing a similar role in recent years.
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The TIFR involvement with the educational system, in Bombay and outside, has
thus been not inconsequential.

5. Historical need for autonomous laboratories in the early post-Independence era

Le me come back to the dilemma faced by the post-Independence institution-builders
like Bhabha and Bhatnagar, when they decided to build these institutions outside the
universities. Bhabha, in particular, when he made his proposal in 1944 to the Dorabji
Tata Trust, was already thinking of the Institute proposed by him becoming the cradle
of the atomic energy programme, which indeed it became. "‘When nuclear energy has
been successfully applied to power production in say a couple of decades from now”, he
wrote, “India will not have to look abroad for its experts but will find them ready at
hand” (Bhabha 1962). Moreover, as Ramanna (1979) recalled; for Homi Bhabha, “the
introduction of atomic energy in India in the early fifties was not purely for the sake of
introducing atomic power, but essentially for the introduction of new technologies
dependent on basic sciences generated from within”. For this, he was to experiment
with “growing science” in his own way, and to introduce new patterns for the
management and administration of science (Bhabha 1966; Udgaonkar 1985a). It is
difficult to imagine that he would have had this freedom within the university system of
those days or even of the present day.
Bhabha made a special point of not filling senior posts by obtaining a professor or
senior scientist from a university or other research institutes in India, so as not to
denude them of senior talent. The growth of TIFR and the Atomic Energy
Establishment was based upon growing their own people, recruited fresh after
B.Se./M.Sc., together with the absorption of those returning from studies in universities
abroad. Yet one hears remarks to the effect that the growth of the national laboratories
has denuded the universities of funds and able men, leading to the present state of affairs
in universities (Rais Ahmed 1983). Such a statement presupposes that scientists who
grew at some of these national laboratories would have automatically grown at the
universities in the absence of these institutions. If I recall my own (no doubt subjective)
impressions around 1947-48, when I was trying to choose my future career through
discussions with my own teachers in Bombay and with some well-known Professors in
another major university, these discussions made it abundantly clear to me that if at all
I was to take up a research career (which most people discouraged), it had to be with
Homi Bhabha at the newly founded, little known Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research, rather than at any of the prestigious universities. The self-image of the
universities with regard to research in frontier areas did not appear to inspire
confidence.
Since one tends to consider an institution as it exists today, and may not appreciate
the fact that growing science even at an Institute like TIFR was not easy, it may be
worthwhile recalling a conversation which some of us had with a distinguished emigre
scientist from our sub-continent as late as 1960. We were discussing the difficulties we
faced in building a viable research group in theoretical physics at the Institute, in
particular in a rapidly advancing area like particle physics, when we were told that no
worthwhile physics could be done in this part of the world. Fortunately, no one can say
that now.
To summarize this part of the discussion, it appears to me that Bhabha and
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Bhatnagar did the right thing, under the circumstances then prevailing, in building
national laboratories outside the university system, thereby forcing the pace of the
development of a science and technology base so vital for self-reliance. One wishes that in
parallel with (and not instead of) this development, there were also comparable efforts to
build several academically and financially viable research centres within the universities
also. Unfortunately, the university system largely proliferated itself in a set image, and

the quality sector, research in particular, did not get the attention it deserved, barring
exceptions here and there, for a long time. It is to the credit of a few indomitable spirits
that some first-rate research schools did grow at some universities in spite of the
inadequate support they could get. The point is that there should have been many
more, so as to create and sustain a different ethos in the university system as a whole.
At this point I may digress to make some remarks on the role played by the national
laboratories (for some remarks on the enhancement of the role, see Udgaonkar 1980a;
also see Nayudamma 1979), the CSIR laboratories in particular, in the development of
the national science and technology (S&T) ethos, and in the national science policy
debate. There is a considerable tendency to denigrate our national institutions,
forgetting the good work they have done. For example, it is worth emphasizing that it is
because of the strong S&T base created largely through these laboratories that
questions are now persistently being raised as to what S&T have done for the common
man (for rural development in particular) and why the country continues to depend on
imported technology. The answers to both these questions are related to the manner in
which the Planning Commission and the economic ministries are geared to make
optimal use of the S&T base that has been built, and the extent to which our planning
process has been capable of embedding S&T into the socio-economic plan (see e.g.
Draft Five Year Plan 1978-85), and also to the value system prevalent in our society
today. They therefore lie in the socio-political domain and not in the domain of S&T
per se, and this is not the place to discuss them. They have been discussed elsewhere
(Udgaonkar 1977,1979a, b, 1980b, 1981b, 1984,1985b). One may, however, note that the
voice in favour of maximal use of indigenous technology or against the liberal resort to
foreign ‘collaborations’, has been mainly raised by scientists in the national labora¬
tories (and a few public sector undertakings) (Ashok Rao 1983) and not very much by
those in the university system. And this in spite of the advantage that the universities
and IITs have, of the presence of scientists, engineers and social scientists working in
the same institution, so that they could have formed strong interdisciplinary teams to
make systematic scholarly analyses of the on-going trends and their implications, or to
make comparative case-studies of technology transfers within the country and of
foreign collaborations, and related questions having a bearing on self-reliance. It is
surprising that even the IITs have not expressed concern and raised their voice against
the lobbies which favour import of foreign technology and equipment for a variety of
reasons, in spite of the adverse impact of the on-going technology-import policy (policy
as seen through operational decisions in various economic sectors, as distinguished
from the proclaimed policy) on the employment opportunities and challenges for the
bright graduates coming out of them, leading to internal and external brain-drain
(Udgaonkar 1982)
6. The problem of building linkages

By the mid-sixties considerable concern had started being expressed about the need to
build interfaces between national laboratories and universities (Education Com-
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mission Report 1964-66; Udgaonkar and Yash Pal 1967). The Education Commission,
for example, found it necessary to recommend that “the time has now come when
serious effort should be made to bring within the universities, or at any rate to link
intimately with them, institutions devoted to fundamental research but functioning
outside the university system” (Education Commission Report 1964-66). In order to
come down to the ground level, from the high pedestal of pious wishes and
exhortations, it may be worthwhile to describe one such serious sustained effort in
the late sixties, to forge close links between TIFR and the Bombay University. If
successful, as I was naively hoping (see Udgaonkar 1970b), it could have led to a
model or models for the creation of pacesetting departments, or centres of excellence,
in universities, with the cooperation of neighbouring National Laboratories, the two
playing a mutually complementing symbiotic role.
It is symptomatic of the low importance given then to standards of post-graduate
education and research by universities/UGC that the Bombay University did not have
a physics department of its own till 1971 (more than a hundred years after it was
founded), though steps had been taken to include one in the Fourth Five Year Plan
proposals submitted by the University to the UGC in 1965. Physics (like so many other
subjects) at the Master’s degree level was being taught by a pool of‘recognized’* college
teachers, and practical were carried out with the extremely limited laboratory facilities
in the colleges. No attempt was made to harness for the purposes of higher education, the
expertise and facilities of national research laboratories like TIFR and BARC which
happened to be located in the same city. The mismatch between the potentialities and
the reality was glaring, and as an old student of the Bombay University, I suggested, in
April 1967, that the University should evolve a machinery whereby physicists at these
research institutions could be drawn into a well-organized programme of teaching for
the M.Sc. degree at the University (Udgaonkar 1967b). This would not only do justice to
the course needs of a good M.Sc., but also prove beneficial to the students who would
come into close contact with active research workers and thus be encouraged to take up
a research career in physics themselves, which very few students of Bombay University
were doing. On the other hand, it would also prove useful to the research workers who
would get an opportunity to come into contact with fresh young minds. Going further,
I ventured to suggest that the University should take full advantage of the existence of
TIFR and BARC in the city to build up a strong Department of Physics within the
University, pointing out that such a department could immediately be comparable
with a first-rate department anywhere in the world.
The response from the University was slow and halting. As mentioned earlier, it took
about two years to get the M.Sc. course programme moderately re-organized. As for
the larger question of making use of TIFR to build the Department of Physics of the
University, there were innumerable discussions over the next 3 or 4 years and a lot of
correspondence, including some with the Chairman, UGC, whose support and
guidance were also sought. The idea was welcome at a general level by all concerned.

*The requirement for such recognition was merely a teaching experience of five years at the undergraduate
le vel. The fact that recognition as a post-graduate teacher qualified the teacher for a higher grade introduced
inevitable distortions in the process of recognition and allocation of post-graduate lectures. Ordinarily such a
recognized teacher gave only 8 or 10 lectures per term on the paper assigned to him—sometimes the number
was even smaller.
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Operationally, the University’s problem was that it did not have anyone to worry
about the standards of physics in it, nor the facilities for training and research at an
advanced level. It needed someone to take the responsibility in this regard. TIFR had
the personnel and research facilities required for taking on this responsibility and the
willingness to do so. But it was not clear how to evolve a workable framework. It was
recognized from the outset that the implementation of the ideas would involve a
considerable, perhaps radical, departure from the normal way University Departments
are formed and function. One also recognized that the framework must not affect the
autonomous structure and set-up at TIFR, which had enabled it to attain its
international status. How were the two requirements to be reconciled within the
boundary conditions set by the structures, rules, regulations and statutes of the
University? After several preliminary discussions, at which some alternatives were
considered, in January 1970, the University appointed a Committee to consider and
report on my letter (Udgaonkar 1969a) to the Vice-Chancellor, ‘suggesting to the
University to explore the possibilities of utilizing the personnel and research facilities of
the Tata Institute for building up the University Department of Physics which could
operate as an integrated graduate school comparable with good graduate schools
anywhere in the world’. An extract from my letter to Prof. D S Kothari, Chairman
UGC, summarizing my discussions with him, was also enclosed with my letter
(Udgaonkar 1969b). The Committee could not meet till July 1970, and when it did
at last meet, while it welcomed the proposal in a general way, it could not get to
grips with the problem of evolving an operational framework. For one thing, by then
the University had already taken steps to fill up the two posts of Professors sanctioned
by the UGC, and the Committee rightly felt that it had to wait till these professors
joined and could be involved in any recommendations to be made.
The University appeared to be interested in a Department that would have an
identity of its own as a University Department, and one that was under its control.
Having decided to create it with the sanctioned staff of two professors*, two readers and
three lecturers, and just a few lakhs of rupees for equipment, it did recognize that the
proposed size of the teaching staff was inadequate, considering the needs of teaching
and research, that the grant for equipment was also inadequate, and that these had to
be supplemented. It, therefore, continued to show some interest in an intimate formal
involvement of TIFR and its scientists, since under normal conditions, the Department
could not be expected to become large enough and viable for a long time. If TIFR
scientists were to be so involved, it was necessary, both from the point of view of the
University and of the TIFR scientists who were approached by the University, to
ensure adequate financial support for the Department from the UGC so that (a) the
Department may really be able to develop its own strength and identity at the earliest,

* It may be observed that though the University’s selection committee had recommended two persons, one
as a Senior Professor, there was an inordinate delay in sending a formal offer to the person selected as Senior
Professor, who was then abroad, with the result that by the time the offer went, this person had already
accepted an offer from another well-known institution in the country. The University would not however
accept that it had lost the services of a very good physicist because of the slow pace of its machinery, and
maintained that it had been let down by the Professor, although no formal offer had been sent to him until
two months after his deadline! Later, when the University decided to go ahead with the formation of a Physics
Department in the usual way, it chose not to fill the post of Senior Professor. Was it because it did not want to
disturb the ‘balance’ among the departments?.
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and not suffer by being in the shadow of, or too dependent upon, a large institution like
TIFR; and (b) the Department, located at about 30 km from the TIFR at the new
campus of the University, may not suffer if at a later date the TIFR support became
difficult to sustain. The Department could not be allowed to fall between the stools. It
was, therefore, natural for the TIFR scientists who were called upon to help the
University in the development of the Department to expect a commitment from the
UGC of at least the maximum support that was possible within the university
framework, namely that under the UGC programme of Centres of Advanced Study.
Whether the Department would take off or remain an ordinary department would
obviously depend on the nature of support it could count upon from the UGC. The
matter was taken up by the Registrar of the University with the Secretary of the UGC,
but the UGC response, that the matter could be considered by the UGC ‘after the
Department has been established, made some progress, and the co-operative
arrangements with the TIFR worked out and agreed to by the authorities concerned,
was not calculated to reassure the TIFR scientists who were expected to devote
themselves to the development of the Department. It essentially amounted to a lack of
interest on the part of the UGC to support an actual serious effort to establish
meaningful links between a national laboratory and a university.
The University was also not in a position to give a positive (or any) response to the
proposal that the autonomy of the Physics Department with regard to budgetary and
administrative matters, procedures for ordering equipment etc., be not less than that
already enjoyed by the University Department of Chemical Technology.
In spite of pious hopes and recommendations of the Kothari Commission, quoted
above, the time had not yet arrived for action.
Looking back, I note that while the Vice-Chancellor, the Director TIFR and the
Chairman UGC were all involved in the discussions at various stages, during these four
years, and expressed themselves in favour of the general idea, there was never a meeting
involving all three of them together at a time, to sort out the issues, though such a meeting
had indeed been suggested more than once. Would the results have been different if
such a meeting had taken place? Could the UGC not have given a Centre of Advanced
Study status to the Department from the beginning, in view of the close association of
TIFR? Would this issue have been considered differently if the Vice-Chancellor had
himself taken it up formally with Chairman UGC rather than leaving it to the Registrar
to write to the Secretary UGC? More generally, was the case of the University for a
Centre of Advanced Study placed before the UGC with adequate emphasis and
persuasion? And was it too much to expect the UGC to play a more positive leadership
role and provide guidance in evolving a new structure for which we were groping?
One could, in the course of the discussions, notice an anxiety on the part of the
University, to have an entity which it could control, and which functioned within the
usual framework, and a lack of appreciation of the need for autonomy. The importance
of building a strong viable research centre fast, departing from the traditional idea of a
slow growth from a staff of about 4-6 teachers, also does not seem to have been
sufficiently appreciated. There even appeared to be a fear to take steps that might
disturb the balance between the Departments*. On the other hand, there was the fear

*See footnote in p. 11.
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(expressed to me even by a senior scientist outside TIFR, for example) that the TIFR
would run the risk of compromising standards if it took on the responsibility for the
M.Sc. programme at the University, especially if it was conducted not only at the
University Department but also in the affiliated colleges. Were the psychological
factors insurmountable and the idea too utopian and so doomed to failure from the
beginning?

7. Need for policy decisions with regard to new institutions

Forging links between existing institutions which have grown in parallel for a
considerable time, each with its own personality, is of course not easy, and it calls for a
shared vision of a very high order. How about ensuring close links right from the
inception of a new institution? The Education Commission recommended that “As a
matter of national science policy, unless there be very exceptional reasons, the setting
up of special facilities and institutions for basic research separate from teaching should
be avoided.” (Education Commission Report 1964-66). The positive implication of such
a negatively worded policy directive would be that when such an institution is conceived,
the UGC should be able and willing to take a lead in bringing it under its umbrella and
nurturing it carefully, with adequate financial support and a suitable autonomous
framework, as an institution enriching the university system, rather than leave it to
other agencies like DAE, DST or CSIR to provide financial support. Under today’s
conditions, it would probably call for a policy decision by the UGC, so that it may be
able to look positively at any proposal that may be made to it, on merit, or even take an
initiative itself where necessary. It would also call for a policy decision on the part of the
Planning Commission, whenever such a proposal is mooted by any agency, to
channelize the R&D funds for such an institution through the UGC, rather than
through any other agency. It will also call for efforts on the part of the UGC to evolve
new autonomous structures for such institutions within the university system (either
within a single university or as an inter-university centre), reasonably shielded from the
many ills that today bedevil the university system.
The problem has been two fold: availability of adequate support for research per se in
universities; and the creation of appropriate autonomous structures within the
university, conducive to the growth of a strong research centre. It understand from Dr.
V.K.R.V. Rao that it was the sense of frustration on behalf of the social scientist
community, with regard to the much needed attention, help and support for social
science research, that led him to the creation of the Indian Council of Social Science
Research (1969). The Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC) within the
Department of Science and Technology got created for a similar reason (1973).
In this context, it is encouraging to see that the programme of action on the National
Policy on Education, 1986, emphasizes the grant of autonomy to university depart¬
ments, and that the UGC is in the process of finalizing the guidelines in this regard. The
draft guidelines state unambiguously that ‘the prime objective would be to enable
various units within the university system to grow to their full stature as centres of
excellence, thereby starting the process of restoring the centre of gravity of academic
pursuits to the university system’. The recent UGC decisions to create an InterUniversity Centre in nuclear physics on the campus of the Jawaharlal Nehru
University and another in astronomy and astrophysics on the campus of the University
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of Poona, with appropriate autonomous structures, are also very welcome
developments.

8. Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar and UGC
One may illustrate the problems that arose in the past in the absence of clear thinking
and policy decisions on the above and related questions. The UGC does not seem to
have been in the picture at all, when the Government of India decided to take the full
responsibility for the Bose Research Institute, the Indian Association for the
Cultivation of Science and the Raman Research Institute, in the early seventies. This
role was given to the newly created Department of Science and Technology. A little
earlier, in 1970, the UGC received a proposal from the Orissa Government for the
establishment of an Institute of Physics at Bhubaneswar. The UGC appointed a
Committee to examine the proposal and the Committee noted that “there was a need
and urgency to provide within the State of Orissa an institutional facility which would
help in upgrading the quality and relevance of higher education in the State of Orissa”.
If therefore recommended that such an institution should be an integral part of the
university system but must enjoy necessary autonomy and flexibility in order to ensure
steady growth. A possibility suggested by the Committee was that the proposed
institute could be a “consortium effort of all the universities in the State of Orissa
engaged in teaching in physics”. Having processed the initial proposal, one would have
thought, in the context of the recommendation of the Education Commission, discussed
in the preceding paragraph, that the UGC would carry the ball forward and agree to
provide finances for such a new autonomous institute within the university system of
Orissa. But by the middle of 1972 it became clear that the UGC had no intention of
doing so. The Institute then had to depend on the limited funds provided by the State of
Orissa since its inception, and then to look for additional sources of funds from DST,
DAE, ISRO etc., until it could be taken under its umbrella by the Department of
Atomic Energy as an aided institution a few years ago. A good opportunity to assist in
the creation of a new first-rate institute for basic research within the university system,
and of initiating a new pattern of development, was thus lost by the UGC.

9. Radio Astronomy and UGC
Another example of action for and within the university system not coming up to a
challenge and an opportunity during this period, is provided by the history of radioastronomy in India. The Education Commission in its report made it a point to stress

that research in fields like radio-astronomy and molecular biology should primarily be
developed and supported in universities (rather than in the laboratories of the AEC)
unless there be compelling reasons to the contrary, adding that they were not aware of
such reasons (Education Commission Report 1964-66, section 16.18). Only a few
years earlier (1961), however, the UGC had found itself unable to do something
concrete to promote the growth of radio-astronomy in the universities, when an
opportunity was presented by a proposal from some young Indian radio astronomers,
then abroad. These four radio-astronomers had jointly written identical letters to the
Chairman of the UGC, to the Director-General of the CSIR, and to the Chairman
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of the AEC, offering to return to India as a group and establish radio-astronomy
here, if facilities and support could be given to them. It was only from the Chairman
of the AEC, Homi Bhabha, that they got the right kind of response, leading to the
formation of the radio-astronomy group at TIFR. Because of its inability to respond,
the UGC missed an excellent opportunity of promoting an important new frontier area
within the university system. Today even in theoretical astrophysics, the major strong

groups are in laboratories outside the university system, and efforts to persuade the
UGC to establish one or two viable groups in universities could not evoke a
sympathetic response for a long time. It is only recently that a change of attitude has
become visible, leading to the welcome decision of the UGC to set up an InterUniversity Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics at Pune.
10. UGC and support of research
The above examples suggest a certain ambivalence in the thinking of UGC and of those
responsible for defining and implementing national policies in education and in science and
technology, with regard to the support of research in the university system. On the one

hand, a forceful feeling was often expressed that basic research ‘belongs’ to the
university system, that basic research institutes outside the university system should be
brought within it and no new institutions for basic research should be created outside
the university system; and on the other hand, one notes an inability to act consistently
with such thinking, and quickly when a situation demanded it. Even the support for
research per se has been slow in being recognized as an important function of the UGC,
in spite of the observation by the Education Commission that “a major weakness of the
Indian education and research is the relatively very small part played by the universities
in the sum total of Indian research which itself is far smaller than what it should be in
relation to our capabilities and needs”, and that “A stage has now been reached when
deliberate support and encouragement of advanced study and research in the
universities should become a fundamental goal of our university policy” (Education
Commission Report 1964-66, p. 408) and its recommendation that in order to redress
the imbalance, something like a quarter of the total university expenditure should be
devoted to research by the end of the decade (that is, by 1970; emphasis added)
(Education Commission Report, p. 415).
Until the early seventies, for example, i.e. until the end of the Fourth Five Year Plan
period, the only support of anything like a reasonable magnitude, that was provided by
the UGC for research, was under its programme of Centres for Advanced Study and
Departments of Special Assistance. There was no direct support for research as such,
except for research fellowships, and an assistance limited to not more than Rs. 5,000 at a
time (in practice, usually not more than about Rs. 1,000) provided mainly to college
teachers and junior teachers in the universities. University scientists had to depend on
agencies like CSIR and DAE for project funding—‘perpetually to go with a begging
bowl to the research agencies asking for small mercies’, as remarked by Rais Ahmed
(1983). It was difficult even to find out how much money was allocated for research as
such in the universities, and therefore, the Third Conference of Scientists, Technologists
and Educationists, convened by COST in November 1970, was constrained to
recommend that universities must have grants clearly and specifically earmarked for
scientific research, and that scientific research should be a specific heading in the plans
of the UGC (Proc. Third National Conf. 1970). The Binational Conference on Physics
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Education and Research, held at Srinagar in June 1970 (Udgaonkar 1970c) and other
Binational Conferences co-sponsored by the UGC, also made strong pleas for
enhanced support for university research.
I have often been puzzled: why is it that the UGC has been willing to step in rather
readily for a general support to universities and colleges, but rather hesitant in
supporting research on the scale which much of modern research demands? Why could
it not promote the emergence of strong enough research centres/institutions within the
universities, with appropriate autonomous framework, thereby creating a climate
wherein other institutions outside universities could also be progressively brought
within the university system? I have heard a Vice-Chancellor remark that a university
teacher’s job is to teach, and that anything more than the amount of research needed for
his teaching (whatever that may mean) is his personal affair. Surprisingly enough, he was
not contradicted by even the senior university teachers present. What made the ViceChancellor make such a remark? And why were the university teachers unable to
counter it? It was left to me, an outsider, to emphasize the importance of research in the
university and to point out that it was the kind of unfortunate attitude represented by
this remark, that was responsible for the progressive movement of the centre of gravity
of research from universities to institutions outside the university system—both in the
sciences and in the social sciences. Has this attitude been (implicitly and operationally,
if not explicitly) shared by the UGC too? If teaching and research are both considered
important activities in an institution of higher education, and if the UGC could take a
liberal attitude towards recognition and support of colleges (whether good or not so
good) which may do only teaching but no research, why did it not think fit, at the other
end of the spectrum, to support institutions whose major activity is research, teaching
being confined to the post-graduate level only? If it were to do so, rather than
interpreting the UGC Act narrowly, could it not have taken a positive attitude to
proposals like that of the Institute of Physics at Bhubaneswar, or offered to take the
Bose Research Institute, the Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science or the
Raman Research Institute under its umbrella when the Government of India, around
1970-71, decided to take them over and to provide substantial support to them? If it
was a question only of funds, would it not have been possible to get the same national
funds chanellized by the Planning Commission through the UGC (of course with
appropriate organizational changes within the UGC, so that it may be able to look
after the needs of such Institutes effectively) rather than through the newly created
Department of Science and Technology? Could such action not have helped the
process of forging closer links between (especially, the new) research institutions, and
the university system, some of the former becoming inter-university centres, with
special responsibilities towards universities (in particular, the neighbouring univer¬
sities) in virtue of the support extended to them by the UGC as, for as example, had even
been proposed in the case of the Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar, by a committee
appointed by the UGC itself?
As mentioned earlier, the Centres for Advanced Study and Departments of Special
Assistance were the only programmes of the UGC until the early seventies, through
which any thing like a reasonable magnitude of support could be made available by the
UGC to an active research programme in a university. Even the Centres of Advanced
Study have sometimes suffered from the stop-go attitude of the UGC towards their
support. The UGC had “generally not taken up ‘proposal grant system’ for research
projects since the view taken was that in the stage of development in which the
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university departments were during the early sixties, the major pressing problem was to
devote the limited resources available for building up their basic facilities required for
teaching and related research programmes rather than provide money for either
individual research programmes or small group activities. Also, support for such
projects was available from other agencies like the CSIR, Atomic Energy Commission,
ICAR etc. Other major source for funding for research projects was through the use of
PL 480 rupee funds” (Discussion Note 1973).
It was against this background, and this self-perception of the UGC about its role in
support of research, that various national laboratories grew outside the university
system. As mentioned earlier, the need to take purposeful steps to correct the situation
was fairly widely recognized by the early 1970s (see e.g. Udgaonkar 1973). The
University Grants Commission was reconstituted in 1973, and soon started addressing
itself to this problem. The first meeting of the reconstituted Commission in February
1973 noted that the UGC had been providing only bread and butter support to
universities, and that even in social sciences, outside Agencies were taking over the
support of research. In April 1973, the Commission appointed a committee to consider
the question of providing funds to research in universities and to advise the
Commission in this regard, and things started moving. In July 1973, the UGC for the
first time invited research project proposals from universities. The progress, however,
was painfully slow, and often halting and frustrating for those involved in the efforts.
This will, however, need a separate discussion.

11. Concluding remarks
It is not my intention to criticize, with the advantage of hindsight, those who had to
take the difficult decisions in the past with regard to steps to be taken for the fostering of
research centres within the university system, in the face of the competing and probably
more forceful demands of the proliferating colleges and universities. I only wish to point
out the relevance of those decisions for the situation that has developed today—for the
gap between universities and autonomous research institutions, which we all deplore. It
would be simplistic to put the blame on the autonomous research institutions and to
close one’s eyes to the weaknesses of the university system and the UGC itself.
A weakness that needs to be seriously attended to is that arising from the
anachronistic management structures which create a stranglehold of mediocrity and
make it difficult for centres of excellence to grow and survive. In today's era of
populistic slogans, it is important for at least some universities to make an unabashed
case for excellence, with the encouragement and support of the UGC, and to divest

themselves of the responsibility of affiliating colleges and examining their students,
thereby concentrating on what is really higher education and research (Udgaonkar
1986, 1987).
As mentioned earlier, some welcome changes have taken place in recent years in the
policies, approaches and programmes of the UGC for the support of research; and
decentralization and moving away from the affiliating system have become declared
objectives of the National Policy on Education. If the restructuring of the universities is
purposefully pursued, side by side with enhanced support for research in universities,
enabling some university departments to grow into autonomous research centres or
even institutes within universities, competing with the autonomous institutions outside
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the university system, universities could still ‘move centre stage’, and they must be
enabled to do so (Udgaonkar 1987).
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A tribute

It is not easy to pay tribute to a friend whom one admires unreservedly. The existence of
friendship will render suspect the objectivity of praise, while professional encomium
may mask the deeper human respect.
Our friendship with Goku Menon is of that particular kind common to physicists
working in the same field but in different continents, long and intense but intermittent;
as it were a series of stills, not a continuous film. We met him late, so did only work
together as collaborators in the G-stack enterprise. That experience made us regret that
Goku had not come to Bristol earlier, when we were still there. There were many
brilliant young physicists, some with the same crystalline honesty and integrity as
Goku, but none of such stature, due to a quality we could only call wisdom. As we
learnt from him about the Hindu tradition, we came to understand that wisdom
was part of his cultural heritage. He opened a new world to us and when we had the
good fortune later to live a part of it, thanks to the Jaipur Conference, we understood
much more than we would have done had we not known him.
Since then we have met and talked together about much more than physics in diverse
countries over forty years. Conferences for physicists are like stations on their journeys:
Pisa, Venice, Kiev, Kyoto, Jaipur, London, and many more. Sometimes he stopped by;
in Milan, where he won the adoration of our four-year-old daughter; by the sea in
Versilia where he had to confess to her that he had married (she thought he should have
waited for her), and recently in the Tuscan farmhouse to which we have retired. Each
encounter has been more a continuation than a renewal of friendship, for though it has
been a long time, he is still the same Goku. He is perhaps a little less wise than when he
was a beardless Ph.D student, but there is still all the shining honesty, sense of justice
and enthusiasm of youth behind the public figure of the scientific statesman.
There are few people who can occupy places of great responsibility and still conserve
both their integrity and youthful ardour. We had another great friend who had this gift.
His name was Patrick Blackett. Indeed there is much in common between him and
Goku Menon, both as scientists and as men. Menon, like Blackett, though a
consummate experimental physicist, has tempered his love of research with a strong
sense of duty to his country. .Patrick Blackett, at the end of long years of war work and
responsibility, said that he felt that what his country required of him now, was that he
found a school “even if it meant that he would never again lay his hands on a Wilson
Chamber”. Goku Menon, in the first flush of his success at Bristol, when asked why he
was leaving, seemingly giving up what promised to be a brilliant line of research, replied
that he had been sent to Bristol with a fellowship, had been given his chance and now he
was “duty bound to go back to India so that others could have their opportunity”.
Both Blackett and Menon did found flourishing schools, became Presidents of
Academies and scientific advisors to their governments, while still managing to be
active in research. Both can be defined as patriots in the best sense, lovers and servants
of their country, albeit with open eyes. No one could accuse either of vulgar ambition.
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Behind this dedication to the public weal one can perceive in both the driving spirit of
a passionate, quasi-religious belief in the social utility of science and technology. It is
perhaps the passion of this belief which protected them from the facile cynicism which
ages. In his 1987 Blackett Memorial lecture, Menon spoke of the need for a technology
adapted to and created by the Third World; a great theme which needs for its actuation
grand young people like Blackett and Menon.
Connie Dilworth
Beppo Occhialini
Connerechi,
Marciallo,
104, Firenze 50020,
Italy

Professor M G K Menon, FRS

In all sciences there have been from time to time sudden great advances when entirely
new areas of knowledge have been uncovered. Two such periods of advances in particle
physics have occurred in my lifetime, the first in the early 1930’s and the second
immediately after the Second Wold War. The first period saw the discovery of the
neutron, the positron and the mesotron, (now called the “muon”), and the theoretical
prediction of two new particles, the electron neutrino and the pion. In the second period
the pion was discovered and its relationship to the muon established. But in addition
there appeared a wholly new, and totally unexpected, family of particles so unusual that
they were termed the “strange particles”.
All of these particles, with the exception of the neutron, were discovered in the cosmic
radiation which is, in effect, a naturally-occurring particle accelerator which is often
facetiously termed “the poor man’s accelerator”, and at the time was the only source of
high energy particles available to the physicist.
Two techniques, the counter-controlled Wilson cloud chamber, invented by Blackett
and Occhialini in 1933, and the nuclear emulsion developed by Powell and his co¬
workers at Bristol and produced by two British firms, Messrs Ilford and Kodak, were
responsible for these astounding developments. The cloud-chamber work on the
strange particles began at Manchester in a group with which I was closely connected.
We had many connections with Bristol partly because of Blackett’s close friendship with
Occhialini, but also because Blackett was behind much of the financial support for
nuclear research outside the defence establishments through his influence with the
Ministry of Supply after the election of the Labour Government in 1945. Thus he was
behind the setting up of the emulsion panel which guided and gave financial support to
industrial firms in the development of the new emulsions and other equipment like
microscopes etc.
I was a member of the panel and had other close connections with Powell and,
indeed, knew many members of his group well. Much of Powell’s financial support
came from the DSIR through annual grants which were vetted by Blackett and which
he showed me occasionally. I recall that in 1949-50 Powell asked for £9,000 (of which
£4,000 was for his team of scanners’), and this supported a brilliant group of 10 British
and 12 foreign scientists working on 20 topics under 8 main headings. It is interesting
that in spite of the discovery of the i-meson and the F-particles, Powell’s list made no
mention of K-particles. The K-particle work appeared about 1950-51 and it was in this
period that I first met Goku Menon who, I think, began work on mass measurement
with Rochat. It was Corman O’Ceallaigh who really started this new and most
important phase of Bristol work, for as is well known he spotted “muons” which
apparently decayed to particles of energy too great to be electrons from muons. I first
heard of this work in 1951 and heard it reported by Menon under the title “kappa and
tau mesons” at a splendid small Conference at Bristol on “K-particles and heavy
mesons” in December 1951. This also marked the beginning of a lifelong friendship
with Goku. Further excellent papers followed on K-mesons and the clear identification
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of several different modes of decay—to muons, to pions, and to electrons. At the
Bagneres Conference, Menon and O’Ceallaigh clearly established the Knn0 form and
gave good evidence for Kni and KPl but they were not uniquely identified. The reason
for this was the fact that the small volumes of emulsion then in use were not sufficiently
large to stop the enormously long-range muons from the K-Decay. Indeed, the first
clear identification came from work with multiplate chambers in USA and on the PicDu-MIDI. The K and others were clearly identified in the G-stack collaboration when
a large volume of emulsion was available. Goku Menon was an active member of this
collaboration. The principal decays were then shown to be Kn2-*n+ + n° and
H + y. Goku took his Ph.D. degree at Bristol in 1953 when I was his external examiner.
In 1955, I went to Durham and established there a Cosmic Ray School with the
active help of John Major and Aids Apostalakis. Arnold Wolfendale joined me in 1956,
since when he has played a major role not only on the cosmic ray side but on the
astronomy side. He it was who started many collaborative ventures with Goku and his
Indian colleagues, a collaboration which continues to this day and has meant much to
us. Thus we have often seen Goku and his charming colleagues. No doubt Arnold will
refer to this but I must mention a few other high points in my friendship.
The first was the splendid UPAP Cosmic Ray Conference held at Jaipur in 1963, and
a delightful first visit to India. Goku was especially kind for he arranged, and personally
came on a trip for a small group of physicists, to some wonderful places in India. The
group was representative and included from England, John Wilson and myself.
Everything we saw was memorable but for me the most exciting was the visit to the
Kolar Gold Mines and the 7600 ft descent to the rock face where it was so hot that it
was impossible to touch the rock. Bangalore, too, was beautiful and was in striking
contrast to the heat of Jaipur. On this trip we visited Ootacamund and discovered that
there are also cold places in India.
Goku has gone far in physics and in the service to his country, and I salute him for all
his splendid achievements. We were all delighted when in 1970 he was elected a Fellow
of the Royal Society, the third one out of four who were members of the original Bristol
group, the others being Peter Fowler (1964), Don Perkins (1966) and Beppo Occhialini
(1974).
On the occasion of this 60th birthday I especially think of his unfailing charm and his
loyal and generous friendship over almost 40 years. May you enjoy many more happy
birthdays, Goku!
George D Rochester
University of Durham
Durham, UK

Recollections of Goku Menon and the Bristol period in particle
physics

R E MARSHAK
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061, USA

Mambillikalathil Govind Kumar Menon (“Goku” to his friends!) is still a very young
man—a mere sixty years old—but I should like to take advantage of this occasion to
recall the scientific climate during the early (Bristol) period of Goku Menon’s highly
successful and versatile career. As far as I can figure out, Goku started his graduate
research in particle physics by joining the Bristol group in 1949—two years after the
famous discovery of n -*■ decay. The choice was felicitous because Bristol was rapidly
becoming the world focus for particle physics research using cosmic rays as the source
and nuclear emulsions as the detector*. Goku’s first major work (together with H
Muirhead and O Rochat (Menon et al 1950)) consisted of the most detailed study at that
time of star production by n~ mesons in nuclear emulsions. By measuring the
frequency-prong distribution, as well as the a particle and proton energy spectra,
Menon and his co-workers were able to distinguish between the absorption processes
in the light and heavy nuclei of the photographic emulsion and to confirm the bosonic
character of the pion from the observed visible energy distribution of the fragments.
Their measurements could also be used to test the nuclear evaporation model at the
then relatively high excitation energy of 140 MeV (pion mass).
The importance of studying the absorption of slow negative pions by nuclei may not
be apparent four decades later, but in those early years, it was essential to pin down the
phenomenological properties of the two well-established mesons (pion and muon):
their masses, lifetimes, decay products, spins and statistics, and parities. Before the
famous Panofsky experiments on n~ absorption in hydrogen and deuterium (Marshak
1951)—on the Berkeley synchrocyclotron—the Menon etal-type of experiment was an
attractive method to determine the statistics of the pion. Indeed, I suggested the same
experiment to two of my theoretical graduate students at Rochester—W Cheston and
L Goldfarb—about the same time and independently of the Bristol experiment. As
soon as the Rochester 240 MeV proton synchrocyclotron started operating in early
1949, nuclear plates were exposed to the well-defined n beam. I simply assigned to
Cheston and Goldfarb the task of studying the nature of the fragments resulting from

There is the famous statement of LePrince-Ringuet at the Third Annual Rochester Conference on High
Energy Nuclear Physics, Proceedings, ed. by P Noyes, M Camac and W Walker, Univ. ofRochester(1952)p.47:
“En Europe,'il y a pour les emulsions, Bristol, le grand solei, et puis un tout petit nombre de petits satellites
dont la dimension, meme en faisant la somme, reste tres inferieure a celle de Bristol. On est toujours un peu
timide pour parler apres Bristol de problemes dans lesquels Bristol a obtenu 75%-80% des resultates... ”
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the n~ absorptions in the exposed plates. They measured the star-size and proton
distributions (as a function of energy) of up about 500 n~ disintegrations (Cheston and
Goldfarb 1950)—as compared to the 2500 of Menon and his co-workers—and
obtained good evidence for the bosonic character of the n~ meson but could not, of
course, match the detailed conclusions of the Menon et al study.
At this point, I should like to explain the coincidence that the first and only
experiment ever directed by me (!) happened to coincide with Goku Menon’s first major
work. It will be recalled that in 1935 Yukawa had proposed his quantum field theory of
nuclear forces based on boson quanta of finite mass (mesons) (Yukawa 1935). It took
only two years before the Yukawa hypothesis seemed to be spectacularly confirmed
when a particle of several hundred electron masses was discovered in the cosmic
radiation. However, the confirmation of the Yukawa hypothesis was more apparent
than real. Cosmic ray experiments at sea level, using cloud chambers and metal plates
(Wilson 1940), seemed to give cross-sections lower, by at least a factor of 102, than those
predicted by theory. This discrepancy raised doubts about the interaction and decay
properties of the Yukawa meson but, before these doubts could be resolved, World War
II put a halt to serious experimental work. As the war began to wind down and
experimental particle (cosmic ray) physicists went back to work, some striking
discoveries were made. The first such discovery was that of Conversi, Pancini and
Picioni in Italy (Conversi et al 1947), who measured the difference in behaviour of
slowed-down cosmic ray mesons in iron and carbon. Analysis of this experiment (Fermi
et al 1947) led to the conclusion that there was a tremendous discrepancy of a factor of
1012 between theory and experiment, compared to the earlier discrepancy of 102 found
in meson scattering.
It was clear that something fundamental was at issue, and, at the first Shelter Island
Conference, held in June 1947, I proposed a two-meson theory, in accordance with
which the heavy (Yukawa) meson is produced with large cross-section in the upper
atmosphere, whereas the light (cosmic ray) meson is a decay product of the heavy
meson and interacts weakly with matter at low altitudes. That is to say, the heavy
meson is strongly coupled to the nucleon and the light meson weakly coupled to the
nucleon and, a fortiori, the two mesons are weakly coupled to each other. There is no
point going into the details of the paper by Bethe and myself (Marshak and Bethe
1947)* except to note that the most important result was the estimate of the lifetime for
the decay of the “Yukawa” to “cosmic ray” meson (n-+nv decay), ~ 10“8 sec, an
estimate obtained by relating the observed decay time of the “cosmic ray” meson in
carbon (as measured by the Conversi et al experiment) to the strength of the “Yukawa”
meson-nucleon interaction derived from the known strength of the two-nucleon
interaction. This large value of the decay lifetime, compared to the nuclear time scale,
on the order of that expected for a weakly interacting “cosmic ray” meson, was

* I call this paper the “later” version of the two-meson theory. The “early” version was that of S Sakata and
T Inoue, published in English in 1946 (Prog. Theor. Phys. 1 (1946) 143). The Sakata-Inoue paper reached the
U.S. in Nov. 1947 when K Tanaka personally handed a copy to RoberJ Oppenheimer who, in turn, told me
about it at the Jan. 1948 APS meeting. Apart from the historical fact that the “later” version was conceived
independently of the “early” version, there were important differences between the two versions since the
“early” version preceded, and the “later” version followed, the spectacular Conversi et al eperiment (for
details, see R E Marshak, Shelter Island II, MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. (1985), p. 355).
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completely consistent with Pontecorvo’s brilliant observation of the analogy between
the “K capture” of the “cosmic ray” meson by a nucleus and the K capture of an
electron, allowing for the factor of 200 in the mass (Pontecorvo 1947). Pontecorvo’s
observation made it very plausible that the light (cosmic ray) meson in the two-meson
theory is a heavy electron and, accordingly, that the heavy (Yukawa) meson is a boson,
probably pseudoscalar (Marshak and Bethe 1947).
Within ten days of the Shelter Island Conference, American physicists became aware
of the second big European discovery in particle physics: the Bristol paper (Lattes et al
1947), containing evidence of a heavier meson coming to rest in nuclear emulsion with
the emission of a lighter meson of fixed range, reached the United States* and lent its
support to the “Shelter Island” version of the two-meson hypothesis. Consequently, as
soon as our two-meson paper was completed (July 29, 1947), I sent a copy to Cecil
Powell to which he replied on August 28, 1947 as follows:
“I have read the manuscript you kindly sent us with great interest... We have been thinking along very
similar lines to those you discuss as you will see from an article now in the press, to be published in Nature.
This article summarizes a number of lectures which I gave in Manchester and Dublin in June and July. We
have now observed more than 700 mesons which end in the emulsion including the event shown in the
accompanying photograph... I will keep you informed of further developments. A great deal remains to be
' done.”

Within a few months, in November, 1947, and two years before Goku came to Bristol, I
had occasion to visit Powell’s laboratory. Armed with the basic ideas of the two-meson
theory and the likelihood that the “Yukawa” meson (pion) is a boson and its decay
product (muon) is a heavy electron, the Powell group and I engaged in a wide-ranging
discussion of the theoretical consequences that could be tested with nuclear emulsions:
e.g. tt’s (note’s) should be produced directly in nuclear collisions, 7r-’s should be
captured by all nuclei whereas /U’s should not; in nuclear capture, n~ should convert an
appreciable fraction of its rest energy into star energy whereas p ~ should not, and so on
and so forth. The atmosphere at Bristol was electric at that time with so many exciting
discoveries to make with the relatively inexpensive nuclear emulsions and so many
improvements in technique still possible.
It was therefore completely natural for a bright young Indian graduate student, like
Goku Menon, to be drawn to Bristol in 1949, and it was also not surprising that the first
research problem on which he worked would be the basic question of the bosonic or
fermionic character of the pion. It was also not surprising that as soon as the mesonproducing accelerator started to operate in Rochester, in 1949, the same year that
Goku arrived in Bristol, that I would assign the same problem to my graduate students.
The statistics of the pion was only one of many problems in pion (and muon) physics
under study at Bristol in the late 1940s. The following quotation from Powell’s review
article on Mesons (Powell 1950) describes the situation as of 1950:

*It can easily be checked that the May 24, 1947 issue of Nature (containing the Bristol paper) did not reach
the University of Rochester library until June 13,1947 (it was not customary to send normal journals by air in
1947!). The unexpected Bristol discovery of the two n-+n decays came as a stunning surprise to the
participants in the Shelter Island conference and as welcome support for the two-meson theory. As Bram Pais
(in his book Inward bound, Clarendon Press, Oxford (1986) p. 453) puts it: “At the time he [Marshak] made
this suggestion (well received), neither he nor anyone else present knew that the same idea had been put
forward earlier, nor that the May 24, 1947 issue of Nature contained preliminary evidence supporting the
two-meson hypothesis.”
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“In addition to the isolated tracks of mesons, plates exposed to cosmic radiation were also found to record
nuclear distintegrations from which mesons of low kinetic energy were emitted. A large proportion of these
‘ejected’ mesons, at the end of their range, produce nuclear disintegrations. It was therefore suggested that
they are the negative counterparts of the n mesons, the latter being positively charged and thus unable to
interact with nuclei when reduced to low velocities. It was suggested further that the positive and negative n
particles are the primary products of nuclear interactions of great energy occurring in the atmosphere; that
being short-lived, however, they decay ‘in flight' and thus produce the positive and negative /r mesons of
the penetrating component of the cosmic radiation... Further experiments have shown that this view of
the origin of the particles, and of their relationship to the cosmic radiation—closely similar to that put
forward at the same time by Marshak and Bethe on the basis of other evidence—is substantially correct. ’

It must be admitted that while the nuclear emulsion technique was relatively easy to
learn, it was laborious to carry out and was replaced by other techniques when
accelerator-produced pion beams were available. Indeed, by 1950, when several high
energy accelerators\wereoperatingintheiUSA,thephenomenologicaljsearchto determine
the physical properties of the pion and muon was greatly expedited. The substantial
fluxes of pions (and, a fortiori, muons) that became available, led to a great variety of
experiments that could yield accurate values of the masses, lifetimes and branching
ratios, as well as fix the spins, statistics and parities of the neutral and charged states of
the pion as well as the charged muon. Details will be found in my 1952 book on Meson
Physics (Marshak 1952) where, in addition, a rather full description is given of the n~
absorption work of Goku Menon and his collaborators. It is interesting to note that the
determination of the bosonic, pseudoscalar and low-mass character of the pion (the
pion is the lightest hadronic particle) not only defined the primary role of the pion as the
“nuclear force” meson in hadronic physics but has carried over to its present important
role as a Goldstone boson generated by the spontaneous breaking of the global chiral
quark flavor symmetry induced by condensates of u and d quarks. The small finite mass
of the pion (pseudo-Goldstone mass) results from the small masses of the u and d quarks
that, in turn, are ascribed to the Higgs spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism in
the electroweak interaction (Marshak 1988). Menon’s initial choice of research topic at
Bristol was both fortunate and prescient.
Before leaving the early ‘pion” Bristol period, I should like to digress with a brief
account of how my visit to Bristol in November 1947 accidentally led to the discovery
of the heavy primaries in the cosmic radiation and to the initiation of major cosmic ray
experiments by means of nuclear emulsions carried on high-flying balloons. The
amusing story that I propose to tell in print for the first time is a good illustration of the
unexpected character of some major scientific discoveries and sheds light on the salient
features of the initial cosmic ray program in India. The fact is that when I announced to
my wife, back in the Fall of 1947, that I was undertaking a two-week trip to France and
England in November, she insisted that I take along several pairs of nylon stockings to
distribute to women friends she had met during the war years in the U.S. and Canada.
On the last stop of my European trip—in Bristol—I discovered that one pair of nylon
stockings was still in my possession when I visited Cecil Powell’s laboratory and met
Mrs Powell (who was one of the scanners there). I was so intrigued by the simplicity and
power of the nuclear emulsion technique that I asked Mrs Powell to provide me with
one of the developed nuclear plates containing some n ->// decays, to which she
immediately consented. Moreover, the scientific discussions at Powell’s lab were so
cordial and illuminating that, upon departure, I offered Mrs Powell the last pair of
nylon stockings in my possession as a jocular token of appreciation. Partly to pay
tribute to her significant role in the Bristol programme, I am taking the liberty of
quoting from Mrs. Powell’s gracious letter to me (dated November 14, 1947):
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“I enclose a sketch of the plate which I scanned for you, and a very rough sketch of the events found on the
plate. It took me about 5 hours to find these 14 events. I am very sorry about the negative meson where the
emulsion got partly rubbed off, but it is still quite clear where the meson goes into the star. We should be
glad if you could return the plate to us in about a month’s time.
To my surprise and great delight, I found that the nylons you so very kindly gave me, fitted me perfectly.
Very many thanks.”
•

When I returned to Rochester, I turned over the precious nuclear plate to my colleagues,
Helmut Bradt and Bernard Peters, for study, holding back Mrs Powell’s sheet of n -* p
decay identifications! After a couple of weeks, Bradt and Peters found the dozen or so
7r —> yU decays, opined that the technique was extremely interesting, and queried “what
next’’? It occurred to me that Frank Oppenheimer—then at the University of
Minnesota—was flying small cloud chambers in high altitude balloons (94,000 feet, as
it turned out) and that perhaps he would agree to “piggy-back” some undeveloped
nuclear plates on his high-flying balloons. The first exposed plates that came back were
fabulous and contained a sizeable number of heavy nuclei, with Z up to 40, that were
almost certainly cosmic ray primaries (Freier et al 1948). Some heavy primaries were
also found in the high-flying cloud chamber but it was clear that the nuclear plate was
the superior detector for this purpose (the Minnesota group immediately changed over
to nuclear emulsions!). The exciting discovery of heavy primaries led Bradt and Peters
to drop their planned experiments for the new Rochester accelerator and to launch a
vigorous cosmic ray programme, that included the study of multiple pion production
(both neutral and charged) in the cosmic radiation, made possible by the advent of
electron-sensitive nuclear plates (in 1949). Bradt died tragically in 1950 and soon—as
department chairman—I found myself helping with arrangements on the American
side for Peters’ first balloon experiment in India. Shortly thereafter, Peters left the
United States permanently to start his cosmic ray programme in India. When I visited
the Tata Institute for the first time—in August 1953, at Homi Bhabha’s invitation—to
deliver a series of lectures (the lecture notes were actually written up by George
Sudarshan), Peters’ balloon-flying, nuclear emulsion cosmic ray programme was in full
swing. Goku Menon had not as yet returned to India from Bristol—this occurred in
1956—but when he did, he joined Bhabha in giving strong support to Peters’
programme and initiated some new ones of his own. The further development of the
highly significant cosmic ray programme in India under GokukMenon’s leadership is a
separate story, which I am sure will be told by an Indian colleague of his in this
Festschrift.
The final remarks that I should like to make in connection with my early
recollections of Goku Menon and the Bristol period bear on his work in strange
particle physics. From the record, it is clear that, after 1950, the best and the brightest of
the young researchers in the Bristol group plunged into the glamorous new field of
strange particle physics, trying to track down the menagerie of heavy mesons and
hyperons with the most refined nuclear emulsion techniques that they could concoct.
Menon and O’Ceallaigh were two of the leaders and, at a Discussion Meeting organized
by Powell on “V particles and heavy mesons” in 1953*, they opened the discussion
meeting with “Observations on the decay of heavy mesons in photographic emulsions”

*C F Powell introduced this Discussion Meeting with a brief review (see Proc. R. Soc. London A221 (1954)
278).
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(Menon and O’Ceallaigh 1954). After a masterly comprehensive analysis of their data,
Menon and O’Ceallaigh (1954) conclude:
“(a) The secondary particles arising in the decay of /(-particles are in some cases n mesons, and in others nmesons.
(b) No evidence has been obtained for the presence of electrons amongst the secondary particles, but their
presence cannot yet be excluded.
(c) There is decisive evidence for the existence of /c-mesons which decay into a ^t-meson and two or more
secondary particles...
(d) There is strong, but not decisive, evidence for the existence of a two-body decay, referred to as the x
decay, which proceeds according to the scheme x~*n + + N°.
The charged 7r-meson secondary appears to have a unique energy of 116-6 + 2 MeV. The identity of the
neutral secondary involved is not yet established. The mass of the postulated ^-particle lies in the range 900
to 1500 me. The available evidence suggests that it probably lies between 900 me and 1000 me, and the N° is a
neutrino, a y-ray, or a neutral 7r-meson. If N° = y or n°, it is possible that x1 = U.”

Obviously, this was an excellent paper (with its anticipation of the 6-x dilemma!) and it
was therefore no surprise to meet Goku Menon at the Fifth Rochester Conference (held
on Jan. 31-Feb. 2, 1955) as the representative of the Bristol group. Menon gave a fine
report on several decay modes of K mesons and hyperons being measured at Bristol
(Menon 1955) (including one possible example of cascade hyperon decay and, in
response to a question from Oppenheimer—as to whether there was clearcut evidence
of associated production of K particle and hyperon—he quickly furnished a list of a
half dozen cases that seemed rather convincing. Goku seemed to be in complete
control of all the technical details of the Bristol programme and of the major points of
theoretical interest. However, it was also true that the other reports presented to this
conference, on the nuclear emulsion work in strange particles (by Leprince-Ringuet
from Paris, Dallaporta from Padua, and Yash Pal from the Tata Institute) were equally
meritorious—a tribute to the fact that the Bristol “gospel” had been learned by other
good groups throughout the world. More to the point, increasingly competitive strange
particle results were being obtained with carefully designed cloud chambers exposed to
the cosmic radiation, and an even greater challenge to the entire cosmic ray programme
was coming from the Brookhaven cosmotron and the newly-completed Berkeleybevatron (at 3 GeV and at 6 GeV respectively).
The first signs of this growing competition in strange particle physics emerged at the
Fifth Rochester Conference. But it was at the Sixth Rochester Conference—that Goku
could not attend (he was a loyal attendee at the remaining “Rochester” conferences of
the 1950s decade as the Tata Institute representative)—that it became evident that the
contributions from the accelerator physicists would begin to overwhelm the cosmic ray
contributions. Until the sixth conference, the decision to give equal treatment to
accelerator physics, cosmic ray physics and particle theory served its purpose. Indeed,
during the first half-dozen Rochester conferences, it was a common experience for the
cosmic ray experimentalist to describe qualitative features of some new major
discoveries at high energies, for the theorists to articulate these results into a set of
model options and, finally, for the accelerator physicists to present at the same, or the
very next conference, the quantitative data that enabled one to select the most plausible
theoretical model. But, at the sixth conference, it became clear that the stream of results
from the high energy accelerators would soon monopolise strange particle physics and
Bob Leighton was led to exclaim that “next year those people still studying strange
particles using cosmic rays had better hold a rump session of the Rochester conference
somewhere else”. Leighton was indeed giving a correct appraisal of the situation
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because, in subsequent Rochester conferences, the encroachment of man-made
machines into the cosmic ray domain reduced the dialogue to one between accelerator
experimentalists and theorists in many areas of particle physics. Indeed, the
abundance of accelerator results in strange particle physics in the late 1950s was
responsible for the rapid evolution of particle theory: from the concept of additive
strangeness, to the “eightfold” way, to global SU(3) flavour and, ultimately, to the quark
model of hadrons and gauged SU(3) colour (the present dynamical theory of strong
interactions). But we must remind ourselves that there are still many unsolved
problems in modern particle physics and on the interface between it and modern
astronomy. Cosmic ray experimentalists can aspire to obtain interesting results at the
highest energies, under unusual astrophysical conditions (e.g. supernovae bursts), and
by joining forces with non-accelerator particle physicists (e.g. proton decay).
I believe that Goku Menon understood this new situation in particle physics when he
decided to return to India back in 1956 and to contribute his talents to the further
building up of particle and cosmic ray physics in his native country. I am also sure that a
look at Goku Menon’s impressive contributions—a senior scientist and director—
to the growth of the Tata Institute as a centre of a scientific excellence, will bear out this
statement. I conclude these brief reminiscences by expressing my admiration for the
numerous and productive ways in which Goku Menon has contributed personally to
world science and, as a top government official, has helped to enhance the
international reputation of Indian science on many levels.
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A felicitation

I have just received the invitation to join you on 30 August to celebrate the 60th
birthday of Professor M G K Menon, FRS. Since the invitation has come to me after
the auspicious event itself I shall perhaps simply send my felicitations.
I do not remember when exactly I met Goku first but it surely was some time when he
was in Bristol for his reputation in physics had spread already. Subsequently Goku
has successfully taken the mantle of Bhabha both at Bombay as well as at the central
government level as secretary to the Government of India. In one respect he has capped
Bhabha’s achievements. He has kept his interest in physics alive in spite of his
preoccupations at Delhi.
Our major physics interaction has been about the possibility of proton decay. I first
had the privilege of telling him about the possibility at the meeting of the Advisory
Committee on Science and Technology in New York. The story was told by Goku
himself in his interview to USA physics journalists. Goku took up the challenge and
was responsible for the excellent Indian set-up on which he reported at the Paris
conference in 1982.
His contributions to India’s science and technology are so numerous that he has
come to be identified as “Mr Science” so far as India is concerned by the outsiders.
It is a wonderful thing that he has played such an active role in the Indian Academy
of Sciences, in the Third World Academy of Sciences, and now at the International
Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) forum which will give him an even bigger platform
for supporting science and technology for the third world.
Goku’s life has been a fortunate conjunction of a man coming at the right moment
and filling a need which undoubtedly he has done with great distinction. I wish him
many more years of active life.
Abdus Salam
Director, ICTP, Trieste and President, TWAS
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A salute to M G K Menon

In saluting Goku Menon at 60 years and recognizing his accomplishments, 1 want to
recall my first contacts with him more than 30 years ago, when he was a young man
with a fresh Ph.D.
In the first half of the 1950s, I was serving a term as chairman of the Department of
Physics at Columbia University—a department which, due to the fluctuations of
fortune characteristic of such institutions, was then at its peak. Particle physics was just
coming into its own as a major forefront field, and we searched everywhere for the
absolutely most promising young faculty possibility in this relatively new field. The
answer was M G K Menon, who had just completed his doctoral work under the wellknown Prof. Powell of the University of Bristol. We persuaded him to make a visit to
Columbia, found him very impressive, put on as much charm as our department could
muster, and hoped he would accept our invitation to become a new professor in the
Columbia University Department of Physics.
The young Menon made a gracious and thoughtful response. It was a disappointing
one for us, but one nevertheless which I have always appreciated and admired. The
reasons the he could not on balance accept our offer of a position in the United States,
he said, were twofold. One had to do with his family, the other that he felt an obligation
to work and help in his own country if a suitable position were available there. It was a
momentous decision for a young physicist and, given the opportunities which we felt
were at Columbia, it was probably not an easy one.
While Columbia failed to gain an outstanding young physicist, I felt at the time that
Goku’s decision was at least conscientious and thoughtful. It is clear today that it was
also wise. Although he would have accomplished much at Columbia, the decision has
resulted in important contributions not only to India, but to worldwide science and
scientific statesmanship.
Somehow, Menon has managed to continue close contact with research physics and
at the same time operate on the broadest levels of public policy and scientific
statesmanship. His knowledge, good judgment, and statesmanship have had their
influence internationally. But perhaps most importantly, his conscientious and nonselfcentered early decision, of which I had a brief glimpse, was an essential first step on
the road to enormously important contributions to his own country in a critical time of
change.
This brings warm congratulations to Goku Menon and best wishes for continued
success.
Charles H Townes
Department of Physics
University of California
Berkeley, Calif. 94720, USA
September 16, 1988
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